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Book I

Sweet Sorrows
There is a pirate in the basement.

(The pirate is a metaphor but also still a person.)

(The basement could rightly be considered a dungeon.)

The pirate was placed here for numerous acts of a piratey nature considered criminal enough for punishment by those non-pirates who decide such things.

Someone said to throw away the key, but the key rests on a tarnished ring on a hook that hangs on the wall nearby.

(Close enough to see from behind the bars. Freedom kept in sight but out of reach, left as a reminder to the prisoner. No one remembers that now on the key side of the bars. The careful psychological design forgotten, distilled into habit and convenience.)

(The pirate realizes this but withholds comment.)

The guard sits in a chair by the door and reads crime serials on faded paper, wishing he were an idealized, fictional version of himself. Wondering if the difference between pirates and thieves is a matter of boats and hats.

After a time he is replaced by another guard. The pirate cannot discern the precise schedule, as the basement-dungeon has no clocks to mark the time and the sound of the waves on the shore beyond the stone walls muffles the morning chimes, the evening merriment.

This guard is shorter and does not read. He wishes to be no one but himself, he lacks the
imagination to conjure alter egos, even the imagination to empathize with the man behind the bars, the only other soul in the room beyond the mice. He pays elaborate amounts of attention to his shoes when he is not asleep. (He is usually asleep.)

Approximately three hours after the short guard replaces the reading guard, a girl comes.

The girl brings a plate of bread and a bowl of water and sets them outside the pirate’s cell with hands shaking so badly that half the water spills. Then she turns and scampers up the stairs. The second night (the pirate guesses it is night) the pirate stands as close to the bars as he can and stares and the girl drops the bread nearly out of reach and spills the bowl of water almost entirely.

The third night the pirate stays in the shadows of the back corner and manages to keep most of his water.

The fourth night a different girl comes.

This girl does not wake the guard. Her feet fall more softly on the stones and any sound they make is stolen away by the waves or by the mice.

This girl stares into the shadows at the barely-visible pirate, gives a little disappointed sigh and places bread and bowl by the bars. Then she waits.

The pirate remains in the shadows.

After several minutes of silence punctuated by the guard’s snoring, the girl turns away and leaves.

When the pirate retrieves his meal he finds the water has been mixed with wine.

The next night, the fifth night if it is night at all, the pirate waits by the bars for the girl to descend on her silent feet.

Her steps halt only briefly when she sees him.
The pirate stares and the girl stares back.

He holds out a hand for his bowl and his bread but the girl places them on the ground instead, her eyes never leaving his, not allowing so much as the hem of her gown to drift into his reach. Bold yet coy. She gives him a hint of a bow as she returns to her feet, a gentle nod of her head, a movement that reminds him of the beginning of the dance.

(Even a pirate can recognize the beginning of a dance.)

The next night the pirate stays back from the bars, a polite distance that could be closed in a single step, and the girl comes a breath closer.

Another night and the dance continues. A step closer. A step back. A movement to the side. The next night he holds out his hand again to accept what she offers and this time she responds and his fingers brush against the back of her hand.

The girl begins to linger, staying longer each night though if the guard stirs to the point of waking she departs without a backwards glance.

She brings two bowls of wine and they drink together in companionable silence. The guard has stopped snoring, his sleep deep and restful. The pirate suspects the girl has something to do with that. Bold and coy and clever.

Some nights she brings more than bread. Oranges and plums secreted in the pockets of her gown. Pieces of candied ginger wrapped in paper laced with stories.

Some nights she stays until moments before the changing of the guards.

(The daytime guard has begun leaving his crime serials within reach of the cell’s walls, ostensibly by accident.)

The shorter guard paces tonight. He clears his throat as though he might say something but says nothing. He settles himself in his chair and falls into an anxious sleep.
The pirate waits for the girl.

She arrives empty handed.

Tonight is the last night. The night before the gallows. (The gallows are also a metaphor, albeit an obvious one.) The pirate knows that there will not be another night, will not be another changing of the guard after the next one. The girl knows the exact number of hours.

They do not speak of it.

They have never spoken.

The pirate twists a lock of the girl’s hair between his fingers.

The girl leans into the bars, her cheek resting on cold iron, as close as she can be while she remains a world away.

Close enough to kiss.

“Tell me a story,” she says.

The pirate obliges her.
Far beneath the surface of the earth, hidden from the sun and the moon, upon the shores of the Starless Sea, there is a labyrinthine collection of tunnels and rooms filled with stories. Stories written in books and sealed in jars and painted on walls. Odes inscribed onto skin and pressed into rose petals. Tales laid in tiles upon the floors, bits of plot worn away by passing feet. Legends carved in crystal and hung from chandeliers. Stories catalogued and cared for and revered. Old stories preserved while new stories spring up around them.

The place is sprawling yet intimate. It is difficult to measure its breadth. There are no maps. Halls fold into rooms or galleries and stairs twist downward or upward to alcoves or arcades. Everywhere there are doors leading to new spaces and new stories and new secrets to be discovered and everywhere there are books.

It is a sanctuary for storytellers and storykeepers and storylovers. They eat and sleep and dream surrounded by chronicles and histories and myths. Some stay for hours or days before returning to the world above but others remain for weeks or years, living in shared or private chambers and spending their hours reading or studying or writing, discussing and creating with their fellow residents or working in solitude.

Of those who remain, a few choose to devote themselves to this space, to this temple of stories.

There are three paths. This is one of them.

_Sweet Sorrows_

_There are three paths. This is one of them._
This is the path of the acolytes.

Those who wish to choose this path must spend a full cycle of the moon in isolated contemplation before they commit. The contemplation is thought to be silent, but of those who allow themselves to be locked away in the stone-walled room, some will realize that no one can hear them. They can talk or yell or scream and it violates no rules. The contemplation is only thought to be silent by those who have never been inside the room.

Once the contemplation has ended they have the opportunity to leave their path. To choose another path or no path at all.

Those who spend their time in silence often choose to leave, both the path and the space. They return to the surface. They squint at the sun. Sometimes they remember a world below that they once intended to devote themselves to but the memory is hazy, like a place from a dream.

More often it is those who scream and cry and wail, those who talk to themselves for hours, who are ready when the time comes to proceed with their initiation.

Tonight, as the moon is new and the door unlocked, it reveals a young woman who has spent most of her time singing. She is shy and not in the habit of singing, but on her first night of contemplation she realized almost by accident that no one could hear her. She laughed, partly at herself and partly at the oddity of having voluntarily jailed herself in the most luxurious of cells with its feather bed and silken sheets. The laugh echoed around the stone room like ripples of water.

She clasped her hand over her mouth and waited for someone to come but no one did. She tried to recall if anyone had told her explicitly not to speak.

She said “Hello?” and only the echoes returned her greeting.

It took a few days before she was brave enough to sing. She had never liked her singing
voice but in her captivity free of embarrassment and expectation she sang, softly at first but
then brightly and boldly. The voice that the echo returned to her ears was surprisingly pleasant.

She sang all the songs she knew. She made up her own. In moments when she could not think of
words to sing she created nonsense languages for lyrics with sounds she found pleasing.

It surprised her how quickly the time passed.

Now the door opens.

The acolyte who enters holds a ring of brass keys. He offers his other palm to her. On it sits
a small disk of metal with a raised carving of a bee.

Accepting the bee is the next step in becoming an acolyte. This is her last chance to refuse.

She takes the bee from the acolyte’s palm. He bows and gestures for her to follow him. The
young woman who is to be an acolyte turns the warm metal disk over in her fingers as
they walk through narrow candlelit tunnels lined with bookshelves and open caverns filled with
mismatched chairs and tables, stacked high with books and dotted with statues. She pets a statue of
a fox as they pass by, a popular habit that has worn its carved fur smooth between its ears.

An older man leafing through a volume glances up as they pass and recognizing the
procession he places two fingers to his lips and inclines his head at her.

At her, not at the acolyte she follows. A gesture of respect for a position she does not yet
officially hold. She bows her head to hide her smile. They continue down gilded stairways and
through curving tunnels she has never traversed before. She slows to look at the paintings
hung between the shelves of books, images of trees and girls and ghosts.

The acolyte stops at a door marked with a golden bee. He chooses a key from his ring
and unlocks it.

Here begins the initiation.
It is a secret ceremony. The details are known only to those who undergo it and those who perform it. It has been performed in the same fashion always, as long as anyone can remember.

As the door with the golden bee is opened and the threshold crossed the acolyte gives up her name. Whatever name this young woman was called before she will never be addressed by again, it stays in her past. Someday she may have a new name, but for the moment she is nameless.

The room is small and round and high-ceilinged, a miniature version of her contemplation cell. It holds a plain wooden chair on one side and a waist-high pillar of stone topped with a bowl of fire. The fire provides the only light.

The elder acolyte gestures for the younger to sit in the wooden chair. She does. She faces the fire, watching the flames dance until a piece of black silk is tied over her eyes.

The rest of the ceremony continues unseen.

The metal bee is taken from her hand. There is a pause followed by the sound of metal instruments clinking and then the sensation of a finger on her chest, pressing into a spot on her breastbone. The pressure releases and then it is replaced by a sharp, searing pain.

(She will realize afterward that the metal bee has been heated in the fire, its winged impression burned into her chest.)

The surprise of it unnerves her. She has prepared herself for what she knows of the rest of the ceremony, but this is unexpected. She realizes she has never seen the bare chest of another acolyte.

When moments before she was ready, now she is shaken and unsure.

But she does not say stop. She does not say no.

She has made her decision, though she could not have known everything that decision would
entail.

In the darkness, fingers part her lips and a drop of honey is placed on her tongue.

This is to ensure that the last taste is sweet.

In truth the last taste that remains in an acolyte’s mouth is more than honey: the sweetness swept up in blood and metal and burning flesh.

Were an acolyte able to describe it, afterward, they might clarify that the last taste they experience is one of honey and smoke.

It is not entirely sweet.

They recall it each time they extinguish the flame atop a beeswax candle.

A reminder of their devotion.

But they cannot speak of it.

They surrender their tongues willingly. They offer up their ability to speak to better serve the voices of others.

They take an unspoken vow to no longer tell their own stories in reverence to the ones that came before and to the ones that shall follow.

In this honey-tinged pain the young woman in the chair thinks she might scream but she does not. In the darkness the fire seems to consume the entire room and she can see shapes in the flames even though her eyes are covered.

The bee on her chest flutters.

Once her tongue has been taken and burned and turned to ash, once the ceremony is complete and her servitude as an acolyte officially begins, once her voice has been muted, then her ears awaken.

Then the stories begin to come.
The boy is the son of the fortune teller. He has reached an age that brings an uncertainty as to whether this is something to be proud of, or even a detail to be divulged, but it remains true.

He walks home from school toward an apartment situated above a shop strewn with crystal balls and tarot cards, incense and statues of animal-headed deities and dried sage. (The scent of sage permeates everything, from his bed sheets to his shoelaces.)

Today, as he does every school day, the boy takes a shortcut through an alleyway that loops behind the store, a narrow passage between tall brick walls that are often covered with graffiti and then whitewashed and then graffitied again.

Today, instead of the creatively spelled tags and bubble-lettered profanities there is a single piece of artwork on the otherwise white brick.

It is a door.

The boy stops. He adjusts his spectacles to focus his eyes better, to be certain he is seeing what his sometimes unreliable vision suggests he is seeing.

The haziness around the edges sharpens, and it is still a door. Larger and fancier and more impressive than he’d thought at first fuzzy glance.

He is uncertain what to make of it.

Its incongruousness demands his attention.
The door is situated far back in the alley, in a shadowed section hidden from the sun but the colors are still rich, some of the pigments metallic. More delicate than most of the graffiti the boy has seen. Painted in a style he knows has a fancy French name, something about fooling the eye, though he cannot recall the term here and now.

The door is carved—no, painted—with sharp-cut geometric patterns that wind around its edges creating depth where there is only flatness. In the center, at the level where a peephole might be and stylized with lines that match the rest of the painted carving, is a bee. Beneath the bee is a key. Beneath the key is a sword.

A golden, seemingly three-dimensional doorknob shimmers despite the lack of light. A keyhole is painted beneath, so dark it seems to be a void awaiting a key rather than a few strokes of black paint.

The door is strange and pretty and something that the boy does not have words for and does not know if there are words for, even fancy French expressions.

Somewhere in the street an unseen dog barks but it sounds distant and abstract. The sun moves behind a cloud and the alley feels longer and deeper and darker, the door itself brighter.

Tentatively, the boy reaches out to touch the door.

The part of him that still believes in magic expects it to be warm despite the chill in the air. Expects the image to have fundamentally changed the brick. Makes his heart beat faster even as his hand slows down because the part of him that thinks the other part is being childish prepares for disappointment.

His fingertips meet the door below the sword and they come to rest on smooth paint covering cool brick, a slight unevenness to the surface betraying the texture below.

It is just a wall. Just a wall with a pretty picture on it.
But still.

Still there is the sensation tugging at him that this is more than what it appears to be.

He presses his palm against the painted brick. The false wood of the door is a brown barely a shade or two off from his own skin tone, as though it has been mixed to match him.

Behind the door is somewhere else. Not the room behind the wall. Something more. He knows this. He feels it in his toes.

This is what his mother would call a moment with meaning. A moment that changes the moments that follow.

The son of the fortune teller knows only that the door feels important in a way he cannot quite explain, even to himself.

A boy at the beginning of a story has no way of knowing that the story has begun.

He traces the painted lines of the key with his fingertips, marveling at how much the key, like the sword and the bee and the doorknob, looks as though it should be three-dimensional.

The boy wonders who painted it and what it means, if it means anything. If not the door at least the symbols. If it is a sign and not a door, or if it is both at once.

In this significant moment, if the boy turns the painted knob and opens the impossible door, everything will change.

But he does not.

Instead, he puts his hands in his pockets.

Part of him decides he is being childish and silly and that he is too old to expect real life to be like books. Another part of him decides that if he does not try he cannot be disappointed and he can go on believing that the door could open even if it is just pretend.

He stands with his hands in his pockets and considers the door for a moment more before
walking away.

The following day his curiosity gets the better of him and he returns to find that the door has been painted over. The brick wall whitewashed to the point where he cannot even discern where, precisely, the door had been.

And so the son of the fortune teller does not find his way to the Starless Sea.

Not yet.
January 2015

There is a book on a shelf in a university library.

This is not unusual, but it is not where this particular book should be.

The book is mis-shelved in the fiction section, even though the majority of it is true and the rest is true enough. The fiction section of this library is not as well traversed as other areas, its rows dimly lit and often dusty.

The book was donated, part of a collection left to the university per the previous owner’s last will and testament. These books were added to the library, classified by the Dewey Decimal System, given stickers with barcodes inside their covers so they could be scanned at the checkout desk and sent off in different directions.

This particular book was scanned only once to be added to the catalogue. It does not have an author named within its pages, so it was entered in the system as “Unknown” and started off amongst the U-initialed authors but has meandered through the alphabet as other books move around it. Sometimes it is taken down and considered and replaced again. Its binding has been cracked a handful of times, once a professor even perused the first few pages and intended to come back to it but forgot about it instead.

No one has read this book in its entirety, not since it has been in this library.

Some (the forgetful professor included) have thought, fleetingly, that this book does not seem to belong here. That perhaps it should be in the special collection, a room that requires students to have written permission to visit and where librarians hover while they look at things and no
one is allowed to check anything out. There are no barcodes stuck to those books. Many require gloves for handling.

But this book remains in the regular collection. In immobile, hypothetical circulation.

The book’s cover is a deep burgundy cloth that has aged and faded from rich to dull. There were once gilded letters impressed upon it but the gold is gone now and the letters have worn away to glyph-like dents. The top corner is permanently bent from where a heavier volume sat atop it in a box during a stretch in a storage facility from 1984 to 1993.

Today is a January day during what the students refer to as J-term, when classes have not yet started but they are already welcomed back on campus, and there are lectures and student-led symposiums and theatrical productions in rehearsal. A post-holiday warm-up before the regular routines begin again.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins is on campus to read. He feels mildly guilty about this fact, as he should be spending his precious winter hours playing (and re-playing, and analyzing) video games in preparation for his thesis. But he spends so much time in front of screens he has a near-compulsive need to let his eyeballs rest on paper. He reminds himself that there is plenty of subject overlap, though he has found subject overlap between video games and just about anything.

Reading a novel, he supposes, is like playing a game where all the choices have been made for you ahead of time by someone who is much better at this particular game. (Though he sometimes wishes choose-your-own-adventure novels would come back into fashion.)

He has been reading (or re-reading) a great many children’s books as well, because the stories seem more story-like, though he is mildly concerned this might be a symptom of an impending quarter-life crisis. (He half-expects this quarter-life crisis to show up like clockwork
on his twenty-fifth birthday, which is only two months away.)

The librarians took him to be a Literature major until one of them struck up a conversation and he felt obliged to confess he was actually one of those Emerging Media Studies people. He missed the secret identity as soon as it was gone, a guise he hadn’t even realized he enjoyed wearing. He supposes he looks like a lit major, with his cable-knit sweaters and square-framed glasses. Even though he has lived in northeastern climates for half of his life Zachary has not entirely adjusted to New England winters, especially not one like this with its never-ceasing snow. He shields his southern-raised body with heavy layers of wool, wrapped in scarves and warmed with thermoses full of hot cocoa that he sometimes spikes with bourbon. He misses the autumn, when Vermont feels like almost-home.

There are two weeks left in January and Zachary has exhausted most of his to-read list of childhood classics, at least the ones in this library’s collection, so he has moved on to books he has been meaning to read and others chosen at random after testing the first few pages.

It has become his morning ritual, making his choices in the book-dampened library quiet of the stacks and then returning to his dorm to read the day away. In the sky-lit atrium, he shakes the snow from his boots on the rug by the entrance and drops *The Catcher in the Rye* and *The Shadow of the Wind* into the returns box, wondering if halfway through the second year of a masters degree program is too late to be unsure about one’s major. Then he reminds himself that he likes Emerging Media and if he’d spent five and a half years studying literature he would probably be growing weary of it by now, too. A Reading major, that’s what he wants. No response papers, no exams, no analysis, just the reading.

The fiction section, two floors below and down a hallway lined with framed lithographs of the campus in its youth, is, unsurprisingly, empty. Zachary’s footsteps echo as he walks through
the stacks. This section of the building is older, a contrast to the bright atrium at the entrance, the ceilings lower and the books stacked all the way up, the light falling in dim confined rectangles from bulbs that have a tendency to burn out no matter how often they are changed. If he ever has the money after graduating Zachary thinks he might make a very specific donation to fix the electrical wiring in this part of the library. Light enough to read by brought to you by Z.

Rawlins, Class of 2015. You’re welcome.

He seeks out the W section, having recently become enamored of Sarah Waters, and though the catalog listed several titles, *The Little Stranger* is the only one on the shelf so he is saved decision-making. Zachary then searches for what he thinks of as mystery books, titles he does not recognize or authors he has never heard of. He starts by looking for books with blank spines.

Reaching to a higher shelf that a shorter student might have needed a stepladder to access, he pulls down a cloth-covered, wine-colored volume. Both spine and cover are blank, so Zachary opens the book to the title page.

_Sweet Sorrows_

He turns the page to see if there is another that lists the author but it moves directly into the text. He flips to the back and there are no acknowledgements or author’s notes, just a barcode sticker attached to the inside of the back cover. He returns to the beginning and finds no copyright, no dates, no information about printing numbers.

It is clearly quite old and Zachary does not know much about the history of publishing or bookbinding, if such information is possibly not included in books of a certain age. He finds the lack of author perplexing. Perhaps a page has gone missing, or it was misprinted. He flips
through the text and notices that there are pages missing, vacancies and torn edges scattered throughout though none where the front matter should be.

Zachary reads the first page, and then another and another.

Then the light bulb above his head that has been illuminating the U-Z section blinks and darkens.

Zachary reluctantly closes the book and places it on top of *The Little Stranger*. He tucks both books securely under his arm and returns to the light of the atrium.

The student librarian at the front desk, her hair tied up in a bun skewered by a ballpoint pen, encounters some difficulty with the mysterious volume. It scans improperly first, and then as some other book entirely.

“I think it has the wrong barcode,” she says. She taps at her keyboard, squinting at the monitor. “Do you recognize this one?” she asks, handing the book to the other librarian at the desk, a middle-aged man in a covetable green sweater. He flips through the front pages, frowning.

“No author, that’s a new one. Where was it shelved?”

“In fiction, somewhere in the W’s,” Zachary answers.

“Check under Anonymous, maybe,” the green-sweatered librarian suggests, handing back the book and turning his attention to another patron.

The other librarian taps the keyboard again and shakes her head. “Still can’t find it,” she tells Zachary. “So weird.”

“If it’s a problem…” Zachary starts, though he trails off, hoping that she’ll just let him take it. He feels oddly possessive about the book already.

“Not a problem, I’ll mark it down in your file,” she says. She types something into the
computer and scans the barcode again. She pushes the authorless book and *The Little Stranger* across the desk toward him along with his student ID. “Happy Reading!” she says cheerfully before turning back to the book she had been reading when Zachary approached the desk. Something by Raymond Chandler, but he cannot see the title. The librarians always seem more enthusiastic during J-term, when they can spend more time with books and less with frazzled students and irate faculty.

During the frigid walk back to his dorm Zachary is preoccupied by both the book itself, itching to continue reading, and wondering why it was not in the library system. He has encountered minor problems with such things before, having checked out a great number of books. Sometimes the scanner will not be able to read a code but then the librarians can type the number in manually. He wonders how they managed in the time before the scanner, with cards in catalogs and little pockets with signatures in the backs of books. It would be nice to sign his name rather than being a number in a system.

Zachary’s dorm is a brick building tucked amongst the crumbling cluster of graduate residences and covered in dead, snow-dusted ivy. He climbs the many, many stairs to his fourth-floor room, tucked into the eaves of the building, with slanted walls and drafty windows. He has covered most of it with blankets and has a contraband space heater for the winter. Tapestries sent from his mother drape the walls and make the room admittedly cozier, partially because he cannot seem to get the sage smell out no matter how many times he washes them. The MFA candidate next door calls it a cave, though it is more like a den, if dens had Magritte posters and four different gaming systems. His flat screen TV stares out from the wall, black and mirror-like. He should throw a tapestry over it.

Zachary puts his books on his desk and his boots and coat in the closet before heading down
the hall to the kitchenette to make a cup of cocoa. Waiting for the electric kettle to boil he wishes he had brought the wine-colored book down the hall with him, but he is trying to make a point of not having his nose constantly in a book. It is an attempt to appear friendlier that he’s not certain is working yet.

Back in his den with the cocoa he settles into the beanbag chair bequeathed to him by a departing student the year before. It is a garish neon green in its natural state, but Zachary draped it with a tapestry too heavy to hang on the walls, camouflaging it in shades of brown and grey and violet. He aims the space heater at his legs and opens *Sweet Sorrows* back to the page the unreliable library light bulb had stranded him on and begins to read.

After a few pages the story shifts, and Zachary cannot tell if it is a novel or a short story collection or perhaps a story within a story. He wonders if it will return and loop back to the previous part. Then it changes again.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins’ hands begin to shake.

Because while the first part of the book is a somewhat romantic bit about a pirate, and the second involves a ceremony with an acolyte in a strange underground library, the third part is something else entirely.

The third part is about him.

*The boy is the son of the fortune teller.*

A coincidence, he thinks, but as he continues reading the details are too perfect to be fiction. Sage may permeate the shoelaces of many sons of fortune tellers but he doubts that they also took shortcuts through alleyways on their routes home from school.

When he reaches the part about the door he puts the book down.

He feels lightheaded. He stands up, worried he might pass out and thinking he might open the
window and instead he kicks over his forgotten mug of cocoa.

Automatically, Zachary walks down the hall to the kitchenette to get paper towels. He mops up the cocoa and goes back to the kitchenette to throw away the sopping towels. He rinses his mug in the sink. The mug has a chip he is not certain was there before. Laughter echoes up the stairwell, far away and hollow.

Zachary returns to his room and confronts the book again, staring at it as it rests nonchalantly on the beanbag chair.

He locks his door, something he rarely does.

He picks up the book and inspects it more thoroughly than he had before. The top corner of the cover is dented, the cloth starting to fray. Tiny flecks of gold dot the spine.

Zachary takes a deep breath and opens the book again. He turns to the page where he left off and forces himself to read the words as they unfold precisely the way he expects them to.

His memory fills in the details left off the page: the way the whitewash reached halfway up the wall and then the brick turned red again, the dumpsters at the other end of the alley, the weight of his schoolbook-stuffed backpack on his shoulder.

He has remembered that day a thousand times but this time it is different. This time his memory is guided along by the words on the page and it is clear and vibrant. As though the moment only just happened and is not over a decade in the past.

He can picture the door perfectly. The precision of the paint. The *trompe l’oeil* effect he couldn’t name at the time. The bee with its delicate gold stripes. The sword pointed upright toward the key.

But as Zachary continues reading there is more than what his memory contains.

He had thought there could be no stranger feeling than stumbling across a book that narrates
a long-ago incident from his own life that was never relayed to anyone, never spoken about or written down but nevertheless unfolding in typeset prose, but he was wrong.

It is stranger still to have that narration confirm long-held suspicions that in that moment, in that alleyway facing that door he was given something extraordinary and he let the opportunity slip from his fingers.

_A boy at the beginning of a story has no way of knowing that the story has begun._ Zachary reaches the end of the page and turns it, expecting his story to continue but it does not. The narrative shifts entirely again, to something about a dollhouse. He flips through the rest of the book, quickly scanning the pages for mentions of the son of the fortune teller or painted doors but finds nothing.

He goes back and re-reads the pages about the boy. About him. About the place he did not find behind the door, whatever a Starless Sea is supposed to be. His hands have stopped shaking but he is lightheaded and hot, he remembers now that he never opened the window but he cannot stop reading. He pushes his eyeglasses farther up the bridge of his nose so he can focus better.

He doesn’t understand. Not only how someone could have captured the scene in such detail but how it is here in a book that looks much older than he is. He rubs the paper between his fingers and it feels heavy and rough, yellowing to near brown around the edges.

Could someone have predicted him, down to his shoelaces? Does that mean the rest of it could be true? That somewhere there are tongueless acolytes in a subterranean library? It doesn’t seem fair to him to be the solitary real person in a collection of fictional characters, though he supposes the pirate and the girl could be real. Still, the very idea is so ludicrous that he laughs at himself.

He wonders if he is losing his mind and then decides that if he is able to wonder about it he
probably isn’t, which isn’t particularly comforting.

He looks down at the last two words on the page.

Not yet.

Those two words swim through a thousand questions flooding his mind.

Then one of those questions floats to the surface of his thoughts, prompted by the repeated bee motif and his remembered door.

Is this book from that place?

He inspects the book again, pausing at the barcode stuck to the back cover.

Zachary looks closer, and sees that the sticker is obscuring something written or printed there. A spot of black ink peeks out from the bottom of the sticker.

He feels mildly guilty about prying it off. The barcode was faulty, anyway, and likely needs to be replaced. Not that he has any intention of returning the book, not now. He peels the sticker off slowly and carefully, trying to remove it in one piece and attempting not to rip the paper below it. It comes off easily and he sticks it to the edge of his desk before turning back to what is written below it.

There are no words, only a string of symbols that have been stamped or otherwise inscribed onto the back cover, faded and smudged but easily identifiable.

The exposed dot of ink is the hilt of a sword.

Above it is a key.

Above the key is a bee.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins stares at the miniature versions of the same symbols he once contemplated in an alleyway behind his mother’s store and wonders how, exactly, he is supposed to continue a story he didn’t know he was in.
It began as a dollhouse.

A miniature habitat carefully constructed from wood and glue and paint. Meticulously crafted to recreate a full-sized dwelling in the most exquisite level of detail. When it was built it was gifted to and played with by children, illustrating daily happenings in simplified exaggerations.

There are dolls. A family with a mother and father and son and daughter and small dog. They wear delicate cloth replicas of suits and dresses. The dog has real fur.

There is a kitchen and a parlor and a sunroom. Bedrooms and stairs and an attic. Each room is filled with furniture and decorated with miniature paintings and minuscule vases of flowers. The wallpaper is printed with intricate patterns. The tiny books can be removed from the shelves.

It has a roof with wooden shingles each no bigger than a fingernail. Diminutive doors that close and latch. The house opens with a lock and key and expands, though most often it is kept closed. The doll life inside visible only through the windows.

The dollhouse sits in a room in this Harbor on the Starless Sea. The history of it is missing. The children who once played with it long grown and gone. The tale of how it came to be placed in an obscure room in an obscure place is forgotten.

It is not remarkable.

What is remarkable is what has evolved around it.
What is a single house, after all, with nothing surrounding it? Without a yard for the dog. Without a complaining neighbor across the street, without a street to have neighbors on at all? Without trees and horses and stores. Without a harbor. A boat. A city across the sea.

All this has built up around it. One child’s invented world has become another’s, and another’s and so on until it is everyone’s world. Embellished and expanded with metal and paper and glue. Gears and found objects and clay. More houses have been constructed. More dolls have been added. Stacks of books arranged by color serve as landscape. Folded paper birds fly overhead. Hot air balloons descend from above.

There are mountains and villages and cities, castles and dragons and floating ballrooms. Farms with barns and tiny paper sheep. A working clock of a reincarnated watch keeps time atop a tower. A park with a lake and ducks. A beach with a lighthouse.

The world cascades around the room. There are paths for visitors to walk upon, to access the corners. There is the outline of what was once a desk beneath the buildings. There are shelves on the walls that are now distant countries across an ocean with carefully rippled blue paper waves.

It began as a dollhouse. Over time, it has become more than that.


Constantly expanding.

Almost everyone who finds the room feels compelled to add to it. To leave the contents of their pockets repurposed as a wall or tree or temple. A thimble becomes a trash can. Used matchsticks create a fence. Loose buttons transform into wheels or apples or stars.

They add houses made from broken books or rainstorms conjured from glass glitter. They move a figure or a landmark. They escort the tiny sheep from one pasture to another. They reorient the mountains.
Some visitors play in the room for hours, creating stories and narratives. Others merely look around, adjust a crooked tree or door and depart again. Or they simply move the ducks around the lake and are satisfied with that.

Anyone who enters the room affects it. Leaves an impression upon it even if it is unintentional. Quietly opening the door lets a soft draft rustle over the objects inside. A tree might topple. A doll might lose its hat. An entire building might crumble.

An ill-placed step might crush the hardware store. A sleeve could catch on the top of a castle, sending a princess tumbling to the ground below. It is a fragile place.

Any damage is usually temporary. Someone will come along and provide repairs. Restore a fallen princess to her battlement. Rebuild the hardware store with sticks and cardboard. Create new stories upon the old ones.

The original house in the center changes in subtler ways. The furniture moves from room to room. The walls are painted or papered over. The mother and father dolls spend time separately in other structures with other dolls. The daughter and son leave and return and leave again. The dog chases cars and sheep and dares to bark at the dragon.

Around them, the world grows ever larger.

It sometimes takes the dolls quite a while to adapt.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins sits on the floor of his closet with the door closed, surrounded by a forest of hanging shirts and coats, his back up against where the door to Narnia would be if his closet were a wardrobe, having something of an existential crisis.

He has read *Sweet Sorrows* in its entirety and read it again and thought perhaps he should not read it a third time but read it a third time anyway because he could not sleep.

He still cannot sleep.

Now it is three a.m. and Zachary is in the back of his closet, a version of his favorite reading spot when he was a child. A comfort he has not returned to in years and never in this closet, which is ill-suited for such sitting.

He sat in his childhood closet after he found the door, he remembers that now. It was a better closet for sitting. A deeper one, with pillows he had dragged in to make it more comfortable. That one didn’t have a door to Narnia, either, he knows because he checked.

Only the singular section of *Sweet Sorrows* is about him, though pages are missing, upon close inspection there are numerous vacancies along the spine. The text comes back to the pirate and the girl again but the rest is disjointed, it feels incomplete. Much of it revolves around an underground library. No, not a library, a book-centric fantasia that Zachary missed his invitation to because he didn’t open a painted door when he was eleven.

Apparently he went around looking for the wrong imaginary entryways.

The wine-colored book rests at the foot of the bed. Zachary will not admit to himself that he
is hiding from it, in the closet where it cannot see him.

A whole book and he has no idea even after reading it three times how he should proceed.

The rest of the book doesn’t feel as tangible as those few pages near the beginning. Zachary has always had a complicated view of magic because of his mother but while he can grasp herbalism and divination the things in the book are very much beyond his definition of real. Magic—magic.

But if those few pages about him are real, the rest could be…

Zachary puts his head between his knees and tries to keep his breathing steady.

He keeps wondering who wrote it. Who saw him in that alleyway with the door and why they wrote it down. Re-reading the opening pages it implies that the first stories are nested, the pirate telling the story about the acolyte, the acolyte seeing the story about the boy. Him.

But if he’s is in a story within a story who is telling it? Someone must have typeset it and bound it in a book.

Someone somewhere knows this story.

He wonders if someone somewhere knows he’s sitting on the floor of his closet.

Zachary crawls out into his room, his legs stiff. It is near dawn, the light outside his window a lighter shade of dark. He decides to take a walk. He leaves the book on the bed. His fingers start twitching immediately, wanting to take it with him so he can read it again. He wraps his scarf around his neck. Reading a book four times in one day is perfectly normal behavior. He buttons his wool coat. Having a physical response to lack of book is not unusual. He tugs his knit hat down over his ears. Everyone spends nights on the floor of their closet in grad school. He pulls on his boots. Finding an incident from your childhood in an authorless mystery book is an everyday occurrence. He slips his hands into his gloves. Happens to everyone.
He puts the book in the pocket of his coat.

Zachary trudges through newly fallen snow without a destination in mind. He passes the library and continues toward a hilly stretch of campus near the undergraduate dorms. He could adjust his route to pass his old dorm but he does not, he always finds it strange to look at a window he used to look through from the other side. He works his way through the crisp unbroken snow, crushing the pristine surface under his boots.

He usually enjoys the winter and the snow and the cold. There’s a wonder to it, left over from reading about snow in books before he got to experience it for himself. His freshman year the first snow was a laughter-filled night burned into his memory, a bare-handed snowball fight on these same hills, constantly losing his footing in shoes he discovered after the fact were not waterproof. Inside their cashmere-lined gloves, his hands tingle thinking about it.

He is always surprised how quiet the snow is, until it melts.

“Rawlins!” a voice calls from behind him and Zachary turns. A bundled figure with a striped hat waves a brightly-mitten hand at him and he watches the mismatched color move over a field of white as it trudges up the hill through the snow, sometimes hopping through the foot-holes he has left himself. When the figure is a few yards away he recognizes Kat, one of the few undergrads from his department who has moved from acquaintance to almost-friend, mostly because she took it upon herself to get to know everyone and he has been Kat-approved. She runs a video game-themed cooking blog and tends to try out her often delicious experiments on the rest of them. Skyrim-inspired sweet rolls and classic Bioshock cream-filled cakes and maraschino truffle odes to Pac-Man cherries. Zachary suspects she doesn’t sleep and she has a tendency to appear out of thin air to suggest cocktails or dancing or some other excuse to coerce him out of his room and while Zachary has never articulated the fact that he is grateful to have
someone like her in his otherwise highly introverted lifestyle he is pretty sure she already knows.

“Hey, Kat,” Zachary says when she reaches him, hoping he won’t appear as off-kilter as he feels. “What brings you out so early?”

Kat sighs and rolls her eyes. The sigh drifts away as a cloud in the frigid air.

“Godawful early is the only hour I can get lab time for as-of-yet-unofficial projects, how ‘bout you?” Kat shifts her bag on her shoulder and nearly loses her balance, Zachary puts a hand out to steady her but she recovers on her own.

“Couldn’t sleep,” Zachary answers, which is true enough. “Are you still working on that scent-based project?”

“I am!” Kat’s cheeks betray the smile hidden by her scarf. “I think it’s the key to immersive experience, virtual reality isn’t all that real if it doesn’t smell like anything. I can’t figure out how to get it to work for in-home use yet but my site-specific stuff is going well. I’m probably going to need beta testers in the spring if you’d be willing.”

“If spring ever shows up, I’m game.” Kat’s projects are legendary throughout the department, elaborate interactive installations, and always memorable regardless of how successful she deems them. They make Zachary’s own work feel overly cerebral and sedentary by comparison, especially since so much of his own work is analyzing work already done by others.

“Excellent!” Kat says. “I’ll put you on my list. And I’m glad I ran into you, are you busy tonight?”

“Not really,” Zachary says, having not thought about the fact that the day would go on, that the campus would continue in its routines and he is the only one who has had his universe turned askew.

“Could you help me run my J-term class?” Kat asks. “Seven to eight-thirty or so?”
“Your Harry Potter knitting class? I’m not a very good knitter.”

“No, that’s on Tuesdays, this one is a salon-style discussion on Innovation in Storytelling and this week’s topic is gaming. I’m trying to have a guest co-moderator for each class and Noriko was supposed to do this one but she bailed on me to go skiing. It’ll be super chill, no lecturing or anything you need to prepare, just babbling about gaming in a relaxed yet intellectual setting. I know that’s your jam, Rawlins. Please?”

The impulse to say no that Zachary has for pretty much anything that involves talking to people arises automatically, but as Kat bounces on her heels to keep warm and he considers the proposal, it sounds like a good way to get out of his room, to get out of his head and away from the book for a little while. This is what Kat does, after all. It is good to have a Kat.

“Sure, why not,” he says. Kat whoops. The whoop echoes over the snow-covered lawn, prompting a pair of disgruntled crows to abandon their perch in a nearby tree.

“You’re awesome,” Kat says. “I’ll knit you a Ravenclaw scarf as a thank you.” “How did you know—”

“Please, you’re so obviously Ravenclaw. See you tonight, we meet in the lounge in Scott Hall, the one in the back on the right. I’ll text you details when my hands thaw. You’re the best. I’d hug you but I think I’d fall down.”

“Sentiment appreciated,” Zachary assures her and he considers, here in the snow, asking if Kat has ever heard of something called the Starless Sea, because if anyone would have heard of a possibly fairy tale, possibly mythical location it would be Kat but articulating it aloud would make it too real and instead he watches as Kat trudges off toward the science quad where the Emerging Media Center is housed, though he realizes she might very well be headed to the chemistry labs instead.
Zachary stands alone in the snow, overlooking the slowly waking campus.

Yesterday it felt like it always does, like not-quite home. Today he feels like an impostor. He breathes in deeply, the pine-scented air filling his lungs.

Two black dots mar the pale blue of the cloudless sky, the crows that took flight moments ago in the process of disappearing into the distance.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins commences the long walk back to his room.

Once he has kicked off his boots and peeled off his winter layers, Zachary takes out the book. He turns it over in his hands and then puts it down on his desk. It doesn’t look like anything special, like it contains an entire world, though the same could be said of any book.

Zachary pulls his curtains shut and is half asleep before they settle over the window, blocking out the sun-brightened snowscape and the figure watching him from across the street in the shadow of an unruly spruce.

Zachary wakes hours later when his phone chirps a text alert at him, the vibration rattling it enough that it falls off the desk and onto the floor, landing softly on a discarded sock.

7pm scott hall first floor lounge - from the front entrance go past the stairs & turn right down the hall, it’s behind the french doors & looks like the post-apocalyptic version of a room where fancy ladies have tea. i’ll be there early. you’re the best. <3 k.

The clock on the phone informs him that it is already 5:50 and Scott Hall is clear across campus. Zachary yawns and drags himself out of bed and down the hall to take a shower.

Standing in the steam, he thinks he dreamed the book but the relief that this thought brings slowly dissipates and he remembers the truth.
He scrubs his skin near raw with the homemade almond oil and sugar mixture his mother
gifts him every winter, this year’s batch is scented with vetiver to promote emotional calm.
Maybe he can scrub off that boy standing in that alleyway. Maybe the real Zachary is under
there somewhere.

Every seven years each cell in your body has changed, he reminds himself. He is not that
boy anymore. He is twice removed from that boy.

Zachary spends so long in the shower that he has to rush to get ready, grabbing a protein bar
when he realizes he hasn’t eaten all day. He tosses a notebook in his satchel and his hand
hovers over *Sweet Sorrows* before grabbing *The Little Stranger* instead.

He is halfway out the door when he doubles back to put *Sweet Sorrows* in his bag as well. As he
walks toward Scott Hall his damp hair freezes in curls that brush crunchily against his
neck. The snow is crisscrossed with so many boot tracks that there is hardly an untouched
patch on campus. Zachary passes a lopsided snowman wearing a real red scarf. A line of busts
of former college presidents is mostly obscured in snow, stray marble eyes and ears peeking
out from beneath the flakes.

Kat’s directions prove helpful once he arrives at Scott Hall, one of the residences he’s never
been in before. He passes the stairs and a small empty study room before finding the hallway
and following it for some time until he reaches a half-open pair of French doors.

He’s not sure he has the right room. A girl sits knitting in an armchair while a couple of
other students re-arrange some of the post-apocalyptic-looking tea party furniture, velvet chairs
and settees worn thin and wounded by time, a few repaired with duct tape.

“Yay, you found us!” Kat’s voice comes from behind him and he turns to find her holding a tray
with a teapot and several stacked teacups. She looks smaller than she had that morning with
her coat and striped hat removed, her buzzed-short hair a fuzzy shadow covering her head.

“I didn’t realize you were serious about the tea,” Zachary says, helping her move the tray to coffee table in the middle of the room.

“I don’t jest about tea. I have Earl Grey and peppermint and some sort of immunity boosting thing with ginger. And I made cookies.”

By the time the tea and the multiple trays of cookies are arranged the class has filtered in, about a dozen students, though it feels like more with all the coats and scarves flung over the backs of chairs and couches. Zachary settles into an ancient armchair by the window that Kat directs him to with a cup of Earl Grey and an oversized chocolate chip cookie.

“Hi everyone,” Kat says, pulling the attention in the room away from baked goods and chatter. “Thanks for coming. I think we have some newbies who missed last week, so how about we do quick intros around the room, starting with our guest moderator.” Kat turns and looks at Zachary expectantly.

“Okay… um…I’m Zachary,” he manages between chews before swallowing the rest of his cookie. “I’m a second-year Emerging Media grad student, I mostly study video game design with a focus on psychology and gender issues. I grew up in New Orleans. I did my undergrad here but I’m still not entirely used to the weather.”

*And I found a book in the library yesterday that someone wrote my childhood into, how’s that for innovative storytelling?* he thinks but does not say aloud.

The introductions continue and Zachary retains identifying details and areas of interest better than names. Several are theatre majors, including a girl with impressive multi-colored dreadlocks and a blond boy with his feet propped up on a guitar case. The girl with cat-eye glasses who looks vaguely familiar is an English major, as is the girl who continues to knit but barely
glancing down at her work. The rest are mostly Emerging Media undergrads, some of them he recognizes (the guy in the blue hoodie, the girl with the tattooed vines peeking out of the cuffs of her sweater, ponytail guy) but no one he knows as well as Kat.

“And I’m Kat Hawkins, senior Emerging Media and Theatre double major and I mostly spend my time trying to turn games into theatre and theatre into games. And also baking. Tonight we’re going to discuss video games specifically, I know we have a lot of gamers here but if you’re not please ask if you need terminology clarification or anything like that.”

“How are we defining ‘gamer’?” the guy in the blue hoodie asks with enough of an edge in his voice that Kat’s bright expression darkens almost imperceptibly.

“I follow the Gertrude Stein definition: a gamer is a gamer is a gamer,” Zachary jumps in, adjusting his glasses and hating himself for the pretentiousness but hating the guy who needs to define everything a little bit more.

“As far as how we’re defining ‘game’ in this context,” Kat continues, “let’s keep along the lines of narrative games, role-playing games aka RPGs, etcetera. Everything should come back to story.”

Kat prompts Zachary into sharing some of his standard primers on game narrative, character agency, choices and consequences, points he’s made in so many papers and projects that it’s a pleasant change to relate them to a group that hasn’t heard them all a thousand times before.

Kat jumps in here and there and it doesn’t take long for the discussion to take off organically, questions becoming debates and points volleying between sips of tea and cookie crumbs.

The conversation veers into immersive theatre which was last week’s topic and then back to video games, from the collaborative nature of massive multiplayer back to single player narratives and virtual reality with a brief stopover on tabletop games.
Eventually the question of why a player plays a story-based game and what makes it compelling comes up to be examined and dismantled.

“Isn’t that what anyone wants, though?” the girl with the cat-eye glasses asks in response.

“To be able to make your own choices and decisions but to have it be part of a story? You want that narrative there to trust in, even if you want to maintain your own free will.”

“You want to decide where to go and what to do and which door to open but you still want to win the game,” ponytail guy adds.

“Even if winning the game is just ending the story.”

“Especially if a game allows for multiple possible endings,” Zachary says, touching on the subject of a paper he’d written two years previously. “Wanting to co-write the story, not dictate it yourself so it’s collaborative.

“It’ll work in games better than anything,” one of the Emerging Media guys muses.

“And maybe avant-garde theatre,” he adds when one of the theatre majors starts to object.

“Choose-Your-Own-Adventure digital novels?” the knitting English major throws out.

“No, commit to being a full-blown game if you’re going to go through all the decision making option trees, all the if-then,” the girl with the vine tattoos argues, talking with her hands so the vines help emphasize her points. “Proper text stories are preexisting narratives to fall into, games unfold as you go. If I get to choose what’s going to happen in a story I want to be a mage. Or at least have a fancy gun.”


“Change.”

“Mystery.”
“High stakes.”

“Character growth.”

“Romance,” the guy in the blue hoodie chimes in. “What? It’s true,” he adds when several raised eyebrows turn in his direction. “Sexual tension, is that better? Also true.”

“Obstacles to overcome.”

“Surprises.”

“Meaning.”

“But who decides what the meaning is?” Zachary wonders aloud.

“The reader. The player. The audience. That’s what you bring to it, even if you don’t make the choices along the way, you decide what it means to you.” The knitting girl pauses to catch a slipped stitch and then continues. “A game or a book that has meaning to me might be boring to you, or vice-versa. Stories are personal, you relate or you don’t.”

“Like I said, everyone wants to be part of a story.”

“Everyone is a part of a story, what they want is to be part of something worth recording. It’s that fear of mortality ‘I Was Here and I Mattered’ mindset.”

Zachary’s thoughts begin to wander. He feels old, not certain if he was ever so enthusiastic as an underclassman and wondering if he seemed as young to the grad students then as this group seems to him now. He thinks back to the book in his bag, turning over ideas about what it is to be in a story, wondering why he has spent so much of his time propelling narratives forward and trying to figure out how to do the same with this one.

“Isn’t it easier to have words on a page and leave everything up to the imagination?” another of the English majors asks, a girl in a fuzzy red sweater.

“The words on the page are never easy,” the girl in the cat-eye glasses points out and several
people nod.

“Simpler, then.” Red sweater girl holds up a pen. “I can create a whole world with this, it may not be innovative but it’s effective.”

“It is until you run out of ink,” someone retorts.

Someone else points out that it’s nine already and more than one person jumps up, apologizes and rushes off. The rest of them continue to chat in fractured groups and pairs and a couple of the Emerging Media students hover over Zachary, inquiring about class recommendations and professors as they put the room more or less back in order.

“That was so great, thank you,” Kat says once she’s gotten his attention again. “I owe you one, and I’m going to get started on your scarf this weekend, I promise you’ll have it while it’s still cold enough to wear it.”

“You don’t have to but thanks, Kat. I had a good time.”

“Me too. And oh, Elena’s waiting in the hall. She wanted to catch you before you left but didn’t want to interrupt while you were talking to people.”

“Oh, okay,” Zachary says, trying to remember which one was Elena.

Kat gives him another hug and whispers in his ear: “She’s not trying to pick you up, I forewarned her that you are orientationally unavailable.”

“Thanks, Kat,” Zachary says, trying not to roll his eyes and knowing she probably used that exact phrase instead of simply saying that he’s gay because Kat hates labels.

Elena turns out to be the one in the cat-eye glasses, leaning against the wall and reading a Raymond Chandler novel Zachary can now identify as *The Long Goodbye* and he realizes why she looks familiar. He probably would have placed her if her hair had been in a bun.

“Hey,” Zachary says and she looks up from her book with a dazed expression he’s used to
wearing himself, the disorientation of being pulled out of one world and back into another. “Hi,”

Elena says, coming out of the fiction fog and tucking the Chandler in her bag. “I don’t
know if you remember me from the library yesterday. You checked out that weird book that
wouldn’t scan.”

“I remember,” Zachary says. “I haven’t read it yet,” he adds, not sure why the lie
is necessary.

“Well after you left I got curious,” Elena says. “The library’s awfully quiet and I’ve been
on a mystery kick so I decided to do some investigating.”

“Really?” Zachary asks, suddenly interested when before he had been lying in
nervous apprehension. “Did you find anything?”

“Not a lot, the system’s so barcode-happy that if the computer doesn’t recognize it it’s hard
to dig up a file, but I remembered that the book looked kind of old so I went down to the card
archives, back from when everything was stored in those fabulous wooden catalogs, to see if it
was there and it wasn’t but I did manage to decipher how it was coded, there’s a couple of
digits in the barcode that indicate when it was added to the system, so I cross-referenced those.”

“That’s some impressive librarian detective work.”

“Ha, thank you. Unfortunately, the only thing it turned up was that it was part of a private
collection, some guy died and a foundation distributed his library to a bunch of different
schools. I updated the files and wrote down the name, so if you want to find any of the other
books someone should be able to print out a list for you. I’m working most mornings until
classes start up again if you’re interested.” Elena digs around in her bag and pulls out a folded
scrap of lined notebook paper. “Some of them should be in the rare book room and not in
circulation, but whatever. I gave it a catalog entry so it should scan fine whenever you return it.”
“Thanks,” Zachary says as he takes the paper from her. *Item acquired*, a voice in his head remarks. “I’d like that, I’ll stop by sometime soon.”

“Cool,” Elena says. “And thanks for coming tonight, that was a great discussion. See you around.”

She’s gone before he can say goodbye.

Zachary unfolds the paper. There are two lines of text, written in remarkably neat handwriting.

*From the private collection of J. S. Keating, donated in 1993.*

*A gift from the Keating Foundation.*
Paper is fragile, even when bound with string in cloth or leather. The majority of the stories within the Harbor on the Starless Sea are captured on paper. In books or on scrolls or folded into paper birds and suspended from ceilings.

There are stories that are more fragile still: for every tale carved in rock there are more inscribed on autumn leaves or woven into spider’s webs.

There are stories wrapped in silk so their pages do not fall to dust and stories that have already succumbed, fragments collected and kept in urns.

They are fragile things. Less sturdy than their cousins who are told aloud and learned by heart.

And there are always those who would watch Alexandria burn.

There always have been. There always will be.

So there are always guardians.

Many have given their lives in service. Many more have had their lives taken by time before they could lose them in other fashions.

It is rare for a guardian not to remain a guardian, always.

To be a guardian is to be trusted. To be trusted, all must be tested.

Guardian testing is a long and arduous process.
One cannot volunteer to be a guardian. Guardians are chosen.

Potential guardians are identified and watched. Scrutinized. Their every move, every choice and every action, is marked by unseen judges. The judges do nothing but observe for months, sometimes years, before they issue their first tests.

The potential guardian will not be aware that they are being tested. It is critical to steep the tests in ignorance to result in uncorrupted responses. Many tests will never be recognized as tests, even in hindsight.

Candidates for guardianship who are dismissed at these early stages will never know that they were ever considered. They will go about their lives and find other paths.

No decisions are made before a potential guardian has been tested six times.

Most candidates are dismissed before the sixth test.

Many do not make it past the twelfth.

The rhythms of the first test are always the same, whether it occurs within a Harbor or without.

In a large public library a small boy browses books, biding time before he is meant to meet up with his sister. He stands on his toes to reach volumes shelved above his head, he has long since abandoned the children’s section but is not yet tall enough to reach all of the other shelves.

A woman with dark eyes and a green scarf—not a librarian, as far as he can tell—hands him the book he had been reaching for and he shyly nods his thanks. She asks if he will do her a favor in return, and when he agrees she requests that he keep an eye on a book for her, pointing out a thin volume bound in brown leather sitting on a nearby table.

The small boy agrees and the woman leaves. Minutes pass. The boy continues browsing shelves, always keeping the small brown book in sight.
Several more minutes pass. The boy considers looking around for the woman. He checks his watch. Soon he will have to leave himself.

Then a woman walks by without acknowledging him and picks up the book.

This woman has dark eyes and wears a green scarf. She looks quite similar to the first woman but she is not the same person. When she turns to walk away with the book, the boy seizes up with mild panic and confusion.

He asks her to stop. The woman turns, her face a question mark.

The boy stammers that the book belongs to someone else.

The new woman smiles and points out the fact that they are in a library and the books belong to everyone.

The boy almost lets her leave. Now he is not even certain it is a different woman, as this woman is nearly identical. He is going to be late if he waits much longer. It would be easier to let the book go.

But the boy protests again. He explains in too many words that he had been asked to watch it for someone.

Eventually the woman relents and hands the book to the small flustered boy.

He holds the hard-won object to his chest.

He is unaware that he has been tested but he is proud of himself nonetheless.

Two minutes later, the first woman returns. This time he recognizes her. Her eyes are lighter, the pattern on the green scarf is distinct, golden hoops climb up her right ear and not her left.

The woman thanks him for his service when he hands her the thin brown book. She reaches into her bag and pulls out a wrapped piece of candy and puts a finger to her lips. He tucks it into his pocket, understanding such things are not permitted in the library.
The woman thanks him again and departs with the book.

The boy will not be approached directly for another seven years.

Many of the initial tests are similar, watching for care and respect and attention to detail. Observing how they react to everyday stress or extraordinary emergencies. Weighing how they respond to a disappointment or a lost cat. Some are asked to burn or otherwise destroy a book. (To destroy the book, no matter how distasteful or offensive or badly written, is to fail the test.)

During the initial six tests a single failure results in dismissal.

After the twelfth test, the potential guardians will be made aware that they are being considered. Those who were not born below are brought to the Harbor and housed in rooms no resident ever sees. They study and are tested again in different ways. Tests of psychological strength and willpower. Tests of improvisation and imagination.

This process occurs over the course of three years. They can be dismissed at any time. Many are. Others quit somewhere along the way. Some will figure out that perseverance is more important now than performance, but not all.

If they make it to the three-year mark, they are given an egg.

They are released from their training and studying.

Now they need only return with the same egg, unbroken, six months later.

The egg stage is the undoing of many a potential guardian.

Of those who depart with their eggs, perhaps half return.

The potential guardian and their egg are brought to an elder guardian. The elder guardian gestures for the egg and the potential guardian holds it aloft on their palm.

The elder guardian reaches out but instead of taking the offering closes the potential guardian’s fingers around the egg.
The elder guardian then presses down, forcing the potential guardian to shatter the egg.

All that remains in the potential guardian’s hands is cracked eggshell and dust. A fine golden powder that will never completely fade from their palm, it will shimmer even decades later.

The elder guardian says nothing of fragility or responsibility. The words do not need to be spoken. All is understood.

The elder guardian nods their approval, and the potential guardian has reached the end of their training and the beginning of their initiation.

A potential guardian, once they have passed the egg test, when the time has come to become a guardian or to be turned away, is given a tour.

It commences in familiar rooms of the Harbor, starting at the clock in the Heart with its swooping pendulum and moving outward through the main halls, through the residents wings and reading rooms and down into the wine cellar and the ballroom with its imposing fireplace, taller than even the tallest of the guardians.

Then they are shown rooms never seen by anyone but the guardians themselves. Hidden rooms and locked rooms and forgotten rooms. They go deeper than any resident, any acolyte. They light their own candles. They see what no one else sees. They see what has come before.

They may not ask questions. They may simply observe.

They walk the shores of the Starless Sea.

When the tour reaches its end the potential guardian is brought to a small room with a burning fire and a single chair. The guardian is seated and asked a single question.

Would you give your life for this?

And they answer, yes or no.

Those who answer yes remain in the chair.
They are blindfolded, their hands are bound behind their back. Their robes or shirts are adjusted to expose their chests.

An unseen artist with a needle and a pot of ink pierces their skin, over and over again.

A sword, perhaps three or four inches in length, is tattooed on each guardian.

Each sword is unique. It has been designed for this guardian and no other. Some are simple, others intricate and ornamented, depicted in elaborate detail in black or sepia or gold.

Should a potential guardian answer in the negative, the sword that has been designed for them will be catalogued and never inscribed on skin.

Few say no, here, after all they have seen. Very few.

Those who do are also blindfolded, their hands bound behind their backs.

A long, sharp needle is inserted quickly, piercing the heart.

It is a relatively painless death.

Here in this room it is too late to choose another path, not after what they have seen. They are allowed to choose not to be a guardian, but here, this is the only alternative.

Guardians are not identifiable. They wear no robes, no uniforms. Their assignments are rotated. Most stay within the Harbor but several roam the surface, unnoticed and unseen. A trace of golden dust upon a palm means nothing to those who do not understand its significance.

The sword tattoo is easily concealed.

They may not seem to be in servitude to anything, but they are.

They know what they serve.

What they protect.

They understand what they are and that is all that matters.

They understand that what it is to be a guardian is to be prepared to die, always.
To be a guardian is to wear death on your chest.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins is standing in the hall and staring at the scrap of notebook paper when Kat comes out of the lounge wrapped in her winter layers again.

“Hey, you’re still here!” she remarks.

Zachary folds the piece of paper and puts it in his pocket.

“Has anyone ever told you that you have stellar observational skills?” he asks, and Kat punches him in the arm. “I deserved that.”

“Lexi and I are going the Gryphon for a drink if you want to come,” Kat says, gesturing over her shoulder at the theatre major with the dreadlocks pulling her coat on.

“Sure,” Zachary says, mostly due to the combination of the facts that the operating hours of the library prevent him from investigating the clue in his pocket further and that The Laughing Gryphon serves an excellent sidecar.

The three of them make their way slowly through the snow away from campus and downtown to the short strip of bars and restaurants glowing against the night sky, the trees lining the sidewalk wearing coats of ice around their branches.

They continue some of the conversation from earlier which segues into Kat and Lexi recapping the discussion from the previous class for Zachary, and they are describing site-specific theatre for him when they reach the bar.

“I don’t know, I’m not big on audience participation,” Zachary says as they settle into a corner table. He has forgotten how much he likes this bar, with its dark wood and bare Edison
bulbs illuminating the space from mismatched antique fixtures.

“I hate audience participation,” Lexi assures him. “This is more self-directed stuff, where you go where you want to go and decide what to watch."

“Then how do you make sure any given audience member sees the whole narrative?”

“You can’t guarantee it but if you provide enough to see hopefully they can piece it together for themselves.”

They order cocktails and half the appetizer section of the menu and Lexi describes her thesis project to Zachary, a piece that involves, among other things, deciphering and following clues to different locations to find fragments of the performance.

“Can you believe she’s not a gamer?” Kat asks.

“That is legitimately surprising,” Zachary says and Lexi laughs.

“I never got into it,” she explains. “And besides, you have to admit it’s a little intimidating to outsiders.”

“Fair point,” Zachary says. “But the theatre stuff you do sounds like it’s not that far off.”

“She needs gateway games,” Kat says, and between cocktail sips and bacon-wrapped dates and balls of fried goat cheese dipped in lavender honey they assemble a list of games that Lexi might like, though she is incredulous when they point out that some of them could take up to a hundred hours to play through thoroughly.

“That’s insane,” she says, sipping at her whiskey sour. “Do you guys not sleep?”

“Sleep is for the weak,” Kat responds, writing more game titles down on a napkin.

Somewhere behind them a tray of drinks crashes and they wince in unison.

“I hope that wasn’t our next round,” Lexi says, peering over Zachary’s shoulder at the fallen tray and the embarrassed waitress.
“You get to live in a game,” Zachary points out as they return to their conversation, to a topic he knows he’s discussed with Kat before. “For so much longer than a book or a movie or a play. You know how you have real life time versus story time, how stories leave out the boring bits and condense so much? A long-form RPG has some substance to it, leaves time to wander the desert or have a conversation or hang out in a pub. It might not be the closest thing to real life but pacing-wise it’s closer than a movie or a TV show or a novel.” The thought, combined with recent events and the alcohol, makes him a little dizzy and he excuses himself to go to the men’s room.

Once there, though, the Victorian-printed wallpaper repeating into infinity in the mirror does nothing to help the dizziness. He takes off his glasses and places them by the side of the sink and splashes cold water on his face.

He stares at his blurry, damp reflection.

The old-school jazz playing at a comfortable volume outside is amplified in this tiny space and Zachary feels uncomfortably as though he is falling through time.

The blurry man in the mirror stares back at him, looking as confused as he feels.

Zachary dries his face with paper towels and composes himself as best he can. Once he puts his glasses on the details look too sharp, the brass of the doorknob, the illuminated bottles lining the bar, as he walks back to the table.

“Some guy was totally checking you out,” Kat tells him when he sits down. “Over—oh, wait, he’s gone.” She scans the rest of the bar and frowns. “He was over there a minute ago, by himself in the corner.”

“You’re sweet to make up phantom paramours for me,” Zachary says, taking a sip of the second sidecar that arrived in his absence.
“He was there!” Kat protests. “I’m not making him up, am I, Lexi?”

“There was a guy in the corner,” Lexi confirms. “But I have no idea if he was checking you out or not. I thought he was reading.”

“Sad face,” Kat says, sweeping her frown around the room once more but then she changes the subject, and eventually Zachary manages to lose himself in the conversation as the snow starts to fall again outside.

They slip and slide their way back to campus, parting ways in the glow of a streetlamp when Zachary turns down the curving street that leads to the graduate dorms. He smiles as he listens to their chatter fading in the distance. Snowflakes catch in his hair and on his glasses and he feels like he is being watched and he looks over his shoulder at the streetlight but there is only snow and trees and a reddish haze in the sky.

Back in his room Zachary returns to Sweet Sorrows in his cocktail haze and starts reading again from the beginning, but sleep creeps up and steals him away after two pages and the book falls closed on his chest.

In the morning it is the first thing he sees and without thinking about it too much he puts the book in his bag, pulls on his coat and boots and heads to the library.

“Is Elena here?” he asks the gentleman at the circulation desk.

“She’s at the reserve desk, around the corner to the left.”

Zachary thanks the gentleman librarian and continues through the atrium and around the corner to a counter with a computer where Elena sits, her hair back in its bun and her nose in a different Raymond Chandler novel this time, Playback.

“Can I help you?” she asks without looking up, but when she does she adds, “Oh, hi! Didn’t expect to see you so soon.”
“I got curious about the library mystery,” Zachary says, which is true enough. “How’s that one?” he asks, pointing at the Chandler. “I haven’t read it.”

“So far so good, but I never like to commit to an opinion until the end of a book because you never know what might happen. I’m reading all his novels in publication order, *The Big Sleep* is my favorite. Did you want that list?”

“Yeah, that’d be great,” Zachary says, pleased that he’s managing to sound fairly casual.

Elena types something into the computer, waits and types something else.

“Looks like everything else has proper author names, so much for mysteries, but there’s some fiction and nonfiction. I’d help you find them but I’m stuck on the desk until eleven.” She clicks again and the ancient printer next to the desk whirrs to life. “As far as I can tell there were more books in the original donation, it’s possible that they were too fragile for circulation or damaged. These twelve are what’s out there, maybe the one you have is a second volume of something?” She hands Zachary the printed list of titles and authors and call numbers.

Her hypothesis is a good one and not something Zachary had considered. It would make sense. He looks over the titles but nothing jumps out as particularly meaningful or intriguing.

“You are an excellent library detective,” he says. “Thank you for this.”

“You’re welcome,” Elena says, picking up her Chandler again. “Thank you for livening up my workday. Let me know if you have trouble finding anything.”

Zachary starts in the familiar fiction section. He peruses the shelves under the unreliable light bulbs, picking out the five fiction titles on the list in alphabetical order.

 Appropriately, the first is a Sherlock Holmes novel. The second is *This Side of Paradise*. He’s never heard of the next two, but they appear to be regular volumes, with proper copyright pages. The last is *Les Indes noires* by Jules Verne, in the original French and therefore mis-
shelved. All appear to be regular, if old, editions. None of them seem to have anything in common with *Sweet Sorrows*.

Zachary tucks the pile of books under his arm and heads toward nonfiction. This part proves more difficult as he checks and re-checks call numbers and backtracks. Slowly he procures the other seven books, his enthusiasm waning as none of them resemble *Sweet Sorrows*. Most of them are astronomy or cartography-related.

His last option brings him back near fiction to the myths. Bullfinch’s *The Age of Fable or Beauties of Mythology*. It looks new, as though it has never been read, despite bearing a date of 1899.

Zachary places the blue volume with its gilded detailing on his stack of books. The bust of Ares on the cover looks contemplative, his eyes downcast as though he shares Zachary’s disappointment at not finding a clear companion for *Sweet Sorrows*.

He heads back upstairs to the almost empty reading rooms (a librarian with a cart organizing books, a student in a striped sweater typing at a laptop, a man who looks like he’s probably a professor actually reading) and heads to the far corner of the room, spreading his books out on one of the larger tables.

Zachary methodically inspects each volume. He peers at endpapers and turns every page, looking for clues. He restrains himself from removing barcode stickers but none of them seem to be covering anything of importance, and he’s not sure what another bee or key or sword would tell him, anyway.

After seven books with not so much as a dog-eared page, Zachary’s eyes are strained and reluctantly he admits that he needs a break and probably caffeine. He takes a notebook from his bag and writes a note he suspects will be unnecessary: *Back in 15 minutes, please do not re-
He wonders if re-shelve is actually a word and decides he doesn’t care.

Zachary leaves the library and walks down to the corner café where he orders a double espresso and a lemon muffin. He finishes both and heads back to the library, passing a *Calvin and Hobbes*-worthy army of tiny snowmen he hadn’t noticed before.

He returns to the reading room, even quieter now with only the librarian organizing her cart. Zachary takes off his coat and resumes his careful perusal of each book. The ninth volume he checks, the Fitzgerald, has occasional passages underlined in pencil but nothing obtuse, just the really good lines. The next two are unmarked and judging by the state of their spines, don’t even appear to have been read.

Zachary reaches for the final volume and his hand lands on empty table. He looks back to the stack of books, thinking that he may have miscounted. But there are eleven books in that pile. He counts them again to be certain.

It takes him a moment to realize which is missing.

*The Age of Fable or Beauties of Mythology* has vanished. The contemplative bust of Ares is nowhere to be seen. Zachary checks under the table and chairs, on nearby tables and on the closest bookshelves, but it is gone.

He walks back to the other side of the room near the entrance where the librarian is shelving books.

“Did you happen to notice anyone take any books from that table over there while I was gone?” he asks.

The librarian looks and shakes her head.

“Thanks,” Zachary says and walks back to the table, sinking low into his chair.

Someone must have picked up the book and wandered off with it. Not that it matters, since eleven books told him nothing, the chances of the twelfth being a revelation were slim.

Though the chances of one of them vanishing into thin air probably weren’t all that high, either.

Zachary takes the Sherlock Holmes and the Fitzgerald to check out and leaves the rest of the volumes on the table to be re-shelved, which should be a word if it’s not.

“No luck,” he tells Elena as he passes the reserve desk.

“Bummer,” she says. “If I encounter any other library mysteries I’ll let you know.”

“I appreciate that,” Zachary says. “Hey, is it possible to find out if someone checked a book out in the last hour or so?”

“It is if you know the title. I’ll meet you at the circulation desk and check for you. No one’s come by all morning for reserves, if they do now they can wait five minutes.”

“Thanks,” Zachary says and heads out to the atrium while Elena ducks through a door into a librarian-exclusive passageway. She reappears behind the circulation desk before he even reaches it.

“Which book?” she asks, flexing her fingers over the keyboard.

“The Age of Fable or Beauties of Mythology,” Zachary says. “Bullfinch.”

“That’s on the list, isn’t it?” Elena says. “Could you not find it?”

“I did but I think someone picked it up while I wasn’t looking,” Zachary says, tired of book-related falsifications.

“This says we have two copies and neither one is checked out,” Elena says, looking at the screen. “Oh, but one of those is an e-book. Anything that’s out and about here should be shelved
again by tomorrow morning. I can check those out for you, too.”

“Thanks,” Zachary says, handing her the books and his ID. He somehow doubts the book will be returning to its shelf anytime soon. “For everything, I mean. I appreciate it.”

“Anytime,” Elena says, handing his books back to him.

“And read some Hammett, please,” Zachary adds. “Chandler’s great but he’s better. He was an actual detective.”

Elena laughs and one of the other librarians shushes her. Zachary gives her a wave as he leaves, relishing the librarian-on-librarian shushing.

Outside in the snow everything is crystal clear and too bright. Zachary heads back to his dorm, turning over the possibilities of what might have happened to the vanished book in his mind and not settling on anything.

He is relieved that he kept Sweet Sorrows in his bag today.

As he walks he thinks of something he hasn’t tried yet and feels rather stupid about it. When he gets back to his room he drops his bag on the floor and heads straight for his computer.

He Googles “Sweet Sorrows” first even though he expects what he gets: pages upon pages of Shakespeare quotes and bands and articles about sugar consumption. He searches for bees and keys and swords. The results are a mix of Arthurian legends and lists of items from Resident Evil. He attempts various combinations and finds a bee and a key on the coat of arms of a fictional magic school. He notes the name of the book and the author, curious as to whether or not the symbology is coincidental.

At several points in Sweet Sorrows the place is referred to as the Harbor on the Starless Sea, but “Starless Sea” turns up little more than a Dungeon Crawl Classic that sounds appropriate but unrelated and Google suggests that perhaps he meant Sunless Sea either in reference to an
upcoming video game or as a line from Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s Kubla Khan poem. Zachary sighs. He tries image searches and scrolls through page after page of cartoons and skeletons and dungeon masters and then something catches his eye.

He clicks the image to enlarge it.

The black-and-white photograph looks candid and not posed, maybe even cropped from a larger image. A woman in a mask, her head turned away from the camera, leaning in to listen to the man standing next to her who is also masked and wearing a tuxedo. There are several indistinguishable people around them, it looks like it might have been taken at a party.

Around the woman’s neck is a series of three layered chains with charms hanging from each one.

Zachary clicks the image again to view it full-sized.

Hanging from the top chain is a bee.

Below it is a key.

Below the key is a sword.

Zachary clicks again to view the page the image came from, a post on a pinboard site asking if anyone knows where to buy the necklace.

But beneath that there is a source link for the photo.

Zachary clicks the link with a hand over his mouth and finds himself staring at a photo gallery.

*Algonquin Hotel Annual Literary Masquerade, 2014.*

Another click informs him that this year’s event is three days away.
There is a door in a forest that was not always a forest.

The door is no longer a door, not entirely. The structure that held it collapsed some time ago and the door fell along with it and now lies on the ground rather than standing upright.

The wood that composed it has rotted. Its hinges have rusted. Someone took its doorknob away.

It remembers the time when it was complete. When there was a house with a roof and walls and other doors and people inside. There are leaves and birds and trees but no people. Not for years and years.

So the girl comes as a surprise.

She is a small girl, too small to be wandering in the woods alone.

But she is not lost.

A girl lost in the woods is a different sort of creature than a girl who walks purposefully through the trees even though she does not know her way.

This girl in the woods is not lost. She is exploring.

This girl is not scared. She is not unnerved by the darkness of the clawing shadows cast by the trees in the late afternoon sun. She is not bothered by the thorns and branches that tug at her clothes and scratch at her skin.

She is young enough to carry fear with her without letting it into her heart. Without being
scared. She wears her fear lightly, like a veil, aware that there are dangers but letting the crackling awareness hover around her. It does not sink in, it buzzes in excitement around her like a swarm of invisible bees.

The girl has been told many times not to wander too far into these woods. Warned not to play in them at all and she resents her explorations being dismissed as “play.”

Today she has gone so far into the woods she wonders if she has started going out of them again towards the other side. She is not concerned about finding her way back. She remembers spaces, they stick in her mind even when they are expansive ones filled with trees and rocks. Once she closed her eyes and spun around to prove to herself that she could pick the right direction when she opened them again and she was only wrong by a little bit and a little bit of wrong is mostly right.

Today she finds rocks that might once have been a wall, clustered in a line. Those that are piled on each other do not reach very high, even in the highest places it would be easy to climb over them, but the girl picks a medium-high spot to tackle instead.

On the other side of the wall there are clinging vines that snake over the ground, making it difficult to walk so the girl explores closer to the wall instead. It is a more interesting spot than others she has found in the woods. Were the girl older she might recognize that there was once a structure here but she is not old enough to put the pieces of crumbling rock together in her mind and assemble them into a long-forgotten building. The hinge of the door stays buried beneath years of leaves near her left shoe. A candlestick hides between rocks and the shadows fall in such a way that even this intrepid explorer does not find it.

It is getting dark, though enough of the now-golden sun remains to light her way home if she climbs back over the wall now and retraces her steps, but she does not. She is distracted by
something on the ground.

Away from the wall there is another line of stones, set in an almost-circle. A most-of-an-oval shape. A fallen archway that might once have contained a door.

The girl picks up a large stick and uses it to dig around the leaves in the middle of the arch of stones. The damp leaves crumble and break and reveal something round and metal.

She pushes more of the leaves out of the way with the stick and uncovers a curling ring about the size of her hand that might once have been brass but has tarnished in mossy patterns of green and brown.

One side is attached to another piece of metal that remains buried.

The girl has only ever seen pictures of door knockers but she thinks this might be one even though most of the ones she has seen have lions biting the metal rings and this ring does not, unless the lion is hiding in the dirt.

She has always wanted to use a door knocker to knock upon a door and this one is on the ground and not in a picture.

This one she can reach.

She wraps her fingers around it, not caring how dirty they become in the process, and lifts it up. It is heavy.

She lets the knocker drop again. The result is a clang of metal on metal that echoes through the trees.

The door is delighted to be knocked upon after so long.

And the door—though it is mere pieces of what it once was—remembers where it used to lead. It remembers how to open.

So now, when a small explorer knocks, the remains of this door to the Starless Sea let her in.
The earth crumbles beneath her, pulling her into the ground feet-first in a cascade of dirt and rocks and leaves.

The girl is too surprised to scream.

She is not afraid. She does not understand what is happening so her fear only buzzes excitedly around her as she falls.

When she lands she is all curiosity and scraped elbows and dirt-covered eyelashes. The lion-less door knocker bent and broken by her side.

The rest of the door is destroyed in the fall, too damaged to remember what it once was.

A tangle of vines and dirt obscures any evidence of what has occurred.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins sits on a train bound for Manhattan, staring out the window at the frozen tundra of New England and begins, not for the first time today, to question his life choices.

It is too conveniently timed a coincidence not to pursue, even for a tenuous, jewelry-based connection. He spent a day getting himself organized, procuring a rather expensive ticket to the party and an even more expensive hotel room across the street from The Algonquin which was completely booked. The ticket details included the dress code: formal, literary costumes encouraged, masks required.

Far too much time was wasted worrying over where to find a mask until he thought to text Kat. She had six of them, several involving feathers, but the one packed in his duffel bag with his carefully rolled suit is of the Zorro variety, black silk and surprisingly comfortable. (“I was the man in black from *The Princess Bride* for Halloween last year,” Kat explained. “That’s literary! Do you want my poofy black shirt, too?”)

Zachary wonders if he should have left yesterday, as there is only one train per day and this one is supposed to get him to New York with a couple of hours to spare, but it is stopping frequently due to the weather.

He takes off his watch and shoves it in his pocket after glancing at it four times in the space of three minutes.

He is not sure why he is so anxious.
He is not entirely certain what he is going to do when he gets to the party.

He doesn’t even really know what the woman in the photograph looks like. There’s no way of knowing whether she will be there this year.

But it’s the only breadcrumb he has to follow.

Zachary takes his phone out of his coat and pulls up the copy of the photo he has saved and stares at it again even though he has already committed it to memory down to the disembodied hand in the corner holding a glass of sparkling wine.

The woman in the photo has her head turned to the side and her profile is mostly mask, but her body is facing the camera, the layered necklace with its golden bee and key and sword clear and bright as stars against her black gown. The gown is slinky, the woman wearing it curvy and either tall or wearing very high heels, everything below her knees is obscured by a potted palm conspiring with her dress to pull her into the shadows. Her hair above the mask is dark and swept up in one of those styles that looks effortless but probably involves a great deal of construction. She could be twenty or forty or anywhere in between. For that matter the photo looks as though it could have been taken that many years ago, everything within the frame looks timeless.

The man at the woman’s side wears a tuxedo, his arm is raised in a way that suggests his hand is resting on her arm but she is turned in a way that conceals the rest of his sleeve. The ribbon of a mask is visible against his slightly greying hair but his face is completely obscured by her own. A sliver of neck and ear reveal that his complexion is much deeper than hers but little else. Zachary finds himself turning the phone in his hand trying to get a look at the man’s face, momentarily oblivious to the futility of the action.

The train slows to a halt.

Zachary looks around. The train car is less than half full. Mostly solo passengers, each
having claimed their own pair of seats. A group of four at the other end of the car is chatting, sometimes loudly, and Zachary regrets not bringing his headphones. The girl across from him has huge ones, between the headphones and her hoodie she’s almost completely obscured, facing the window and probably asleep.

A static-punctuated announcement comes over the speaker, a variation on the one that has been relayed three times before. Stopped due to ice on the tracks. Waiting for it to be cleared. We apologize for the delay and will be moving again as soon as possible etcetera etcetera.

“Excuse me,” a voice says. Zachary looks up. The middle-aged woman sitting in front of him has turned around over the high back of her seat to face him. “Do you happen to have a pen?” she asks. She wears several looping layers of colorful beaded necklaces and they jingle as she talks.

“I think so,” Zachary says. He rummages around in his satchel and comes up first with a mechanical pencil but then tries again and finds ones of the gel rollers that seem to procreate at the bottom of his bag. “Here you go,” he says, handing it to the woman.

“Thank you, I’ll just be a minute,” the woman says and she jingles back out of sight behind her seat.

The train begins to move and travels enough that the snow and trees outside the windows are replaced by different snow and different trees before it slows to a stop again.

Zachary takes The Little Stranger out of his bag, having been reminded of its presence by the pen-hunting, and starts to read, trying to forget where he is and who he is and what he’s doing for a little while.

The announcement that they have reached Manhattan comes as a surprise, pulling Zachary from his reading.
The other occupants are already gathering their luggage. The girl with the headphones is gone.

“Thank you for this,” the woman in front of him says as he slings his satchel over his shoulder and picks up his duffel bag. She gives him back his pen. “You’re a lifesaver.”

“You’re welcome,” Zachary says, putting the pen back in his bag. He falls into line with the passengers impatiently making their way off the train.

Exiting out onto the street from Penn Station is overwhelming and disorienting, but Zachary has always found Manhattan to be disorienting and overwhelming in general. So much energy and people and stuff in such a small footprint. There is less snow here, clumped in gutters in miniature mountains of grey ice.

He reaches 44th Street with two hours left before the party. The Algonquin appears quiet but it is difficult to tell from the outside. He nearly misses the entrance to his own hotel across the street and then wanders through a sunken lobby lounge and past a glass-walled fireplace before locating the front desk. He checks in without incident, flinching as he hands over his credit card even though he has more than enough to cover the total from years upon years of large birthday checks sent in lieu of visits from his father. The desk clerk promises to send a clothes steamer up to his room so he can attempt to undo whatever damage his bag has unleashed on his suit.

The windowless upstairs hallways are submarine-like. His room is more mirrored than any hotel room he has ever stayed in before. Floor to ceiling mirrors across from the bed and on both walls in the bathroom make the small space seem larger but they also make him feel as though he’s not alone.

The steamer arrives, dropped off by a bellhop who he forgets to tip but it’s too early to prep his suit so Zachary distracts himself with the gigantic round bathtub, even though the mirror-
bathtub Zacharies are disturbing. Bathtub opportunities are few and far between. His dorm has a less-than-private row of showers and the claw-foot tub at his mother’s Hudson Valley farmhouse always looks appealing but refuses to keep water warm for longer than seven minutes at a time.

There is, strangely, a single taper candle in the bathroom complete with a box of matches which is an interesting touch. Zachary lights it and the one flame becomes many within the mirrors.

Somewhere mid-bath he admits to himself that if this excursion proves unsuccessful he will give up on the entire endeavor. Return Sweet Sorrows to the library and try to forget about it and turn his attention back to his thesis. Maybe visit his mom on his way back to school for an aura cleansing and a bottle of wine.

Maybe his story began and ended that day in that alleyway. Maybe his story is about missed opportunities that cannot be recaptured.

He closes his eyes, blocking out the mirror Zacharies.

He sees those two words again in their serifed typeface.

_Not yet._

He wonders why he believes it because someone wrote it down in a book. Why he believes anything at all and where to draw mental lines, where to stop suspending his disbelief. Does he believe that the boy in the book is him? Well, yes. Does he believe painted doors on walls can open as though they were real and lead to other places entirely?

He sighs and sinks below the surface, remaining under until he has to return for oxygen-related reasons.

Zachary gets out of the tub before the water has cooled, a decadent bathtub miracle. The fluffy hotel robe makes him think he should stay in fancy hotels more often and then he remembers how much this single night cost him and decides to enjoy it while he can and avoid
the minibar.

A muffled ding from his bag signals a text message: a photo from Kat of a half-finished blue and bronze striped scarf with accompanying text that reads *almost done!*

He texts back *Looks great! Thanks again, see you soon* and starts steaming his suit. It doesn’t take much time though his shirt proves to be a bigger problem and he gives up after a few passes, figuring he’ll leave his jacket or his vest on for the entire evening so the back of the shirt can remain unpresentable.

Mirror Zachary looks downright dashing and regular Zachary wonders if the lighting and the mirrors are in an attractiveness conspiracy with each other. He forgets what he looks like without his glasses, he so rarely wears his contact lenses.

It’s not a specifically literary costume, but even without the mask he feels like a character in his black suit with its near-invisible pinstripes. He bought the suit two years ago and hasn’t worn it much but it’s well-tailored and fits properly. It looks better now, paired with a charcoal shirt instead of the white one he’s worn it with before.

He leaves his hat and gloves and scarf considering he’s only going across the street and keeps his mask in his pocket along with a printout of his ticket even though it implied he could give his name at the door. He brings his wallet but leaves his phone, not wanting to bring his everyday world along.

Zachary takes *Sweet Sorrows* from his bag and puts it in the pocket of his coat and then switches it to the inside pocket of his suit jacket where it is just small enough to fit. Perhaps the book will act like some sort of beacon and draw whatever or whoever it is he’s looking for to him.

He believes in books, he thinks as he leaves the room. That much he knows for sure.
There is a door in the back of a tea house. A pile of crates blocks it and the common thought amongst the staff is that the door leads to a disused closet that is likely occupied by mice. Late one night a new assistant attempting to make herself useful will open it to see if the crates will fit inside and she will discover that it is not a storage closet at all.

There is a door at the bottom of a star-covered sea, resting in the ruins of a sunken city. On one dark as night day a diver armed with portable breath and light will find this door and open it and slip into a pocket of air along with a number of very confused fish.

There is a door in a desert, covered in sand. Its worn stone surface loses its detail in sandstorms as the time passes. Eventually it will be excavated and relocated to a museum without ever being opened.

There are numerous doors in varying locations. In bustling cities and remote forests. On islands and on mountaintops and in meadows. Some are built into buildings: libraries or museums or private residences, hidden in basements or attics or displayed like artwork in front parlors. Others stand freely without the assistance of supplemental architecture. Some are used with hinge-loosening frequency and others remain undiscovered and unopened and more have simply been forgotten but all of them lead to the same location.

(How this is accomplished is a matter of much debate and no one has of yet discovered a satisfying answer. There is much disagreement on this and related subjects, including the precise
location of the space. Some will argue passionately for one continent or another but such arguments often result in impasses or admissions that perhaps the space itself moves, the stone and the sea and the books shifting beneath the surface of the earth.)

Each door will lead to a Harbor on the Starless Sea, if someone dares to open it. Little distinguishes them from regular doors. Some are simple. Others are elaborately decorated. Most have doorknobs waiting to be turned though others have handles to be pulled.

These doors will sing. Silent siren songs for those who seek what lies behind them.

For those who feel homesick for a place they’ve never been to.

Those who seek even if they do not know what (or where) it is that they are seeking.

Those who seek will find.

Their doors have been waiting for them.

But what happens next will vary.

Sometimes, someone finds a door and opens it and peers inside only to close it again.

Others when faced with a door will leave it undisturbed, even if their curiosity is piqued. They think they need permission. They believe the door awaits someone else, even if it is in fact waiting for them.

Some will find a door and open it and pass through to see where it leads.

Once there they wander through the stone halls, finding things to look at and things to touch and things to read. They find stories tucked in hidden corners and laid out on tables, as though they had been there, waiting for their reader to arrive.

Each visitor will find something or someplace or someone that catches their fancy. A book or a conversation or a comfortable chair in a well-curated alcove. Someone will bring them a drink.

They will lose track of time.
Occasionally a visitor will become overwhelmed, disoriented and dazed by all there is to explore, the space closing around their lungs and their heart and their thoughts and they will find their way back before much time has passed, back to the familiar surface and the familiar stars and the familiar air, and most will forget that such a place exists at all, much less that they set foot in it themselves. It will fade like a dream. They will not open their door again. They may forget there was a door at all.

But such reactions are rare.

Most who find the space have sought it, even if they never knew that this place was what they had been seeking.

And they will choose to stay awhile.

Hours or days or weeks. Some will leave and return, keeping the place as an escape, a retreat, a sanctuary. Living lives both above and below.

A few have built their residences on the surface around their doors, keeping them close and protected and preventing others from utilizing them.

Others, once they have passed through their respective doors, wish never to return to whatever it was that they left. The lives they left behind become the dreams, waiting not to be returned to but to be forgotten.

These people stay and take up residency and these are the ones who begin to shape what the space will become while they inhabit it.

They live and they work. They consume art and stories and create new art and new stories to add to the shelves and the walls. They find friends and lovers. They put on performances and play games and weave community out of camaraderie.

They throw elaborate festivals and parties. Occasional visitors return for such events,
swelling the general population, enlivening even the quieter halls. Music and merriment ring through the ballrooms and the far corners. Bare feet are dipped in the Starless Sea by those who descend to its shores, emboldened by giddiness and wine.

Even those who keep to their private chambers and their books emerge from their solitude on such occasions, and some are even persuaded to join the revelry while others content themselves with observation.

Time will pass unmeasured in dancing and delights and then those who choose to leave will begin to find their ways to the egress, to be taken back to their respective doors.

They will say their goodbyes to the ones who remain.

The ones who have found their haven in this Harbor.

They have sought and they have found and here they choose to remain, whether they choose a path of dedication or simply a permanent residency.

They live and they work and they play and they love and if they ever miss the world above they rarely admit it.

This is their world, starless and sacred.

They think it impervious. Impenetrable and eternal.

Yet all things change in time.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins arrives at The Algonquin approximately four minutes after he leaves his hotel room. It would have taken even less time if he hadn’t had to wait first for the elevator and then for a cab to pass by on the street.

The party is not quite in full swing but already lively. A line of people waiting to check in crowds the lobby. The hotel is a more classic style than the one Zachary is staying in and feels particularly old-fashioned with the formally dressed crowd, rich dark wood and potted palms artfully but dimly lit.

Zachary puts on his mask while he waits in line. A woman in a black dress hands out white masks to guests who have not brought their own and Zachary is grateful that he did, the white ones are plastic and do not look particularly comfortable, though the effect of them scattered around the room is striking.

He gives his name to the woman at the desk. She does not ask to see his ticket and he tucks it in the pocket of his suit jacket. He checks his coat. He is given a paper wristband that looks like the spine of a book, printed with the date instead of a title. He is informed about the bar (open, tips appreciated) and then he is set free and does not know what to do with himself.

Zachary wanders the party like a ghost, grateful for the mask that allows him to hide in plain sight.

In some respects it is like any number of dressy parties, with chatter and clinking glasses and music that bubbles up from beneath the conversations, carrying the rhythm of everything along
with it. Partygoers draped over armchairs and milling in corners in one room, a fairly well-
occupied dance floor in another where the music takes over the conversation and insists upon
being heard. A party scene from a movie, though a movie that can’t quite settle on issues of time
period or hem length. There is an undertone of awkwardness that Zachary recalls from
weddings with a majority of unacquainted guests, and in his experience it fades as the evening
and the alcohol progress.

In other respects, this particular party is unlike anything he’s ever experienced. The bar off
the main room is lit entirely in blue. There are not a great number of obvious literary costumes,
but there are scarlet letters and dictionary-page fairy wings and an Edgar Allen Poe with a fake
raven on his shoulder. A picture-perfect Daisy Buchanan sips a martini at the bar. A woman in
a little black dress has Emily Dickinson poems printed on her stockings. A man in a suit has a
towel draped over his shoulder. A number of people could easily fit into works by Austen or
Dickens.

Someone in the corner is dressed as a highly recognizable author or, Zachary thinks as he
gets a closer look, it might actually be that highly recognizable author and Zachary has a
panicked realization that some of the people who write the books on his bookshelves are
actual people who go to parties.

His favorite costume is worn by a woman in a long white gown and a simple gold crown, a
reference he can’t quite place until she turns around and the gown’s draped back includes a
pointed pair of ears hanging from a hood and a tail trailing along with the train. He remembers
dressing as Max from *Where the Wild Things Are* himself when he was five, though his costume
was nowhere near as elegant.

Zachary looks for golden necklaces but finds none with bees or keys or swords. The only key
He spots it rigged to appear as though it is disappearing into the back of someone’s neck, but that key he recognizes as a clever comic book reference.

He finds himself wishing the proper people to talk to would light up or have hovering indicator arrows over their heads or dialogue options to choose from. He doesn’t always wish that real life were more like video games, but in certain situations it would be helpful. Go here. Talk to this person. Feel like you’re making progress even though you don’t know what it is you’re trying to do, exactly.

He is increasingly distracted by the details when he should be focusing on jewelry. He orders one of the literary cocktail creations at the bar, a Drowning Ophelia made with gin and lemon and fennel syrup, served with a spring of rosemary and a napkin with an appropriate Hamlet quote printed on it. Other guests sip Hemingway Daiquiris and Vespers garnished with complicated curls of lemon. Flutes of sparkling wine are served with ribbons that read “Drink Me” wrapped around their stems.

Bowls on tables are filled with escaped typewriter keys. Candles illuminate glass holders wrapped in book pages. One hallway is festooned with writing implements (fountain pens, pencils, quills) hanging from the ceiling at various heights.

A woman in a beaded gown and matching mask sits in a corner at a typewriter, tapping out tiny stories on scraps of paper and giving them out to guests that pass by. The one she hands to Zachary reads like a long-form fortune cookie:

*He wanders alone but safe in his loneliness.*

*Confused but comforted by his confusion.*

*A blanket of bewilderment to hide himself under.*
He hasn’t managed to escape attention, even pretending to be the ghost at the feast. He wonders if the masks make people braver, more likely to strike up conversations with the hint of anonymity. Other wandering ghosts approach with remarks about the drinks and the atmosphere. Sharing typewriter stories is a popular conversation starter and he gets to read a few different tales, including one about a stargazing hedgehog and another about a house built over a stream with the sound of the water echoing through the rooms. He overhears someone mention that there are people doing private storytelling sessions in other rooms but speaks to no one that has yet been on the receiving end of one. He gets confirmation that yes, it is indeed that famous author across the room and by the way there’s another one just over there that he hadn’t even noticed.

In the blue-tinged bar he finds himself conversing about cocktails with a man in a suit wearing one of the house-provided masks and a Hello, My Name Is tag with “Godot” written on it stuck to his lapel. Zachary notes the name of a Godot-recommended bourbon on the back of his printed out ticket.

“Excuse me,” a lady in an oddly childlike pale blue dress and white knee socks says and then Zachary realizes that she’s talking to him. “Have you seen the cat around here by any chance?” she asks.

“The cat?” Zachary guesses her to be a brunette Alice of the Wonderland variety until she is joined by another lady in an identical ensemble and then it is obvious, if slightly disconcerting, that they are the twins from *The Shining*.

“The hotel has a resident cat,” the first twin explains. “We’ve been looking for her all night but so far no luck.”
“Help us look?” her doppelgänger asks and Zachary agrees even though it sounds like a potentially ominous invitation given their appearance.

They decide to split up to cover more ground and Zachary wanders back near the dance floor, pausing to listen to the jazz band, trying to place the familiar-sounding piece of music.

He peers into the shadows behind the band even though he thinks it unlikely that a cat would hang around with all the noise.

Someone taps him on the shoulder.

The woman dressed as Max, taller than he expected with her crown, stands behind him.

“Would you like to dance?” she asks.

*Say something suave,* a voice in Zachary’s head commands.

“Sure,” is what his mouth comes up with, and the voice inside his head throws up its arms in disappointment, but the king of the wild things doesn’t seem to mind.

The details of her costume are even more impressive up close. Her gold mask matches her crown, both cut from leather in simple shapes and treated with a rich metallic finish. Beneath the mask her eyes are lined with gold and even her eyelashes sparkle with the same golden glitter sprinkled throughout her upswept dark hair that Zachary now suspects might be a wig. White buttons lining the front of her gown are practically invisible against the fabric, secured with gold thread.

Her perfume is even perfectly suited to the costume, an earthy blend that somehow smells like dirt and sugar at the same time.

After a minute of silent not-quite-awkward dancing, once Zachary has remembered how to lead and found the rhythm of the song (some jazz standard he recognizes but couldn’t name), he decides he should probably say something, and after mentally grasping for ideas he settles on the
first thing he thought when he saw her earlier.

“Your Max costume is far superior to my Max costume,” he says. “I’m relieved I didn’t wear mine, it would have been embarrassing.”

The woman smiles, the type of knowing almost-smirk Zachary associates with classic film stars.

“You wouldn’t believe how many people have asked who I’m supposed to be,” she says, with a clear hint of disappointment.

“They should read more,” Zachary responds, echoing her tone.

“You are yourself with a mask on, aren’t you?” the woman asks, dropping her voice.

“More or less,” Zachary answers.

The king of the wild things who might possibly be wearing a wig smiles at him. A real smile this time.

“More, I think,” she says after considering him. “What brings you here this evening, beyond fondness for literature and cocktails? You seem like you’re looking for someone.”

“Sort of,” Zachary admits. He’d almost forgotten. “But I don’t think they’re here.”

He pulls her into a turn mostly to avoid bumping into another couple but the flutter of her gown makes the move look so impressive that several people nearby turn to watch them.

“That’s a shame,” the woman says. “They have deprived themselves of a lovely party and lovely company, I think.”

“Also I was looking for the cat,” Zachary adds. The woman’s smile brightens.

“Ah, I saw Matilda earlier in the evening but I don’t know where she went off to. It is sometimes more effective to let her find you, in my experience.” She pauses but then adds, in a wistful whisper: “How lovely to be a hotel cat. We should all be so lucky.”
“What brings you here tonight?” Zachary asks her. The music has changed and he loses his footing momentarily and thankfully recovers without stepping on her feet.

But before the woman can answer, something beyond his right shoulder catches her eye. She stiffens, a shift he can feel more than see, and he thinks perhaps this is a woman who is good at wearing many different kinds of masks.

“Excuse me for a moment,” she says. She rests a hand on Zachary’s lapel and someone to the side snaps a photograph. The woman starts to turn away but then stops and bows at Zachary first, or something between a curtsey and a bow that seems at once formal and silly, especially since she is the one with the crown. Zachary returns the gesture as best he can and as she disappears into the crowd someone nearby applauds, as if they were part of a performance.

The photographer comes up and asks him for their names. Zachary decides to request that they simply be listed as guests if the photos are posted anywhere and the photographer reluctantly agrees.

Zachary wanders the lobby again, more slowly due to the tighter crowd, a growing disappointment tugging at him. He looks again for jewelry, for bees or keys or swords. For a sign. He should have worn them himself, or drawn them on his hand or found a bee-patterned pocket square. He does not know why he ever thought he could find a single stranger in a room filled with them.

Zachary looks for anyone he has talked to already, thinking perhaps he could inquire nonchalantly about… he’s not even sure what anymore. He can’t even find his Max in the crowd. He encounters a particularly dense knot of partygoers (one in impressive green silk pajamas holding a rose in a glass cloche) and ducks behind a column, moving closer to the wall to get around them, but as he does someone in the crowd grabs his hand and pulls him through a
The door closes behind them, muffling the party chatter and cutting off the light. Someone else is in the darkness with him, the hand that pulled him in has released him but someone is standing close by. Taller, maybe. Breathing softly. Smelling of lemon and leather and something that Zachary can’t identify but finds extremely appealing.

Then a voice whispers in his ear.

“Once, very long ago, Time fell in love with Fate.”

A male voice. The tone deep but the cadence light, a storyteller voice. Zachary freezes, waiting. Listening.

“This, as you might imagine, proved problematic,” the voice continues. “Their romance disrupted the flow of time. It tangled the strings of fortune into knots.”

A hand on his back pushes him gently forward and Zachary takes a tentative step into the darkness, and then another. The storyteller continues, the volume of his voice now loud enough to fill the space.

“The stars watched from the heavens nervously, worrying what might occur. What might happen to the days and nights were Time to suffer a broken heart? What catastrophes might result if the same fate awaited Fate itself?”

They continue walking down a dark hall.

“The stars conspired and separated the two. For a time they breathed easier in the heavens. Time continued to flow as it always had, or perhaps imperceptibly slower. Fate wove together the paths that were meant to intertwine, though perhaps a string was missed here and there.”

Now a turn, as Zachary is guided in a different direction through the darkness. In the pause he can hear the band and the party, the sound muffled and distant.
“But eventually,” the storyteller continues, “Fate and Time found each other again.” A firm hand on Zachary’s shoulder halts their movement. The storyteller leans closer. “In the heavens, the stars sighed, twinkling and fretting. They asked the moon her advice. The moon in turn called upon the parliament of owls to decide how best to proceed.”

Somewhere in the darkness the sound of wings beating, close and heavy, moving the air around them.

“The parliament of owls convened and discussed the matter amongst themselves night after night. They argued and debated while the world slept around them, and the world continued to turn, unaware that such important matters were under discussion while it slumbered.”

In the darkness a hand guides Zachary’s own to a doorknob. Zachary turns it and it opens. In front of him he thinks he sees a sliver of a crescent moon and then it vanishes.

“The parliament of owls came to the logical conclusion that if the problem was in the combination, one of the elements should be removed. They chose to keep the one they felt more important.”

A hand pushes Zachary forward. A door closes behind him. He wonders if he has been left alone but then the story continues, the voice moving around him in the darkness.

“The parliament of owls told their decision to the stars and the stars agreed. The moon did not, but on this night she was dark and could not offer her opinion.”

Here Zachary remembers, vividly, the moon disappearing in front of his eyes a moment before as the story continues.

“So it was decided, and Fate was pulled apart. Ripped into pieces by beaks and claws. Fate’s screams echoed through the deepest corners and the highest heavens but no one dared to intervene save for a small brave mouse who snuck into the fray, creeping unnoticed through the
blood and bone and feathers, and took Fate’s heart and kept it safe.”

Now a mouse-like movement scurries up Zachary’s arm and over his shoulder. He shivers. The movement stops over his heart and the weight of a hand rests there a moment before lifting again. A long pause follows.

“When the furor died down there was nothing else left of Fate.”

A gloved hand settles over Zachary’s eyes, the darkness grows warmer and darker, the voice closer now.

“The owl who consumed Fate’s eyes gained great sight, greater sight than any that had been granted to a mortal creature before. The parliament crowned him The Owl King.”

The hand remains over Zachary’s eyes but another rests briefly on the top of his head, a momentary weight.

“In the heavens the stars sparkled with relief but the moon was full of sorrow.”

Another pause here. A long one, and in the silence Zachary can hear his breathing along with the storyteller’s. The hand does not leave his eyes. The scent of leather mingles with lemon and tobacco and sweat. He is beginning to get nervous when the story continues.

“And so Time goes on as it should and events that were once fated to happen are left instead to chance, and Chance never falls in love with anything for long.”

The storyteller guides Zachary to the right, moving him forward again.

“But the world is strange and endings are not truly endings no matter how the stars might wish it so.”

Here they stop.

“Occasionally Fate can pull itself together again.”

The sound of a door opening in front of him, and Zachary is guided forward again.
“And Time is always waiting,” the voice whispers, a warm breath against Zachary’s neck.

The hand that had been covering Zachary’s eyes lifts and a door clicks shut behind him. Blinking against the light, his heart pounding in his ears, he looks around to find himself back in the hotel lobby, in a corner half-hidden by a potted palm.

The door behind him is locked.

Something hits his ankle and he looks down to find a fluffy grey and white cat rubbing its head against his leg.

He reaches down to pet it and only then does Zachary realize that his hands are shaking. The cat does not appear to mind. She stays with him for a moment and then walks off into the shadows.

Zachary heads back to the bar, still deep in story-daze. He tries to remember if he has heard this particular tale before but he cannot despite the fact that it feels familiar, like a myth he read somewhere and subsequently forgot. The bartender mixes him another Ophelia drink but apologizes as they’ve run out of the fennel syrup. He has substituted honey and added a Prosecco float. It’s better with the honey.

Zachary looks around for the woman dressed as Max again but he cannot find her.

He sits at the bar, feeling like a failure and yet overwhelmed by all that has happened as he attempts to catalogue the entire evening. Drank rosemary for remembrance. Looked for a cat. Danced with the king of the wild things. Excellent-smelling man told me a story in the dark. Cat found me.

He tries to remember the name of the bourbon that Godot had mentioned earlier and pulls his ticket from his jacket pocket.

As he does, a rectangle of paper the size of a business card falls from his pocket and flutters
to the floor.

Zachary picks it up, trying to recall if anyone who he had spoken to had given him a card.

But it is not a business card. It contains two lines of handwritten text.

\[
\text{Patience & Fortitude}\\
\text{1 am. Bring a flower.}
\]

Zachary checks his watch. 12:42.

He turns the card over.

On the back is a bee.
As long as there have been bees, there have been keepers.

They say that there was one keeper in the beginning but as the stories multiplied there was a need for more.

The keepers were here before the acolytes, before the guardians.

Before the keepers there were the bees and the stories. Buzzing and humming.

There were keepers before there were keys.

A fact usually forgotten, as they are so synonymous with keys.

It is also a forgotten fact that once there was a single key. A long, thin key made of iron, its bow dipped in gold.

Many copies of it, but a solitary master. The copies worn on chains around each keeper’s neck. Falling so often against their chests that many wore the impression of the key imbedded in their flesh, metal wearing against skin.

This is the origin of a tradition. No one remembers this now. A mark on a chest arising as an idea because of a mark on a chest. Obvious until it is forgotten.

The role of the keepers has changed over time, more than any of the other paths.

Acolytes light their candles. Guardians move unseen and alert.

Keepers once kept only their bees and their stories.

As the space grew larger they kept rooms, dividing stories by type or by length or by
unknown whim. Carving shelves for books into rock or building racks of metal or cabinets of
glass and tables for the larger volumes. Chairs and pillows for reading and lamps to read by.
Adding more rooms as they were needed, round rooms with fires at the center for telling stories
aloud. Cavernous rooms with excellent acoustics for performing stories in dance or song.
Rooms to repair books, rooms to write books, empty rooms to be used for whatever purposes
might arise.

The keepers made doors for the rooms and keys to open them or keep them closed. The
same key for every door, at first.

More doors led to more keys. At one time a keeper could identify every door, every
room, every book, now they could not. So they acquired individual sections. Wings. Levels.
One keeper might not ever meet all the other keepers. They move in circles around each
other, sometimes intersecting, sometimes not.

They burned their keys into their chests so that they might be known as keepers at all
times. To be reminded that they have a responsibility even if their key (or keys) hang on a
hook on a wall and not around their necks.

How one becomes a keeper has also changed.

In the beginning they were chosen and raised as keepers. Born in the Harbor or brought
there as infants too young to remember the sky even as a dream. Taught from a tiny age about
the books and the bees and given wooden toy keys to play with.

After a time it was decided that the path, like the one of the acolytes, should be voluntary.
Unlike the acolytes, the volunteers are put through a training period. If they wish to volunteer
after the first training period, they enter a second. After the second, the remainder go through
a third.
This is the third period of training.

The potential keeper must pick a story. Any story they please. A fairy tale or a myth or an anecdote about a late night and too many bottles of wine, as long as it is not a story of their own.

(Many who believe at first that they wish to be keepers in truth are poets.)

They study their story for a year.

They must learn it by memory. By more than memory, they must learn it by heart. Not so that they can simply recite the words but so they feel them, the shape of the story as it changes and lifts and falls and rushes or meanders towards its climax. So that they can recall and relate the story as intimately as if they have lived it themselves and as objectively as if they have played every role within.

After the year of study they are brought to a round room with a single door. Two plain wooden chairs wait in the center, facing each other.

Candles dot the curved wall like stars, glowing from sconces set at irregular heights. Every bit of the wall that is not occupied by a candle or voided by the door is covered in keys. They stretch from the floor over the wall and continue unseen past the highest candles into the shadows above. Long brass keys and short silver ones, keys with complicated teeth and keys with elaborate decorative heads. Many are ancient and tarnished but as a collection they shimmer and sparkle in the candlelight.

There is a copy here of every key in the Harbor. If one is needed another is made to take its place so that none are ever lost.

The only key that does not have a twin hanging in this room is the key that opens the door in its wall.

It is a distracting room. It is meant to be.
The potential keeper is brought to the room and asked to sit.

(Most choose the chair facing the door. Those who choose to face away from the door almost always perform better.)

They are left alone for anywhere from a few minutes to an hour.

Then someone enters the room and sits in the chair opposite them.

And then they tell their story.

They may tell their story however they wish. They may not leave the room and they may not bring anything but themselves into it. No props, no paper to read from.

They do not have to remain in their chair, though their singular audience must.

Some will sit and recite, allowing their voice to do their work.

More animated storytelling can involve anything from standing on the chair to pacing the room.

A potential keeper once stood, walked around to the back of her audience’s chair, leaned in and whispered the entire story into their ear.

One sang his story, a long involved tale that moved from sweet and soft and melodic to howling pain and back again.

Another, using her own chair for assistance, extinguished each candle as her story progressed, finishing the terrifying tale in darkness.

When the story is complete the audience departs.

The potential keeper remains alone in the room for anywhere from a few minutes to an hour. A keeper will come to them then. Some will be thanked for their work and their service and dismissed.

For the rest, the keeper will ask the potential keeper to choose a key from the wall. Any key
they please.

The keys are not labeled. The choice is made by feel, by instinct or by fancy.

The key is accepted and the potential keeper returns to their seat. They are blindfolded. Their chosen key is taken and heated in flame and then it is pressed into the new keeper’s chest. Creating a scarred impression approximately where it might have lain if they worn it on a chain around their neck.

In the darkness the keeper will see themselves inside the room their chosen key unlocks. And as the sharpness of the pain fades they will begin to see all the rooms. All the doors. All the keys. All the things they keep.

Those who are made keepers are not made keepers because they are organized, because they are mechanically-minded or devoted or deemed more worthy than others. Devotion is for acolytes. Worthiness for guardians. Keepers must have spirit and keep it aloft.

They are made keepers because they understand why we are here.

Why it matters.

Because they understand the stories.

They feel the buzzing of the bees in their veins.

But that was before.

Now there is only one.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins checks his watch three times while he waits to retrieve his coat from the coat check. He reads the note again. *Patience & Fortitude. I am. Bring a flower.*

He is ninety-four percent certain that Patience and Fortitude are the names of the lions outside the New York Public Library, only a few blocks away. The six percent uncertainty is not enough to be worth considering alternate possibilities and the minutes insist on ticking by at a much quicker pace than they seemed to be earlier.

“Thank you,” he says to the girl who brings him his coat, too enthusiastically judging by the look on her face which is readable even with her mask obscuring part of it, but Zachary is already halfway to the door.

He pauses, remembering the note’s single instruction, and pulls a flower from an arrangement near the door as surreptitiously as he can manage. It is a paper flower, its petals cut from book pages, but it is, technically, a flower. It will have to do.

He takes off his mask before he goes outside, shoving it into the pocket of his coat. His face feels strange without it.

The air outside hits him like a frozen wall and then something harder hits, knocking Zachary to the ground.

“Oh, I’m so sorry!” a voice above him says. Zachary looks up, blinking, his eyes stinging from the cold and his post-cocktail vision insisting that he is being addressed by a very polite polar bear.
As he blinks more the polar bear loses some but not all of its fuzziness, transforming into a white-haired woman in an equally white fur coat offering him a white-gloved hand.

Zachary accepts and lets the polar-bear woman help him to his feet.

“You poor dear,” she says, brushing dirt off his coat, the white gloves fluttering over his shoulders and his lapels and somehow remaining clean themselves. The woman gives him a red lipstick frown. “Are you all right? I wasn’t even looking where I was walking, silly me.”

“I’m fine,” Zachary says, ice clinging to his trousers and a dull ache in his shoulder. “Are you all right?” he asks, even though neither the woman nor her coat seem to have a hair out of place, and both now appear more silver than white.

“I am uninjured and unobservant as well,” the woman says, her gloves fluttering again. “I’ve not had a man fall at my feet in some time regardless of the circumstances, my dear, so thank you for that.”

“You’re welcome,” Zachary says, his smile automatic as the pain in his shoulder recedes. He almost asks the woman if she has been at the party but he is too concerned about the minutes ticking by. “Have a lovely evening,” he says, leaving her in the pool of light under the hotel awning and continuing down the street.

He checks his watch again as he turns at the corner onto Fifth Avenue. He has a few minutes left.

As he closes the distance between himself and the library, listening to the cabs rushing over the damp pavement, his autopilot starts to falter. His hands are freezing. He looks down at the now somewhat squashed paper flower in his hand. He gives it a closer inspection to see if he can guess what book the petals are made from but the text is in Italian.

Zachary’s pace slows as he approaches the library steps. Despite the late hour there are
handful of people milling around. A cluster of black coats laughs and chatters as they wait for the light to change to cross the street. A couple kisses against a low stone wall. The stairs themselves are empty and the library is closed but the lions remain at their posts.

Zachary passes one lion he assumes is Fortitude and stops near the center of the steps, halfway between the lions. He looks at his watch. 1:02am.

Did he miss his meeting, if it even is a meeting, or does he have to wait?

_Should have brought a book_, he thinks as he always does while waiting somewhere without one before he remembers and reaches into his jacket.

But _Sweet Sorrows_ is no longer in his pocket.

Zachary looks through all of his pockets to be certain but the book is gone.

“Looking for this?” someone asks from behind him.

Standing on the library stairs a few steps above him there is a man wearing a pea coat, the collar turned up around a heavy wool scarf. His dark hair is graying at the temples, framing a face that would be called handsome if the word _rugged_ or _unconventionally_ were attached to it. He wears black dress pants and shiny shoes but Zachary cannot remember seeing him at the party.

In one of his black-gloved hands he holds _Sweet Sorrows_.

“You took that from me,” Zachary says.

“No, someone else took it from you and I took it from them,” the man explains, walking down the stairs and stopping next to Zachary. “You’re welcome."

The hairs on the back of Zachary’s neck recognize the voice before the rest of him does.

This man is his storyteller.

“There are people following you who want this book,” the man continues. “They currently
believe they have this book. What we have now is a window of time where they will not follow
you, a window that will close in approximately half an hour when they realize that this has
gone missing. Again. Come with me.”

The man puts *Sweet Sorrows* in his coat and starts walking, passing by Patience and
continuing south. He doesn’t look back. Zachary hesitates and then follows.

“Who are you?” Zachary asks when he catches up with the man at the street corner.

“You can call me Dorian,” the man says.

“Is that your name?”

“Does it matter?”

They cross the street in silence.

“So what’s the flower for?” Zachary asks, holding up the paper-petaled blossom
between fingers near-numb from the cold.

“I wanted to see if you’d follow instructions,” Dorian answers. “Passable, though that’s
not an actual flower. At least you’re good at improvising.”

Dorian takes the flower from Zachary, gives it a little twirl and tucks it in a buttonhole on
his coat.

Zachary shoves his freezing hands into his pockets.

“You haven’t even asked who I am,” he notes, confused as to how someone can be
so intriguing and yet annoying at the same time.

“You are Zachary Ezra Rawlins. Zachary, never Zack. Born March eleventh, nineteen ninety in
New Orleans, Louisiana. Relocated to upstate New York in two thousand and four with your mother
shortly after your parents divorced. You’ve been attending university in Vermont for the last five-
and-a-half years, currently working on a thesis on gender and narrative in modern
gaming. You have a very high GPA. You’re an introvert with minor anxiety issues, there are several people you are friendly with but no truly close friends. You’ve been in two serious romantic relationships and both ended badly. Earlier this week you checked a book out of a library and subsequently the book in question was indexed in a computer system making it traceable and since then the book, and you along with it, have been followed. You aren’t that difficult to follow but additionally they’re mapping your phone and they planted a tracking device on you that you fortunately left at your hotel. You like well-crafted cocktails and fair-trade cocoa and you probably should have worn a scarf. I know who you are.”

“You forgot I’m a Pisces,” Zachary says through gritted teeth.

“I thought that was implied with the inclusion of your birthdate,” Dorian says with a small shrug. “I’m a Taurus, if we get through this I should ask your mother to do my chart.”

“What do you know about my mother?” Zachary asks, exasperated. He rushes to keep up with Dorian’s pace and each intersection they reach brings a fresh blast of freezing air that cuts through his coat. He has stopped checking street signs but believes they are moving southeast.

“Madame Love Rawlins, spiritual advisor,” Dorian says as they turn again. “Only lived in Haiti until she was four but affects the accent sometimes because the customers tend to like it. Specializes in psychometry and dabbles in tarot and tea leaves. You lived above her store in New Orleans. That’s where the door that you didn’t open was, right?”

Zachary wonders how he could possibly know about the door but then the simple answer dawns on him.

“You’ve read the book.”

“I skimmed the first few chapters, if you can call them chapters. I wondered why you seemed so attached to it, now I understand. They must not know that you’re in it, otherwise they would
be much more interested in you and they’re very book-focused at the moment.”

“Who are they?” Zachary asks as they turn down a wider street that he recognizes as Park Avenue.

“A bunch of cranky bastards who think they’re doing the right thing when right in this case is subjective,” Dorian says, bristling in such a fashion that Zachary guesses the crankiness might be personal and probably goes both ways. “I can give you the history lesson but not now, we don’t have time.”

“Where are we going, then?”

“We are going to their U.S. headquarters which is fortunately a few blocks from here,” Dorian explains.

“Wait, we’re going to them?” Zachary asks. “I don’t—”

“Most of them will not be there, which will be to our advantage. When we get there, you are going to give them this.”

Dorian reaches into his bag and hands Zachary a book, a different book. Thick and blue and familiar with a drawing embossed in gold on the cover. A bust of Ares.

Zachary turns the book to read the spine even though he knows what it will say. The Age of Fable or Beauties of Mythology. The library sticker on the spine has been peeled off.

“You took this from the library,” Zachary says, the statement sounding more painfully obvious once he speaks it aloud. “You were there.”

“Correct, ten points to Ravenclaw. Though it wasn’t very clever of you to gather up all those books only to leave them unsupervised because you wanted a muffin.”

“It was a quality muffin,” Zachary defensively snaps in response and to his surprise Dorian laughs, a pleasant, low laugh that makes him feel a little less cold.
“A quality muffin is just a cupcake without frosting,” Dorian remarks before he continues. “You are going to bring this book to them.”

“Won’t they know this isn’t the book they want?” Zachary opens up the back cover and finds its barcode is missing as well, the initials JSK written on the paper where it had been.

“The people who have been following you would,” Dorian says. “But they’ve been distracted. Those they left to babysit their collection will be the low-ranking sort, not high enough to be privy to details about which book it is exactly that anyone is looking for. You will give them this one, you will retrieve another for me, and I will give this back to you.”

He holds up Sweet Sorrows again and Zachary thinks a second too late that he could grab it and run. His hands are too cold to take out of his pockets. This man, whatever his actual name is, could probably outrun him, too.

“Does all this book juggling serve a purpose?” Zachary asks.

Dorian slides Sweet Sorrows back into his coat.

“You help me with this book-juggling, as you call it, and I will get you there.”

Zachary doesn’t need him to clarify where “there” is but he also doesn’t know what to say. A blinking neon light catches the snow in the gutter in front of them, shifting it from grey to red to grey again.

“It’s real,” Zachary says, not quite a question.

“Of course it’s real,” Dorian says. “You know that. You feel it down to your toes or you wouldn’t be here.”

“Is it—” Zachary starts but then he cannot finish the question. Is it the way it is in the book? He aches to know but he also suspects real things are never properly captured in words. There is always more.
“You will not get there without my help,” Dorian continues as they pause at a red-handed crosswalk despite the lack of traffic. “Not unless you have an arrangement with Mirabel that I am unaware of.”

“Who’s Mirabel?” Zachary asks as they begin to walk again.

Dorian stops in the middle of the street and turns to Zachary and stares at him, a questioning stare topped by skeptical eyebrows.

“What?” Zachary asks after the pause goes on long enough to make him uncomfortable, glancing both ways for taxis.

“You don’t…” Dorian starts but then stops again. The skeptical eyebrows lower into an expression that looks more like concern but then he turns and keeps walking. “We don’t have time for this, we’re almost there. I’m going to need you to listen very carefully and follow instructions.”

“No improvising?” Zachary asks, a little more sharply than he intended to.

“No unless you have no other options. No lending pens to anyone, either, if you were wondering about the tracking device. You are going to tell whoever answers the door that you have a drop off for the archive. Show them the book but do not let it out of your hands. If they do not allow you entry immediately you will say that Alex sent you.”

“Who’s Alex?”

“Not a who, Alex is a code. You are going to wear this and make certain that they see it but do not draw attention to it, it’s an older style than they wear currently but it’s the best I could do.”

Dorian hands him a piece of metal on a long chain. A silver sword.

“You will be led through a hall and up a flight of stairs to another hall with several locked
doors. A room will be unlocked for you. At approximately this time the doorbell will ring. Your escort will need to attend to it. Assure your escort that you can handle the book drop yourself and you will see yourself out the back, this is customary and will not seem odd. Your escort will depart.”

“How can you be sure?” Zachary asks, pulling the chain over his head as they make another turn. The streets around them are more residential, dotted with trees and occasional corner stores and restaurants.

“They are quite strict about their protocols but some are more strict than others,” Dorian says, his pace quickening as they continue. “Always answer the door is one of the stricter ones and it will take priority. Now, the room will have books on shelves and in glass cases. You are concerned with the cases. In one of the cases there will be a book bound in brown leather, with faded gilding around the page edges. You will know which one it is. You will swap your Bullfinch’s mythology for that book. Place that book in your coat while in that room, there are cameras in the halls. Best keep your head down in general but I don’t think anyone monitoring will recognize you based on your photo.”

“They have a photo of me?” Zachary asks.

“They have a yearbook photo that looks nothing like you, don’t worry about it. Return the way you came, down the stairs but when you reach the main hall go around to the back of the stairs. From there you can go down to the basement and out the back door. That door leads to the garden and there’s a gate at the back, go out the gate and turn right. Proceed to the end of the alley and back to the street. I’ll be waiting across the street, when I see you I’ll start walking. Follow me for six blocks and if you are certain no one has followed you, catch up with me. This is it,” Dorian says, stopping at a partially shadowed corner. “Halfway down the block on the left,
grey building black door, number 213. Do you have any questions?”

“Yes I have questions,” Zachary says, louder than he means to. “Who the hell are you, anyway? Where did you come from? Why can’t you do this yourself? What’s so important about this particular book and who are these people really and what did the mouse do with Fate’s heart? Who is Mirabel and at what point during all this covert activity am I allowed to go back to my hotel to get my face windows? Eyeglasses. Spectacles.”

Dorian sighs and turns toward Zachary, his face half in light and half in shadow and Zachary realizes now that he is younger than he looks, the graying hair and the frequently furrowed eyebrows making him read older.

“Forgive me my impatience,” Dorian says, dropping his voice and stepping closer. His eyes glance briefly down the street and then back to Zachary. “You and I have a common destination and before I can go there I need that book. I cannot do this myself because they know me and if I set foot in that building I will never come out of it again. I am asking you for your help because I believe that you might be willing to help me. Please. I will beg you if I must.”

For the first time Dorian’s voice takes on the quality it had in the darkness back at the party, the storyteller cadence that turns the street corner into a sacred place.

Dorian holds his gaze and for a moment the feeling in Zachary’s chest he had thought to be nervousness is something else entirely but then it turns back into nervousness. He feels too warm.

Zachary doesn’t know what to say so he nods and turns, leaving Dorian in the shadows, his heart pounding in his ears, his feet drawing him down a deserted street lined with brownstone buildings illuminated by pools of light from street lamps and persistent strings of twinkling holiday lights looped through trees.
What are you doing? a voice in his head asks and he doesn’t have a good answer for it. Doesn’t know what or why or even where, exactly, because he forgot to check the street sign on the corner. He could keep walking, hail a cab, return to his hotel. But he wants his book back. And he wants to know what happens next.

A quest has been set in front of him and he is going to see it through.

Some buildings do not have visible numbers so Zachary cannot keep count but it doesn’t take long to reach the one he is looking for. It is a different sort of building than the ones that surround it, the facade a grey stone instead of brown, the windows covered with ornate black bars. He would have taken it for an embassy if it had a flag, or a college club. Something about it is too cold for it to seem like a private residence.

He glances back down the street before he climbs the steps but if Dorian is waiting there Zachary cannot see him. Zachary goes over his instructions in his head as he approaches the door, worried he is going to forget something.

The doorway is lit by a single bulb in an elaborate sconce that hangs over a metal plaque. Zachary leans in to read it.

Collector’s Club

No hours of operation, no other information at all. The glass above the door is frosted but the lights are on inside. The door is black with gold numbers. 213. Definitely the right one.

Zachary takes a deep breath and presses the doorbell.
In the depths there is a man lost in time.

He has opened the wrong doors. Chosen the wrong paths.

Wandered farther than he should have.

He is looking for someone. Something. Someone. He does not remember who the someone is, does not have the ability, here in the depths where time is fragile, to grasp the thoughts and memories and hold on to them, to sort through them to recall more than glimpses.

Sometimes he stops and in the stopping the memory grows clear enough for him to see her face, or pieces of it. But the clarity motivates him to continue on and then the pieces fall apart again and he walks on not knowing for whom or what it is he walks.

He only knows he has not reached it yet.

Reached her yet.

Who? He looks toward the sky that is hidden from him by rock and earth and stories. No one answers his question. There is a dripping he mistakes for water, but no other sound. Then the question is forgotten again.

He walks down crumbling stairs and trips over tangled roots. He has long since passed by the last of the rooms with their doors and their locks, the places where the stories are content to remain on their shelves.

He has untangled himself from vines blossoming with story-filled flowers. He has traversed
piles of abandoned teacups with text baked into their crackled glaze. He has walked through puddles of ink and left footprints that formed stories in his wake that he did not turn around to read.

Now he travels through tunnels with no light at their ends, feeling his way along unseen walls until he finds himself someplace somewhere sometime else.

He passes over broken bridges and under crumbling towers.

He walks over bones he mistakes for dust and nothingness he mistakes for bones.

His once-fine shoes are worn. He abandoned his coat some time ago.

He does not remember the coat with its multitude of buttons. The coat, if coats could remember such things, would remember him but by the time they are reunited the coat will belong to someone else.


But most of the memories are stories. Pieces of them. Blind wanderers and star-crossed lovers, grand adventures and hidden treasures. Mad kings and cryptic witches.

The things he has seen and heard with his own eyes and ears mix with tales he has read or heard with his own eyes and ears. They are inseparable down here.

There are not many clear days. Clear nights.

There is no way to tell the difference here in the depths.

Night or day. Fact or fiction. Real or imagined.

Sometimes he feels he has lost his own story. Fallen out of its pages and landed here, in between, but he remains in his story. He cannot leave it no matter how he tries.
The man lost in time walks along the shore of the sea and does not look up to see the lack of stars. He wanders through empty cities of honey and bone, down streets that once rang with music and laughter. He lingers in abandoned temples, lighting candles for forgotten gods and running his fingers over the fossils of unaccepted offerings. He sleeps in beds that no one has dreamed upon in centuries and his own sleep is deep, his dreams as unfathomable as his waking hours.

At first the bees watched him. Followed him while he walked and hovered while he slept. They thought he might be someone else.

He is just a boy. A man. Something in between.

Now the bees ignore him. They go about their own business. They decided that one man out of his depths is no cause for alarm but even the bees are wrong from time to time.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins waits in the cold for so long that he rings the bell of the Collector’s Club a second time with a near-frozen finger. He’s only sure he managed to ring it at all because he can hear a low chime from within the building.

After the second chime he hears someone moving behind the door. The click of multiple locks being undone.

The door opens a few inches, a metal chain keeping it latched but from the opening a short young woman looks up at him. She is younger than Zachary but not so much so that she would be considered a girl and reminds him of someone or maybe she has one of those faces. The look she gives him is a mix of wariness and boredom. Apparently even strange covert organizations have interns that get stuck with the lousy shifts.

“May I help you?” she asks.

“I, uh, I’m dropping this off for the archive,” Zachary says. He pulls *The Age of Fable or Beauties of Mythology* partway out of his coat pocket. The woman peers at it but does not ask to see it. She asks for something else.

“Your name?”

This is a question Zachary has not anticipated.

“Does it matter?” he asks, in the best impression of Dorian he can manage. He shifts his coat in what he hopes is a nonchalant way, making sure the silver sword is visible.

The woman frowns.
“You may leave the item with me,” she says. “I will see that it is—

” “Alex sent me,” Zachary interrupts.

The woman’s expression shifts. The boredom seeps out of it and the wariness takes over.

“Just a minute,” she says. The door closes entirely and Zachary starts to panic but then realizes that she is unlatching the chain. The door opens again almost immediately.

The woman ushers him into a small foyer lined with frosted glass that prevents him from seeing what lies beyond it. Another door waits on the opposite wall, also composed mostly of frosted glass. The double entryway that seems more about obfuscation than security.

The woman locks and chains the front door and then hurriedly moves to unlock the frosted glass door. She wears a long blue dress that looks simple and old-fashioned, like a robe, with a high neckline and large pockets on either side. Around her neck is a silver chain with a sword, a different design than the one that Zachary wears, thinner and shorter, but similar.

“This way,” she says, pushing the frosted glass door open.

*Should I pretend I’ve been here before or not?* That would have been a good question to ask Dorian. Zachary guesses the answer would have been yes, considering he’s supposed to know where the back door is, but it makes it more difficult not to stare.

The hallway is bright and high-ceilinged with white walls, lit by a line of crystal chandeliers running from the foyer to the stairs at the back. A deep blue carpet covers the stairs and flows down into the hall like a waterfall, catching the irregular light that makes it appear even more liquid.

But what Zachary cannot help but stare at are the doorless doorknobs hanging on either side of the hall.

Suspended from white ribbons at varying heights there are brass doorknobs and crystal
doorknobs and carved ivory doorknobs. Some seem to have rusted to the point of staining the length of ribbon to which they cling. Others have gathered grayish-green patinas. Some hang near the ceiling far above Zachary’s head and others skim the floor. Some are broken. Some are attached to escutcheons and others are knobs or handles, all of them are missing their doors.

Each doorknob has a tag, a string attaching a rectangular piece of paper that reminds Zachary of the type of tag placed on the toes of corpses in mortuaries. He slows his pace so he can take a closer look. He catches numbers he thinks might be latitudes and longitudes, and along the bottom of each tag is a date.

As they walk through the hall the air around them shifts over the ribbons causing them to sway gently, knocking into their neighbors with a sorrowful hollow ringing sound.

There are hundreds of them. Maybe thousands.

Zachary and his escort ascend the waterfall of stairs in silence, the doorknobs echoing behind them.

The stairs turn and loop in both directions but the woman goes up the set on the right. A larger chandelier hangs in the center of the looping stairs, light bulbs obscured behind droplets of crystal.

Both sides of the stairs lead to the same hall on an upper floor, this one with a lower ceiling and no ribbon-strung doorknobs. This hallway has its own doors, each painted a matte black in stark contrast with the white walls surrounding them. Each door is numbered, a brass numeral in the center. As they walk down the hall the numbers are all low but do not appear to be sequential. They pass a door marked with a six and another with a two and then eleven.

They stop at a door near the end of the hall by the large barred window Zachary could see from the street, this one marked with an eight. The woman pulls a small ring of keys from her
pocket and unlocks the door.

A loud chime strikes from below them. The woman’s hand pauses over the doorknob and Zachary can see the conflict playing out on her face, to go or to stay.

The chime strikes again.

“I can take care of this,” Zachary says, holding up the book for good measure. “I’ll see myself out the back. No worries.”

Too casual, he thinks to himself but his escort bites her lip and then nods.

“Thank you, sir,” she says, returning her keys to her pocket. “Have a pleasant evening.”

She takes off down the hall at a much brisker pace than before as the chime rings a third time.

Zachary watches until she reaches the stairs and then he opens the door.

The room inside is darker than the hallway, the lights arranged in a fashion he has occasionally seen in museums: the contents lit at carefully chosen angles. The bookshelves that line the wall are lit from within, books and objects glowing including what appears to be an actual human hand floating in a glass jar, palm facing outward as though in greeting. Two long glass display cases run the length of the room, lit from the inside so the books inside appear to float. Heavy curtains hang over the windows.

It does not take Zachary long to find the book he has been sent for, there are ten books in one case and eight in the other, and only one is bound in brown leather. The light around it catches the formerly gilded edges of the pages, the pieces around the corners that have held on to their gold more tightly shimmering. It is one of the smaller volumes, thankfully, easily pocket-sized. Others are larger and some appear quite heavy.

Zachary inspects the case, trying to recall if any of his instructions included how to open it.
He cannot find any hinges or latches.

“Puzzle box,” Zachary mutters to himself.

He looks closer. The glass is set in panels, each book in its own transparent box even though the boxes are connected one to another. There are nearly invisible seams separating one from the next. The brown book sits in a section near one end, second from the last on the left. He checks it from both sides and then crawls under the table to see if it opens from beneath but finds nothing.

The table has a heavy base made of some kind of metal.

Zachary stands and stares at the case. The lights are wired, so the wires must go somewhere, but none are visible on the outside. If the wires run through the table, maybe the entire thing is electric.

He searches the perimeter of the room for switches. The one next to the door turns on a chandelier he didn’t even notice in the shadows above. It’s simpler than those in the hall and doesn’t add much light.

The wall with the windows has complicated latches but nothing else. Zachary pulls open one set of curtains and finds a window that overlooks the brick wall of the building next door.

He pulls back the other curtains and finds not a window but a wall with a line of switches on it.

“Ha!” he says aloud.

There are eight switches in something that resembles a fuse box, and none of them are labeled. Zachary switches the first one and the lights on one of the bookcases go out, the suspended hand vanishing. He turns it back on and skips down to the eighth switch, guessing that the top six are the shelves.

The lights switch off in one case, not the one he’s attempting to open, the other one, and
there is a clanking noise. He goes to inspect the case and finds that the glass has remained in place but the base has sunk down about a foot lower, allowing access to the books.

Zachary hurries back to the switches and turns the eighth switch back on as he turns the seventh one off. The clanking doubles as the tables move.

The brown leather book is now accessible and Zachary takes it from its spot in the case. He inspects it as he walks back to the switches. It reminds him of *Sweet Sorrows*, the quality of the leather and the fact that it has nothing printed on the outside, no visible title or author. He opens the cover and the pages are illuminated with beautiful borders and illustrations but the text is in Arabic. He closes it again and puts it in the inside pocket of his suit jacket.

Zachary toggles switch number seven back on.

But the lights remain off, the case remains lowered. The clanking noise is replaced by the screech of metal on metal.

Zachary switches it off again. Then he remembers.

He takes *The Age of Fable or Beauties of Mythology* from his coat and places it in the spot where the brown leather volume had been and tries the switch again.

This time it clanks happily and the lights pop back on as the case slides closed, locking the books inside.

Zachary glances at his watch, realizing that he has no idea how long he has been in the room. He straightens the curtains and puts the book in his coat. He turns off the chandelier and steps quietly back into the hall.

He closes the door as softly as he can. His escort is nowhere to be seen but he hears a voice from the floor below as he makes his way toward the stairs.

When he is halfway down the stairs on the landing, about to turn down towards the main hall,
the voice raises and he can hear it better.

“No, you don’t understand, he’s here now,” the escort who is no longer escorting him says.

A pause. Zachary slows his steps, peering around the turn in the stairs as the voice continues, sounding more and more anxious. There is an open door on the side of the hall close to the stairs that he had not noticed before.

“I think he knows more than we’d anticipated… I don’t know if he has the book, I thought… I’m sorry. I didn’t… I am listening, sir. Under any circumstances, understood.”

From the pauses Zachary guesses she’s on a phone. He creeps down the stairs as quickly and quietly as he can, careful not to start the doorknobs swaying on their ribbons as he reaches the hallway. From here he can see into the room where the young woman is standing with her back toward him, speaking into the receiver of an old-fashioned black rotary telephone that sits on a dark wood desk. Next to the phone is a ball of yarn and half a scarf looped on knitting needles and then Zachary realizes why the woman looked familiar.

She was in Kat’s class. The supposed English major who knit the entire time.

Zachary ducks around the back of the stairs as stealthily as he can manage and stops out of sight. The voice has paused but he hasn’t heard the phone receiver replaced in its cradle. He continues along the side of the stairs unseen until he comes to a door. He opens it carefully and quietly, uncovering a narrow flight of much less ornate stairs leading to the floor below.

Zachary closes the door gently behind him and creeps down the stairs slowly, hoping with each footfall that they won’t creak. Halfway down he thinks he hears the phone being hung up, and then a sound that might be someone heading up the stairs above.

These stairs end in an unlit room full of boxes but light filters through a pair of frosted glass doors that Zachary guesses is his exit. There doesn’t appear to be another one, but he looks just
in case.

The doors have several latches but all of them are easily undone, and it takes less time than Zachary expects to get back outside in the cold. A light snow has begun to fall, bright flakes catch in the wind and circle around him, many of them never finding their way to the ground.

A short flight of stairs leads down to a garden that is mostly ice and rocks with a fence of black iron bars that match the ones on the windows. The gate is at the back, the alleyway behind it. Zachary walks toward it, slower than he would prefer, but his dress shoes are not well-suited to the slippery stone.

A siren wails in the distance. A car horn joins it.

Zachary brushes a layer of ice from the latch on the gate, beginning to breathe a little easier.

“Leaving so soon?” a voice behind him asks.

Zachary turns, his hand on the gate.

Standing on the stairs in front of the open glass doors is the polar bear woman, still in her fur coat, looking both more and less like a bear as she smiles at him.

Zachary says nothing, but can’t bring himself to move.

“Stay and have a cup of tea,” the woman says, casual and gracious, seemingly ignoring the fact that they are standing in the snow as he is in the midst of escaping into the night with stolen literature.

“I really must be going,” Zachary says, choking back the nervous laugh that threatens to accompany the statement.

“Mr. Rawlins,” the woman says, descending a single step toward him but then stopping again, “I assure you that you are in over your head. Whatever you think is going on here, whatever side you have been coerced to think you are on, you are mistaken. You have stumbled
into something you have no business meddling with. Please come inside out of the cold, we shall have a cup of tea and a polite discussion and then you may be on your way. I shall pay for your return train to Vermont as a gesture of goodwill. You will return to your studies and we will all pretend none of this ever happened.”

Zachary’s thoughts bubble over with questions and debates. Who should he trust, what should he do, how did he manage to go from near-clueless to deeply embroiled in whatever this is in a single evening. He has no real reason to trust Dorian more than he trusts this woman. He doesn’t have enough answers to go with all of his questions.

But he has an answer, one that makes this decision in this moment in the snow an easy one. No way is he going to go home and play pretend. Not now.

“I respectfully decline,” Zachary says. He pulls the gate open and it screeches, sending pieces of ice falling over his shoulders. He doesn’t look back at the woman on the stairs, he runs down the alleyway as fast as his impractical footwear will allow.

There is another gate at the end of the alley, and as he fusses with the latch he spots Dorian across the street, leaning against a building and reading by the light from the still-open bar on the corner, deeply absorbed in *Sweet Sorrows* and frowning at it in a way that Zachary finds familiar. Zachary ignores both his instructions and the streetlight, hurrying across the empty street.

“I thought I told you—” Dorian starts, but Zachary doesn’t let him finish.

“I just declined an invitation to three a.m. intimidation tea from a lady in a fur coat and I’m guessing you know who she is. She certainly knew who I was so I don’t think any of this is as covert as you would like it to be.”

Dorian puts the book back in his coat and mutters something in a language Zachary doesn’t recognize but he guesses the meaning is probably profane and turns toward the street with his
hand raised, it takes Zachary a moment to realize that he’s hailing a cab.

Dorian ushers Zachary into the cab before he can ask where it is they’re going but directs the driver to Central Park West and 77th. Then he sighs and puts his head in his hands.

Zachary turns and looks behind them as they pull away from the curb. The younger woman is standing on the street corner, a dark coat pulled over her robe. He cannot tell if she has seen them or not from this distance.

“Did you get the book?” Dorian asks him.

“Yes I did,” Zachary says. “But before I give it to you, you’re going to tell me why I did that.”

“You did that because I asked you nicely,” Dorian says and it doesn’t annoy Zachary as much as he expects it to. “And because it belongs to me, not to them, as much as a book belongs to anyone. I got your book back for you, you got mine back for me.”

Zachary watches Dorian as he stares out the window at the snow. He looks tired. Weary-tired and maybe a little sad. The paper flower is still tucked in the lapel of his coat. Zachary decides not to pry any further about the book for now.

“Where are we going?” he asks.

“We need to get to the door.”

“There’s a door? Here?”

“There should be if Mirabel held up her part of the bargain and wasn’t stopped in the process,” Dorian explains. “But we need to get there before they do.”

“Why?” Zachary asks. “Are they trying to get there, too?”

“Not that I’m aware of,” Dorian says. “But they don’t want us going there, they don’t want anyone going there anymore. Do you know how simple it is to destroy a door made of paint?”
“How simple?”

“As simple as throwing more paint on it, and they always have paint.”

Zachary looks out the window at the buildings passing by and the snowflakes starting to stick to signs and trees. He glimpses the Empire State Building, bright and white against the sky and he realizes that he has no idea what time it is and doesn’t care enough to check his watch.

The TV screen in the cab chatters away about headlines and movies and Zachary reaches over to mute it, unconcerned about anything else going on in the world, real or fictional.

“I don’t suppose we have time to stop and get my bag,” he says, already knowing the answer. His contact lenses are beginning to war with his eyeballs.

“I’ll make certain you are reunited with your belongings as soon as possible,” Dorian says. “I know you have a lot of questions, I will do my best to answer them once we’re safe.”

“Are we not safe now?” Zachary asks.

“Frankly, I’m impressed that you made it out of there,” Dorian says. “You must have caught them at least partially by surprise. Otherwise they wouldn’t have let you go.”

“Under any circumstances,” Zachary mutters to himself, recalling the overheard phone call. They hadn’t planned on letting him go. There probably wasn’t tea, either. “They knew who I was the whole time,” he tells Dorian. “The one who answered the door was in Vermont pretending to be a student, it took me a while to recognize her.”

Dorian frowns but says nothing.

They sit in silence as the cab speeds up streets.

“Is Mirabel the one who paints the doors?” Zachary asks. It seems relevant enough to ask.

“Yes,” Dorian says. He does not elaborate. Zachary glances over at him but he is staring out the window, one of his knees bouncing restlessly.
“Why did you think I knew her?”

Dorian turns and looks at him.

“Because you danced with her at the party,” he says.

Zachary tries to recall his conversation with the woman dressed as the king of the wild things but it is fragmented and hazy in his mind.

He is about to ask Dorian how he knows her but the cab slows to a stop.

“At the corner here is fine, thank you,” Dorian says to the driver, handing him cash and refusing change. Zachary stands on the sidewalk, attempting to orient himself. They’ve stopped next to Central Park, near one of the gates pulled closed for the night, and across from a large building he recognizes.

“Are we going to the museum?” he asks.

“No,” Dorian says. He watches the cab drive off and then turns and jumps the wall into the park. “Hurry up,” he says to Zachary.

“Isn’t the park closed?” Zachary asks, but Dorian is already walking ahead, disappearing into the shadows of the snow-covered branches.

Zachary awkwardly climbs over the icy wall, almost losing his footing on the other side but regains his composure at the expense of getting his hands covered in dirt and ice.

He follows Dorian into the park, looping around deserted paths and leaving tracks in unblemished snow. Between the trees he can make out something that looks like a castle. It is easy to forget that they are in the middle of the city.

They pass a sign declaring part of the frosted foliage The Shakespeare Garden, and then they cross a small bridge over part of the frozen pond and after that Dorian slows and stops.

“It appears the night is moving in our favor,” Dorian says. “We got here first.” He gestures at
an archway of rock, half-hidden in the shadows.

The door painted on the rough stones is simple, less ornate than the one that Zachary remembers. It has no decorations, only a gleaming doorknob of brass paint and matching hinges around a plain door that looks like wood. The rock is too uneven for it to fool anyone’s eye. At the top there are letters that look carved, something Zachary can’t distinguish that might be Greek.

“Cute,” Dorian says to himself, reading the text over the door.

“What does it say?” Zachary asks.

“Know Thyself,” Dorian says. “Mirabel is fond of embellishment, I’m amazed she had the time in this weather.”

“That’s half the Rawlins family motto,” Zachary says.

“What’s the other half?”

“And Learn to Suffer.”

“Maybe you should look into changing that part,” Dorian says. “Would you like to do the honors?” he adds, gesturing at the door.

Zachary reaches out toward the doorknob, not certain he truly believes this is all not some elaborate prank, part of him expecting to be laughed at, but his hand closes over cold metal, round and three-dimensional. It turns easily and the door swings inward, revealing an open space much larger than it should possibly be. Zachary freezes, staring.

Then he hears something—someone—behind them, a rustling in the trees.

“Go,” Dorian says and pushes him, a sharp shove between his shoulder blades and Zachary stumbles forward through the door. At the same second something wet hits him, splashing over his back and up his neck, dripping down his arm.
Zachary looks down at his arm, half-expecting blood but instead he finds it covered in shimmering paint, droplets falling from his fingers like molten gold.

And Dorian is gone.

Behind him, what had been an open door moments before is now a wall of solid rock. Zachary bangs his hands against it, leaving metallic smudges of gold paint on solid, smooth, dark rock.

“Dorian!” he calls but the only response is his own voice echoing around him.

When the echo fades the quiet is heavy. No rustling trees, no distant cars rushing over damp pavement.

Zachary calls out again but the echo sounds half-hearted, knowing that somehow no one can hear him, not here. Wherever *here* is.

He turns from the gold-smudged wall and looks around. He stands on a stretch of rock in a space that looks like a cave. A spiral stair is carved into the round space leading downward and somewhere below something is casting a soft, warm light upwards, like firelight but steadier.

Zachary moves away from the space where the door had been and walks slowly down the stairs, leaving a trail of gold paint along the stone.

At the bottom of the stairs, seamlessly fitted into the solid rock, is a pair of golden doors flanked with hanging lanterns suspended from chains that is undoubtedly an elevator. It is covered in elaborate patterns including a bee, a key and a sword aligned along the center seam.

Zachary puts out his hand to touch it, half-expecting it to be a clever illusion like the painted doors but the elevator is cool and metal, the designs embossed and clearly defined beneath his fingertips.

This is a significant moment, he thinks, hearing the words in his head in his mother’s voice.
A moment with meaning. A moment that changes the moments that follow.

It feels like the elevator is watching him. To see what he will do.

*Sweet Sorrows* never mentioned an elevator.

He wonders what else *Sweet Sorrows* never mentioned.

He wonders what has happened to Dorian.

On the side, beneath one of the lanterns, is a single unmarked hexagonal button surrounded by gold filigree and set into the rock like a jewel.

Zachary presses it and it comes alight with a soft glow.

A loud, low rumble starts from somewhere below, growing louder and stronger.

Zachary takes a step backwards. The lanterns shudder on their chains.

Abruptly, the noise stops.

The button light extinguishes itself.

A soft chime sounds from behind the doors.

Then the bee and the key and the sword split down the center as the elevator opens.
The pirate tells the girl not the single story she requested but many stories. Stories that fold into other stories and wander into snippets of lost myths and forgotten tales and yet-to-be-told wonderments that turn back around again into each other until they return to two people facing each other through iron bars, a storyteller and a storylistener with no more whispered words left between them.

The post-story silence is heavy and long.

“Thank you,” the girl says softly.

The pirate accepts her thanks with a silent nod.

It is almost dawn.

The pirate untangles his fingers from the girl’s hair. The girl steps back from the bars.

She places a hand over her chest and gives the pirate a low, graceful bow.

The pirate mirrors the gesture, the bowed head, the hand near his heart, the formal acknowledgement that their dance has ended.

He pauses before he lifts his head, holding on to the moment as long as he can.

When he raises his eyes the girl has already turned from him and walked silently to the opposite wall.

Her hand hovers above the key. She does not look over at the guard or back at the pirate.

This is her decision and she needs no outside assistance in making it.
The girl slips the key from its hook. She is careful not to let it rattle against its ring or clatter against the stone.

She walks back across the room with the key in her hand.

The click as the key unlocks the cell, even the creak of the door does not wake the guard.

There are no words exchanged as the girl gifts the pirate his freedom and he accepts it. As they ascend the dark stairs, nothing is spoken about what might happen next. What will occur once they reach the door at the top. What uncharted seas wait for them beyond it.

Just before they reach the door the pirate pulls the girl back to him and catches her lips with his. No bars between them now, twined together on a darkened stair with only fate and time to complicate matters.

This is where we leave them—a girl and her pirate, a pirate and his savior—in a kiss in the darkness before a door opens.

But this is not where their story ends.

This is only where it changes.
It is almost dawn. A greyish haze pushes the darkness from night to not-quite-day but there is light from the street pouring into the alley, more than enough light to paint by.

She is accustomed to low-light painting.

The air is colder than she had expected and her fingerless gloves are better for brush holding than warmth. She pulls the sleeves of her sweatshirt further down her wrists, leaving traces of paint but the cuffs were already well paint-smudged, in various shades and finishes.

She adds another line of shadow down the faux wood panels, giving them more definition.

The bulk work is done, has been done since the night was still night and not even considering becoming dawn, and she could leave it as it is but she does not want to. She’s proud of this one, this is good work and she wants to make it better.

She switches brushes, pulling a thinner one from the fan of painting tools sticking out from her ponytail, thick black hair streaked with blue that disappears in this particular light. She rummages quietly in the backpack by her feet and changes her paints from shadow grey to metallic gold.

The details are her favorite part: a shadow added here and a highlight there and suddenly a flat image gains dimension.

The gold paint on its tiny brush leaves gilded marks over the hilt of the sword, the teeth of the key, the stripes on the bee. They glitter in the darkness, replacing the fading stars.

Once she is pleased with the doorknob she switches brushes again, finishing touches now.
She always saves the keyhole for last.

Maybe it feels like something close to a signature, a keyhole on a door that has no key. A detail that is there because it should be, not out of any necessity of engineering. Something to make it feel complete.

“That’s very pretty,” a voice says behind her and the girl jumps, the paintbrush tumbling from her fingers and landing by her feet, pausing to smear her shoelaces with keyhole-dark black on its way down.

She turns and a woman is standing behind her.

She could run but she’s not certain which direction to run in. The streets look different in the almost-light.

She forgets how to say hello in this particular language and is not certain if she should say hello or thank you so she says nothing.

The woman is considering the door and not the girl. She wears a fluffy robe the color of an under ripe peach and holds a mug that says Real Witch on it. Her hair is tied up in a rainbow-printed scarf. She has a lot of earrings. There are tattoos on her wrists: a sunshine and a line of moons. She’s shorter than the girl but seems bigger, takes up more room in the alley despite being a smaller person. The girl shrinks further into her hooded sweatshirt.

“You’re not supposed to paint on there, you know,” the woman says. She takes a sip from her mug.

The girl nods.

“Someone’s going to come and paint over it.”

The girl looks at the door and then back at the woman and shrugs.

“Come have a cup of coffee,” the woman says and turns and walks down the alley and
around the corner without waiting for an answer.

The girl hesitates, but then she sticks her paintbrush in her ponytail with the rest and collects her bag and follows.

Around the corner is a store. A neon sign in the shape of an upraised palm with an eye in the middle rests unlit in the middle of the large window, surrounded by velvet curtains obscuring the inside. The woman stands in the doorway, holding the door open for the girl.

A bell chimes as it closes behind them. The inside of the store is not like any store the girl has seen before, filled with candles and mismatched furniture. Bundles of dried sage tied with colorful strings hang from the ceiling, surrounded by twinkling lights on strings and paper lanterns. On a table there is a crystal ball and a pack of clove cigarettes. A statue of an ibis-headed god peers over the girl’s shoulder as she tries to find a place to stand out of the way.

“Sit,” the woman says, waving her at a velvet couch covered in scarves. The girl knocks into a fringed lampshade on her way toward the couch, the fringe continuing to dance after she is seated, holding her bag in her lap.

The woman returns with two mugs, the new one emblazoned with a five-pointed star in a circle.

“Thank you,” the girl says quietly as she takes the mug. It is warm in her cold hands. “You can speak,” the woman says, settling herself into an ancient Chesterfield chair that sighs and creaks as she sits. “What’s your name?” The girl says nothing. She sips the too-hot coffee. “Do you need someplace to stay?” the woman asks. The girl shakes her head.

“You sure about that?”
The girl nods this time.

“I didn’t mean to startle you out there,” the woman continues. “Have to be a little wary of teenagers outside at odd hours.” She takes a sip of her coffee. “Your door is very nice. Sometimes they paint not-so-nice things on that wall, because people say a witch lives here.”

The girl frowns and then points at the woman, who laughs.

“What gave it away?” she asks and though the question does not sound serious the girl points at the coffee mug anyway. *Real Witch.*

The woman laughs harder and the girl smiles. Making a witch laugh feels like a lucky sort of thing.

“Not trying to hide it, obviously,” the woman says, chuckling. “But some of those kids talk a lot of nonsense about curses and devils and some of the more easily swayed ones believe it. Someone threw a rock through the window not that long ago.”

The girl looks over at the window, covered by the velvet curtains, then down at her hands. She is not certain she understands people sometimes. There is paint underneath her fingernails.

“Mostly I read,” the woman continues, “Like a book about a person, only I read it through an object they’ve handled. I’ve read car keys and wedding rings. I read one of my son’s video game controllers once, he didn’t appreciate that but I read him all the time anyway, he’s written all over the floors and the wallpaper and the laundry. I could probably read your paintbrushes.”

The girl’s hand flies up to the fan of brushes in her hair protectively.

“Only if you want to know, honeychild.”

The girl’s expression changes at the endearment, she translates it a number of times in her head and thinks that this woman must be a witch to know such things but she says nothing.

The girl puts her mug down on the table and stands up. She looks toward the door, holding
her bag.

“Time to go already?” the woman remarks but does not protest. She puts down her own coffee and walks the girl to the door. “If you need anything you come back here, anytime. Okay?”

The girl looks as though she might say something but doesn’t. Instead she glances at the sign on the door, a hand painted piece of wood on a ribbon that says *Spiritual Advisor*, with little stars painted around the edges.

“Maybe you can paint me a new sign next time,” the woman adds. “And here, take these.” Impulsively she plucks a pack of cards from a shelf, high enough to discourage shoplifters, and hands them to the girl. She reads cards only rarely herself but she enjoys giving them as unexpected gifts when the moment feels right, as this moment does. “They’re cards with stories on them,” she explains as the girl looks curiously at the cards in her hand. “You shuffle the pictures and they tell you the story.”

The girl smiles, first at the woman and then down at the cards which she holds gently, like a small living thing. She turns to walk away but stops suddenly after a few steps and turns back before the door has closed behind her.

“Thank you,” the girl says again, not much louder than before.

“You’re welcome,” the woman says to the girl, and as the sun rises the witch’s path takes her back into the store and the girl’s path takes her somewhere else. The bell above the door chimes over their parting.

Inside, the witch picks up the girl’s mug, its star facing toward her palm. She doesn’t have to read it but she’s curious and mildly concerned with the girl’s well-being, out on the streets alone.

The images come quick and clear, clearer than what is typical for an object held for only a
few minutes. More pictures, more people, more places and more things than should fit in a
single girl. Then the witch sees herself. Sees the cardboard moving boxes and the hurricane on
the television and the white farmhouse surrounded by trees.

The empty mug falls to the floor, knocking into a table leg but it does not break.

Madame Love Rawlins walks outside, the bell above the door chiming again. She looks
first down the quiet street and then around the corner down the alley toward the painted door,
not yet dry.

But the girl herself has vanished.
Book II

Fortunes & Fables
Fortunes & Fables: The Star Merchant

Once there was a merchant who travelled far and wide, selling the stars.

This merchant sold all manner of stars. Fallen stars and lost stars and vials of stardust. Delicate pieces of star strung on fine chains to be worn around necks and spectacular specimens fit to display under glass. Fragments of stars were procured to be given as gifts for lovers. Stardust was purchased to sprinkle at sacred sites or to bake into cakes for spells.

The stars in the merchant’s inventory were carried from place to place in a large sack embroidered with constellations.

The prices for the merchant’s wares were high but often negotiable. Stars could be acquired in exchange for coins or favors or secrets, saved by wishful dreamers in hopes that the star merchant might cross their path.

Occasionally the star merchant traded stars for accommodations or transport while traveling from place to place. Stars were traded for nights spent in inns with company or without.

One dark night on the road the star merchant stopped at a tavern to while away the time before the sun returned. The merchant sat by the fire drinking wine and struck up a conversation with a traveller who was also staying the night at the tavern, though their paths would take them in different directions come morning.

“To Seeking,” the star merchant said as their wine was refilled.

“To Finding,” came the traditional response. “What is it that you sell?” the traveller asked, tilting a cup toward the constellation-covered sack. This was a topic they had not yet discussed.

“Stars,” the star merchant answered. “Would you care to peruse? I shall offer you a discount
for being good company. I might even show you the pieces I keep in reserve for distinguished customers.”

“I do not care for stars,” the traveller said.

The merchant laughed. “Everyone wants the stars. Everyone wishes to grasp that which exists out of reach. To hold the extraordinary in their hands and keep the remarkable in their pockets.”

There was a pause here, filled by the crackling of the fire.

“Let me tell you a story,” the traveller said, after the pause.

“Of course,” the star merchant said, gesturing for their wine to be replenished once again.

“Once, very long ago,” the traveller began, “Time fell in love with Fate. Passionately, deeply in love. The stars watched them from the heavens, worrying that the flow of time would be disrupted or the strings of fortune tangled into knots”

The fire hissed and popped anxiously, punctuating the traveller’s words.

“The stars conspired and separated the two. Afterward they breathed easier. Time continued to flow as it always had, Fate wove together the paths that were meant to intertwine, and eventually Fate and Time found each other again.”

“Of course they did,” the star merchant interrupted. “Fate always gets what fate wants.”

“Yet the stars would not accept defeat,” the traveller continued. “They pestered the moon with concerns and complaints until she agreed to call upon the parliament of owls.”

Here the star merchant frowned. The parliament of owls was an old myth, invoked as a curse in the land where the merchant had lived as a child, far from this place. Falter on your path and the parliament of owls will come for you. The merchant listened carefully as the tale continued.

“The parliament of owls concluded that one of the elements should be removed. They chose
to keep the one they felt more important. The stars rejoiced as Fate was pulled apart. Ripped into pieces by beaks and talons.

“Did no one try to stop them?” the star merchant asked.

“The moon would have, certainly, had she been there. They chose a night with no moon for the sacrifice. No one dared intervene save for a mouse who took Fate’s heart and kept it safe,” the traveller said, then paused to take a sip of wine. “The owls did not notice the mouse as they feasted. The owl who consumed Fate’s eyes gained great sight and was crowned The Owl King.”

There was a sound then, outside in the night, that might have been wind or might have been wings.

The traveller waited for the sound to cease before resuming the story.

“The stars rested, smugly, in their heavens. They watched as Time passed in broken-hearted despair and eventually they questioned all that they once thought indisputable truth. They saw the crown of the Owl King passed one to another like a blessing or a curse, as no mortal creature should have such sight. They twinkle in their uncertainty, still, even now as we sit here below them.”

The traveller paused to finish the last of the wine, the story finished.

“As I said, I do not care for stars. Stars are made of spite and regret.”

The star merchant said nothing. The constellation-covered bag rested heavily by the fire. The traveller thanked the star merchant for the wine and for the company and the merchant returned the sentiments. Before retiring the traveller leaned in and whispered in the merchant’s ear.

“Occasionally, Fate pulls itself together again and Time is always waiting.”

The traveller left the star merchant alone, sitting and drinking and watching the fire.
In the morning when the stars had fled under the watchful eye of the sun the star merchant inquired to find if the traveller had departed, if there might be time to bid a proper farewell.

The star merchant was politely informed that there had been no other guests.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins sits on a velvet bench in the fanciest elevator he has ever occupied wondering if it is not an elevator at all but rather a stationary room rigged to feel like an elevator because he has been sitting in it for what feels like a very, very long time.

He wonders if it’s possible to have sudden-onset claustrophobia and his contact lenses are reminding him why he rarely wears his contact lenses. The probably-elevator hums and occasionally makes a shuddering movement accompanied by a scraping sound, so it probably is moving and his stomach feels as though he is falling at a polite rate in a gilded cage, or maybe he is more drunk than he thinks he is. Delayed reaction cocktailing.

The chandelier hanging above him shakes and shimmers, throwing fragmented light over the slightly Baroque interior, gold walls and maroon velvet mostly worn of their respective shine and fuzziness. The bee/key/sword motif is repeated on the interior doors but there is nothing else adorning anything, no numerical information, no floor indicator, not even a button. Apparently there is one place to go and they haven’t reached it yet. The paint along his back and arm has dried, metallic flakes of it clinging to his coat and his hair, itching along his neck and stuck underneath his fingernails.

Zachary feels too awake yet extremely tired. Everything buzzes, from his head to his toes, and he can’t tell if it’s the elevator or the alcohol or something else. He stands and paces, as much as he can pace in an elevator, no more than two steps in any given direction.

Maybe it’s the fact that you finally walked through a painted door and didn’t end up where
you expected to, the voice in his head suggests.

*Did I know what I expected?* Zachary asks himself.

He pauses his pacing and faces the elevator door. He reaches out to touch it, his hand falling on the key motif. It vibrates beneath his fingers.

For a moment he feels like an eleven-year-old boy in an alleyway, the door beneath his fingers paint instead of metal but reverberating and the jazz music from the party is stuck in his head, looping, layering a dancing spin over everything and suddenly it feels like the elevator is moving much, much faster.

Abruptly, it stops. The chandelier jumps in surprise, sending down a shower of twinkling light as the door opens.

Zachary’s suspicions that he wasn’t actually traveling anywhere were unfounded, as the room he is looking out towards is not the cave-like space he started in. This is a glowing room with glass walls and a curved paneled ceiling. It reminds him of the atrium from the university library but smaller, with honey-colored glass, opaque and varied in tone like marble, but translucent and glowing, covering everything except for the stone floor and the elevator and another door on the other side of the room. He suspects he actually is as far underground as the length and speed of the elevator ride suggested, even though the voice in his head keeps insisting that such things are impossible. It is too quiet. There is a heaviness in the air, the feel of weight above him.

Zachary steps out of the elevator and the doors close behind him. The clanking sound resumes, the elevator returning to somewhere else. Above its doors is a round indicator with no numbers, only a gold arrow. A moment before it had been pointing straight down and now it moves slowly upwards.
Zachary walks to the door on the other side of the room. It’s a large door with a golden doorknob that door reminds him of his original painted door, only bigger, as though it has grown along with him, and this one is not painted but real carved wood, its gilded embellishments fading in places but the bee and the key and the sword remain distinct.

Zachary takes a breath and reaches for the doorknob. It is warm and solid and when he tries to turn it, it does not budge. He tries again, but the door is locked.

“Seriously?” he says aloud. He sighs and takes a step back. The door has a keyhole and, feeling silly about it, Zachary bends down to look through it. There is a room beyond, that much is obvious, but other than an irregular movement to the light, he cannot discern anything else.

Zachary sits down on the floor, which is polished stone and not very comfortable. He can tell from this angle that the stone is worn down in the center of the doorway. Many people have walked here before him.

*Wake up,* the voice in his head says. *You’re usually good at this sort of thing.*

Zachary stands, leaving flakes of gold paint behind him, and goes to inspect the rest of the room.

There is a button near the elevator, half-concealed in marble and whatever brassy metal the marble panels are connected with. Zachary pushes the button, not expecting a result and gets precisely that. The button remains unlit, the elevator silent.

He tries the other doorless walls next and finds them more cooperative.

In the middle of the first wall is an alcove set at window height. It vanishes from view even a few steps away, lost in the glow of the marble. Inside, there is a bowl-like depression, a basin, as though it is a wall fountain with no water, the sides curving inward to a flat spot on the bottom.

In the center sits a small black bag.
Zachary picks up the bag. It has a familiar weight in his hand. The lifting of the bag reveals a single word carved into the stone beneath it.

Roll.

“You have got to be kidding,” Zachary says as he turns the contents of the bag onto his palm.

Six dice of the classic six-sided variety, carved from dark stone. Each side has a symbol rather than numbers or dots, engraved and accented with gold. He turns one over so he can identify all of the symbols. The bee and the key and the sword are familiar but there are more. A crown. A heart. A feather.

Zachary puts the bag to the side and gives the dice a thorough shake before letting them tumble into the stone basin. When they settle, all of the symbols are same. Six hearts.

He barely has time to read them before the bottom falls out of the basin and the dice and the bag disappear.

Zachary doesn’t bother checking the door before walking to the opposite wall and he is unsurprised to find a matching alcove.

A tiny stemmed glass rests inside, the type for sipping cordials or liqueurs, with a matching glass lid on top like some of his fancier teacups.

Zachary picks up the glass. Again, a single word is carved underneath.

Drink.

The glass contains a small measure of honey-colored liquid, not much more than a sip.
Zachary removes the lid from the glass and sets it down next to the carved instruction. He sniffs the liquid. It has a honey sweetness but it also smells of orange blossom and vanilla and spice.

Zachary recalls innumerable fairytale warnings against eating or drinking in underworlds and at the same time realizes he is incredibly thirsty.

He suspects this is the only way forward.

He downs the drink in a single shot and replaces the empty glass on the stone. It tastes of everything he smelled in it and more—apricot and clove and cream—and it has a very, very strong kick of alcohol.

He loses his equilibrium enough to reconsider the relative stupidity of the whole idea but as quickly as the glass falls into its own abyss, it passes. His head, which had been pounding and swimming and sleepy before, feels clearer.

Zachary returns to the door and when he turns the knob it turns, the lock clicking open for him, allowing him through.

The room beyond the door looks like a cathedral, its sweeping high ceilings intricately tiled and buttressed, if buttressed is a word. There are six large columns, also tiled in patterns though some tiles are missing here and there, mostly near the bases, leaving bare stone visible beneath. The floor is covered with tiles worn down to the stone beneath, more so near Zachary’s feet and in a loop around the perimeter of the round space with heavier wear near the other entrances.

There are five entrances not counting the door he has stepped through. Four are archways, leading off in different directions into darkened halls, but directly opposite a large wooden door rests slightly ajar, a soft light beyond.

There are chandeliers, some hanging at irregular, chandelier-inappropriate heights, and others
resting on the floor in illuminated piles of metal and crystal, their tiny bulbs dimmed or extinguished entirely.

A larger light above is not a chandelier at all but a cluster of glowing globes hung amongst brass hoops and bars. Craning his neck Zachary can see hands at the end of the bars, human hands cast in gold and pointing outward, the tile above them laid out in a pattern of numbers and stars. In the center, the mid-point of the room, a chain drops from the ceiling, terminating in a pendulum that hangs inches above the floor, slowly swaying in a tight rotation.

Zachary thinks the entire contraption might be a model of the universe or maybe a clock of some sort but he has no idea how to read it.

“Hello?” he calls. From one of the darkened halls there is a creaking sound, like a door opening, but nothing follows. Zachary walks the perimeter of the room, peering down hallways filled with books, filed on long curving shelves and stacked on floors. Down one hall he spots a glowing pair of eyes staring back at him but he blinks and the eyes are gone.

Zachary turns his attention back to the maybe-universe-maybe-clock to inspect it from a different angle. One of the smaller bars is moving in time with the pendulum, and as he attempts to discern if any of the globe-shapes have moons there is a voice behind him.

“May I be of assistance, sir?”

Zachary turns so quickly he hurts his neck and flinches and he is unable to tell whether the man who is regarding him with mild concern is reacting to the action or his presence or both.

Someone else is in this place. This place is actually here.

This is all happening.

Zachary dissolves into instant, near-hysterical laughter. A bubbling giggle that he attempts to stifle and fails. The man’s expression switches from mild concern to moderate.
This man gives an immediate impression of agedness, probably because of his stark white hair, worn long and styled in impressive braids. But Zachary blinks and stares and as his contact lenses reluctantly focus he can tell the man is maybe pushing fifty, or at least not as old as the hair implies. It’s also dotted with pearls strung along the braids, camouflaged when their sheen isn’t caught in the light. His eyebrows and eyelashes are dark, black like his eyes. His skin looks darker in contrast with his hair but is a mid-toned brown. He wears wire-rimmed glasses balanced on an equine nose and reminds Zachary a little bit of his seventh grade math teacher but with much cooler hair and a deep red, gold-embroidered robe tied with a number of looping cords. On one hand he wears several rings. One ring looks like an owl.

“May I be of assistance, sir?” the man repeats, but Zachary can’t stop laughing. He opens his mouth to say something, anything, but nothing will come. His knees forget how to work and he slumps to the floor in a pile of wool coat and gold paint, finding himself at eye level with a ginger cat who peers around the edges of the man’s robes and stares at him with amber eyes and this somehow makes the whole situation even crazier and he has never laughed himself into a panic attack before but hey, there’s a first time for everything.

The man and the cat wait patiently, as though hysterical paint-covered visitors are commonplace.

“I…” Zachary starts and then realizes he has absolutely no idea where to begin. The tile beneath him is cold. He slowly gets to his feet, half-expecting the man to offer him a hand when he does a particular clumsy job of it but the man’s hands stay by his sides, though the cat takes a step forward, sniffing at Zachary’s shoes.

“It is perfectly alright if you need a moment,” the man says, “but I’m afraid you will have to leave. We are closed.”
“We’re what?” Zachary asks, regaining his balance, but as he does the man’s scrutinizing gaze settles on a spot near the third button on Zachary’s open coat.

“You are not supposed to be here,” the man says, looking at the silver sword that hangs around Zachary’s neck.

“Oh…” Zachary starts. “Oh, no… this isn’t mine,” he tries to clarify but the man is already ushering him back toward the door and the elevator. “Someone gave this to me for… disguise purposes? I’m not a… whoever they are.”

“They don’t simply give those away,” the man responds coolly.

Zachary doesn’t know how to reply and now they’re back at the door again. He’s gathered that Dorian is a probably former member of the organization collecting rogue doorknobs to decorate their Manhattan townhouse but can’t be certain if the sword is Dorian’s own or a copy or what. He was not prepared for jewelry-based accusations in underground cathedrals currently closed for business or renovations. He was not prepared for anything that has happened this evening except maybe the cab ride.

“He called himself Dorian, he asked me to help him, I think he’s in trouble, I don’t know who the sword people are,” Zachary explains in a rush but even as he says the words they feel like a not-quite lie. Guardians don’t seem to work the way that Sweet Sorrows suggested, though he’s fairly certain that’s what they are.

The man says nothing and having walked Zachary politely yet forcibly back to the elevator he stops and gestures at the hexagonal button next to it with his ring-covered hand.

“I wish you and your friend the best in overcoming your current difficulties but I must insist,” he says. He indicates the button again.

Zachary pushes the button, hoping the elevator will continue to be slow in order to buy him
time to explain or understand what is going on but the button does nothing. It doesn’t light up, it
doesn’t make a sound. The elevator doors remain shut.

The man frowns, first at the elevator and then at Zachary’s coat. No, at the paint on his coat.

“The door you entered through, was it painted?” he asks.

“Yes?” Zachary answers.

“I gather from the state of your overcoat that the door is no longer operational. Is that so?”

“It sort of disappeared,” Zachary says, not believing it himself even though he was there.

The man closes his eyes and sighs.

“I warned her this would be problematic,” he says to himself and then he asks “What did you roll?” before Zachary can ask who he means.

“Pardon?”

“Your dice,” the man clarifies, with another elegant gesture indicating the wall behind
him. “What did you roll?”

“Oh… uh… all hearts,” Zachary says, recalling the dice tumbling into the darkness and
feeling lightheaded. He wonders again what it means and if maybe all of anything is a bad
thing to roll.

The man stares at him, scrutinizing his face more thoroughly than he had before with a
quizzical expression that looks like recognition but though it seems like he is about to ask
something else he does not. Instead he says: “If you would be so kind as to come with me.”

He turns and walks back through the door. Zachary follows at his heels, feeling like he
has accomplished something. At least he doesn’t have to leave as soon as he’s arrived.

Particularly considering he’s not certain where he is, exactly. It is not what he expected, this
sweeping space with its crumpled chandeliers and dusty piles of books. There are more tiles, for
a start. It is grander and older and quieter and darker and more intimate than he imagined it
would be when he got here and he realizes now how certain he had been that he would get
here somehow because *Sweet Sorrows* implied as much.

*Not yet,* he thinks, looking up at the universe spinning above him with its hands pointing
in alternating directions, wondering what it is that he is meant to do now that he is here.

“I know why you are here,” the man says as they pass the swinging pendulum, as though he
can hear Zachary’s thoughts.

“You do?”

“You are here because you wish to sail the Starless Sea and breathe the haunted air.”

Zachary’s feet halt beneath him at the comforting trueness of the statement combined with
the confusion of not understanding what it means.

“Is this the Starless Sea?” he asks, following again as the man heads to the far side of
the grand hall.

“No, this is only a Harbor,” comes the answer. “And, as I have already mentioned, it
is closed.”

“Maybe you should put up a sign,” Zachary says before he can bite his tongue and the
statement earns him a more withering glance than any of his math teachers could ever
have managed and he mumbles an apology.

Zachary follows the man and the ginger cat who has rejoined the procession into what he can
only think of as an office, though it is unlike any office he has ever seen before. The walls are all but
hidden behind bookshelves and filing cabinets and card catalogues with their rows of tiny drawers
and labels. The floor is covered in tile similar to the ones outside, a worn path evident from the door
to the desk. A green glass lamp glows near the desk and strings of paper lanterns
loop around the tops of the bookshelves. A phonograph softly plays something classical and scratched. A fireplace occupies most of the wall opposite the door, the fire burning low in its hearth covered in a silken screen so the flickering light appears russet-colored. An old-fashioned twig broom leans against the wall nearby. A sword, a large, real sword, hangs above a mantel that contains several books, an antler, another cat (live but asleep), and several glass jars of varying sizes filled with keys.

The man settles himself behind a large desk covered in papers and notebooks and bottles of ink and appears much more at ease though Zachary remains nervous. Nervous and oddly more intoxicated than he did earlier.

“Now then,” the man says as the ginger cat sits on the corner of the desk and yawns, its amber eyes trained on Zachary. “Where was your door?”

“Central Park.” Zachary says. His tongue feels heavy in his mouth and it’s becoming difficult to form words. “It was destroyed by those… club people? I think the fur coat polar bear lady is their leader? She threatened me with tea. And the guy who said his name was Dorian might be in trouble? He had me take this from their headquarters, he didn’t say why.”

Zachary removes the book from his coat and holds it out. The man takes it, frowning. He opens it and flips through a few pages and watching upside-down Zachary thinks the Arabic text looks like English but his eyes are likely playing tricks on him because his contact lenses are itching and he wonders if maybe he’s allergic to cats and the man closes the book again before he can be certain.

“This belongs down here, so thank you for that,” the man says, handing it back. “You may keep it for your friend if you like.”

Zachary looks down at the brown leather book.
“Shouldn’t someone…” he says, almost to himself. “I don’t know, rescue him?” “Someone should, I’m sure,” the man responds. “You will not be able to depart without an escort so you will have to wait for Mirabel to return. I can arrange quarters for you in the meantime, you look as though you could use some rest. I simply require some additional information before we proceed. Name?”

“Uh… Zachary. Zachary Ezra Rawlins,” Zachary provides obediently instead of asking one of the numerous questions he has himself.

“A pleasure to make your acquaintance, Mr. Rawlins,” the man says, writing Zachary’s name in one of the ledgers on the desk. He checks the time on a pocket watch and adds that to the ledger as well. “They call me the Keeper. You said your temporary entrance was in Central Park, I assume you were referring to the one in Manhattan, in New York, in the United States of America?”

“Yeah, that Central Park.”

“Very good,” the Keeper says, noting something else in the ledger. He marks another document that might be a map and then gets up from the desk and walks over to one of the chests of tiny drawers behind him. He removes something from one of the drawers and turns and hands it to Zachary: a round gold locket on a long chain. On one side there is a bee. On the other there is a heart.

“If you need to find your way back to this spot—most call it the Heart—this will point your way.”

Zachary opens the locket to reveal a compass with a single mark where North would be, its needle spinning erratically.

“Will you be needing to know the location of Mecca?” the Keeper asks.
“Oh, no, thanks, though. I’m agnostopagan.”

The Keeper cocks his head questioningly.

“Spiritual but not religious,” Zachary clarifies. He doesn’t say what he is thinking, which is that his church is held-breath story listening and late night concert ear-ringing rapture and perfect boss fight button pressing. That his religion is buried in the silence of freshly fallen snow, in a carefully crafted cocktail, in between the pages of a book somewhere after the beginning but before the ending.

He wonders what, exactly, was in that thing he drank earlier.

The Keeper nods and turns his attention to the cabinets, opening another drawer and removing something and closing it again.

“If you would come with me, Mister Rawlins,” the Keeper says, exiting the room.

Zachary looks at the cat but the cat, disinterested, closes its eyes and does not follow.

The Keeper closes the office door and leads Zachary down one of the book-filled halls. This space feels more underground, like a tunnel, lit with occasional candles and lanterns, with a low rounded ceiling and turns that do not follow any obvious pattern. Zachary is thankful for his compass after the third turn through a maze of doors and books, one hall branching off into others, opening up into larger chambers and funneling into tunnel-like hall again. Books are packed onto shelves that curve with the rock or piled on tables and chests and chairs like a literary-centric antique store. They pass a marble bust wearing a silk top hat and another sleeping cat on an upholstered armchair tucked into an alcove. Zachary keeps expecting to encounter other people but there isn’t anyone. Maybe everyone is asleep and the Keeper is on the night shift. It must be very late by now.

They stop at a door flanked by bookshelves peppered with small glowing lanterns. The
Keeper unlocks the door and gestures for Zachary to enter.

“I apologize for the state—” the Keeper stops and frowns, looking in at a room that requires no apologies.

The room is… well, the room is the most glorious hotel room Zachary could imagine except in a cave. There is a great deal of velvet, most of it dark green, fitted over chairs and hanging in curtains over a four-poster bed that has been turned down in anticipation of its guest’s arrival. There is a large desk and multiple reading nooks. The walls and floor are stone that peeks out from between bookshelves and framed art and mismatched rugs. It is beyond cozy. A fire burns in the fireplace. The lamps by the bed are lit, as though the room had been expecting him.

“I hope this will be to your liking,” the Keeper says, though a hint of the frown remains.

“This is awesome,” Zachary replies.

“The washroom is through the door at the rear,” the Keeper says, gesturing toward the back of the room. “The Kitchen may be accessed via the panel near the fireplace. The light level in the hall will be raised in the morning. Please do not feed the cats. This is your key.” The Keeper hands Zachary a key on another long chain. “If there is anything you require please do not hesitate to ask, you know where to find me.” He takes a pen and a small rectangular piece of paper from his robes and inscribes something. “Good night, Mister Rawlins. I hope you enjoy your stay.” He places the rectangle of paper in a small plaque by the door, gives Zachary a short bow and disappears back down the hall.

Zachary watches him go and then turns to look at the paper in the plaque. In calligraphic script on ivory paper placed in a brass plaque it reads:

\[ Z. \text{ Rawlins} \]
Zachary closes the door, wondering how many names have occupied that spot before and how long it has been since the last one. After a few seconds of hesitation he locks the door.

He rests his head against the door and sighs.

This can’t be real.

Then what is it? the voice in his head asks and he doesn’t have an answer.

He shrugs off his paint-stained coat and drapes it over a chair. He makes his way to the washroom, barely taking the time to register the black-and-white tiles and the claw-footed tub before washing his hands and removing his contact lenses, watching his reflection slip out of focus in the mirror above the sink. He tosses his contacts into a bin and briefly wonders what he is going to do without corrective lenses but he has more pressing concerns.

He returns to the blur of velvet and firelight in the main room, kicking off his shoes as he walks, managing to remove his suit jacket and his vest before he reaches the bed but he is asleep before he can deal with additional buttons, linen sheets and lambs wool pillows swallowing him like a cloud and he welcomes it, his last thoughts before sleeping a fleeting mix of reflections upon the evening that has finally ended, questions and worries about everything from his sanity to how to get paint out of his hair and then it is gone, the last wisp of thought wondering how you go to sleep if you’re already dreaming.
Fortunes & Fables: The Key Collector

Once there was a man who collected keys. Old keys and new keys and broken keys. Lost keys and stolen keys and skeleton keys.

He carried them in his pockets and wore them on chains that clattered as he walked around the town.

Everyone in the town knew the key collector.

Some people thought his habit strange but the key collector was a friendly sort and had a thoughtful air and a quick smile.

If someone lost a key or broke a key they could ask the key collector and he would usually have a replacement that would suit their needs. It was often faster than having a new key made.

The key collector kept the most common shapes and sizes of key always at hand, in case someone was in need of a key for a door or a cupboard or a chest.

The key collector was not possessive about his collection. He gave them away when they were needed.

(Though often people would have a new key made anyway and return the one they had borrowed.)

People gave him found keys or spare keys as gifts to add to his collection. When they travelled they would find keys to bring back with them, keys with unfamiliar shapes and strange teeth.

(They called the man himself the key collector but a great many people aided with the collecting.)
Eventually the key collector had too many keys to carry and began displaying them around his house. He hung them in the windows on ribbons like curtains and arranged them on bookshelves and framed them on walls. The most delicate ones he kept under glass or in boxes meant for jewels. Others were piled together with similar keys, kept in buckets or baskets.

After many years the entire house was filled with keys near to bursting. They hung on the outside as well, over the doors and the windows and draped from the eaves of the roof.

The key collector’s house was easily spotted along the road.

One day there was a knock upon his door.

The key collector opened the door to find a pretty woman in a long cloak on his doorstep. He had never seen her before, nor had he seen embroidery of the sort that trimmed her cloak: star-shaped flowers in gold thread on dark cloth, too fine for travel though she must have traveled far. He did not see a horse or a carriage and supposed she might have left them at the inn for no one passed through this town without staying at the inn and it was not far.

“I have been told you collect keys,” the woman said to the key collector.

“I do,” said the key collector, though this was obvious. There were keys hanging above the doorway where they stood, keys on the walls behind him, keys in jars and bowls and vases on the tables.

“I am looking for something that has been locked away. I wonder if one of your keys might unlock it.”

“You are welcome to look,” the key collector said and invited the woman inside.

He considered asking the woman what manner of key she sought so he might help her look but he knew how difficult it was to describe a key. To find a key you had to understand the lock.

So the key collector let the woman search the house. He showed her every room, every
cabinet and bookshelf lined with keys. The kitchen with its teacups and wineglasses filled with keys, save for the few that were used more frequently, empty and waiting for wine or for tea.

The key collector offered the woman a cup of tea but she politely refused. He left her to her searching and sat in the front parlor where she could find him if she needed and he read a book.

After many hours the woman returned to the key collector.

“IT is not here,” she said. “Thank you for letting me look.”

“There are more keys in the back garden,” the key collector said, and led the woman outside.

The garden was festooned with keys, strung from ribbons in a rainbow of colors. Keys tied with bows hung from trees, bouquets of keys displayed in glazed pots and vases. Birdcages with keys hung on the tiny swings inside and no birds to be seen. Keys set into the paving stones along the garden paths. A bubbling fountain contained piles of keys beneath the water, sunken like wishes.

The light was fading so the key collector lit the lanterns.

“It is lovely here,” the woman said. She began to look through the garden keys, keys held by statues and keys wound around topiaries. She stopped in front of tree that was just starting to blossom, reaching out to a key, one of many hanging from red ribbons.

“Will that key suit your lock?” the key collector asked.

“More than that,” the woman answered. “This is my key. I lost it a very long time ago. I’m glad it found its way to you.”

“I am glad to return it,” the key collector said. He reached up to untie the ribbon for her, leaving it hanging from the key in her hand.

“I must find a way to repay you,” the woman said to the key collector.

“No need for that,” the key collector told her. “It is my pleasure to help reunite you with your
locked-away thing.”

“Oh,” the woman said. “It is not a thing. It is a place.”

She held the key out in front of her at a height above her waist where a keyhole might have been if there was a door and part of the key vanished. The woman turned the key and an invisible door unlocked in the middle of the key collector’s garden. The woman pushed the door open.

The key and its ribbon remained hanging in midair.

The key collector looked through the door into a golden room with high arched windows. Dozens of candles stood on tables laid for a great feast. He heard music playing and laughter coming from out of sight. Through the windows he could see waterfalls and mountains, a sky brightly lit by two moons and countless stars reflected in a shimmering sea.

The woman walked through the door, her long cloak trailing over the golden tiles.

The key collector stood in his garden, staring.

The woman took the key on its ribbon from its lock.

She turned back to the key collector. She raised a hand in invitation, beckoning him forward.

The key collector followed.

The door closed behind him.

No one ever saw him again.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins wakes up long ago and far away, or at least that’s what it feels like.

Disoriented and woozy, his mind a second behind his body, like pulling himself through crystal-clear mud. As though he’s still drunk but doing it wrong.

The only other time he felt similar was a night he would prefer to forget that involved too much Chardonnay and he associates the feeling with that, a bright, crystalline white wine sensation: tingling and sharp and a touch oak-y. Getting up not remembering that he has fallen down.

He rubs his eyes, looking around at the blur of the room, confused because it is too large and remembering he is in a hotel and as the events of the night before find their way through the haze the room congeals in his blurry vision and he remembers that he is not in a hotel at all and he starts to panic.

_Breathe_, the voice in his head says and he listens, thankfully, and tries to keep his focus on inhale and exhale and repeat.

Zachary closes his eyes but reality seeps in through his other senses. The room smells of formerly crackling fire and sandalwood and something dark and deep and unidentifiable. There is a far off chiming noise that must have woken him. The bed and the pillows are marshmallow soft. His curiosity wages a silent war with his anxiety making it more difficult to breathe but as he forces his lungs into taking slow, steady breaths, curiosity wins and he opens his eyes.

The room is brighter now, light comes through panels of amber glass set into the stone above
the door, filtering in from the hall. It’s a light he associates more with late afternoon than morning. There is more stuff in the room than he remembers, even without his glasses he can make out the Victrola by the armchairs, the dripping candles on the mantel. The painting of a ship at sea hanging over the fireplace.

Zachary rubs his eyes but the room remains the same. Not knowing what else to do, he pulls himself reluctantly from the marshmallow bed and begins an approximation of his morning routine.

He finds his discarded clothes in the bathroom, stiff with paint and dirt and wonders if this place has laundry services. For some reason laundry concerns drag him back to the reality of the situation, dreams or hallucinations probably don’t involve such mundane problems. He tries to recall a single dream that ever involved thinking “I might need new socks” and fails.

The bathroom is also full of more stuff than he remembered: a mirrored cabinet contains a toothbrush and toothpaste in a metal tube and several neatly labeled jars of creams and oils, one of them an aftershave that smells of cinnamon and bourbon.

There is a separate shower next to the tub and Zachary does his best to wash the gold paint out of his hair, to scrape the last of it from his skin. There are soaps in fancy dishes and all of them smell woody or resinous, as though everything has been tailored to his scent preferences.

Wrapped in a towel Zachary inspects the rest of the room, looking for something to wear that is not his sweaty, paint-stained suit.

A wardrobe looms over one wall next to a non-matching dresser. Not only is there something to wear, there are options. The drawers are filled with sweaters and socks and underwear, the wardrobe hung with shirts and trousers. Everything looks handmade, natural fibers and no tags. He puts on a pair of brown linen pants and a collarless moss green shirt with polished wood
buttons. He takes out a grey cable knit sweater that reminds him of one of his own favorites. In the bottom of the wardrobe there are several pairs of shoes and of course they fit, which bothers him more than the clothing since most of it is loose-fitting and adjustable, everything fits but that could be explained away by him being on the slim side of standard but the shoes are scary. He slides on a pair of brown suede shoes that could have been tailor-made (cobbler-made?) for him.

*Maybe they have elves who measure feet and make shoes while you sleep,* the voice in his head suggests.

*I thought you were the practical voice of reason head voice,* Zachary thinks back, but receives no response.

Zachary puts the room key and his compass and, after a moment’s hesitation, Dorian’s sword back around his neck. He tries to push the worry about what has occurred up there while he has been down here to the back of his mind. He distracts himself by looking around the room, even though he can’t see it all that well. Up close things are clear enough, but it means exploring a few steps at a time, taking in the space in small gulps.

He takes a book from one of the shelves, recalling a story that was probably a Twilight Zone episode: so much to read and no eyeglasses.

He flips the book open to a random page anyway and the printed words are crisp and clear.

Zachary looks up. The bed, the paintings on the walls, the fireplace, everything has the distinct fuzziness his optomological cocktail of nearsightedness and astigmatism casts on the world. He looks back at the book in his hands.

It’s a volume of poetry. Dickinson, he thinks. Perfectly legible, the type sharp even though the font is small, down to the pinprick periods and minuscule commas.

He puts the book down and picks up another. It’s the same, perfectly readable. He replaces it
on the shelf. He goes to the desk where the brown leather book he procured from the Collector’s Club for Dorian rests. He attempts to see if whatever trick this is will focus the illustrations and the Arabic as well but when he opens the book to the title page not only are the curling illuminations clear, the title is in English.

*Fortunes & Fables*

it reads, clearly, obviously, in a fancy script but definitely in English. He wonders if it is printed in different languages and he didn’t notice before but as he flips through the pages each one shows the same familiar alphabet.

Zachary puts the book down, lightheaded again. He can’t remember when he last ate. Was it at the party? Was that only the night before? He remembers the Keeper mentioning something about a kitchen near the fireplace.

By the still-fuzzy fireplace (though he can tell from this distance that the ship in the painting above is captained and crewed by rabbits in an otherwise realistic seascape) is a panel set into the wall, like a cabinet door fitted into the stone, with a small button next to it.

Zachary opens the door to find a space that could be a dumbwaiter, with a small thick book and a box inside, a folded notecard perched on top. Zachary picks up the card.

*Greetings, Mr. Rawlins. Welcome.*

*We hope you enjoy your stay.*

*Should you require or desire refreshment of any sort, please do not hesitate to use our service system. It is designed to be as convenient as possible.*
- Inscribe your request upon a card. The book contains a selection of offerings but please do not let its listings dictate your choices, we will be happy to prepare anything you wish if it is within our means.

- Place your request card in the dumbwaiter. Close the door and press the button to send your request to the Kitchen.

- Your refreshment will be prepared and sent to you. A chime will indicate its arrival.

- Please return any unneeded or unused dishes, etcetera, via the same method when you are finished.

Additional access is available throughout the Harbor in designated areas for use when you are not in your chamber.

If you have any questions feel free to include them with your requests and we shall do our best to answer them.

Thank you, and again, we hope you will enjoy your stay.

- The Kitchen

Inside the box there are a number of similar notecards and a fountain pen. Zachary flips through the book which contains the longest menu he has ever seen: chapters and lists of food and beverages organized and cross-referenced by style, taste, texture, temperature, and regional cuisines by continent.

He closes the book and picks up a card and after some consideration he writes down Hello and thanks for the welcome and requests coffee with cream and sugar and a muffin or a croissant, whatever they might have. He puts the card in the dumbwaiter and closes the door and presses the button. The button lights up and there is a soft mechanical noise, a miniature version of the
elevator hum.

Zachary turns his attention back to the room and the books but a minute later there is a chime from the wall. As he opens the door he wonders if he did something incorrectly or if perhaps they are out of both muffins and croissants but inside he finds a silver tray containing a steaming pot of coffee, an empty mug, a bowl of sugar cubes and a tiny pitcher of (warmed) cream accompanied by a basket of warm pastries (three muffins of varying flavors, croissants of the butter and au chocolat variety, as well as a folded pastry that appears to involve apples and goat cheese). There is also a chilled bottle of sparkling water and a glass and a folded cloth napkin with a single yellow flower tucked inside.

Another card informs him that the lemon poppy seed muffin is gluten-free and if he has any dietary restrictions to please let them know. Also if he would like jam or honey.

Zachary stares at the pastry basket as he pours his coffee, adding a drop of cream and a single sugar cube. The coffee is a stronger blend than he is used to but smooth and excellent and so is everything he tries from the pastry basket of wonderment. Even the water is particularly nice, though he has always thought that sparkling water feels fancier because of bubbles.

What even is this place?

Zachary takes his pastries (which, though delicious, are blurry) and his coffee back to the desk, trying to clear his head with the aid of caffeine and carbohydrates. He opens Dorian’s book again. He turns the pages slowly. There are old-fashioned illustrations, lovely full-color pages sprinkled throughout and the titles make it seem like a book of fairy tales. He reads a few lines of one called “The Girl and the Feather” before turning back to the beginning, but as he does a key falls from the space beneath the spine of the book and clatters onto the desk.

The key is long and thin, a skeleton key with a rounded head and small simple teeth. It is
sticky, as though it had been glued into the spine of the book, behind the pages and underneath the leather.

Zachary wonders if it was the book or the key that Dorian was after. Or both.

He opens the book again and reads the first story that includes within it a version of the same tale Dorian told him in the dark at the party. It does not, to his disappointment, elaborate as to what the mouse did with Fate’s heart. Reading the story brings back more complicated emotions than Zachary knows how to deal with this early in the morning so he closes the book and strings the key on the chain along with his room key and then pulls on the grey turtleneck sweater. It is such a heavy knit that the keys and the compass and the sword are camouflaged beneath the cables and it keeps them from clattering. He expects the sweater to smell like cedar but instead it smells faintly of pancakes.

On a whim he writes a note to the Kitchen and asks about laundry.

_Do please send us anything that needs cleaning, Mister Rawlins_

comes the quick response.

Zachary piles his paint-splattered suit in the dumbwaiter as neatly as he can and sends it down.

A few seconds later the bell chimes, and at this point Zachary wouldn’t be surprised if his clothes were somehow clean already but instead he finds the forgotten contents of his pockets returned: his hotel key and his wallet and two pieces of paper, one the note from Dorian and the other a printed ticket with a smudged word that was once a bourbon and is now a smudge. Zachary leaves everything on the mantel, beneath the bunny pirates.
He finds a messenger bag, an old military type bag in a faded olive green with a number of buckles. He puts *Fortunes & Fables* inside along with a muffin carefully wrapped in his napkin and then, after half-making the rumpled bed, leaves the room, locking it behind him and he attempts to find his way back to the entrance. The Heart, the Keeper had called it.

He makes three turns before he resorts to consulting his compass. The halls look different, brighter than before, the light changed. There are lights tucked between books, strings of bulbs hanging from the ceilings. Lights that look like gas lamps at intersections. There are stairs but he doesn’t remember stairs so he doesn’t take any of them. He passes through a large open room with long tables and green glass lamps that looks very library-like except for the fact that the entire floor is sunken into a reflecting pool, with paths left raised and dry to traverse the space or to reach the table islands. He passes a cat staring intently into the water and follows its gaze to a single orange koi swimming under the cat’s watchful eye.

This place is not what Zachary had pictured while reading *Sweet Sorrows*.

It is bigger, for a start. He can never see terribly far in one direction at any time but it feels like it goes on forever. He can't even think how to describe it. It's like an art museum and an overflowing library were relocated into a subway system.

More than anything it reminds Zachary of his university campus: the long stretches of walkways connecting different areas, the endless bookshelves and something he can't put his finger on, a feeling more than an architectural feature. A studiousness underlying a place of learning and stories and secrets.

Though he appears to be the only student. Or the only one who isn't a cat.

After the reflecting pool reading room and a hall full of books that all have blue covers Zachary takes a turn that leads him back to the tiled cathedral-esque entrance with its universe
clock. The chandeliers are brighter, though some are slumped on the floor. They are suspended (or not) by long string-like cords and chains, in blues and reds and greens. He hadn’t noticed that before. The tiles look more colorful but chipped and faded, parts seem like murals but there are not enough pieces left in place to make out any of the subjects. The pendulum sways in the middle of the room. The door to the elevator is closed but the door to the Keeper’s office is open, widely now, the ginger cat visible on an armchair, staring at him.

“Good morning, Mister Rawlins,” the Keeper says without looking up from his desk before Zachary can knock on the open door. “I hope you slept well.”

“I did, thank you,” Zachary replies. He has too many questions but he has to start somewhere. “Where is everyone?”

“You are the only guest at the moment,” the Keeper answers but continues to write. “But aren’t there… residents?”

“Not currently, no. Is there anything else you need?”

The Keeper hasn’t moved his eyes from his notebook so Zachary tries the most specific question he has.

“This is kind of random but do you happen to have spare eyeglasses around here somewhere?”

The Keeper looks up, putting down his pen.

“I am so sorry,” he says, getting up and crossing the room to reach one of the many-drawered cabinets. “I do wish you would have inquired last night, I should have something that will suit. Near sighted or far?”

“Near with astigmatism in both eyes but a strong nearsighted should help.”

The Keeper opens a few different drawers and then hands Zachary a small box containing
several pairs of eyeglasses, mostly wire-rimmed but a few thicker frames and a single pair of horn-rimmed.

“Hopefully one of these should suffice,” the Keeper says. He returns to the desk and his writing while Zachary tries on different pairs of glasses, abandoning the first for being too tight but several fit fine and are surprisingly close to his prescription. He settles on a pair in a coppery color with rectangular lenses.

“These will be great, thank you,” he says, handing the box back to the Keeper.

“You are welcome to keep them for the duration of your stay. May I assist you with anything else this morning?”

“Is… is Mirabel back yet?” Zachary asks.

Again the Keeper’s face falters into something that might be mild annoyance but it passes so quickly Zachary can’t be sure. He guesses that the Keeper and Mirabel might not be on the best of terms.

“Not yet,” the Keeper says, his tone betraying nothing. “You are welcome to explore at your leisure while you wait. I ask that any locked doors remain locked. I will… inform her of your presence when she arrives.”

“Thanks.”

“Have a pleasant day, Mister Rawlins.”

Zachary takes his cue to leave and returns to the hall, taking in the details now that he has corrective lenses to assist him. It looks a breath away from being a crumbling ruin. Held together by spinning planets and ticking clocks and wishful thinking and string.

Part of him wants to interrogate the Keeper but most of him prefers to tread carefully given their interaction last night. Maybe Mirabel will be more forthcoming about… well, anything.
Whenever she turns up. He remembers the masked king of the wild things and can’t picture
her down here.

Zachary picks a different hall to wander down, this one has shelves carved into the stone,
books piled in irregular cubbies along with teacups and bottles and stray crayons. This hall has
paintings as well, a number of them possibly done by the same artist who painted the seafaring
rabbits from his room, highly realistic but with whimsical details. A portrait of a young man in a
coat with a great many buttons but the buttons are all tiny clocks, from the collar to the cuffs,
each reading different times. Another is a bare forest by moonlight but a single tree is alive with
golden leaves. A third is a still life of fruit and wine but the apples are carved into birdcages,
tiny red birds inside.

Zachary tries a few doors when they don’t have name tags but most are locked.

He wonders where the dollhouse is, if it is real.

Almost as soon as he thinks it he spots a doll on a shelf.

A single rounded wooden doll painted like a woman wrapped in a robe of stars. Her eyes are
closed but her simple painted mouth is curled up in a smile, a few strokes of slivered-moon paint
creating an entire expression of expectant calm. An expression like the closing of the eyes before
blowing out the candles on a birthday cake. The doll is carved in a style that reminds him at first
of his mother’s Kokeshi collection, but then he finds a well-disguised seam around its rounded
waist and realizes it is more like a Russian matryoshka. He carefully turns the doll and separates
the top half from the lower.

Within the lady in her robe of stars is an owl.

Within the owl is another woman, this one wearing gold, her eyes open.

Within the golden woman is a cat, its eyes the same shade of gold as the woman who came
Within the cat is a little girl with long curly hair and a sky blue dress, her eyes painted open but looking off to the side, more interested in something else beyond the person looking at her. The tiniest doll, actual-sized, is a bee.

Something moves at the end of the hall where the stone is draped with red velvet curtains—something bigger than a cat—but when he looks there is nothing. Zachary joins all of their halves together separately and leaves them standing in a row along the shelf, rather than letting all of them remain trapped in one person, and then continues on.

There are so many candles that the scent of dripping beeswax permeates everything, soft and sweet mingling with paper and leather and stone with a hint of smoke. Who lights all of these if there’s no one else here? Zachary wonders as he passes a candelabra holding more than a dozen smoldering tapers, wax dripping down over the stone that has clearly been dripped on by many, many candles before.

One door opens into a small room with intricately carved walls. A single lamp sits on the floor and as Zachary walks around it the light catches different parts of the carvings, revealing images and text but he cannot read the whole story.

Zachary walks until the hall opens into a garden, with a soaring ceiling like the marble near the elevator, casting a sunlight-like glow over books abandoned on benches and fountains and piled near statues. He passes a statue of a fox and another that looks like a precarious stack of snowballs. In the center of the room is a partially enclosed space that reminds him of a tea house. Inside are benches and a life-sized statue of a woman seated in a stone chair. Her gown falls around the chair in realistically carved rippling cloth, and everywhere, in her lap, on her arms, tucked into the creases of her gown and the curls in her hair there are bees. The bees are carved
from a different color stone than their mistress, a warmer hue, and appear to be individual pieces. Zachary picks one up and then replaces it. The woman looks down, her hands in her lap with the palms facing up as though she should be reading a book.

By the statue’s feet, surrounded by bees and resting like an offering, is a glass half-filled with dark liquid.

“I knew I was going to miss it,” someone says behind him.

Zachary turns. If he hadn’t recognized her voice he would not have guessed this could be the same woman from the party. Her hair without the dark wig is thick and wavy and dyed in various shades of pink beginning in pomegranate at the roots and fading to ballet slipper around her shoulders. There are traces of gold glitter around her dark eyes. She’s older than he had thought, he’d guessed a few years older than him but it might be more. She wears jeans and tall black boots with long laces and a cream-colored sweater that looks as though it spent as little time as possible in the transition from sheep to clothing and yet the whole ensemble has an air of effortless elegance to it. Several chains draped around her neck hold a number of keys and a locket like Zachary’s own compass and something that looks like a bird skull cast in silver. She somehow, even without the tail, still seems like Max.

“Miss what?” Zachary asks.

“Every year around this time someone leaves her a glass of wine,” the pink-haired lady answers, pointing at the glass by the statue’s feet. “I’ve never seen who does it, and not for lack of trying. Another year another mystery.”

“You’re Mirabel.”

“My reputation precedes me,” Mirabel says. “I have always wanted to say that. We never had proper introductions, did we? You’re Zachary Ezra Rawlins and I am going to call you Ezra,
“If you call me Ezra I’m going to call you Max.”

“Deal,” she agrees with that movie-star smile. “I retrieved your stuff from your hotel, Ezra. Left it in the office when I came to find you so there’s probably a cat sitting on it now keeping it safe. Also I checked you out of the aforementioned hotel and I owe you a dance since we were interrupted. How are you and what’s-his-name settling in?”

“Dorian?”

“He told you his name is Dorian? How Oscar Wilde indulgent of him, I thought he was bad enough with his drama eyebrows and his sulking. He said I should call him Mister Smith, he must like you better.”

“Well whatever his name is, he’s not here,” Zachary says. “Those people have him.” Mirabel’s smile vanishes. The instant concern doubles the worry that Zachary has been trying to force to the back of his mind.

“Who has him?” she asks, though Zachary can tell she already knows.

“The people with the paint and the robes, the Collector’s Club, whoever they are. These people,” he adds, pulling the silver sword from underneath his sweater, cursing when it gets tangled and realizing he is more upset than he would care to admit.

Mirabel says nothing but she frowns and turns away, looking past Zachary at the statue of the woman with her bees and lack of book.

“Is he already dead?” Zachary asks, though he doesn’t want to hear the answer.

“If he’s not, it’s for one reason,” Mirabel says, her attention on the statue.

“Which is?”

“They’re using him as bait.” Mirabel walks over to the statue and picks up the glass of
mystery wine. She contemplates it for a moment and then lifts it to her lips and downs the whole thing. She puts the empty glass down and turns back to Zachary.

“Shall we go and rescue him, Ezra?”
Once there was a princess who refused to marry the prince she was meant to marry. Her family disowned her and she left her kingdom, trading her jewelry and the length of her hair for passage to the next kingdom, and then the next, and then the land beyond that which had no king and there she stayed.

She was skilled at sewing so she set up a shop in a town that had no seamstress. No one knew she had been a princess, but it was the kind of place that did not ask questions about what you were before.

“Did this land ever have a king?” the princess asked one of her best customers, an old woman who had lived there for many years but could no longer see well enough to do her own mending.

“Oh yes,” the old woman said. “It still does.”

“It does?” This surprised the princess for she had not heard such a thing before.

“The Owl King,” the old woman said. “He lives on the mountain beyond the lake. He sees the future.”

The princess knew the old woman was joking with her, for there was nothing on the mountain beyond the lake except for trees and snow and wolves. This Owl King must be a children’s bedtime story, like the Rider on the Night Wind or the Starless Sea. She asked no further questions about the former monarchy.

After several years the princess became quite close with the blacksmith, and some time after that they were married. On one late night she told him that she had been a princess, about the castle she grew up in, the tiny dogs who slept on silk embroidered pillows and the shrew-faced
prince from the neighboring kingdom she had refused to marry.

Her blacksmith laughed and did not believe her. He told her she should have been a bard and not a seamstress and kissed the curve between her waist and her hip but ever after that he called her Princess.

They had a child, a girl with huge eyes and a screaming cry. The midwife said she was the loudest baby she had ever heard. The girl was born on a night with no moon which was bad luck.

One week later the blacksmith died.

The princess worried then as she never had before about bad luck and curses and about the baby’s future. She asked the old woman her advice and the old woman suggested she take the child to the Owl King, who could see such things. If she were a bad luck child, he would know what to do.

The princess thought this silly but as the child grew older she would scream at nothing or stare for long hours with her large eyes at empty space.

“Princess!” the girl said to her mother one day when she was beginning to learn words. “Princess!” she repeated, patting her mother on the knee with a small hand.

“Who taught you that word?” the princess asked.

“Daddy,” answered her daughter.

So the princess took the girl to see the Owl King.

She took a wagon to the base of the mountain beyond the lake and climbed the old path from there despite the wagon-driver’s protests. The climb was long but the day was bright, the wolves asleep, or perhaps the wolves were a thing that people talked about and not a thing that was. The princess stopped occasionally to rest and the girl would play in the snow. Sometimes the path was difficult to see but it was marked with stacked stones and faded banners that might once
have been gold.

After a time the princess and her daughter came to a clearing, all but hidden in a canopy of tall trees.

The structure in the clearing might once have been a castle but was now a ruin, its turrets broken save for a single tower, and its crumbling walls covered in vines.

The lanterns by the door were lit.

Inside, the castle looked quite like the one the princess had lived in once upon a time only dustier and darker. Tapestries with gryphons and flowers and bees hung from the walls

“Stay here,” the princess told the girl, placing her down on a dusty carpet surrounded by furniture that might once have been grand and impressive.

While her mother looked upstairs the small girl amused herself by making up stories about the tapestries and talking to the ghosts, for the castle was filled with ghosts and they had not seen a child in some time and crowded around her.

Then something gold caught the girl’s eye. She toddled over to the shiny object and the ghosts watched as she picked up the single shed feather and marveled that so small a girl could wield such a magical talisman but the girl did not know what the word wield meant or the word talisman so she ignored the ghosts and first tried to eat the feather but then she put it in her pocket after deciding it was not good for eating.

As this was occurring, the princess found a room above with a door marked with a crown. She opened the door into the still-standing tower. Here she found a room mostly in shadow, the light filtering in from high above, leaving a soft bright spot in the center of the stone floor. The princess walked into the room, stopping in the light.

“What do you wish?” a voice came from the darkness, from all around.
“I wish to know my daughter’s future,” the princess asked, thinking it was not truly an answer to the question because she wished so many other wishes, but it was what brought her here, so it is what she asked.

“Let me see the girl,” the voice said.

The princess went and fetched the girl who cried when taken from her newfound ghost friends but laughed and clapped as they followed in a crowd up the stairs.

The princess carried the girl into the tower room.

“Alone,” the voice said from the darkness.

The princess hesitated but then placed the girl in the light and went back to the hall, waiting nervously, surrounded by ghosts she could not see, even as they patted her on the shoulder and told her not to fret.

Inside the tower room the small girl looked at the darkness and the darkness looked back.

From the shadows where the girl was staring came a tall figure with the body of a man and the head of an owl. Large round eyes stared down at the girl.

“Hello,” said the girl.

“Hello,” said the Owl King.

After some time the door opened and the princess went back inside to find the girl sitting alone in the pool of light.

“This child has no future,” the darkness said.

The princess frowned at the girl, trying to decide what answer she had wanted that was not this one. She wished, for the first time, that she had not left her kingdom at all and that she had made all of her choices differently.

Perhaps she could leave the girl here in this castle and tell the town that the wolves took her.
She could pack her things and move away and start again. “Make me a promise,” the darkness said to the princess. “Anything,” the princess answered and immediately regretted it. “Bring her back when she is grown.”

The princess sighed and nodded and took the protesting child away from the castle, back down the mountain and back to their small house.

In the years that followed the princess would sometimes think of her promise and sometimes forget it and sometimes wonder if it had all been a dream. Her daughter was not a bad luck child after all, she rarely screamed once she was old enough to walk and no longer stared at empty nothingness and seemed luckier than most.

(The girl had a mark like a scar between her waist and her hip that resembled a feather but her mother could not recall where it came from or how long it had been there.)

On the days when the princess thought the memory of the castle and the promise real she told herself that someday she would go back up the mountain and take the girl and if there was nothing there it would be a nice hike and if there was a castle she would figure out what to do when the time came.

Before the girl was grown the princess fell ill and died.

Not long after that, her daughter disappeared. No one in the town was surprised.

“She was always a wild one,” the women who lived long enough to be old women would say.

The world is not now as it was then but they continue to tell stories about the castle on the mountain in that town near the lake.

In one such tale a girl finds her way back to a castle she half-remembers and thought she
dreamed. She finds it empty.

In another version a girl finds her way back to a castle she half-remembers that she thought a dream. She knocks at the door.

It swings open for her, held wide in greeting by ghosts she can no longer see.

The door closes behind her and she is never heard from again.

In the most rarely told story a girl finds her way back to a castle she half-remembers as if from a dream, a place she was promised to return to though she herself was not the promise-maker.

The lanterns are lit for her arrival.

The door opens before she can knock.

She climbs a familiar stair that she knows was not a dream at all. She walks down a hall she has traversed once before.

The door marked with the crown is open. The girl steps inside.

“You have returned,” the darkness says.

The girl says nothing. This part of what was not a dream at all has haunted her most, more than the ghosts. This room. This voice.

But she is not afraid.

From the darkness the owl-headed man appears. He is not as tall as she remembers.

“Hello,” the girl says.

“Hello,” the Owl King replies.

They stare at each other in silence for a time. The ghosts watch from the hall, wondering what might happen, marveling at the feather in her heart that the girl cannot see though she feels it fluttering.
“Stay three nights in this place,” the Owl King says to the girl who is no longer a girl.

“Then will you let me go?” the girl asks, though it is not what she means, at all.

“Then you will no longer desire to leave,” the Owl King says, and everyone knows the Owl King speaks only truth.

The girl spends one night, and then another. By the end of the second night she can see the ghosts again. By the third she has no desire to leave, for who would leave their home once they had found it?

She is there, still.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins follows Mirabel down passageways taking sharp turns between halls that he had not noticed before and through doors he had not realized were in fact, doors. He slows as they pass over a glass floor, staring down at another hallway full of books below their feet but then hurries to keep up. They arrive back in the Heart in half the time that Zachary expected and Mirabel walks not to the elevator as he had anticipated but over to one of the slumped chandeliers where there hangs a faded grey leather jacket and a black messenger bag.

“Do I need a coat?” Zachary asks as Mirabel puts on her jacket, wondering if he should retrieve his paint-covered one from his room and realizing he forgot to send it down to the Kitchen to be cleaned.

To his left there is a meowr and Zachary turns to see the ginger cat sitting in the doorway of the Keeper’s office. Beyond it, the Keeper sits at his desk, writing, though despite the continuing motion of his pen against paper he is watching them intently over the top of his spectacles. Zachary almost lifts a hand to wave but decides not to.

“Oh,” Mirabel says, ignoring both the cat and the Keeper and considering Zachary’s linen pants and turtleneck sweater. “Probably, let’s find you one. You should probably leave your bag.” Zachary puts his bag down while Mirabel takes a quick turn down the hall nearest the elevator and opens a door to reveal a gigantic mess of a closet, piled with coats and hats and typewriters, boxes of pencils and pens and odd pieces of broken statuary. She grabs a hunter green wool coat with brown elbow patches plucked from the chaos like a perfect condition
vintage store treasure and hands it to Zachary, nimbly stepping over a crumbling bust on the floor, a lone plaster eye staring forlornly at her boots. “This should fit,” she says, and of course it does.

Zachary follows Mirabel through the door to the glowing antechamber. She presses the button for the elevator and it lights up obediently. The arrow shifts its attention downward.

“Did you drink it?” Mirabel asks as they wait.

“Did I what now?”

She points to the wall where the small glass of liquid had been, opposite the dice.

“Did you drink it?” she repeats.

“Oh… yeah, yeah I did.”

“Good,” Mirabel says.

“Did I have another option?”

“You could pour it out or move the glass to the other side of the room or any number of things. But no one’s ever stayed who didn’t drink it.”

The elevator dings and the doors slide open.

“What did you do with it?” Zachary asks. Mirabel sits on one of the velvet benches and he takes a seat opposite. He’s pretty sure it’s the same elevator but he’s also pretty sure he dripped paint all over it and the velvet benches are worn but spotless.


“You left it there?”

“No, I never did any of it. The dice or the drink me bit. The entrance exam.”

“How’d you manage that?” Zachary asks. “I was born down here.”
“Really?”

“No, not really. I hatched from a golden egg that a Norwegian forest cat sat on for eighteen moons. That cat still hates me.” She pauses for a second before adding, “Yes, really.”

“Sorry,” Zachary says. “This is all… this is a lot.”

“No, I’m sorry,” Mirabel says. “I’d say I’m sorry you got dropped into the middle of this but truthfully I’m grateful for the company.” She pulls a cigarette case from her bag and opens it, offering it to Zachary and before he can clarify that he doesn’t smoke he sees that the case is filled with small round candies, each one a different color. “Would you like a story? It might make you feel better and they’ll only work while we’re on the elevator.”

“You’re kidding,” Zachary says. He takes a pale pink disc that looks like it might be peppermint.

Mirabel smiles at him. She puts the case away without taking one herself.

Zachary puts the candy on his tongue. He was right, peppermint. No, steel. Cold steel. The story unfolds in his head more than in his ears and there are words but there aren’t, pictures and sensations and tastes that change and progress from the initial mint and metal through blood and sugar and summer air. Then it’s gone.

“What was that?” Zachary says.

“That was a story,” Mirabel says. “You can try to tell it to me but I know they’re hard to translate.”

“It was…” Zachary pauses, trying to wrap his head around the brief, strange experience that did indeed leave a story in his head, like a half-remembered fairy tale. “There was a knight, like the shining armor type. Many people loved him but he never loved any of them in return and he felt badly about all the hearts he broke so he carved a heart on his skin for each broken one.
Rows and rows of scarred hearts on his arms and his legs and across his chest. Then he met someone he wasn’t expecting and… I… I don’t remember what happened after that.”

“Knights who break hearts and hearts that break knights,” Mirabel says.

“Do you know it?” Zachary asks.

“No, each one’s different. They have similar elements, though. All stories do, no matter what form they take. Something was, and then something changed. Change is what a story is, after all.”

“Where did those come from?”

“I found a jar full of them years ago. I like to keep them on hand, like always having a book with you, and I always do that, too.”

Zachary looks at this pink-haired mystery woman, with the knight and his hearts lingering on his tongue.

“What is this?” he asks. Meaning all of it, everything, and trusting she will understand. “I will never have a satisfying answer to that question, Ezra,” she says and the smile that accompanies the sentiment is a sad one. “This is the rabbit hole. Do you want to know the secret to surviving once you’ve gone down the rabbit hole?”

Zachary nods and Mirabel leans forward. Her eyes are ringed with gold.

“Be a rabbit,” she whispers.

Zachary stares at her and somewhere in the staring he realizes he feels a little bit calmer. “You painted my door in New Orleans,” he says. “When I was a kid.”

“I did. I thought you were going to open it, too. It’s a litmus test: if you believe enough to try to open a painted door you’re more likely to believe in wherever it leads to.”

The elevator jolts to a stop.
“That was fast,” Zachary remarks. If his concept of time is not utterly failing him, his own descent had taken three times as long, at least. Maybe his candy story took more time to dissolve than he’d thought.

“I told it we were in a hurry,” Mirabel says.

The elevator opens in what looks to be the same stone column staircase with its suspended lanterns that Zachary remembers from before.

“Question,” he says.

“You’re gong to have a lot of those,” Mirabel says as they climb the stairs. “You might want to start writing them down.”

“Where are we now, exactly?”

“We are in-between,” Mirabel says. “We’re not in New York yet, that’s what you mean. But we’re also not there anymore, either. It’s an extension of the elevator, way back in the day there were stairs and you kept walking and walking. Or you fell. Or there was just a door. I don’t know, there aren’t many records. Sometimes there aren’t stairs here but the elevator has been around for awhile. Like a tesseract except for space instead of time. Or are tesseracts for both? I don’t remember, I’m ashamed of myself.”

They stop at a door at the top of the stairs, set into the rock. A simple wooden door, nothing fancy, no symbols. Mirabel takes one of the keys from around her neck and unlocks it.

“I hope they didn’t put a bookcase in front of it again,” she says as she pushes it open a few inches and then stops, peering out the opening before pushing it open further. “Quick,” she says to Zachary, pulling him through and closing the door behind them.

Zachary glances back and there is no door, just a wall.

“Look for it,” Mirabel says and then Zachary can make out the lines, mechanical pencil lines
on the wall thin as paint cracks forming the door, a subtle shading that could be a smudge forming a handle above a mark that is more clearly a keyhole.

“This is a door?” he asks.

“This is an incognito door for emergencies. I don’t expect anyone to find it but I keep it locked anyway. I’m surprised they haven’t but I’m here a lot, they probably think it’s for different book-related reasons. Book places tend to be more receptive to doors, I think it’s because of the high concentration of stories all in one place.”

Zachary looks around. The slice of bare wall is tucked between tall wooden bookshelves stuffed full of books, some of them labeled with red signs that look familiar but he’s not sure why. Mirabel beckons him forward and as they move from the stacks out to a larger space with tables of books and another covered with vinyl records and more signs, past a few people browsing quietly, he realizes why the space is familiar.

“Are we at the Strand?” he asks as they walk up a wide flight of stairs.

“What gave you that idea?” Mirabel asks. “Was it that big red sign that says ‘Strand’ and ‘Eighteen Miles of Books’? That quantification feels inaccurate, I bet there’s more than that.”

Zachary does recognize the more crowded main floor of the enormous bookstore with its tables of new arrivals and bestsellers and staff picks (he has always been fond of staff picks) and tote bags, lots of tote bags. It strikes him that it feels ever so slightly like the book-filled space somewhere below it, but on a smaller scale. The way a stray scent might feel like a remembered taste while not grasping the experience entirely.

They navigate their way past tables and book shoppers and the long line by the cashiers but soon they are out on the sidewalk in a blisteringly cold wind and Zachary very much wants to go back inside because the books are there and also because linen pants were not designed for
January.

“It shouldn’t be too long to walk,” Mirabel says. “Sorry it’s so poetry today.” “So what?” Zachary asks, not certain he heard her correctly.

“Poetry,” Mirabel repeats. “The weather. It’s like a poem. Where each word is more than one thing at once and everything’s a metaphor. The meaning condensed into rhythm and sound and the spaces between sentences. It’s all intense and sharp, like the cold and the wind.”

“You could just say it’s cold out.”

“I could.”

The light falling over the streets is low, late afternoon. They dodge pedestrians on their way up Broadway and by Union Square before taking a right and then Zachary loses his familiar Manhattan landmarks, the map of the city in his mind dissolving into gridded blocks that disappear into nothingness and river. Mirabel is better at dodging pedestrians than he is.

“We have a stop to make first,” she says, pausing in front of a building and opening a glass door, holding it open to allow a couple in layers upon layers of coats and scarves to exit.

“Are you serious?” Zachary says, looking up at the ubiquitous green mermaid sign.

“We’re stopping for coffee?”

“Caffeine is an important weapon in my arsenal,” Mirabel replies as they go inside and join the end of the short line. “What would you like?”

Zachary sighs.

“I’m buying,” Mirabel prods. She pokes him in the arm. He doesn’t remember when she put on knit fingerless gloves and his own freezing extremities have glove envy.

“Tall skim milk green tea latte,” Zachary says, annoyed that warm beverages actually seem like a good idea given the weather with its cold poetry.
“Got it,” Mirabel replies with a thoughtful nod like she’s sizing him up via Starbucks order. He’s not sure what matcha and foam says about him.

Everything seems normal, standing in line for coffee, the floor damp with melted slush. The glass case filled with neatly labeled baked goods. People sitting in corners staring at laptops.

It’s too normal. It’s disconcerting and making him dizzy and maybe once you go to wonderland you’re supposed to stay there because nothing will ever be the same in the real world, in the other world, afterword. Afterworld. He wonders if the maybe-students, maybe-writers typing on their computers would believe him if he told them there was an underground trove of books and stories under their feet. They wouldn’t. He wouldn’t. He’s not sure he does. The only thing keeping him from writing the whole thing off as an extraordinary hallucination is the pink-haired lady next to him. He stares at the back of Mirabel’s head as she investigates a shelf full of travel mugs. Her ears are pierced multiple times with silver hoops. There’s a scar behind her ear, a line maybe an inch long. Her roots are starting to show near her scalp, a dark brown probably close to the wig she wore at the party and he wonders if she went dressed as herself. He tries to remember if he saw her talk to anyone else. If she interacted with anyone but him.

He couldn’t have made up this much detail on a person. Imaginary ladies can’t order coffee at Starbucks, probably.

It is a relief when the girl behind the register looks directly at Mirabel and asks what she would like.

“A grande honey stardust, no whip,” Mirabel says and though Zachary thinks maybe he heard her wrong the cashier girl punches the order onto her screen without question. “And a tall skim milk green tea latte.”
“Name?”

“Zelda,” Mirabel says.

The girl gives her a total and Mirabel pays in cash, dropping her change into the tip jar.

Zachary follows her to the other end of the counter.

“What was that you ordered?” he asks.

“Information,” Mirabel responds but does not elaborate. “Not enough people take advantage of the secret menu, have you ever noticed that?”

“I go to independent coffee shops that write self-deprecating menus on chalkboards.” “Yet you had a very specific Starbucks order at the ready.” “Zelda,” the barista calls out, placing two cups on the counter.

“Is that Zelda for Princess or Fitzgerald?” Zachary asks as Mirabel picks them up.

“Little bit of both,” she says, handing him the smaller cup. “C’mon, let’s brave the poetry again.”

Outside the light is dwindling, the air colder. Zachary clings to his cup and takes a sip of too-hot green foam.

“What did you really order?” he asks as Mirabel starts walking.

“It’s basically an Earl Grey tea with soy milk and honey and a little bit of vanilla,” Mirabel says, holding up her cup. “But this is why I ordered it.” She lifts it higher so Zachary can see the six-digit number written in Sharpie on the bottom of the cup. 721909.

“What does that mean?” he asks.

“You’ll see.”

The light is fading by the time they reach the next block, leaving a sunset glow on the horizon.
“How do you know Dorian?” Zachary asks, trying to sort through his questions and thinking maybe he should get a notebook or something to keep them in, they fly in and out of his head so fast. He takes another sip of his quickly cooling latte.

“He tried to kill me once,” Mirabel says.

“He what?” Zachary asks, as Mirabel stops in the middle of the sidewalk.

“Here we go,” she says.

Zachary hadn’t even recognized the tree-lined street. The building with its Collector’s Club sign looks normal and friendly and maybe a little ominous but that’s more to do with the lack of people on this particular block.

“Are you done with that?” Mirabel asks, gesturing at his cup. Zachary takes a last sip and hands it to her. She nestles both empty cups into a pile of snow by the stairs.

“There’s another place that’s also called the Collector’s Club not far from here,” she remarks as they approach the door.

“There is?” Zachary asks, regretting not asking if Mirabel has a plan of some sort.

“That one is for stamp collectors,” she says.

She turns the handle on the door and to Zachary’s surprise it opens. The small antechamber is dark, save for a red light on the wall next to a small screen. An alarm system.

Mirabel punches 7-2-1-9-0-9 into the alarm keypad.

The light turns green.

Mirabel opens the second door.

The foyer is dark save for the purplish light filtering through the tall windows, making the ribbons with their doorknobs appear a pale blue. There are more of them than Zachary remembered.
He wants to ask Mirabel how she managed to order the alarm code at Starbucks and also what precisely she meant by *tried to kill me once* but thinks silence might be better. Then Mirabel pulls one of the doorknob ribbons, tearing it from wherever it was hooked to the ceiling high above and it falls in a clattering sound of doorknobs hitting other doorknobs, a cacophony of low tones like bells.

So much for silence.

“You could have rung the doorbell,” Zachary observes.

“They wouldn’t have let us in if I did that,” Mirabel responds. She picks up a doorknob—a coppery one with a greenish patina—and glances at its tag. Zachary reads it upside-down. *Tofino, British Columbia, Canada, 8.7.05.* “And they only set the alarm when no one’s on duty.” They walk further down the hall and she runs her fingers along the ribbons like the strings of a harp. “Can you imagine all the doors?” she asks.

“No,” Zachary answers honestly. There are too many. He reads more tags as they pass: *Mumbai, India, 2.12.13. Helsinki, Finland, 9.2.10. Tunis, Tunisia, 1.4.01.*

“Most of them were lost before they were closed, if you know what I mean,” Mirabel says. “Forgotten and locked away. Time did this as much damage as they did, they’re tying up loose ends.”

“This is all of them?”

“They have similar buildings in Cairo and Tokyo, though I don’t think there’s any order to which remains end up where. These are decorative, there are more in boxes. All the bits that can’t be burned.”

She sounds so sad that Zachary doesn’t know what to say. They start to climb the stairs in silence. The last of the light sneaks in through the windows above them.
“How do you even know he’s here?” Zachary asks, suddenly wondering if this is a rescue mission or if Mirabel has other reasons for being in this space under cover of darkness. The emptiness is starting to feel conspicuous. Too convenient.

“Are you concerned that this might be a trap, Ezra?” Mirabel asks as they turn onto the landing.

“Are you, Max?” he retorts.

“I’m sure we’re much too clever for that,” Mirabel says but then she stops in her tracks as they reach the top of the stairs.

Zachary follows her eyes upward to something ahead of them in the second floor hallway, a shadow in the fading light. A shadow that is quite clearly Dorian’s body, suspended from the ceiling and displayed like the doorknobs below, tied and tangled in a net of pale ribbons.
Fortunes & Fables: The Inn at the Edge of the World

An innkeeper kept an inn at a particularly inhospitable crossroads. There was a village up the mountain some ways away, and cities in other directions and most had better routes for traveling toward or away from them, particularly in the winter, but the innkeeper kept his lanterns lit for travelers throughout the year. In summers the inn would be close to bustling and covered in flowering vines but in this part of the land the winters were long.

The innkeeper was a widower and he and his partner had no children so he now spent most of his time in the inn alone. He would occasionally venture to the village for supplies or a drink at the tavern but as time passed he did so less frequently because every time he would visit someone well-meaning would suggest this available woman or that available man or several combinations of eligible village dwellers at once and the innkeeper would finish his drink and thank his friends and head back down the mountain to his inn alone.

There came a winter with storms stronger than any seen in years. No travelers braved the roads. The innkeeper tried to keep his lanterns lit though the wind extinguished them often and he made certain there was always a fire burning in the main hearth so the smoke would be visible if the wind did not steal that away as well.

The nights were long and the storms were fierce. The snows consumed the mountain roads. The innkeeper could not travel to the village but he was well supplied. He made soups and stews. He sat by the fire and read books he had been meaning to read. He kept the rooms of the inn prepared for travelers who did not come. He drank whiskies and wine. He read more books. After time and storms passed and stayed he kept only a few of the rooms readied, the ones
closest to the fire. He sometimes slept in a chair by the fire himself instead of retreating to his room, something he would never dream to do when there were guests. But there were no guests, just the wind and the cold, and the inn began to feel more like a house and it occurred to the innkeeper that it felt emptier as a house than as an inn but he did not dwell on that thought.

One night when the innkeeper had fallen asleep in his chair by the fire, a cup of wine beside him and a book open on his lap, there came a knock at the door.

At first the now-woken innkeeper thought it was the wind, as the wind had spent much of the winter knocking at the doors and the windows and the roof, but the knocking came again, too steady to be the wind.

The innkeeper opened the door, a feat that took longer than usual as the ice insisted on keeping it shut. When it relented the wind entered first, bringing a gust of snow along with it, and after the snow came the traveler.

The innkeeper saw only a hooded cloak before he set his attention to closing the door again, fighting with the wind which had other ideas. He made a remark about the weather but the wind covered his voice with its indignant howling, enraged at not being allowed inside.

When the door was closed and latched and barred for good measure the innkeeper turned to greet the traveler properly.

He did not know, looking at the woman who stood in front of him, what he had expected from someone brave or foolish enough to traverse these roads in this weather but it was not this. Not a woman pale as moonlight with eyes as dark as her night-black cloak, her lips blue from the cold. The innkeeper stared at her, all of his standard greetings and affable remarks for new arrivals vanished from his mind.

The woman began to say something—perhaps a greeting of her own, perhaps a comment on
the weather, perhaps a wish or a warning—but whatever she meant to say was lost in a stammer and without a word the innkeeper rushed her to the fireside to warm her.

He settled the traveler into his chair, taking her wet cloak, relieved to see she wore another cloak layered beneath, one as white as the snow she escaped from. He brought her a cup of warm tea and stoked the fire while the wind howled outside.

Slowly the woman’s shivering began to ease. She drank her tea and stared at the flames and before the innkeeper could ask her any of his many questions she was asleep.

The innkeeper stood and stared at her. She looked like a ghost, as white as her cloak. Twice he checked to be certain she was breathing.

He wondered if he was asleep and dreaming, but his hands were chilled from opening the door, a small cut stinging where one of the latches had bit into a finger. He was not asleep, though this was as strange as any dream.

As the woman slept the innkeeper troubled himself with preparing the closest room though it was already prepared. He lit the fire in its smaller hearth and added an extra layer to the bed. He put a pot of soup on to simmer and bread to warm so that the woman might have something to eat if she wished when she woke. He considered carrying her to the room but it was warmer by the fire so he laid another blanket over her instead.

Then, for lack of anything left to occupy himself with, the innkeeper stood and stared at her again. She was not terribly young, strands of silver ran through her hair. She wore no rings or circlets to indicate that she was married or otherwise promised to anyone or anything but herself. Her lips had regained their color and the innkeeper found his gaze returning there so often that he went to pour himself another cup of wine to keep his thoughts from distracting him further. (It did not work.) After a time he fell asleep himself, in the other chair nearest the fire.
When the innkeeper woke it was still dark, though he could not tell if it was night or day blanketed by snow and storms. The wind had quieted. The fire continued to burn but the chair next to him was empty.

“I did not want to wake you,” a voice said behind him. He turned to find the woman standing there, no longer quite so moonlight pale, taller than he remembered, with an accent to her speech that he could not place though he had heard accents from many lands in his time.

“I’m sorry,” he said, apologizing both for falling asleep and for failing to live up to his usual high standard of inn keeping. “Your room is—” he began, turning toward the door to the room but he saw that her cloak was already draped by the fire, the bag he had left by her chair at the end of the bed.

“I found it, thank you. Truthfully I did not think anyone would be here, there were no lanterns and I could not see the firelight from the road.”

The innkeeper had a general rule about not prying into the matters of his guests but he could not help himself.

“What were you doing out in such weather?” he asked.

The woman smiled at him, an apology of a smile and he knew from the smile that she was not a foolish traveler, though he could have guessed as much from the fact that she arrived at all.

“I am meant to meet someone here, at this inn, at this crossroads,” she said. “It was arranged long ago, I do not think the storms were anticipated.”

“There are no other travelers here,” the innkeeper told her. The woman frowned but it was fleeting, gone in an instant.

“May I stay until they arrive?” she asked. “I can pay for the room.”

“I would advise staying in any case, given the storms,” the innkeeper said, and the wind
howled on its cue. “No payment will be necessary.”

The woman frowned and this frown lasted longer this time but then she nodded.

As the innkeeper began to ask for her name the wind blew the shuttered windows open, sending more snow swirling through the large open hall and annoying the fire. The woman helped him shutter them again. The innkeeper glanced out into the raging darkness and wondered how anyone had managed to travel through it.

After the windows were shut and the fire returned to its previous strength the innkeeper brought soup and warm bread and wine as well. They sat and ate together by the fire and talked of books and the woman asked questions about the inn (how long had it been there, how long had he been the innkeeper, how many rooms were there and how many bats in the walls) but the innkeeper, already regretting his previous behavior, asked the woman nothing of herself and she volunteered very little.

They talked long after the bread and the soup were gone and another bottle of wine opened. The wind calmed, listening.

The innkeeper felt then that there was no world outside, no wind and no storm and no night and no day. There was simply this room and this fire and this woman and he did not mind.

After an immeasurable amount of time the woman suggested, hesitantly, that she should probably sleep in a bed rather than a chair and the innkeeper bid her a good night though he did not know if it was night or day and the darkness outside refused to comment on the matter.

The woman smiled at him and closed the door to her room and in that moment on the other side of the door the innkeeper felt truly lonely for the first time in this space.

He sat by the fire in thought for some time, holding an open book he did not read, and then he retired to his own room across the hall and slept in a dreamless sleep.
The next day (if it was a day) passed in a pleasant manner. The traveling woman helped the innkeeper bake more bread and taught him how to make a type of little bun he had never seen before, shaped into crescents. Through clouds of flour they told stories. Myths and fairy tales and old legends. The innkeeper told the woman the story of how the wind travels up and down the mountain searching for something it has lost, that the howling is it mourning its loss and crying for its return, so the stories go.

“What did it lose?” the woman asked.

The innkeeper shrugged.

“The stories are different,” he told her. “In some it lost the lake that once sat in the valley where a river runs now. In others it lost a person that it loved, and howls because a mortal cannot love the wind the way that the wind loves it in return. In the common version it has lost only its way, because the placement of the mountains and the valley is unusual, the wind gets confused and lost and howls because of it.”

“Which one do you think is true?” the woman asked and the innkeeper stopped to consider the question.

“I think it is the wind, howling as the wind will always howl with mountains and valleys to howl through, and I think people like to tell stories to explain such things.”

“To explain to children that there is nothing to fear in the sound, only sadness.” “I suppose.”

“Why then do you think the stories continue to be told once the children are grown?” the woman asked and the innkeeper did not have a satisfying answer to that question, so he asked her another.

“Do you have stories they tell to explain such things where you are from?” he asked, and
again he did not ask where that was. He still could not place her accent and could not think of anyone he had met who put the same lilting emphasis on the local tongue.

“They sometimes tell a story about the moon when it is gone from the sky.” “They tell those here, too,” the innkeeper said and the woman smiled.

“Do they say where the sun goes when it too is missing?” she asked and the innkeeper shook his head.

“Where I am from they tell a story about it,” the woman said, her attention on the work in front of her, the steady movement of her hands through the flour. “They say that every hundred years—some versions say every five hundred, or every thousand—the sun disappears from the daytime sky at the same time the moon vanishes from the night. They say their absence is coordinated so that they may meet together in a secret location, unseen by the stars, to discuss the state of the world and compare what each has seen over the past hundred or five hundred or thousand years. They meet and talk and part again, returning to their respective places in the sky until their next meeting.”

It reminded the innkeeper of another, similar story and so he asked a question he regretted as soon as it fell from his lips.

“Are they lovers?” he asked and the woman’s cheeks flushed. He was about to apologize when she continued.

“In some versions they are,” she said. “Though I suspect if the story were true they would have too much to discuss to have time for such things.”

The innkeeper laughed and the woman looked up at him in surprise but then she laughed as well and they continued to tell their stories and bake their bread and the wind wound its way around the inn, listening to their stories and forgetting for a time what it was that it had lost.
Three days passed. The storms raged on. The innkeeper and the woman continued to pass the time in comfort, in stories, in meals and in cups filled and refilled with wine.

On the fourth day there was a knock upon the door. The innkeeper went to open it. The woman remained seated by the fire.

The wind was calmer then and only a small amount of snow entered alongside this second traveler. The snowflakes melted as soon as the door was closed.

The innkeeper’s comment about the weather died on his lips as he turned toward this new traveler.

This traveler’s cloak was a worn color that must once have been gold. It still shone in places. This traveler was a woman with dark skin and light eyes. Her hair was kept shorter than any fashion the innkeeper had seen but it too was near gold in color. She did not seem to feel the cold.

“I am to meet another traveler here,” this woman said. Her voice was like honey, deep and sweet.

The innkeeper nodded and gestured toward the fire at the opposite end of the hall.

“Thank you,” this woman said. The innkeeper helped her remove the cloak from her shoulders, the snow melted and dripping from it, and he took it from her to hang to dry. She, too, wore another layered cloak, sensible for the weather, this one faded and gold.

The woman walked to the fireplace and sat in the other chair. The innkeeper was too far away to hear them but there seemed to him no greeting, the conversation immediate.

The conversation went on for some time. After an hour had passed the innkeeper put together a plate of bread and dried fruit and cheese and brought it to the women, along with a bottle of wine and two cups. They ceased their conversation as he approached.
“Thank you,” the first woman said as he placed the food and the wine down on the table near the chairs. She rested her hand on his for a moment as he did so. She had not touched him so before and he could not speak so he merely nodded before he left them to their conversation. The other woman smiled and the innkeeper could not tell what she was smiling at.

He let them talk. They did not move from their chairs. The wind outside was quiet.

The innkeeper sat at the far end of the hall, close enough for either woman to beckon if he was needed but far enough that he could not hear a single word spoken between them. He arranged another plate for himself but only picked at it, save for the crescent-shaped roll that melted on his tongue. He tried to read but could not manage more than a page at a time.

Hours must have passed. The light outside had not changed.

The innkeeper fell asleep, or he thought perhaps he did. He blinked and the light outside was darkness. The sound that woke him was the second woman rising from her chair.

She kissed the other woman on the cheek and walked back across the hall.

“I thank you for your hospitality,” she said to the innkeeper when she reached him.

“Will you not be staying?” he asked.

“No, I must be going,” the woman said. The innkeeper fetched her golden cloak, bone-dry and warm in his hands. He draped it over her shoulders and helped her fasten its clasps and she smiled at him again, a warm, pleasant smile.

She looked as though she might say something to him then, perhaps a warning or a wish, but instead she said nothing and smiled once more as he opened the door and she walked out into the darkness.

The innkeeper watched until he could no longer see her (which was not long) and then he closed and latched the door. The wind began to howl again.
The innkeeper walked over to the fire, to the dark-haired woman sitting by it, only then realizing that he did not know her name.

“I will have to leave in the morning,” she said without looking up at him. “I would like to pay you for the room.”

“You could stay,” the innkeeper said. He rested his hand on the side of her chair. She looked down at his fingers and again placed her hand upon his.

“I wish that was so,” she said quietly.

The innkeeper raised her hand to his lips.

“Stay with me.” He breathed his request across her palm. “Be with me.”

“I will have to leave in the morning,” the woman repeated. A single tear slid down her cheek. “In this weather who can tell when it is morning?” the innkeeper asked and the woman smiled.

She rose from her chair by the fire and took the innkeeper by the hand into her room and into her bed and the wind howled around the inn, crying for love found and mourning for love lost.

For no mortal can love the moon. Not for long.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins is fairly certain someone hit him on the back of the head though he mostly remembers the front of his head hitting the stairs and that’s where the pain is most noticeable as he regains consciousness. He is also fairly certain he heard Mirabel say something about someone breathing though now he’s not sure who she was talking about.

He’s not completely certain about anything other than the fact that his head hurts, a lot.

And he is most definitely tied to a chair.

It’s a nice chair, a high-backed one with arms that Zachary’s own arms are currently fastened to with cords that are themselves quite high-quality: black cord wrapped in several loops from his wrists to his elbows. His legs are bound, too, but he can’t see them under the table.

The table is a long dark wood dining table, situated in a dimly lit room that he assumes is somewhere in the Collector’s Club given the height of the ceiling and the moldings but this room is darker, only the table is lit. Little pot lights in the ceiling cast uniform puddles of light from one end of the table to another where there is an empty chair upholstered in navy blue velvet that probably looks like the one he is currently tied to because it feels like the type of room where the chairs would match.

Through his headache he can hear soft classical music playing. Vivaldi, maybe. He can’t tell where the speakers are. Or if there are no speakers and it is wafting in from outside the room. Or maybe the Vivaldi is his imagination, a hallucinatory musical complication from a mild head injury. He doesn’t remember what happened, or how he ended up at this blue velvet dinner party
for one with no dinner.

“I see you’ve joined us again, Mister Rawlins.” The voice comes from all around the room. Speakers. And cameras.

Zachary searches his throbbing head for something to say, trying to keep his face from betraying how nervous he is.

“I was led to believe there would be tea.”

There is no response. Zachary stares at the empty chair. He can hear the Vivaldi but nothing else. Manhattan shouldn’t be this quiet on principle. He wonders where Mirabel is, if she’s in a different room tied to a different chair. He wonders if Dorian is somehow alive which seems unlikely and he finds he doesn’t want to consider that. He realizes he is starving, or thirsty, or both, what time is it, anyway? It’s a stupid thing to realize and the newly realized hunger gnaws at him, like an itch, competing with his throbbing head for his attention. A curl of hair falls in his face and he tries to flip it back into place with creative head gestures but it remains, caught on the edge of his replacement glasses. He wonders if Kat has finished his Ravenclaw scarf yet and if he’ll ever see Kat again and how long it will take before anyone on campus thinks to worry about him. A week? Two? More? Kat will think he decided to stay in New York for awhile, no one else will notice until classes start back up again. Perils of being a quasi-hermit. There are probably bathtubs full of lye somewhere in this building.

He is having a heated argument with the voice inside his head about whether or not his mother will know if he dies because maternal intuition and also fortune teller when the door behind him opens.

The girl from the other night, the one who’d pretended to be a mild-mannered knitting co-ed in Kat’s class, enters with a silver tray and places it on the table. She doesn’t say anything, she
doesn’t even look at him, and then leaves the same way she came.

Zachary looks at the tray, unable to reach it, his hands bound to the chair.

On the tray is a teapot. A low, squat iron pot sitting atop a warmer with a single lit candle, with two empty handleless ceramic cups sitting next to it.

The door on the other end of the room opens and Zachary is unsurprised to see the polar bear lady though she has shed her coat. Now she wears a white suit and the whole ensemble is very David Bowie-esque despite her silver hair and olive complexion. She even has two different colored eyes: one dark brown and one disconcertingly pale blue. Her hair is tied up in a chignon, her red lipstick perfect and vaguely menacing in a retro way. The suit even has a tie that is tied in a neater knot than Zachary has ever been able to manage himself and that detail annoys him more than anything else.

“Good evening, Mister Rawlins,” she says, stopping when she reaches his side. He half-expects her to tell him not to get up. She gives him a smile, a pleasant sort of smile that might have put him at ease were he not so far beyond ease at this point. “We have not been properly introduced. My name is Allegra Cavallo.”

She reaches over and picks up the teapot. She fills both cups with steaming green tea and replaces the pot on its warmer.

“You are right-handed, yes?” she asks.

“Yes?” Zachary answers.

Allegra takes a small knife from her jacket. She runs the tip of the knife over the cords on his left arm.

“If you try to untie your other hand or otherwise escape, you will lose this hand.” She presses the tip of the knife into the back of his left wrist, not quite enough to draw blood. “Do you
understand?”

“Yes.”

She slips the knife between the cords and the chair and releases his arm in two swift cuts, the cord falling in curling pieces to the floor.

Allegra replaces the knife in her pocket and takes one of the teacups. She walks the length of the table and sits in the chair at the other end.

Zachary doesn’t move.

“You must be thirsty,” Allegra says. “The tea is not poisoned, if you were expecting such passive tactics. You will note I filled my cup from the same pot.” She takes a pointed sip of her tea. “It’s organic,” she adds.

Zachary picks up his cup with his left hand, his shoulder protesting as he does so, adding to the injury list. He takes a sip of the tea. A grassy green tea, almost-not-quite bitter. On his tongue there is a knight with a broken heart. Broken hearts. His head hurts. Heart hurts. Something. He puts the teacup down.

Allegra watches him with studied interest from the other end of the table, the way one watches a tiger in a zoo or possibly the way the tiger watches the tourists.

“You don’t like me, do you, Mister Rawlins?” she asks.

“You tied me to a chair.”

“I had you tied, I didn’t do it myself. I also gave you tea. Does one action negate the other?” Zachary doesn’t answer. After a pause she continues.

“I made a bad first impression, I fear. Knocking you down in the snow. First impressions are so important. You had superior meet-cutes with the others, no wonder you like them both better. You’ve cast me as a villain.”
“You tied me to a chair,” Zachary repeats.

“Did you enjoy my party?” Allegra asks.

“What?”

“At the Algonquin. You didn’t pay much attention to the fine print. It was thrown by a charitable foundation that I run. It promotes literacy for underprivileged children around the world, sets up libraries, provides grants for new writers. We also work on improving prison libraries. The party is an annual fundraiser. There are always unexpected guests, it’s practically traditional.”

Zachary sips his tea silently. He recalls the party having something to do with a literary charity.

“So you close one library to open others?” he asks as he puts his cup down.

“That place is not a library,” Allegra says sharply. “Not in any sense of the word. It is not some underground level of Alexandria if you were drawing incorrect conclusions. It is older than that. There are no concepts that grasp it entirely, not in any language. People get so caught up in the naming of things.”

“You take away the doors.”

“I protect things, Mister Rawlins.”

“What’s the point of a library-museum if no one gets to read the books?” “Preservation,” Allegra says. “You think I want to hide it, don’t you? I am protecting it, Mister Rawlins. From… from a world that is too much for it. Can you imagine what could happen if it were to become common knowledge? That such a place exists, accessible from nearly anywhere. That some place magical, for lack of a better term, waits beneath our feet? What might happen once there are blog posts and hashtags and tourists? But we are getting ahead
of ourselves. You stole something from me, Mister Rawlins.”

Zachary says nothing. It is more statement of fact than accusation so he does not protest. “Do you know why he wanted that volume in particular?” she asks. “The book he had you lie your way into this building to procure? Likely not, he was never the type to divulge more information than necessary.”

Zachary shakes his head.

“Or perhaps he did not want to admit his own sentimentality,” Allegra continues. “When one of our order is initiated they are given the first book they ever protected, in their first test, as a gift. Most do not remember the specifics but he did, remembered the book, that is. Several years ago we adjusted this practice to keep the books here or in one of our other offices. Pity he won’t get it back after going through all that trouble.”

“You’re Guardians,” Zachary says, and Allegra’s eyes widen. He hopes he put the right kind of emphasis on the word so she cannot tell if it was capitalized or not, if it was an observation and not a connection.

“We’ve had a great many names over the years,” Allegra says and Zachary manages not to sigh his relief. “Do you know what it is that we do?”

“Guard?”

“You are cheeky, Mister Rawlins. You probably think it is charming. More likely you use humor as a defense mechanism because you are more insecure than you want others to think.”

“So you’re guardians but you don’t… guard?”


Zachary shrugs his shoulders in something he hopes is a noncommittal way.
Allegra puts down her teacup and rises from her chair. She moves away from the table and into the shadows on the side of the room. From the sound Zachary guesses that she might be unlocking a cabinet but he can’t see. The noise repeats and then stops and Allegra steps back into the light around the table, the lamps grasping again at her white suit to the point where it nearly glows.

She reaches a hand out and places something on the table, just out of Zachary’s reach. He cannot tell what it is until her hand moves away.

It is an egg.

“I will tell you a secret, Mister Rawlins. I agree with you.”

Zachary says nothing, having not actually stated that he agrees with anything she’s said and not entirely certain if he does or not.

“A story is like an egg, a universe contained in its chosen medium. The spark of something new and different but fully formed and fragile. In need of protection. You want to protect it, too, but there’s more to it than that. You want to be inside it, I can see it in your eyes. I used to seek out people like you, I am practiced at spotting the desire for it. You want to be in the story, not observing it from the outside. You want to be under its shell. The only way to do that is to break it. But if it breaks, it is gone.”

Allegra reaches a hand out to the egg and lets it hover over the shell, putting in in shadow. She could crush it easily. There is a silver signet ring on her index finger. Zachary wonders what’s inside this particular egg, exactly, but Allegra’s hand does not move. “We prevent the egg from breaking,” she continues.

“I’m not sure I’m following the metaphors anymore,” Zachary says, his gaze lingering on the egg on the table. Allegra pulls her hand back and the egg is in the light again. Zachary thinks he
can see a hairline crack along its side but that might be his imagination.

“I am attempting to explain something to you, Mister Rawlins,” Allegra says, wandering back into the shadows around the table. “It may be some time before you understand it fully. There was a point in history when there were guards and guides within that space that you have briefly visited but that time has passed. There were failures in the system. We have a new one now. I would respectfully request that you abide by the new order.”

“What does that mean?” Zachary asks and before the question is finished Allegra yanks his head backwards by his hair and he can feel the tip of the knife pressing behind his right ear.

“You had another book,” Allegra says, calm and quiet. “A book you found in the library at your school. Where is it?” She voices the inquiry with a pointed lightness, the same tone with which she might ask if he would prefer honey with his tea. The candle under the teapot flickers and gutters and dies.

“I don’t know,” Zachary says, trying not to move his head but the rising panic is tempered with confusion. Dorian had *Sweet Sorrows*. They may not have searched him well enough to get the keys out from under his giant sweater but they certainly would have found the book on Dorian. Or on his body. Zachary swallows, the taste of green tea broken heart dry in his throat. He focuses his eyes on the egg on the table. *This can’t be happening*, he thinks, but the knife pressing against his skin insists that it is.

“Did you leave it down there?” Allegra asks. “I need to know.” “I told you, I don’t know. I had it but I… I lost it.”

“A pity. Though I suppose that means there’s nothing keeping you here. You could go back to Vermont.”

“I could,” Zachary says. Going home is suddenly more appealing since walking away is
better than not walking out of this building at all which is beginning to feel like a distinct possibility. “I could also tell no one about this… or that place that defies nomenclature… or that any of this ever happened. Maybe I made it all up. I drink a lot.”

*Overkill*, the voice in his head warns, and immediately regrets its choice of phrasing. The knife presses back into the skin by his ear. He can’t tell if it’s blood or sweat dripping down his neck.

“I know you won’t, Mister Rawlins. I could cut off your hand to ensure you that I am serious about this. Have you ever noticed how many stories include lost or mutilated hands? You’d be in interesting company. But I believe we can come to an agreement without getting messy, do you agree?”

Zachary nods, recalling the hand in the glass jar and wondering if its former owner also once occupied this chair. The knife moves away.

Allegra steps aside but remains hovering by his shoulder.

“You are going to tell me everything you remember about that book. You are going to write down every detail you can recall, from its contents to its binding and after you are finished I will put you on a train to Vermont and you will never set foot on this island called Manhattan again. You will speak to no one about the Harbor, about this building or this conversation, about anyone you have met or about that book. Because I’m afraid if you do, if you write or tweet or so much as drunkenly whisper the phrase *Starless Sea* in a darkened pub I will be forced to make a phone call to the operative that I’ve stationed within sniper distance of your mother’s farmhouse.”

“The what?” Zachary manages to ask despite the desert dryness of his throat.

“You heard me,” Allegra says. “It’s a lovely house. Such a nice garden with the trellis, it
must be beautiful in the spring. It would be a pity to break one of those stained glass windows.”

She holds something out in front of him. A phone displaying a photograph of a house covered in snow. His mother’s house. The non-denominational holiday lights are still up on the porch.

“I thought you might need more encouragement,” Allegra says, putting the phone away and walking back to the other end of the table. “Some pressure on something you value. You haven’t had enough time to value the other two yet regardless of how smitten you might be. I guessed your mother would be a better pressure point than your father what with his new and improved family. We’d have to take out the whole house in that case. Gas explosion, maybe.”

“You wouldn’t…” Zachary starts but stops. He has no idea what this woman would or wouldn’t do.

“Casualties have come before,” she says, mildly. “More will follow. This is important, Mister Rawlins. It is more important than my life and more important than yours. You and I are footnotes, no one will miss us if we are not included in this story. We exist outside the egg, we always have.” She gives him a smile that doesn’t reach her mismatched eyes and lifts her teacup.

“That egg is filled with gold,” Zachary says, looking at it again. What he had taken for a crack was a stray hair caught on the lens of his glasses.

“What did you say?” Allegra asks, teacup pausing mid-lift, but then the lights go out.
The sword was the greatest the smith had ever made after years of making the most exquisite swords in all the land. He had not spent an inordinate amount of time on its crafting, he had not used the finest of materials, but still this sword was a weapon of a caliber that exceeded his expectations.

It was not made for a particular customer and the smith found himself at a loss as he tried to decide what to do with it. He could keep it for himself but he was better at crafting swords than using them. He was reluctant to sell it, though he knew it would fetch a good price.

The sword smith did what he always did when he felt indecisive, he paid a visit to the local seer.

There were many seers in neighboring lands who were blind and saw in ways that others could not though they could not use their eyes.

The local seer was merely nearsighted.

The local seer was often found at the tavern, at a secluded table in the back of the room, and he would tell the futures of objects or people if he was bought a drink.

(He was better at seeing the futures of objects than the futures of people.)

The sword smith and the seer had been great friends for years. Sometimes he would ask the seer to read swords.

He went to the tavern and brought the new sword. He bought the seer a drink.

“To Seeking,” the seer said, lifting his cup.

“To Finding,” the sword smith replied, lifting his drink in return.
They talked of current events and politics and the weather before the smith showed him the sword.

The seer looked at the sword for a long time. He asked the smith for another drink and the smith obliged.

The seer finished his second drink and then handed the sword back.

“This sword will kill the King,” the seer told the smith.

“What does that mean?” the smith asked.

The seer shrugged.

“It will kill the King,” he repeated. He said no more about it.

The smith put the sword away and they discussed other matters for the rest of the night. The next day the sword smith tried to decided what to do with the sword, knowing that the seer was rarely wrong.

Being responsible for the weapon that killed the King did not sit well with the sword smith, though he had previously made many swords that had killed many people.

He thought he should destroy it but he could not bring himself to destroy so fine a sword.

After much thought and consideration he crafted two additional swords, identical and indistinguishable from the first. Even the sword smith himself could not tell them apart.

As he worked he received many offers from customers who wished to purchase them but he refused.

Instead the sword smith gave one sword to each of his three children, not knowing who would receive the one that would kill the king, and he gave it no more thought because none of his children would do such a thing, and if any of the swords fell into other hands the matter was left to fate and time and Fate and Time can kill as many kings as they please, and will eventually
kill them all.

The sword smith told no one what the seer had said, lived all his days and kept his secret until his days were gone.

The youngest son took his sword and went adventuring. He was not a terribly good adventurer and he found himself distracted visiting unfamiliar villages and meeting new people and eating interesting food. His sword rarely left its scabbard. In one village he met a man he fancied greatly and this man had a fondness for rings. So the youngest son took his disused sword to a smith and had it melted down, and then hired a jeweler to craft rings from the metal. He gave the man one ring each year for every year they spent together. There were a great many rings.

The eldest son stayed at home for years and used his sword for dueling. He was good at dueling and made quite a lot of money. With his savings he decided to take a sea voyage and he took his sword with him, hoping he might learn as he travelled and improve his skills. He studied with the crew of the ship and would practice on the deck when the winds were calm but one day he was disarmed too close to the rail. His sword fell into the sea and sank to the bottom, impaling itself into coral and sand. It is there still.

The middle child, the only daughter, kept her sword in a glass case in her library. She claimed it was decorative, a memory of her father who had been a great sword smith, and that she never used it. This was not true. She often took it from its resting place when she was alone, late at night, and practiced with it. Her brother had taught her some dueling but she had never used this particular sword for duels. She kept it polished, she knew every inch, every scratch. Her fingers itched for it when it was not nearby. The feel of it in her hand was so familiar that she carried the sword with her into her dreams.
One night she fell asleep in her chair by the fire in the library. Though the sword rested in its case on the shelf nearby she held it in her hand when she began to dream.

In her dream she walked through a forest. The branches of the trees were heavy with cherry blossoms, hung with lanterns and stacked with books.

As she walked she felt many eyes watching her but she could not see anyone. Blossoms floated around her like snow.

She reached a spot where a large tree had been cut down to a stump. The stump was surrounded by candles and piled with books and atop the books there was a beehive, honey dripping from it and falling over the books and the stump of the tree though there were no bees to be seen.

There was only a large owl, perched atop the beehive. A white-and-brown owl wearing a golden crown. Its feathers ruffled as the sword smith’s daughter approached.

“You have come to kill me,” the Owl King said.

“I have?” the sword smith’s daughter asked.

“They find a way to kill me, always. They have found me here, even in dreams.”

“Who?” the sword smith’s daughter asked, but the Owl King did not answer her question. “A new king will come to take my place. Go ahead. It is your purpose.”

The sword smith’s daughter had no wish to kill the owl but it seemed she was meant to. She did not understand but this was a dream and such things make sense in dreams.

The daughter of the sword smith cut off the Owl King’s head. One swift, well-practiced swing sliced through feather and bone.

The owl’s crown fell from its severed head, clattering to the ground near her feet.

The sword smith’s daughter reached down to retrieve the crown but it disintegrated beneath
her fingers leaving naught but golden dust.

Then she woke, still in the chair by the fire in her library.

On the shelf where the sword had been there was a white-and-brown owl perched on the empty case.

The owl remained with her for the rest of her days.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins sits frozen in the darkness. He can hear the Vivaldi though he cannot remember if it had been playing the entire time under the conversation and the tea. There is a scraping sound that is likely Allegra pushing her chair back. Zachary keeps waiting for his eyes to adjust but they don’t, the darkness is thick and solid like something pulled over his eyes.

That sound was definitely the click of a door opening and he guesses Allegra has abandoned him, leaving him stuck tied to his chair but another sound follows, something hitting the other end of the table hard enough that it reverberates all the way down to the other side, and the sound of something falling to the floor and a teacup breaking.

Then footsteps, coming closer.

Zachary tries to hold his breath and fails.

The footsteps stop next to his chair and someone whispers in his ear.

“You didn’t think I’d let her talk you to death, did you, Ezra?”

“What is going—” Zachary starts to ask but Mirabel shushes him, whispering.

“They might be recording. I got the lights but the audio and the cameras are a different system. Rescue mission proceeding more or less as planned, thank you for being distracting.” A movement against his arms breaks the cords on his wrist and Mirabel pulls the chair back so she can free his feet.

She must have good night vision, in the darkness she takes his hand and he knows his palm is sweaty but he doesn’t care. He squeezes her hand and she squeezes back and if there are sides to
whatever all of this is he feels pretty good about siding with the king of the wild things.

In the hall streetlight sneaks in through the windows, just enough to see by.

Mirabel leads him down the stairs and around to the basement stairs and Zachary is mildly relieved to know where he is going even though he can’t see all that well. Shadows upon shadows with an occasional glimpse of purple-pink from Mirabel’s hair. But when they reach the bottom of the stairs they don’t exit to the ice-covered garden, Mirabel leads him in the opposite direction, deeper into the house.

“Where—” he starts but Mirabel shushes him again. They turn down a hallway, losing the light from the garden and falling back into darkness and then somewhere in the darkness Mirabel opens a door.

At first Zachary thinks maybe it is one of her doors, but as his eyes adjust he can tell they are still in the Collector’s Club. The room is smaller than the ones upstairs and windowless, lit by an old-fashioned lantern set on a pile of cardboard boxes and the light flickers over walls covered in framed paintings, like a disused miniature gallery.

Dorian is slumped on the floor near the boxes, unconscious but obviously breathing and Zachary feels something in his heart unclench that he didn’t realize had been clenched in the first place and he is mildly annoyed by the implication of that but then he is distracted by the other door.

In the center of the room stands a door in its frame with no wall surrounding it. It is fastened to the floor somehow but there is open space above and to each side, more cardboard boxes visible behind it against the far wall.

“I knew they had one,” Mirabel says. “I could feel it in the back of my head but I couldn’t find it since I didn’t know where it was. I don’t know where they took it from, it’s not one of the
old New York doors.”

The door looks ancient, with nails set in studded patterns along the edges, a heavy round knocker clenched in the jaws of tiger and a curving handle rather than a doorknob. A door more suited for a castle. The frame doesn’t match, the finish shinier. An old door set in a new frame.

“Will it work?” Zachary asks.

“One way to find out.”

Mirabel pulls the door open and instead of the far wall and the cardboard boxes there is a cavern lined with lanterns. This in-between has no stairs: the elevator door waits opposite, farther away than should be possible.

Zachary steps around to the back of the door. From behind it is a standing frame. He can see Mirabel through it, but when he comes back to the front there is the cavern and the elevator again, clear as day.

“Magic,” he mutters under his breath.

“Ezra, I’m going to ask you to believe in a lot of impossible things but I’d appreciate it if you would refrain from using the M-word.”

“Sure,” Zachary says, thinking that the M-word doesn’t explain everything that’s happening right now anyway.

“Help me with him, would you?” Mirabel asks, moving toward Dorian. “He’s heavy.”

Together they lift Dorian, each taking an arm. Zachary has played this game with many an overly intoxicated companion but this is different, the sheer dead weight of a completely unconscious rather tall man. He still smells good. Mirabel has the superior upper body strength but together they manage to keep Dorian upright, his scuffed wingtip shoes dragging along the floor.
Zachary glances at one of the paintings on the wall and recognizes the space depicted within it. Shelves of books lining a tunnel-like hall, a woman in a long gown walking away from the viewer, holding a lantern much like the one currently sitting nearby on a cardboard box.

The painting next to it is also a depiction of a familiar underground not-library: a slice of curving hallway, figures disrupting the light from around the bend and casting shadows over the books but remaining out of sight. The one below is similar, a nook with an empty armchair and a single lamp, darkness flecked with gold.

Then they pass through the door and Zachary’s view of the paintings is replaced by a wall of stone.

They carry Dorian across the cavern to the elevator.

Behind them there is a noise and Zachary belatedly thinks he should have closed the door. There are footsteps. Something falling. A far away door slam. Then comes the chime of the elevator’s arrival and safety feels like worn velvet and brass.

It’s easier to settle Dorian on the floor than the benches. The elevator doors remain open, waiting.

Mirabel looks back the way they came, through the still-open door into the Collector’s Club.

“Do you trust me, Ezra?” she asks.

“Yes,” Zachary answers without taking the time to consider the question.

“Someday I’m going to remind you that you said that,” Mirabel says. She reaches into her bag and pulls out a small metal object and it takes Zachary a moment to realize it’s a handgun. The small fancy sort that a femme fatale might tuck into a garter belt in a different sort of story.

Mirabel lifts the gun and points it back through the open door and shoots the lantern where it sits on its stack of cardboard boxes.
Zachary watches as the lantern explodes in a shower of glass and oil and the flames catch and grow, feasting on cardboard and wallpaper and paintings and then his view is obscured by the elevator doors as they close and then they are descending.
Once there was a woman who sculpted stories.

She sculpted them from all manner of things. At first she worked with snow or smoke or clouds, because their stories were temporary, fleeting. Gone in moments, visible and readable only to those who happened to be present in the time between carving and disintegrating, but the sculptor preferred this. It left no time to fuss over details or imperfections. The stories did not remain to be questioned and criticized and second-guessed, by herself or by others. They were, and then they were not. Many were never read before they ceased to exist, but the story sculptor remembered them.

Passionate love stories that were manipulated into the vacancies between raindrops and vanished with the end of the storm.

Tragedies intricately poured from bottles of wine and sipped thoughtfully with melancholy and fine cheeses.

Fairy tales shaped from sand and seashells on shorelines slowly swept away by softly lapping waves.

The sculptor gained recognition and drew crowds for her stories, attended like theatrical performances as they were carved and then melted or crumbled or drifted away on the breeze. She worked with light and shadow and ice and fire and once sculpted a story out of single strands of hair, one plucked from each member of her audience and then woven together.

People begged her to sculpt with more permanence. Museums requested exhibitions that might last more than minutes or hours.
The sculptor conceded, gradually.

She sculpted stories out of wax and set them over warm coals so they would melt and drip and fade.

She organized willing participants into arrangements of tangled limbs and twined bodies that would last as long as their living pieces could manage, the story changing from each angle viewed and then changing more as the models fatigued, hands slipping over thighs in unsubtle plot twists.

She knit myths from wool small enough to keep in pockets though when read with too much frequency they would unravel and tangle.

She trained bees to build honeycombs on intricate frames forming entire cities with sweet inhabitants and bitter dramas.

She sculpted stories with carefully cultivated trees, stories that continued to grow and unfold long after they were abandoned to control their own narratives.

Still people begged for stories they could keep.

The sculptor experimented. She constructed metal lanterns that could be turned with tiny hand cranks to project tales on walls when a candle was placed within them. She studied with a clockmaker for a time and built serials that could be carried like pocket watches and wound though sometimes their springs would wear out.

She found she no longer minded that the stories would linger. That some enjoyed them and others did not but that is the nature of a story. Not all stories speak to all listeners, but all listeners can find a story that does, somewhere, sometime. In one form or another.

Only when she was much older did she consent to work with stone.

At first it proved difficult but eventually she learned to speak with the stone, to manipulate it
and discern the tales it wished to tell and to sculpt it as easily as she once sculpted rain and grass and clouds.

She carved visions in marble, with moving pieces and lifelike features. Puzzle boxes and unsolvable riddles, multiple possible endings left unfound and unseen. Pieces that would stand the tests of time and pieces in constant motion that would wear themselves to ruin.

She carved her dreams and her desires and her fears and her nightmares and let them mingle together.

Museums clamored for her exhibits but she preferred to show her work in libraries or in bookstores, on mountains and on beaches.

She would rarely attend these showings and when she did she did so anonymously, lost amongst the crowd, but some would know her and quietly acknowledge her presence with a nod or a lifted glass. A few would speak with her about subjects other than the stories on display, or tell her their own stories or remark on the weather.

At one such exhibit a man remained to speak with the sculptor after the crowds departed, a man who seemed more like a mouse, quiet and nervous, a world unto himself pulled tight and secretive, his words soft and quiet.

“Would you hide something in a story for me?” the mouse-like man asked the sculptor.

“There are… there are those who seek what I must conceal and would turn the universe inside out to find it.”

This was a dangerous request, and the sculptor asked for three nights to consider her answer.

The first night she did not think on the matter, concerning herself with her work and her rest and the small things that brought her happiness: the honey in her tea, the stars in the night sky, the linen sheets on her bed.
The second night she asked the sea, since the sea has hidden many things in its depths, but the sea was silent.

The third night she did not sleep, constructing a story in her head that could hide anything, no matter what it might be, deeper than anything had been hidden before, even in the depths of the sea.

After three nights the mouse-like man returned.

“I will do what you request,” the sculptor told him, “but I do not wish to know what it is you desire to hide. I will provide a box for it. Will it fit in a box?”

The man nodded and thanked the sculptor.

“Do not thank me yet,” she said. “It will take a year to finish. Come back then with your treasure.”

The man frowned but then nodded.

“It is not a treasure in the traditional sense,” he said, and kissed the sculptor on her hand knowing he would never be able to pay for such a service, and he left her to her work.

The sculptor toiled for her year. She refused all other requests and commissions. She created not one story but many. Stories within stories. Puzzles and wrong turns and false endings, in stone and in wax and in smoke. She crafted locks and destroyed their keys. She wove narratives of what would happen, what might happen, what had already happened and what could never happen and blurred them all together.

She combined her work with permanence and stone with the work she had created when she was young, blended elements that would withstand the test of time with those that might vanish as soon as they were completed.

When the year was up the man returned.
The sculptor handed him an elaborately carved and decorated box.

The man placed the precious object that he needed to hide inside. The sculptor did not show him how to close it, or how it might open again. Only she knew that.

“Thank you,” the man said and he kissed the sculptor on her lips this time as payment—the most he could give—and she took the kiss in exchange and thought it fair.

The sculptor did not hear anything of the man after he departed. The story remained in place.

Many years later those who sought what had been hidden found the sculptor.

When they realized what she had done they cut off her hands.
The pirate (who remains a metaphor yet also a person and sometimes has difficulty embodying both at once) stands on the shore, watching the ships that sail the Starless Sea near this Harbor.

He allows his mind to picture himself and the girl at his side aboard one of these ships, sailing farther into the distance and further into the future, away from this Harbor and toward a new one. He imagines it so clearly that he almost believes it will happen. He can see himself, away from this place, free from its rules and constraints, bound to nothing but her.

He can almost see the stars.

He pulls the girl close to keep her warm. He kisses her shoulder, pretending he will have her for a lifetime when in truth they have only minutes left together.

The time the pirate sees in his mind is not now. It is not soon.

The ships are far from the shore. The bells behind them are already ringing in alarm.

The pirate knows, though he does not wish to admit it even to himself, that they have so far yet to go.

The girl (who is also a metaphor, an ever-changing one that only sometimes takes the form of a girl) knows this as well, she knows it better than he does but they do not discuss such things.

This is not the first time they have stood together on these shores. It will not be the last.

This is a story they will live over and over again, together and apart.

The cage that contains them both is a large one that does not have a key.
Not yet.

The girl pulls the pirate away from the glow of the Starless Sea and into the shadows, to make the most of what moments remain between them before time and fate intervene.

To give him more of her to remember.

After they are found, when the girl meets her death with open eyes and her lover’s screams echoing in her ears, before the starless darkness claims her once again, she can see the oceans of time that rest between this point and their freedom, clear and wide.

And she sees a way to cross them.
Book III

The Ballad of Simon & Eleanor
The small girl stares at each person who comes to observe her with wide brown eyes. A dark cloud of frizzy hair surrounds her head, stray leaves hiding within it. She holds a door knocker the way a smaller child might handle a rattle or a toy. Tightly. Protectively.

She has been placed in an armchair in one of the galleries, as though she is herself a piece of art. Her feet do not touch the ground. Her head has been examined and some concern has been raised over injury, though she is not bleeding. A bruise blooms near her temple, a greenish hue spreading over light brown skin. It does not seem to bother her. She is given a plate of tiny cakes and eats them in small, serious bites.

She is asked her name. She appears not to understand the question. There is some debate over how translations might work for someone so young (few recall the last time there was a child in this place) but she understands other inquiries: she nods when asked if she is thirsty or hungry. She smiles when someone brings her an old stuffed toy, a rabbit with thinning fur and floppy ears. Only when the rabbit is presented does she relinquish the door knocker, clutching the bunny with equal intensity.

She does not recall her name, her age, anything about her family. When asked how she got there she holds up the door knocker with a pitying look in her large eyes, as the answer is terribly obvious and the people peering down at her are not very observant.

Everything about her is analyzed, from the make of her shoes to her accent as they begin to coerce single words or phrases, but she speaks rarely and all anyone can agree on is that there are hints of Australia or possibly New Zealand, though some insist the slight accent on her English is
South African. There are a number of old doors left uncatalogued in each country. The girl does not give reliable geographical information. She remembers people and fairies and dragons with equal clarity. Large buildings and small buildings and forests and fields. She describes bodies of water of indiscernible size that could be lakes or oceans or bathtubs. Nothing to point clearly toward her origin.

Throughout the investigations it remains an unspoken truth that she cannot easily be returned to wherever she has fallen from if her door no longer exists.

There is talk of bringing her back through another door, but no volunteers for such a mission, the population of residents dwindling, and the girl appears happy enough. Does not complain. Does not ask to go home. Does not cry for her parents, wherever they might be.

She is given a room where everything is too big for her. Clothes that fit reasonably well are found and one of the knitting groups provides her with sweaters and socks spun from colorful yarn. Her shoes are cleaned and remain her only pair until she outgrows them, the rubber soles worn through to holes then patched and worn through again.

They call her the girl or the child or the foundling, though the more semantic-minded residents point out that she was not abandoned, not as far as anyone knows, so the term foundling is inaccurate.

Eventually she is called Eleanor, and some say afterwards she was named after the Queen of Aquitaine, and others claim the choice was inspired by Jane Austen, and still others say she once responded to the request for her name with “Ellie” or “Allira” or something like that. (In truth the person who suggested the name plucked it from a novel by Shirley Jackson but neglected to clarify due to the unfortunate fate of that other, fictional Eleanor.)

“Does she have a name yet?” the Keeper asks, not looking up from his desk, his pen
continuing to move across the page.

“They’ve taken to calling her Eleanor,” the painter informs him.

The Keeper puts down his pen and sighs.

“Eleanor,” he repeats, putting the emphasis on the latter syllables, turning the name into another sigh. He picks up his pen and resumes his writing, all without so much as a glance at the painter.

The painter does not pry. She thinks perhaps the name has a particular meaning to him. She has only known him a short amount of time. She decides to stay uninvolved the matter, herself.

This Harbor upon the Starless Sea absorbs the girl who fell through the remains of a door the way the forest floor consumed the door: she becomes part of the scenery. Sometimes noticed. Mostly ignored. Left to her own devices.

No one takes responsibility. Everyone assumes someone else will do it, and so no one does. They are all preoccupied with their own work, their own intimate dramas. They observe and question and even participate but not for long. Not for more than moments, here and there, scattered through a childhood like fallen leaves.

On that first day, in the chair but before the bunny, Eleanor answers only a single question aloud when asked what she was doing out on her own.

“Exploring,” she says.

She thinks she is doing a very good job of it.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins finds himself in an elevator with a pink-haired lady with a gun who he’s pretty sure has just committed arson on top of the already committed crimes of the day and an unconscious man who might be an attempted murderer and his throbbing head cannot decide if he needs a nap or a drink or why, exactly, he feels more comfortable now in present elevator company than he had before.

“What the…?” Zachary starts and then can’t figure out the rest of the words so he finishes the question aimed at Mirabel with hand gestures indicating both the gun in her hand and the elevator door.

“It’ll render that door useless, hopefully it will take her awhile to locate another one. Don’t look at me like that.”

“You’re pointing a gun at me.”

“Oh, I’m sorry!” Mirabel says, looking down at her hand and then replacing the gun in her bag. “It’s a single bullet antique, one-and-done. You’re bleeding.”

She looks behind Zachary’s ear and takes a handkerchief printed with clocks from her pocket. She pulls it away more bloodied than he had expected.

“It’s not that bad,” she tells him. “Just keep this on it. We’ll get it cleaned up later. It might scar, but then we’d be twins.” She lifts her hair to show him the scar behind her ear he had noticed earlier and he doesn’t need to ask how she got it.

“What is going on here?” Zachary asks.
“That’s a complicated question, Ezra,” Mirabel says. “You’re very tense. I take it teatime was not particularly pleasant.”

“Allegra threatened my mother,” Zachary says. He has a feeling that Mirabel is trying to distract him. To keep him calm.

“She does that,” Mirabel says.

“She meant it, didn’t she?”

“Yes she did. But that threat was attached to telling anyone about our destination, wasn’t it?” Zachary nods.

“She has her priorities. Maybe stay down here for a few days, I can do some reconnaissance. Allegra won’t do anything unless she feels she has no choice. She’s had opportunities to get rid of all three of us and we’re alive and kicking. Mostly,” she adds, looking down at Dorian.

“But she actually kills people?” Zachary asks.

“She hires people to do the wet work. Case in point.” She nudges Dorian’s leg with the toe of her boot.

“Are you serious?” Zachary asks.

“Do you need another story?” Mirabel asks, reaching for her bag.

“No, I do not need another story,” Zachary answers, but as he says it the taste of the knight and his broken hearts comes back to his tongue and he remembers more details: the patterned engraving on the knight’s armor, the summer evening field blooming with jasmine. It is muddled in his mind like a memory or a dream captured in sugar. It calms him, unexpectedly.

Zachary sits back on the faded velvet bench and leans his head against the elevator wall. He can feel it vibrating. The chandelier above is moving and it makes him dizzy so he closes his eyes.
“Then tell me a story,” Mirabel says, and it pulls him out of the sleepy dizziness. “Why don’t you begin at your beginning and tell me how we got here. You can skip the childhood prequel part, I know that one already.”

Zachary sighs.

“I found this book…” he says, tracing everything backward and landing squarely on Sweet Sorrows. “In the library.”


Zachary hesitates but then describes the events that led from the book finding to the party. A short sketch of the preceding days and he is annoyed at how little time it takes to relay and how it doesn’t sound like all that much when distilled into individual events.

“What happened to the book?” Mirabel asks when he’s finished.

“I thought he had it,” Zachary says, looking down at Dorian. He looks asleep rather than unconscious now, his head resting on the edge of the velvet bench.

Mirabel goes through Dorian’s pockets, turning up a set of keys, a ballpoint pen, a slim leather wallet containing a large amount of cash and a New York Public Library card in the name of David Smith along with a few business cards with other names and professions and several blank cards marked with the image of a bee. No credit cards, no ID. No book.

Mirabel takes a few bills from Dorian’s wallet and puts the rest of his things back in his pockets.

“What’s that for?” Zachary asks.

“After all we went through to rescue him he’s paying for our coffee. Wait, we both had tea, didn’t we? Either way, it’s on him.”

“What do you think they did to him?”
“I think they interrogated him and I think they didn’t get the answers they wanted and then they drugged him and strung him up for dramatic impact and waited for us to show up. I can help once we get him inside.”

On cue the elevator stops and the door opens. Zachary tries to pinpoint the feeling the arrival has and can only think that if the apartment above his mother’s store in New Orleans still existed seeing it again might feel like this, but he cannot tell if it is nostalgia or disorientation. He tries not to think about it too much, it is hurting his head.

Zachary and Mirabel lift Dorian using the same system of careful awkward weight balancing as before. Dorian is no help at all with the forward motion. Zachary hears the elevator close and head off to wherever it lives when not occupied by unconscious men and pink-haired ladies and confused tourists.

Mirabel reaches out for the doorknob, shifting more of Dorian’s weight over to Zachary. The doorknob doesn’t turn.

“Dammit,” Mirabel says. She closes her eyes and tilts her head, like she’s listening to something.

“What’s the matter?” Zachary asks, expecting one of the many keys around her neck might solve the problem.

“He’s never been here before,” she says, nodding at Dorian. “He’s new.” “He is?” Zachary asks, surprised, but Mirabel continues. “He has to do the entrance exam.”

“With the dice and the drinking?” Zachary asks. “How is he supposed to do that?” “He isn’t,” Mirabel says. “We’re going to proxy for him.”

“We’re going to…” Zachary lets the question trail off, understanding what she means before
he finishes asking.

“I’ll do one, you do the other?” Mirabel asks.

“Sure, I guess,” Zachary agrees. He leaves Mirabel holding Dorian mostly upright and turns back to the two alcoves. He picks the side with the dice, partly because he has more experience with dice than with mystery liquid and partly because he’s not sure he wants to drink more mystery liquid and it doesn’t feel right to spill it.

“Concentrate on doing it for him and not yourself,” Mirabel says when he reaches the little alcove with its dice reset to roll again.

Zachary reaches for the dice and misses, grasping the air next to them instead. He must be more exhausted than he’d thought. He tries again and takes the dice in his hand and rolls them around in his fingers. He doesn’t know much about Dorian, doesn’t even know his real name, but he closes his eyes and conjures the man in his mind, a combination of walking in the streets in the cold and the paper flower in his lapel and the scent of lemon and tobacco in the dark in the hotel and the breath against his neck and he lets the dice tumble from his palm.

He opens his eyes. The wobbling dice are hazy in his vision but then they focus.

One key. One bee. One sword. One crown. One heart. One feather.

The dice settle and stop and before the last one ceases to move the bottom falls out of the alcove and they disappear into the darkness.

“What did he get?” Mirabel asks. “Wait, let me guess: swords and… keys, maybe.”

“One of each,” Zachary says. “I think, unless there are more than six things.”

“Huh,” Mirabel says in a tone that Zachary can’t decipher as she lets him take hold of Dorian again who suddenly feels much more there with the memory of the storytelling fresh in his mind and that faint lemon scent. It’s warmer down here than Zachary remembers. He realizes he lost
his borrowed coat somewhere.

On the other side of the room Mirabel picks up the covered glass and looks at it carefully before uncovering it and drinking it. She shudders and replaces the glass in the alcove.

“What did it taste like when you drank it?” she asks Zachary as she takes Dorian’s other arm again.

“Um… honey spice vanilla orange blossom,” Zachary says, recalling the liqueur-like flavor, though the list of notes does not do it justice. “With a kick,” he adds. “Why?”

“That one tasted like wine and salt and smoke,” Mirabel says. “But he would have drunk it. Let’s see if it worked.”

This time the door opens.

Zachary’s relief is temporary, realizing how far they have to go as they enter the giant hall.

“Now we get him checked in,” Mirabel says. “Then you and I are having a real drink, we’ve earned it.”

The walk to the Keeper’s office attracts the attention of a few curious cats who peer out from behind stacks of books and chandeliers to watch their progress.

“Wait here,” Mirabel says, shifting all of Dorian’s weight to Zachary’s shoulder and again it is surprisingly heavy and more something than Zachary would care to admit. “Straight flush, right?”

“I don’t think that term applies to dice.”

Mirabel shrugs and heads into the Keeper’s office. Zachary can’t make out most of the conversation, only words and phrases that make it clear it is more argument than conversation, and then the door swings open and the Keeper marches in his direction.

The Keeper doesn’t even glance at Zachary, focusing his attention on Dorian, pulling his
head up and brushing the thick salt-and-pepper hair back from his temples and staring at him, a much more thorough visual exam than Zachary received himself.

“You rolled his dice for him?” the Keeper asks Zachary.

“Yes?”

“You rolled for him, specifically, you did not simply let them fall?”

“Well, yeah?” Zachary answers. “Was that okay?” he asks, half to the Keeper and half to Mirabel who has followed him out of the office with Zachary’s bags slung over her shoulder and a compass and a key dangling from chains in her hand.

“It is… unusual,” the Keeper says but does not elaborate, and seemingly finished with his perusal of Dorian he releases him, Dorian’s head settling on Zachary’s shoulder. Without another word the Keeper turns and walks past Mirabel, and goes back into his office and closes the door. They exchange a pointed look as they pass each other but Zachary only sees Mirabel’s side and her expression doesn’t give away enough for him to interpret.

“What was that about?” Zachary asks as Mirabel helps him with Dorian again, after adding his satchel to the bag collection.

“I’m not sure,” Mirabel answers but doesn’t meet his eyes. “Rule bending combined with a low probability roll, maybe. Let’s get him to his room. Don’t trip over cats.”

They make their way through halls that Zachary hasn’t seen before (one is painted copper, another has books hanging from loops of rope) and some too narrow to walk three abreast so they have to pass through sideways. Everything looks bigger and stranger than Zachary remembers, more looming shadows and more places and books to get lost in. Hallways appear to be moving, trailing off in different directions like snakes and Zachary keeps his eyes trained on the floor in front of them to keep himself steady.
They come to a hall strewn with cafe tables and chairs, all black, piled with books with gilded edges. One table has a cat: a small silver tabby with folded ears and yellow eyes who regards them curiously. The floor is tiled in black and gold in a pattern like vines. Some of the tiled vines climb up the walls, covering the stone up to the curving ceiling. Mirabel pulls out a key and opens a door between the vines. Beyond it there is a room quite like Zachary’s own but in blues, the furniture mostly lacquered and black. Not-quite art deco blended with the sort of room that looks like it would smell like cigars and kind of does come to think of it. The tiles on the floor are checkered where they’re not covered by navy rugs. The already lit fireplace is small and arched. A number of filament bulbs hang unshaded from cords suspended from the ceiling, dimly glowing.

Zachary and Mirabel put Dorian on the bed, a pillow-covered pile of navy with a fanned headboard, and Zachary’s dizziness returns, along with the realization of how much his arms hurt. From the look on Mirabel’s face as she massages her shoulder she likely feels the same.

“Ww need to have a rule about unconsciousness around here,” she says. “Or maybe we need wheelbarrows.” She goes to a panel near the fireplace. Zachary can guess what it is though this one is a thinner, sleeker door than his own dumbwaiter. “Take off his shoes and coat, would you?” Mirabel asks as she writes on a piece of paper.

Zachary removes Dorian’s scuffed wingtips revealing bright purple socks with individually knit toes and then carefully untangles him from his coat, noticing the paper flower, partially crushed, in the lapel. As Zachary puts the coat down on a chair he tries to uncrush the flower, realizing that he can read it though he remembers that the words had been in Italian.

*Do not be afraid; our fate cannot be taken from us; it is a gift.*
He starts to ask Mirabel about translations without using the M-word but as the text swims from English to Italian and back again the dizziness intensifies. He looks up and the room is undulating, like he’s underwater and not just underground. He loses his balance, putting a hand out to the wall to steady himself and missing.

Mirabel turns at the sound of the falling lamp.

“You didn’t drink anything while you were tied up, did you?” she asks.

Zachary tries to answer her but crashes to the floor instead.
The Ballad of Simon & Eleanor

*a girl is not a rabbit, a rabbit is not a girl*

The girl in the bunny mask wanders the hallways of the Harbor. She opens doors and crawls under desks and stands stock-still in the middle of rooms, staring blankly ahead sometimes for long stretches of time.

She startles those who stumble upon her, though such occasions are rare.

The mask is a lovely thing, antique and likely Venetian though no one recalls its origin. A fading pink nose surrounded by realistic whiskers and gold filigree. The ears stretch above the girl’s head, making her appear taller than she is, a soft pink-gold blush inside giving the impression of listening, catching every sound that breaks the silence resting like a blanket over this place in this time.

She is accustomed to it now, this place. She knows to walk softly and lightly so her footsteps do not echo, a skill she learned from the cats though she cannot make her steps cat-silent no matter how she tries.

She wears trousers that are too short and a sweater that is too big. She carries a knapsack that once belonged to a long dead soldier who never would have imagined his bag ending up on the narrow shoulders of a girl in the guise of a rabbit as she explores subterranean rooms that she has been expressly forbidden to enter.

In the bag there is a canteen of water, a carefully wrapped parcel of biscuits, a telescope with a scratched lens, a mostly-blank notebook, several pens and a number of paper stars carefully folded from notebook pages filled with nightmares.

She drop the stars in the far corners, leaving her fears behind bookshelves and tucked into
vases. Scattering them in hidden constellations.

(She does this with books as well, removing the pages she does not care for and sending them off into the shadows where they belong.)

(The cats play with the stars, batting bad dreams or uncomfortable prose from one hiding place to another, changing the patterns of the stars.)

The girl forgets the dreams once she lets them go, adding to the long list of things she does not remember. What time she is meant to go to bed. Where she puts books she starts but does not finish. The time before she came to this place. Mostly.

Of the before time she remembers the woods with the trees and the birds. She recalls being submerged in bathtub water and staring up at a flat white ceiling, different from the ceilings here.

It is like remembering a different girl. A girl in a book she read and not a girl she was herself.

Now she is a different thing with a different name in a different place.

Bunny-Eleanor is different than regular Eleanor.

Regular Eleanor wakes up late at night and forgets where she is. Forgets the difference between things that have happened and things that she read in books and things she thinks maybe happened but maybe did not. Regular Eleanor sometimes sleeps in her bathtub instead of her bed.

The girl prefers being a bunny. She rarely removes her mask.

She opens doors she has been told not to open and discovers rooms with walls that tell stories and rooms with pillows for naps embroidered with bedtime stories and rooms with cats and the room with the owls she found once and never again and one door she has not managed to open yet in the burned place.

The burned place she found because someone put shelves in front of it tall enough to keep
big people out but not small bunny girls and she crawled under and through.

The room contained burned books and black dust and something that might once have been a cat but was not anymore.

And the door.

A plain door with a shiny brass feather set into the center, above the girl’s head.

The door was the only thing in the room not covered in black dust.

The girl thought maybe the door was hidden behind a wall that burned away with the rest of the room. She wonders why anyone would hide a door behind a wall.

The door refused to open.

When Eleanor gave up due to frustration and hunger and walked back to her room the painter found her, covered in soot, and put her in a bath but did not know what she has been up to because the fire was before the painter’s time.

Now Eleanor keeps going back to look at the door.

She sits and stares at it.

She tries whispering through the keyhole but never receives a response.

She nibbles on biscuits in the darkness. She doesn’t have to remove her bunny mask because it doesn’t cover her mouth, one of many reasons why the bunny mask is the best mask.

She rests her head on the floor which makes her sneeze but then she can see the tiniest sliver of light.

A shadow passes by the door and then disappears again. Like when the cats pass by her room at night.

Eleanor presses her ear against the door but hears nothing. Not even a cat.

Eleanor takes a notebook and a pen from her bag.
She considers what to write and then inscribes a simple message. She decides to leave it unsigned but then she changes her mind and draws a small bunny face in the corner. The ears are not as even as she would like but it is identifiable as a bunny which is the important part.

She rips the page from the notebook and folds it, pressing along the creases so it stays flat. She slips the paper under the door. It stops halfway. She gives it an extra push and it passes into the room beyond.

Eleanor waits, but nothing happens and the nothing happening becomes quickly boring so she leaves.

Eleanor is in another room, giving a biscuit to a cat, the note half-forgotten, when the door opens. A rectangle of light spills into the soot-covered space.

The door remains open for a moment, and then it slowly closes shut.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins half-wakes underwater with the taste of honey in his mouth. It makes him cough.

“What did you drink?” he hears Mirabel’s voice from far away but when he blinks she is inches from his face, staring at him, blurry, her hair a backlit halo of pink. His glasses are gone. “What did you drink?” blurry underwater Mirabel repeats. Zachary wonders if mermaids have pink hair.

“She gave me tea,” he says, each word slow like the honey. “Intimidatey tea.”

“And you drank it?” Mirabel asks incredulously as Zachary thinks maybe he nods. “You need more of this.”

She puts something to his lips that might be a bowl and is definitely filled with honey. Honey and maybe cinnamon and clove. It’s just liquid enough to drink and tastes like cough medicine Christmas. Always winter never non-denominational seasonal holidays, Zachary Narnia-thinks and coughs again but then Princess Bubblegum—no, Mirabel—forces him to drink more of it.

“I can’t believe you were that stupid,” she says.

“She drank it first,” Zachary protests, the words almost at a normal pace. “She poured both cups.”

“And she chose which cup you got, right?” Mirabel says and Zachary nods. “The poison was in the cup, not the tea. Did you drink the whole cup?”

“I don’t think so,” Zachary says. The room is getting clearer. His glasses weren’t missing
after all, they’re on his face. The underwater feeling fades. He’s sitting in an armchair in Dorian’s art deco room. Dorian is asleep on the bed. “How long was I…?” he starts to ask but can’t find the word to complete the question, even though he knows it is a little word. Oou. Tout.

“A few minutes,” Mirabel answers. “You should have more of that.”

Out. That’s the word. Sneaky little word. Zachary sips the liquid again. He can’t remember if he likes honey or not.

Behind him the dumbwaiter chimes and Mirabel goes to check it. She removes a tray filled with vials and bowls and a towel and a box of matches.

“Light this and put it on the nightstand, please,” Mirabel instructs him, handing him the matches and a cone of incense with a ceramic burner. Zachary realizes it’s a test as soon as he tries to light the match, his coordination failing him. It takes three attempts.

Zachary holds the lit match to the incense, reminded of all the times he performed the same action for his mother. He concentrates on holding his hand steady, more difficult than it should be, and lets the incense catch before softly blowing the flame down to smoking ember, the scent rich and immediate but unfamiliar. Sweet but minty.

“What is it?” Zachary asks as he places it on the nightstand, curls of smoke wafting over the bed. His hands feel less shaky but he sits back down and takes another sip of the honey mixture. He thinks he does like honey.

“No idea,” Mirabel says. She puts some liquid on the small towel and places it on Dorian’s forehead. “The Kitchen has its house remedies, they tend to be effective. You know about the Kitchen, right?”

“We’ve met.”

“They don’t usually include the incense unless it’s serious,” Mirabel says, frowning at the
curling smoke and looking back at Dorian. “Maybe it’s for both of you.” “Why would Allegra poison me?” Zachary asks.

“Two possibilities,” Mirabel says. “One, she was going to knock you out and send you back to Vermont so you’d wake up with mild amnesia and if you remembered anything you would think it was a dream.”

“Two?”

“She was trying to kill you.”

“Great.” Zachary says. “And this is an antidote?”

“I have never encountered a poison it couldn’t counteract. You’re feeling better already, aren’t you?”

“Just a little blurry,” Zachary says. “You said he tried to kill you once.”

“It didn’t work,” Mirabel says and before Zachary can ask her to elaborate there is a knock at the open door.

Zachary expects it to be the Keeper but there’s a young woman at the threshold looking concerned. This girl is about his age, bright-eyed and short with dark hair tamed into braids that frame her face but left wild in the back. She wears an ivory-colored version of the Keeper’s robe but simpler, except for the elaborate white-on-white embroidery around the cuffs and hem and collar. She looks questioningly at Zachary and then turns to Mirabel and raises her left hand, holding her palm sideways and then turning it flat, palm-up. Zachary knows without asking for a translation that she’s inquiring as to what is going on.

“We’ve been having adventures, Rhyme,” Mirabel says and the girl frowns. “There was a daring rescue and bondage and tea and a fire and two thirds of us got poisoned. Also this is Zachary, Zachary this is Rhyme.”
Zachary puts two fingers to his lips and inclines his head in greeting automatically, knowing this girl must be an acolyte and remembering the gesture from *Sweet Sorrows*. As soon as he does it he feels stupid for assuming but Rhyme’s eyes light up and the frown vanishes. She places a hand over her breastbone and inclines her head in return.

“Well you two are going to get along just fine,” Mirabel observes, shooting a curious glance at Zachary before returning her attention to Dorian. She raises a hand to coerce the smoke from the incense closer, curls of it following the motions of her fingers and drifting along her arm.

“You and Rhyme have something in common,” Mirabel says to Zachary. “Rhyme found a painted door when she was a youngster, only she opened hers. That was what, eight years ago?”

Rhyme shakes her head and holds up all of her fingers.

“You’re making me feel old,” Mirabel says.

“You didn’t go home?” Zachary asks and immediately regrets the question as the light fades from Rhyme’s face. Mirabel interrupts before he can apologize.

“Is everything alright, Rhyme?” she asks.

Rhyme gestures again and this one Zachary can’t interpret. A fluttering of fingers that moves from one hand to the other. Whatever it means, Mirabel seems to understand.

“Yes, I have it,” she says. She turns to Zachary. “Please excuse us for a moment, Ezra,” she says. “If he’s not awake by the time the incense goes out light another one, would you? I’ll be back.”

“Sure,” he says. Mirabel follows Rhyme out of the room, retrieving her bag from a chair as she goes. Zachary tries to remember if the bag looked like it had something large and heavy in it earlier, because it certainly does now. Mirabel and the bag are gone before he can get a better look at it.
Alone with Dorian, Zachary occupies himself with watching the curling smoke float around the room. It swirls over the pillows and drifts up to the ceiling. He tries to perform the same elegant conjuring gesture that Mirabel used to urge the smoke in the right direction but it curls up his arm instead, wrapping around his head and his shoulder. His shoulder doesn’t hurt anymore but he can’t remember when it stopped.

He leans over Dorian to adjust the cloth on his forehead. The top two buttons on Dorian’s shirt are undone, Mirabel must have done that, maybe to make it easier for him to breathe. Zachary’s gaze moves back and forth from the curling smoke to Dorian’s open collar and then his curiosity gets the better of him.

It feels like an intrusion, though it is a single button’s worth of trespassing. Still, Zachary hesitates as he undoes the button, wondering what Dorian might make of “I was looking for your sword” as an excuse.

The lack of a sword emblazoned on Dorian’s chest comes as both a surprise and a disappointment. Zachary had been wondering what it looked like more than whether or not it was there at all. The extra button’s worth of revelation has exposed a few more inches of well-muscled chest covered in a fair amount of hair and several bruises but no ink, nothing marking him as a guardian. Maybe that tradition is no longer upheld, replaced by silver swords like the one beneath his sweater. How much of *Sweet Sorrows* is fact and how much is fiction and how much has simply changed with time?

Zachary re-buttons the extra button, noticing as he does that while there is no sword there is a hint of ink higher, around Dorian’s shoulders. The edge of a tattoo covering his back and neck, but he can only make out branch-like shapes in the light.

He wonders about the line between keeping an eye on someone who is unconscious and
watching someone sleep and decides maybe he should read. The Kitchen would probably make him a drink, but now that he thinks about it he’s not thirsty, or hungry, though he thinks he should be.

Zachary gets up from his chair, relieved that the action doesn’t revive the blurry underwater feeling and finds his bags where Mirabel left them near the door and realizes that he’s finally been reunited with his duffel. He takes out his phone, its battery unsurprisingly dead, though he doubts it would have a signal down here anyway. He puts it away and retrieves the brown leather book of fairy tales from the satchel.

Zachary returns to the chair by the bed and reads. He is partway through a story about an innkeeper in a snow-covered inn that is so absorbing he can almost hear the wind when he notices the incense has burnt out.

He puts the book down on the nightstand and he lights another cone of incense. The smoke wafts over the book as it catches.

“At least you have your book back even though I don’t have mine,” Zachary remarks aloud. He thinks perhaps he will have a drink, maybe a glass of water to get the honey-taste out of his mouth, and goes to inscribe a request for the Kitchen. His hand is on the pen when he hears Dorian’s voice behind him, sleepy but clear.

“I put your book in your coat.”
Simon is an only child, his name inherited from an older brother who died at birth. He is a replacement. He sometimes wonders if he is living someone else’s life, wearing someone else’s shoes and someone else’s name.

Simon lives with his uncle (his dead mother’s brother) and his aunt, constantly reminded that he is not their son. The specter of his mother hangs over him. His uncle only mentions her when drinking (also the only times he will call Simon a bastard) but he drinks often. Jocelyn Keating is invoked as everything from a trollop to a witch. Simon doesn’t remember enough of his mother to know if she was a witch or not. He once dared to suggest he might not be a bastard, as no one is certain of his parentage and his mother was with whatever man might be his father long enough for there to be two Simons so they might have been secretly married but that got a wine glass thrown at his head (badly aimed). His uncle did not recall the exchange afterward. A maid cleared away the broken glass.

On Simon’s eighteenth birthday he is presented with an envelope. Its wax seal has an impression of an owl and the paper is yellowed with age. The front reads:

For Simon Jonathan Keating on the occasion of the eighteenth anniversary of his birth

It had been kept in some bank box somewhere, his uncle explains. Delivered that morning.

“It’s not my birthday,” Simon observes.

“We were never certain of your birthdate,” his uncle states with a matter-of-fact dullness.
“Apparently it is to-day. Many happy returns.”

He leaves Simon alone with the envelope.

It is heavy. There is more than a letter inside. Simon breaks the seal, surprised that his uncle did not already open it himself.

He hopes that his mother has written him a message, speaking to him across time.

It is not a letter.

The paper has no salutation, no signature. Only an address. Somewhere in the country.

And there is a key.

Simon turns the paper over and finds two additional words on the reverse.

*memorize & burn*

He reads the address again. He looks at the key. He re-reads the front of the envelope.

Someone has given him a country house. Or a barn. Or a locked box in a field.

Simon reads the address a third time, then a fourth. He closes his eyes and repeats it to himself and checks that he is correct, reads it one more time for good measure and drops the paper into the fireplace.

“What was in that envelope?” his uncle asks, too casually, at dinner.

“Just a key,” Simon answers.

“A key?”

“A key. A keepsake, I suppose.”

“Hrmph,” his uncle grumbles into his wine glass.

“I might pay a visit to my school friends in the country next week-end,” Simon remarks
mildly and his aunt comments on the weather and his uncle *hrmphs* again and one anxious week later Simon is on a train, staring out the window and repeating the address to himself with the key in his pocket.

At the station he asks for directions and is pointed down a winding road, past empty fields. He does not see the stone cottage until he is on its doorstep. It is concealed behind vines and leaves, a garden left to its own devices has nearly consumed the building it surrounds. A low stone wall separates it from the road, the gate rusted shut.

Simon climbs over the wall, thorns tugging at his trousers. He pulls down a curtain of vines in order to access the cottage door.

He tries the key in the lock. It turns easily but getting inside is another matter. He pushes and shoves and clears more vines before convincing it to open at last.

Simon sneezes as he enters the cottage. Each step kicks up more dust as he walks and it floats through the low sunlight, among vine-shaped shadows twisting over the floors.

One of the more persistent vines has found its way through a window crack and curled around a table leg. Simon opens the window, allowing fresher air and brighter light inside.

Teacups are stacked in an open cupboard. A kettle hangs by the fireplace. The furniture (a table and chairs, two armchairs by the fire and a tarnished brass bed) is covered in books and papers.

Simon opens a book and finds his mother’s name inscribed inside the cover. *Jocelyn Simone Keating*. He never knew her middle name. He understands where his name originates. He is not certain he likes this cottage, but apparently it is his own now to like or dislike as he pleases.

Simon opens another window as wide as the vines permit. He finds a broom in a corner and sweeps, attempting to banish as much dust as he can as the light fades.
He does not have a plan, which now feels foolish.

Simon had thought that someone might be here. His mother, perhaps. Surprise, not dead. Witches can be hard to kill if he remembers his stories correctly. It could pass for a witch’s cottage. A studious witch with a fondness for tea.

The sweeping would be easier if he swept out the back door, so he unlatches and opens it and finds himself looking out not at the field behind the house but down a spiraling stone stair.

Simon looks out the vine-covered window to the right of the door and into the fading sunlight.

He looks back through the door. The space is wider than the wall, easily overlapping the window.

At the bottom of the stairs there is a light.

Broom in hand, Simon descends until he reaches two glowing lanterns flanking an iron grate, like a cage set into the rock.

Simon opens the cage and steps inside. There is a brass lever. He pulls it.

The door slides shut. Simon glances up at a lantern suspended from the ceiling and the cage sinks.

Simon stands bewildered with his broom as they descend and then the cage shudders to a stop. The door opens.

Simon steps out into a glowing chamber. There are two pedestals and a large door.

Both pedestals have cups set upon them. Both cups have instructions.

Simon drinks the contents of one, the taste like blueberries and cloves and night air. The dice in the other he rolls upon the pedestal, watching as they settle and then both pedestals sink into the stone.
The door opens into a large hexagonal room with a pendulum hanging from the center. It glows with dancing light from a number of lamps flanking halls that twist out of sight.

Everywhere there are books.

“May I be of assistance, sir?”

Simon turns to find a man with long white hair standing in a doorway. Somewhere further off he can hear laughter, and faint music.

“What is this place?” Simon asks.

The man looks at Simon and glances down at the broom in his hand.

“If you would come with me, sir,” the man says, beckoning him forward “Is this a library?” Simon asks, looking around at the books.

“After a fashion.”

Simon follows the man into a room with a desk stacked with papers and books. Tiny drawers with metal pulls and handwritten plaques line the walls. A cat on the desk looks up as he approaches.

“First visits can be disorienting,” the man says, opening a ledger. He dips a quill in ink. “What door did you enter through?”

“Door?”

The man nods.

“It… it was in a cottage not far from Oxford. Someone left me the key.” The man had started writing in the ledger but now stops and looks up. “Are you Jocelyn Keating’s son?” he asks.

“Yes,” Simon answers, a little too enthusiastically. “Did you know her?”

“I was acquainted with her, yes,” the man answers. “I am sorry for your loss,” he adds.
“Was she a witch?” Simon asks, looking at the cat on the desk.

“If she was she did not confide such information with me,” the man responds. “Your full name, Mister Keating?”

“Simon Jonathan Keating.”

The man inscribes it in the ledger.

“You may call me the Keeper,” the man says. “What did you roll?” “Pardon?”

“Your dice, in the antechamber.”

“Oh, they were all little crowns,” Simon explains, recalling the dice on the pedestal. He had tried to see the other pictures but only made out a heart and feather.

“All of them?” the Keeper asks.

Simon nods.

The Keeper frowns and marks the ledger, the quill scratching along the paper. The cat on the desk lifts a paw to bat at it.

The Keeper puts down the quill to the cat’s chagrin and walks to a cabinet on the other side of the room.

“Initial visits are best kept short, though you are welcome back at any time.” The Keeper hands Simon a chain with a locket on the end. “This will point you to the entrance if you lose your way. The elevator will return you to your cottage.”

Simon looks at the compass in his hand. The needle spins in the center. My cottage, he thinks.

“Thank you,” he says.

“Do please let me know if I can be of any assistance.”
“May I leave this here?” Simon holds up the broom.

“Of course, Mister Keating,” the Keeper says, gesturing at the wall by the door. Simon leans the broom against it.

The Keeper returns to his desk. The cat yawns.

Simon walks out of the office and watches the pendulum.

He wonders if he is asleep and dreaming.

He takes a book from a stack near the wall and puts it down again. He wanders down a hallway lined with curving shelves so the books surround him at all angles, like a tunnel. He cannot tell how the ones above his head manage not to fall.

He tries opening doors. Some are locked but many open, revealing rooms filled with more books, chairs and desks and tables with bottles of ink and bottles of wine and bottles of brandy. The sheer volume of books intimidates him. He does not know how one would choose what to read.

He hears more people than he sees, footsteps and whispers close but unseen. He spots a figure in a white robe lighting candles and a woman so absorbed in the book she is reading that she does not look up as he passes.

He walks through a hall filled with paintings, all images of impossible buildings. Floating castles. Mansions melded together with ships. Cities carved into cliffs. The books around them all seem to be volumes on architecture. A corridor leads him to an amphitheater where actors appear to be rehearsing Shakespeare. He recognizes it as King Lear, though the parts have been reversed so there are three sons with a tremendous old woman as their mother descending into madness. Simon watches for some time before wandering on.

There is music playing somewhere, a pianoforte. He follows the sound but cannot locate its
Then a door catches his eye. A wardrobe overflowing with books has been placed partially in front of it, leaving it half-hidden or half-found.

The door wears a brass image of a heart aflame.

The doorknob turns easily when Simon tries it.

A long wooden table occupies the center of the room, strewn with papers and books and bottles of ink but in a way that invites new work rather than suggesting work interrupted. Pillows are strewn about, on the floor and over a chaise lounge. On the chaise lounge there is also a black cat. It stands and stretches and jumps down, leaving through the door that Simon has opened.

“You are quite welcome,” he calls after the cat but the cat says nothing and Simon returns his attention to the now catless room.

Along the walls there are five other doors. Each one is marked with a different symbol. Simon closes his door behind him and finds an identical heart on its opposite side. The other doors have a key, a crown, a sword, a bee and a feather.

Between the doors there are columns, and thin bookshelves suspended from the ceiling like swings, the books stacked flat on their sides. Simon cannot fathom how one might reach the highest shelves until he realizes they are strung on pulleys, able to be raised or lowered.

There are lamps over each door, burning brightly save for the door with the key which is completely extinguished and the door with the feather that has been dimmed.

A piece of paper slides out from under the door with the feather.

Simon picks it up. There is soot on the outside which blackens his fingers. The words on the paper are written in wobbling, childlike penmanship.
Hello.

Is there some one behind this door

or are you a cat?

There is a drawing of a rabbit beneath.

Simon turns the doorknob. It sticks. He inspects the lock and finds a latch which he turns and then tries again. This time the door submits.

It opens into a dark room with bare walls. No one is there. He looks around the back of the door but sees only darkness.

Confused, Simon closes the door again.

He turns the note over.

He takes a quill from the table, dips it in an inkwell and writes a response.

I am not a cat.

He folds the paper and slides it under the door. He waits. He opens the door again.

The note is gone.

Simon closes the door again.

He turns his attention to a bookcase.

Behind him, the door swings open. Simon cries out in surprise.

In the doorway there is a young woman with brown hair piled in curls and braids around silver filigree bunny ears. She wears a strange knit shirt and a scandalously short skirt over blue trousers and tall boots. Her eyes are bright and wild.
“Who are you?” this girl who has materialized out of nothingness asks. The note is clutched in her hand.

“Simon,” he says. “Who are you?”

The girl considers this question longer, tilting her head, the bunny ears tilting toward the door with the sword.

“Lenore,” Eleanor answers, which is a touch of a lie. She read it in a poem once and thought it prettier than Eleanor, despite the similarity. Besides, no one ever asks her name so this seems a good opportunity to try out a new one.

“Where did you come from?” Simon asks.

“The burned place,” she says, as though that is sufficient explanation. “Did you write this?” She holds out the note.

Simon nods.

“When?”

“Moments ago. Was that from you, the message on the other side?” he asks, though he thinks the handwriting looks too juvenile for this to be true, he wonders about the rabbit ears.

Eleanor turns over the note and looks at the awkward letters, the loopy rabbit.

“I wrote this eight years ago,” she says.

“Why would you slip such an old note under the door just now?”

“I put it under the door right after I wrote it. I don’t understand.”

She closes the feathered door with a frown. She walks to the other side of the room.

Somewhere in the interim Simon notices that she is quite pretty, despite the eccentricities of her wardrobe. Her eyes are dark, almost black, her skin a light brown and there is a hint of something foreign to her features. She seems as unlike the girls his aunt sometimes parades at
him as it is possible to be. He tries to imagine what she would look like in a gown, and then what she would look like without a gown, and then he coughs, flustered.

She looks at each of the doors in turn.

“I don’t understand,” she says to herself. She turns and looks at Simon again. No, stares at him, scrutinizing him from his hair to his boots. “Are there any bees in here?” she asks him. She starts looking behind the bookshelves and under the pillows.

“Not that I have seen,” Simon tells her, reflexively looking under the table. “There was a cat, earlier, but it departed.”

“How did you get here?” she asks him, catching his eyes from beneath the other side of the table. “Down here, I mean, the place not the room.”

“Through a door, in a cottage—”

“You have a door?” Eleanor asks. She sits down on the floor amongst the chairs, cross-legged, looking at him expectantly.

“It is not mine, precisely,” Simon clarifies. Though he supposes it is, if the cottage is his. A strange inheritance. He sits as well, pushing a chair out of the way, so they sit facing each other in a forest of chair legs with a table canopy.

“I thought most of the doors were gone,” Eleanor confides.

Simon tells her about his mother, about the envelope and the key and the cottage. She listens intently and he adds as much detail as he can think to. The wax seal on the envelope. The vines on the cottage. She wears a curious expression as he describes the cage-like elevator but does not interrupt.

“Your mother was here?” Eleanor asks when he has brought the story through the door and into the room in which they now sit.
“Apparently.” Simon thinks this might better than a letter, to have spaces she occupied and books she read.

“What did she look like?” Eleanor asks.

“I don’t remember,” Simon answers, and suddenly wishes to change the subject. “I have never met a girl who wears trousers before,” he says, hoping she does not take offense.

“I can’t climb things in a dress,” Eleanor explains, as though stating a simple fact.

“Climbing is not for girls.”

“Anything is for girls.”

Her expression is so serious it makes him consider the statement. It runs counter to everything his uncle says about girls but he thinks perhaps his uncle does not know as much about girls as he lets on, and his aunt has very particular ideas about what constitutes ladylike.

He wonders if he has stumbled upon a place where girls do not play games, where there are not unspoken rules to follow. No expectations. No chaperones. He wonders if his mother was like that. Wonders what makes a woman a witch.

They continue volleying questions and answers back and forth, sometimes so many at once it is like juggling to answer one and then another and more in between. Simon tells her things he has never told anyone. He confides fears and exposes worries, thoughts falling from his lips that he dared not speak aloud but it is different here, with her.

She tells him about the place. About the books and the rooms and the cats. She has a tiny jar of honey in her bag and she lets him taste it. He expects sweetness but it is more than that, rich and golden and smoky.

Simon is lost for words, licking honey from his fingers, thinking thoughts he cannot express and is certain would be inappropriate if he could.
Eleanor does not know what to make of this boy with his frilly shirt and buttoned jacket. Is he a boy or a man? She is not sure how to tell the difference. He pronounces his r’s strangely. She is not certain if he is handsome, she has little reference for such things, but she likes his face. There is an openness in it. She wonders if he has no secrets. He has brown eyes but his hair is blond, she has read so many books where blond hair goes with blue eyes that she finds it incongruous. His face is so much more than hair and eye color, she wonders why books do not describe the curves of noses or the length of eyelashes. She studies the shape of his lips. Perhaps a face is too complicated to capture in words.

Eleanor reaches out and touches his hair. He looks so surprised that she pulls her hand back.

“I’m sorry,” she says.

“It’s alright.” Simon reaches out and takes her hand in his. His fingers are warm and honey-sticky. Her heart is beating too fast. She tries to remember books with boys in frilly shirts to guess at how she is meant to behave. All she can remember is dancing, which seems inappropriate, and embroidery, which she does not know how to do. She probably shouldn’t be staring but he is staring back so she does not stop.

They continue to talk, sitting hand in hand. Eleanor traces tiny circles in his palm with her fingertips as they discuss the Harbor, the hallways, the rooms, the cats. The books.

“Do you have a particular favorite?” Simon asks.

Eleanor considers this. It is not a question she has ever been asked, but a book comes to mind.

“I do. I… I do. It’s…” Eleanor pauses. “Would you like to read it?” she asks instead of trying to explain it. Books are always better when read rather than explained.
"I would, very much so," Simon answers.

"I can get it and you can read it and then we could talk about it. If you like it. Or if you don’t, I would want to know why, exactly. It’s in my room, would you come with me?"

"Of course."

Eleanor opens the door with the feather.

"I’m sorry it’s so dark," she says. She takes a metal rod from her bag and presses something that makes it glow brightly, steady and white. She shines it into the darkness and Simon can see the crumbling remains of the room, the burnt books. There is a scent like smoke.

Eleanor steps out of one room and into the other.

Simon follows and walks directly into a wall. When the stars behind his eyes from the impact clear he looks out at the darkness he had seen before, the burned room and the girl both gone.

Simon pushes against the darkness but it is solid.

He knocks upon it, as though the darkness were a door.

"Lenore?" he calls.

She will come back, he tells himself. She will fetch the book and return. If he cannot follow, he can wait.

He closes the door and rubs his forehead.

He turns his attention to the bookshelves. He recognizes volumes by Keats and Dante but the other names are unfamiliar. His thoughts keep returning to the girl.

He runs his fingers over the velvet pillows piled on the chaise lounge.

The feathered door opens and Eleanor enters, a book in her hand. She has changed her clothing, she wears a dark blue shirt that drapes over her shoulders with a long pink scarf looped around her neck.
When her eyes meet his she starts, the door swinging shut behind her. She stares at him, wide-eyed.

“What happened?” Simon asks.

“How long was I gone?” she asks.

“A moment?” Simon had not thought to measure the time, distracted by his thoughts.

“No more than ten minutes, surely.”

Eleanor drops the book and it falls, fluttering open and then closing again on the ground near her feet. Her hands fly to her face and cover her mouth and Simon, at a loss for what to do, retrieves the book, looking curiously at its gilded cover.

“Whatever is the matter?” he asks. He resists the urge to flip through the pages though the temptation is there.

“Six months,” Eleanor says. Simon does not understand. He raises an eyebrow and Eleanor scowls in frustration. “Six months,” she repeats, louder this time. “Six months this room has been empty every time I’ve opened that door and today here you are again.”

Simon laughs, despite her seriousness.

“That’s absurd,” he says.

“It’s true.”

“It’s nonsense,” Simon declares. “You’re playing at something. One does not simply disappear for moments and claim to be vanished for months on end. Here, I’ll show you.”

Simon turns to the door with the heart and steps into the hallway, book in hand.

“Come and see,” he says, turning back to the room, but it is empty. “Lenore?”

Simon steps into the room but there is no one. He looks at the book in his hands. He closes the door and opens it again.
He could not have imagined a girl.

Besides, if there was no girl, where did the book come from?

He turns it over in his hands.

He reads because the reading soothes his nerves.

He waits for the door to open again, but it does not.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins finds *Sweet Sorrows* exactly where Dorian said it would be, inside the pocket of his paint-splattered coat, thrown over the back of a chair in his room where he had left it after he arrived.

He didn’t even notice. The book is small enough to be slipped into the pocket of a coat without its wearer noticing, especially if said wearer were cold and confused and intoxicated. Zachary feels he should remember. The missed intimacy annoys him.

It’s the first chance he’s had to check, returning to his room after who knows how many hours watching Dorian though he didn’t say another word while Zachary sat and read his book of fairy tales, growing more confused by mentions of the Starless Sea and what seemed like several different Owl Kings. Rhyme relieved him from his watch but he couldn’t follow her explanation of where Mirabel had gone and he now thinks he should have asked her to write it down and wonders if that’s allowed.

His own room feels comfortable and familiar, the fire burning merrily again. He thinks maybe the bed has been made but it’s so fluffy it’s difficult to tell. The Kitchen has sent back his clothes, including his suit, folded and spotless.

He sends his forgotten coat down to see if they can help with that and decides he should probably eat something.

Moments later the bell dings and he finds the Kitchen has taken his request for “all the dumplings” literally but the assortment proves as delicious as it is intimidatingly vast. Single
dumplings in countless varieties are presented on individual covered dishes, some accompanied by dipping sauces. Each ceramic cover has a painted scene: a figure going on a journey, the same simple figure repeated on each piece surrounded by a different environment. A forest full of birds. A mountaintop. A nighttime city.

Zachary cannot manage to visit even half of the dumpling destinations so he leaves the rest covered, hoping they will maintain their respective temperatures.

He starts a collection of the blue glass sparkling water bottles along a shelf. Maybe he can find candles to put in them. He’s not opposed to making himself comfortable. He’s already comfortable. The kind of comfortable that involves occasionally laying down on the bathroom tile and reminding oneself to breathe.

With his bag back he has his own clothes again but they are not as nice as the clothing from the room. Even comparing his regular glasses against the borrowed ones gives a slight advantage to the newer pair.

He finds an electrical outlet by one of the lamps and plugs in his phone, though the effort feels futile.

He sits by the fire and pages through Sweet Sorrows again, relieved to be reunited with it. There are more missing pages than he remembers. Maybe he should show the book to Mirabel. He pauses at the bit about the son of the fortune teller. Not yet. Well, he’s here now. He’s made it to the Harbor even if he hasn’t found the Starless Sea. Now what?

Maybe he could trace the book backwards. Where was it before? He remembers his long ago library clue. From the library of… somebody. He closes his eyes and tries to picture the piece of paper Elena gave him after Kat’s class, donated by… something foundation… dammit. There was a J, he thinks. Maybe.
Keating. The name comes back to him but he can’t remember the initials. He can’t believe he forgot to bring the piece of paper along.

One thing is certain: he’s not going to find his next move here unless his next move is a nap.

Zachary tucks Sweet Sorrows in his bag, sends his dishes back to the Kitchen and asks for an apple (it sends a silver bowl filled with yellow apples touched with spots of soft blushing pink) and sets off into the wilds of the Harbor again.

He tries not to use his compass but he has no idea what direction he’s moving at any given time. He finds a room filled with tables and armchairs, some set in individual alcoves around the room and a large empty space with more chairs and a cascading fountain in the middle.

In the bottom of the fountain there are coins, some he recognizes and others are unfamiliar, piles of wishes resting under softly bubbling water. He thinks of the fountain full of keys and the key collector from Dorian’s book and wonders what happened to him.

No one ever saw him again.

He wonders if anyone is wondering what happened to him yet. Probably not.

Beyond the fountain is a hall with a lower ceiling, its entrance obscured by a bookshelf and an armchair. He has to move the chair to proceed. The hall is dimly lit with closed doors and as Zachary walks he realizes what is strange about it. It is not the relative lack of books or cats, rather the doors along the hall have no doorknobs, no handles. Only locks. He pauses at one and pushes but it doesn’t budge. A closer inspection of the wood around the door reveals streaks of black char around the edges. There’s a hint of smoke in the air, like a long extinguished fire. There’s a spot on the door where the doorknob had been, a vacancy has been plugged with a piece of newer, unburnt wood. Something moves in the shadows at the other end of the hall again, too big to be a cat, but when he looks there’s nothing there.
Zachary walks back the way he came, toward the fountain, and choses a different hall. It is more brightly lit but “brightly” is a comparative term here. Every space has light enough to read by and little more.

He wanders aimlessly, avoiding going back to check on Dorian and mildly annoyed that so much of his mind is occupied by thinking about it (him).

He passes a painting of a candle and he could swear it flickers as he passes so he investigates and it is not a painting at all but a frame hung on the wall around a shelf, a candle in a silver candlestick set inside and flickering. He wonders who lit it.

A meow behind him interrupts his wondering. Zachary turns to find a Persian cat staring at him, its squished face contorted in a skeptical glare.

“What’s your problem?” he asks the cat.

“Meoowrrrr,” the cat says in a hybrid meow-growl implying that it has so many problems it does not even know where to begin.

“I hear you,” Zachary says. He looks back at the candle, dancing in its frame.

He blows it out.

Immediately, the picture frame shudders and moves downward. The whole wall is moving, from the picture frame down, sinking into the floor. It stops when the bottom of the frame reaches the tiled ground, the extinguished candle halting at cat-eye-level.

In the vacancy where the frame had been is a rectangular hole in the wall. Zachary looks down at the cat who is more interested in the candle, batting at a curl of smoke.

The opening is large enough for Zachary to step through but there’s not enough light. Most of the light here comes from a fringed lamp on a table across the hall. Zachary pulls the lamp as close to the newfound hole in the wall as its cord will allow, wondering how the electricity works.
down here and what happens if it goes out.

The lamp consents to coming close to the opening but not all the way in. Zachary rests it on the floor and leans it, fringe delighting the cat, so it tilts toward the opening. He steps over the not-painting and inside.

His shoes crunch over things on the floor that are known only to the darkness and Zachary thinks maybe it’s better that way. The lamp is doing an admirable job of illuminating but it takes his eyes awhile to adjust. He pushes his borrowed glasses up closer to the bridge of his nose.

He realizes that the room is not getting brighter because everything within it is burnt. What he’d guessed to be dust is ash, settled over the remains of what was and Zachary recognizes precisely what was, before, some indeterminable amount of time before he arrived.

The desk in the center of the room and the dollhouse atop it have been burned into blackness and rubble.

The dollhouse has collapsed into itself, the roof caving into the space below. Its inhabitants and surroundings have been incinerated and left to memories. The entire room is filled with charred paper and objects burnt beyond recognition.

Zachary reaches up to touch a single star suspended on a somehow-intact string from the ceiling and it falls to the floor, lost amongst the shadows.

“Even tiny empires fall,” Zachary says, partly to himself and partly to the cat who peers over the top of the picture frame from the hall.

In response, the cat drops out of sight.

Zachary’s shoes crunch over burnt wood and broken bits of a world that was. He walks toward the dollhouse. The hinge that once opened the house like a door is intact and he unlatches it, the hinge breaking with the movement and the facade falling onto the table, leaving the
interior exposed.

It is not as thoroughly destroyed as the rest of the room but it is burnt and blackened. Bedrooms are indistinguishable from living rooms or kitchen. The attic has fallen into the floor below and taken most of the roof along with it.

Zachary spots something in one of the burnt rooms. He reaches in and lifts it from the ruins. A single doll. He wipes the soot from it on his sweater and holds it up to the light. It’s a girl doll, maybe the daughter of the original doll family, painted and porcelain. Cracked, but not broken.

Zachary leaves her standing upright in the ashes of the house.

He’d wanted to see it as it was. The house and the town and the city across the sea. The multitude of additions and overlapping narratives. He’d wanted to add something to it, maybe. To make his own mark on the story. He hadn’t realized how much he’d wanted to until faced with the reality that he cannot. He can’t decide if he’s sad or angry or disappointed.

Time passes. Things change.

He looks around the room, the larger room that now houses a single girl standing in the ashes of her entire world. There are strings where stars or planets may once have hung from the ceiling, little wisps like spider’s webs. He can see now that there is more that has survived whatever conflagration consumed the room. A shipwreck in one corner that was once an ocean, a length of train track along the side of the table, a grandfather clock falling from the window of the main house, and a deer, black from its hooves to its tiny antlers, but intact, watching him from a shelf with glassy pinprick eyes.

The walls are covered with former wallpaper curled up in strips like birch bark. Next to the shelf with the deer is a door with no doorknob and he wonders if it is the same one he passed by
earlier.

The room suddenly feels more like a tomb, the scent of burnt paper and smoke stronger.

In the hall the lamp falls, either of its own volition or aided by the cat. The bulb breaks with a soft cracking noise and takes the light with it, leaving Zachary alone in the dark with the charred remains of a miniature universe.

He closes his eyes and counts backwards from ten.

Something inside him expects to open his eyes and find himself back in Vermont but he is exactly where he was ten seconds earlier, but he can see a little bit of light now, guiding him.

He climbs out of the opening in the wall, careful not to trip on the broken lamp. He replaces it on the table and does his best to sweep the pieces of broken glass out of the way.

There are a few votive candles tucked into bookshelves and he uses one to re-light the taper in its frame. The frame moves back up into place as soon as the candle is lit, the wall closing away the remains of the doll universe again.

“Meowr,” the Persian cat says, suddenly at his feet.

“Hey,” Zachary says to the cat. “I’m going to go this way,” he tells the cat, pointing down the hall to the left, a decision he makes as he vocalizes it. “You can come if you want, if not, no big deal. You do you.”

The cat stares up at him and twitches its tail.

The hall to the left is short and dim and opens into a room surrounded by columns composed of marble statues, figures nakedly supporting the ceiling in twisting combinations of twos and threes though the statues seem more focused on each other than their architectural function.

The ceiling is gilded and set with dozens of tiny lights, casting a warm glow over the frozen marble orgy beneath it.
Zachary glances over his shoulder and the cat is following him but when he looks it stops and licks a paw nonchalantly as though it is not following him at all and just happens to be heading in the same direction.

Zachary continues down another hall leading away from the columned room with two more statues beyond. One statue peers into the room and the other turns away, covering its marble eyes.

The cat finds something and bats it around, watching it skitter across the floor. The object loses its appeal quickly, though, and the cat gives it a final bat and continues on its way. Zachary goes to see what the object is and finds an origami star with one bent corner. He puts it in his pocket.

Eventually Zachary finds himself at the Heart, more or less by accident. The door to the Keeper’s office is open but the Keeper doesn’t look up until Zachary knocks on the open door.


“He’s asleep but he seems okay. And… I broke a lamp, in one of the halls. I can clean it up if you have a broom or something.” His eyes fall on an old-fashioned twig broom sitting in a corner.

“That will not be necessary,” the Keeper says. “I shall have it taken care of. Which hallway?”

“Back that way and around,” Zachary says, indicating the way he came from. “Right near a picture frame with a real candle in it.”

“I see,” the Keeper says, writing something down. His tone is just odd enough that Zachary decides to pry, thinking that maybe he’s too polite as a general rule.
“What happened to the dollhouse room?” he asks.

“There was a fire,” the Keeper replies without looking up, seemingly unsurprised that Zachary had found it.

“I’d gathered that,” Zachary says. “What caused it?”

“An accumulation of unforeseen circumstances,” the Keeper says. “An accident,” he adds when Zachary does not immediately respond. “I cannot describe the details of the event because I did not witness it myself. Is there anything else I might help you with?”

“Where is everyone?” Zachary asks, the annoyance obvious in his voice but the Keeper does not look up from his writing.

“You and I are here, your friend is in his room, Rhyme is likely watching him or attending to her duties and I do not know where Mirabel’s current location, she keeps her own counsel.”

“That’s it?” Zachary asks. “There’s five of us and… cats?”

“That is correct, Mister Rawlins,” the Keeper says. “Would you like a number for the cats? It might not be accurate, they are difficult to count.”

“No, that’s okay,” Zachary says. “But where… where’d everyone go?”

The Keeper pauses and looks up at him. He looks older, or sadder, Zachary can’t tell which. Maybe both.

“If you are referring to our former residents, some left. Some died. Some returned to the places that they came from and others sought out new places and I hope that they found them. You are already acquainted with those of us who remain.”

“Why do you remain?” Zachary asks.

“I remain because it is my job, Mister Rawlins. My calling, my duty, my raison d’être. Why are you here?”
Because a book said I was supposed to be, Zachary thinks. Because I’m worried about going back because of crazy ladies in fur coats who keep hands in jars. Because I haven’t figured out the puzzle yet even though I don’t know what the puzzle is.

Because I feel more alive down here than I did up there.

“I’m here to sail the Starless Sea and breathe the haunted air,” he says and the echoed statement earns a smile from the Keeper. He looks younger when he smiles.

“I wish you the best of luck with that,” he says. “Is there anything else I might help you with?”

“The former residents, was one of them named Keating?” Zachary asks.

The Keeper’s expression shifts now to something that Zachary can’t read.

“There have been multiple bearers of that name within these halls, Mister Rawlins.” “Did… did any of them have a library?” Zachary asks. “Upstairs?” “Not that I am aware of.”

“When were they here?”

“Very long ago, Mister Rawlins. Before your time.”

“Oh,” Zachary says. He tries to think of other questions and doesn’t know what to ask. Sweet Sorrows is in his bag and he could show it to the Keeper but something makes him hesitate.

He’s tired, suddenly, and as a candle gutters on the Keeper’s desk the smoke sends his thoughts back to the dollhouse and the destruction of the universe and he thinks maybe he should go lay down or something.

“Are you feeling alright, Mister Rawlins?” the Keeper asks.

“I’m okay,” Zachary says and it tastes like a lie. “Thank you.”

He winds his way through halls that seem darker and emptier. The underground feeling
presses on him. So much stone between here and the sky. So much heaviness hanging above his head.

His room feels like a pocket of safety as he reaches it, and as soon as he crosses the threshold he steps on something that has been slipped under his door.

He moves his shoe. Beneath it is a folded piece of paper.

Zachary reaches down and picks it up. There’s a Z on the outside, the fancy sort crossed with a line in the middle. Apparently it’s meant for him.

There are four lines of text inside, in handwriting he doesn’t recognize. It doesn’t seem like a letter or a note. He thinks it might be a fragment of a poem or a story.

Or a puzzle.

_The Queen of the Bees has been waiting for you_

_Tales hidden within to be told_

_Bring her a key that has never been forged_

_And another made only of gold_
Simon knows it has been hours. He is tired and hungry and recalls that he’d packed food for this purpose and left his bag in the cottage and brought a broom instead which now seems impractical. He doesn’t believe Lenore’s claim that so much time had passed but she has not returned and now he is half-asleep and her book is quite strange and he is not certain he likes any of this.

He wonders about his mother, that she hid such a place in a cottage in the country.

Reluctantly he follows his compass back to the entrance hall.

He tries to open the door but it is locked.

He tries again, giving the handle an extra push.

“You cannot take that with you,” a voice says behind him. He turns to finding the Keeper standing in his doorway, beyond the swinging pendulum. It takes Simon a moment to realize the Keeper refers to the gold-edged book in his hand.

“I wanted to read it,” Simon explains, though it seems obvious. What else would he want to do with a book? Though it is not quite true. He wants to do more than read it. He wants to study it. He wants to savor it. He wants to use it as a window to see inside another person. He wants to take the book into his home, into his life, into his bed because he cannot do the same with the girl who gave it to him.

There must be a formal book lending process here, he thinks.

“I would like to borrow this book, if I may,” he says.

“You must leave something in its place,” the Keeper tells him.
Simon furrows his brow and then points at the broom still resting by the office door. “Will that do?”

The Keeper considers the broom and nods.

He goes to the desk and inscribes Simon’s name on a piece of paper and ties it to the broom.

The cat on the desk yawns and Simon yawns in response.

“The title of the volume?” the Keeper asks.

Simon looks down at the book, even though he knows the answer.

“Sweet Sorrows,” he replies. “It doesn’t have an author listed here.” The Keeper looks up at him.

“May I see that?” he asks.

Simon hands him the book.

The Keeper looks it over, studying its binding and endpapers.

“Where did you find this?” he asks.

“Lenore gave it to me,” Simon answers. He assumes he does not need to tell the Keeper who Lenore is, as she is rather memorable. “She said it is her favorite.”

The expression on the Keeper’s face is strange as he hands the book to Simon.

“Thank you,” he says, relieved to have it back.

“Your compass,” the Keeper responds with an open palm, and Simon stares blankly for a second before taking the golden chain from his neck. He almost asks if something is wrong, or about Lenore, or any of his many questions but none of them will consent to being articulated.

“Good night,” he says instead and the Keeper nods and this time when Simon tries to leave the door opens for him without protest.

He falls asleep standing up in the cage as it ascends, jolted back to half-awake when it stops.
The lantern-lit stone room looks the same as before. The door leading back into the cottage is still open.

Moonlight shines through the cottage windows. Simon cannot guess what time it might be. It is cold and he is too tired to light a fire but grateful for his coat.

He collapses on the bed without clearing the books from it, *Sweet Sorrows* clutched in one hand.

It falls to the floor as he sleeps.

Simon wakes disoriented with book-shaped bruises along his back. He does not remember where he is or how he got there. The morning light drifts through the vines. A still-open window squeaks on its hinges as the wind tugs at it.

The memory of the key and the cottage and the train seeps back into his cloudy thoughts. He must have fallen asleep. He had the strangest dream.

Half-wondering, half-doubting, he tries the door at the back of the cottage but it sticks, probably held shut by the tangling vines outside.

He builds a fire in the hearth.

He doesn’t know what to do with this space and these books, these things that his mother presumably left for him.

He finds a long, low trunk behind the bed. The lock is rusted shut but so are the hinges and a good kick with the heel of his boot manages to break them both. Inside there are faded papers and more books. One of the documents is the deed to the cottage made out in his name and including a great deal of the surrounding land. He looks through the rest for some missive from his mother, annoyed that she would have anticipated his eighteenth birthday and his finding of this place without addressing him personally, and he finds most of the other papers inscrutable:
snippets of notes and papers that seem like fairy tales, long rambling things about reincarnation and keys and fate. The only letter is not one from his mother but one written to her, a rather ardent missive signed from someone named Asim. The thought crosses Simon’s mind that this might well be from his father.

He wonders, suddenly, if his mother knew she was going to die. If she was preparing this in anticipation of her absence. It is not a thought he has entertained before and he does not like it.

He has an inheritance. A dusty, book-filled, vine-infested one. It is something to call his own. He wonders if he could live here. If he would want to. Perhaps with carpets and better chairs and a proper bed.

He sorts through books and stacks myths and fable on one side of the table, histories and geographies on the other and leaves volumes he cannot differentiate in the middle. There are books of maps and books written in languages he cannot read. Several are marked with annotations and symbols: crowns and swords and drawings of owls.

He finds a small volume by the bed that is not as dusty as the others and when he recognizes it he drops it again. It falls onto the pile of books, barely distinguishable from the rest.

It was not a dream.

If the book was not a dream, the girl is not a dream.

Simon goes to the back door and pushes it. Shoves it. Throws all his weight into his shoulder to force it open and this time it relents.

Here now is the stair again. The lanterns at the bottom.

The metal cage waiting for him.

The descent is maddeningly slow.

There are no pedestals in the antechamber this time. The door allows him entrance without
The Keeper’s office is closed and Simon hears the door open as he heads down a corridor but he does not look behind him.

It is difficult to locate the door with the heart again without his compass. He takes wrong turns and doubles back again and again. He climbs stairs made of books.

Finally he finds a familiar turn, and then the shadowed nook and the door with its burning heart.

The room beyond it is empty.

He tries the feather door but it insists on opening into nothingness. He closes the door again.

She could return at any moment.

She might never return.

Simon paces around the table. When he tires of pacing he sits on the chaise lounge, first angling it so he can face the door. He wonders how long that cat had been waiting for someone to release it.

He tires of sitting and goes back to pacing.

He picks up a quill from the table and considers writing a letter and slipping it under the door.

He wonders what to write that would be of any use. He thinks he understands now why his mother did not leave him any letters. He cannot even tell Lenore what time or day he was here waiting as he does not have available measurements for time. He realizes how difficult it is to determine the passage of time without sunlight.

He puts the quill down.

He wonders how long is an appropriate time to wait for a girl who may or may not have been
a dream might be. Wonders if he could have dreamed a girl in a real place or if the place again is a dream and then his head hurts so he thinks perhaps he should find something to read instead of continuing to think.

He regrets leaving *Sweet Sorrows* in the cottage. He looks through the books on their shelves. Many are unfamiliar and strange. A heavy volume with footnotes and a raven on its cover pulls his attention more than the others, and he finds himself so drawn into its tale of two magicians in England that he loses track of time.

Then the door with the feather opens, and she is here.

Simon puts the book down. He does not wait for her to say anything. He cannot wait, he is too afraid that she will vanish again and never reappear. He closes the distance between them as quickly as he can and then he kisses her desperately, hungrily, and after a moment she kisses him back in equal measure.

Kissing, Eleanor thinks, is not done any justice in books.

They peel off each other’s clothes in layers. He curses at the strange clasps and fasteners on her garments while she laughs at the sheer number of buttons on his own.

He leaves her bunny ears on.

It is easier to be in love in a room with closed doors. To have the whole world in one room. In one person. The universe condensed and intensified and burning, bright and alive and electric.

But doors cannot stay closed forever.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins stands in front of a statue of a woman covered in bees wondering if it takes a crown to make a queen.

This is the only identity he can think of for the Queen of the Bees from his newfound quest (is this a side quest or a main quest? the voice in his head ponders) but he doesn’t know how to give her keys. He searched the marble statue for keyholes and found nothing but cracks, not that he has keys to give. He’s stuck on the never-forged part and he’s not sure where to find a gold key. Maybe he should sort through all the jars in the Keeper’s office, or find the room with the keys from *Sweet Sorrows* and he realizes the keys in the jars might be those same keys, put into storage.

He inspected every bee, investigated the entire marble chair the woman sits upon and found nothing. Maybe there’s another woman somewhere who rules the bees. The bees aren’t even part of the statue, they’re carved from a different stone in a warmer appropriate honey color and they’re all moveable. They all might belong somewhere else. Some of them have moved since the first time Zachary saw this statue.

Zachary places a single bee on each one of the woman’s open palms and leaves her alone to think whatever thoughts statues think when they are alone underground and covered with bees.

He chooses a new-to-him hall, pausing at a contraption that looks like a large old-fashioned gum ball machine filled with metallic orbs of various shades. Zachary turns the ornate handle and the machine dispenses a copper sphere. It is heavier than it looks and once Zachary figures
out how to open it he finds a tiny scroll tucked inside that unfurls like ticker tape with a surprisingly long tale written upon it about lost loves and castles and crossed destinies.

Zachary tucks the empty copper ball and the now-tangled story in his bag and continues down the hall until he reaches a large staircase that leads down to an expansive space. A massive ballroom, utterly empty. Zachary tries to imagine how many people it would take to fill it with dancers and revelry. It is taller than the Heart, its soaring ceilings disappearing into shadows that could be mistaken for night sky. Tall fireplaces line the walls, one of them lit and the rest of the light comes from lanterns hanging from chains strung along the walls. He wonders if Rhyme lights them in case someone passes through the room, or in case someone wants to dance, or if they light themselves, in giddy flaming anticipation.

As he walks across the ballroom, Zachary feels more acutely that he has missed something. He has arrived too late, the party is over. If he had opened that painted door so long ago would he already have been too late then? Probably.

There is a door on the far wall, past the fireplaces and beyond a stretch of dark open archways. Zachary opens the door and finds someone else in the midst of the post-party emptiness.

Mirabel is curled up amongst racks filled with bottles, in a window-like nook on a wall with no window in a wine cellar with more than enough wine for all the parties that are not occurring in the ballroom. She wears a long-sleeved black dress that could probably be described as slinky if it wasn’t so voluminous. It obscures her legs and the stacks of wine below her and part of the floor. She has a glass of sparkling wine in one hand and her nose is buried in a book and as Zachary gets closer he can read the cover. *A Wrinkle in Time*.

“I was annoyed about not remembering the tesseract technicalities,” Mirabel says without
looking up, though she continues without clarifying any specifics regarding space or time.

“You may be interested in knowing that the damage due to an electrical fire in the basement of a private club in Manhattan was extensive but controlled and did not spread to neighboring buildings. They might not even have to tear it down.”

She rests her book on a nearby wine bottle, open to keep her page marked, and looks down at him.

“The building was, reportedly, unoccupied at the time,” she continues. “I’d like to know where Allegra is before I take you back up, if that’s alright with you.”

Zachary thinks it likely doesn’t matter whether or not it is alright with him, and again finds himself in no great hurry to return to the surface.

“Who’s the Queen of the Bees?” he asks.

Mirabel looks at him quizzically enough for him to be certain that she didn’t write the note, but then she shrugs her shoulders and points behind him.

Zachary turns. There are long wooden tables with benches tucked amongst the racks of wine, and other window-like nooks in the stone walls, the largest of which holds the massive painting that Mirabel is pointing at.

It is a portrait of a woman in a low-cut, wine-red gown holding a pomegranate in one hand and a sword in the other. The background is a textured darkness with the light coming from the figure herself. It reminds Zachary of a Rembrandt painting, the way she glows within the shadows. The woman’s face is entirely obscured by a swarm of bees. A few of the bees have wandered downward to investigate the pomegranate.

“Who is she?” Zachary asks.

“Your guess is as good as mine,” Mirabel says. “It has rather heavy Persephone overtones.”
“Queen of the Underworld,” Zachary says, staring at the painting, trying to figure out how to give it keys and failing. He wishes the pomegranate had a keyhole painted into it, that would be whimsical and appropriate.

“You’re well-read, Ezra,” Mirabel remarks, sliding down from her window perch.

“I’m well-mythed,” Zachary corrects. “When I was a kid I thought Hecate and Isis and all the Orishas were friends of my Mom’s, like, actual people. I suppose in a way they were. Still are. Whatever.”

Mirabel lifts an open bottle of Champagne from an ice bucket on one of the tables. She holds it up and offers it to Zachary.

“I’m more of a cocktail guy,” he says, though he is also of the opinion that sparkling wine is an anytime beverage and appreciates Mirabel’s style.

“What’s your poison?” she asks as she refills her glass. “I owe you a drink, and a dance, and other things, I’m sure.”

“Sidecar, no sugar,” Zachary replies, distracted by the deck of cards sitting next to the Champagne.

Mirabel slinks over to the wall on the other side of the painting, her gown following behind. She taps a part of the wall that opens, revealing a hidden dumbwaiter.

Zachary returns his attention to the cards.

“Are these yours?” he asks.

“I shuffle them compulsively more than I read them,” she says. “I’m surprised there aren’t more down here, they’re basically stories in pieces that can be re-arranged.”

Zachary flips a card, expecting a familiar tarot archetype but the image on the card is a strange one: a black-and-white anatomical sketch surrounded by a swirl of watercolor blood.
The title is appropriate for the illustration: a single lung, not a pair. The watercolor blood looks like it is moving, swirling into the lung and out again.

Zachary puts the card back on top of the pile.

A chime sounds from the door on the wall, startling him.

“Does your mother read cards?” Mirabel asks as she hands him a chilled coupe glass, its rim distinctly un-sugared.

“Sometimes,” Zachary says. “People tend to expect it so she’ll lay out some cards when she reads but she mostly holds objects and gets impressions from them. It’s called psychometry.”

“She measures souls.”

“I guess so, if you’re into direct translations.” Zachary takes a sip of his sidecar. It is quite possibly the most perfect sidecar that Zachary has ever tasted and he wonders how perfection can be so disconcerting.

“The Kitchen is an excellent mixologist,” Mirabel says in reply to his litany of facial expressions. “As I was saying, we should lay low. Pun not entirely intended. Don’t tell me you can’t find anything to occupy yourself with, or anyone for that matter.” Mirabel continues before Zachary can protest the statement. “To think if you’d picked up a different library book you wouldn’t be here right now. I’m sorry you lost it.”

“Oh,” Zachary says “I had it the whole time. Dorian had put it in my coat.” He takes Sweet Sorrows from his bag and hands it to Mirabel. “Do you know where it came from?”

“It could be one of the books from the Archive,” she says, flipping through the pages. “I’m not certain, only acolytes are allowed in the Archive. Rhyme would know more but she probably won’t tell you, she takes her vows seriously.”
“Who wrote it?” Zachary asks. “Why am I in it?”

“If it is from the Archive it was written down here. I’ve heard that the records kept in the Archive aren’t exactly chronological. Someone must have removed it and brought it topside. That might be why Allegra was looking for it, she likes keeping things locked up.”

“Is that what she’s doing, trying to keep it locked?” “She thinks locking it away will keep it safe.” “Safe from what?” Zachary asks.

Mirabel shrugs.

“People? Progress? Time? I don’t know. She might have succeeded if it wasn’t for me. There were only real doors once upon a time and she’d closed so many before I figured out that I could paint new ones and now she tries to close those, too. Close it away and keep it from harm.”

“She talked a lot about eggs and keeping them from breaking.”

“If an egg breaks it becomes more than it was,” Mirabel says, after considering the matter. “And what is an egg, if not something waiting to be broken?”

“I think the egg was a metaphor.”

“Can’t make an omelet without breaking a few metaphors,” Mirabel says. She closes *Sweet Sorrows* and hands it back to Zachary. “If it does belong in the Archive I don’t think Rhyme would mind if you kept it, as long as it stays down here.”

As she turns to refill her wine glass Zachary notices an addition to the numerous chains around her neck.

A layered series of chains with a gold sword much like the one around his own neck, accompanied by a key and a bee.

“Is that necklace gold?” Zachary asks, pointing. Mirabel looks at him curiously and then
glances down at the key.

“I think so. It’s gold-plated, at least.”

“Did you wear it to the party last year?”

“I did, you reminded me with your origin story in the elevator. I’m glad it was useful.

Useful jewelry is the best kind of jewelry.”

“Can… can I borrow the key?”

“You don’t have enough jewelry already?” Mirabel says, looking at his compass and his keys and Dorian’s sword hanging like a talisman.

“Look who’s talking.”

Mirabel narrows her eyes and sips her wine but then she reaches up behind her neck to undo the clasp. She untangles the chain with the key from the rest of her neckwear and hands it to him.

“Don’t melt it down,” she says, letting it drop into his open palm.

“Of course not. I’ll bring it back.”

Zachary puts the necklace in his bag.

“What are you up to, Ezra?” Mirabel asks and he almost tells her but something stops him. “I’m not sure yet,” he says. “I’ll let you know if I find out.” “Please do,” Mirabel says with a curious smile.

Zachary picks up her glass of wine from the table and takes a sip of it. It tastes like winter sun and melting snow, bubbles bright and sharp and bursting.

_There is a story here for each bubble in each bottle, in every glass in every sip._

_And when the wine is gone the stories will remain._

Zachary isn’t certain if the voice is the normal voice in his head or another voice entirely, if maybe Mirabel’s wine is made of stories like her weird tin filled with not-mints.
He isn’t certain about anything.

He isn’t even certain that he minds not being certain about anything.

He downs the rest of his sidecar to wash the story-voices away and when it settles there is a question on his tongue instead.

“Max, where’s the sea?”

“The what?”

“The sea. The Starless Sea, the body of water on which this place is a Harbor.”

“Oh,” Mirabel says, frowning into her fizzing glass. Zachary waits for her to tell him that the Starless Sea is a bedtime story for children or that the Starless Sea is a state of mind or that there is no Starless Sea at all and there never was but she doesn’t. She stands and says: “This way.” She plucks the Champagne bottle from the table and walks out of the wine cellar and into the ballroom.

Zachary follows, leaving his empty glass next to a deck of cards that would tell him the whole story if he laid them out in the proper order.

Mirabel leads him through the shadowed arches near the door to the wine cellar that are so dark Zachary had not noticed the stairs beyond them. He cannot see more than an arm’s length in front of him as they descend. He stays two stairs behind Mirabel in order not to step on the hem of her gown and even in that two-stair distance she practically vanishes into the shadows.

“How far down is it?” he starts to ask but the darkness takes the word How and volleys it back to him: how how how how how.

The darkness, he understands now, is very, very large.

The stairs terminate at a long low wall carved into the rock, short columns rising up from the raw stone floor.
Zachary glances back up the stairs where six archways of light stare out into the dark.

“So you wish to see the Sea,” Mirabel sing-songs, looking out over the wall into the darkness, and Zachary cannot tell if she is talking to him or to herself or to the darkness that he assumes is a cave. The cave answers: See see sea sea sea.

“Where is it?” Zachary asks.

Mirabel steps closer to the stone wall and looks over. Zachary stands next to her and looks down.

The light from the ballroom catches an expanse of raw stone before the rock tapers off into nothingness and shadow. Zachary can just make out his silhouette alongside Mirabel’s but the light doesn’t reach anything resembling water or waves.

“How far down is it?”

In response to this question Mirabel takes the Champagne bottle and tosses it out into the darkness. Zachary waits for it to crash against the rock or splash into the sea he doesn’t believe is there but it does neither. He keeps waiting. And waiting.

Mirabel sips her wine.

After a time that would be more appropriately measured in minutes than seconds there is the softest sound far, far below, so far that Zachary cannot tell if the sound is breaking glass or not. The echo picks it up half-heartedly and carries it partway back as though the effort is too great to bring such a small sound so far.

“The Starless Sea,” Mirabel says, gesturing with her glass both at the abyss below and the darkness above, devoid of stars.

Zachary stares out into the nothingness, not knowing what to say.

“These used to be the beaches,” Mirabel tells him. “People would dance in the surf during the
parties.”

“What happened?”

“It receded.”

“Is… is that why people left or did it recede because people left?”

“Neither. Both. You could try to point out any particular moment that started the exodus but I think it was just time. The old doors were crumbling long before Allegra and company started tearing them down and displaying doorknobs like hunting trophies. Places change. People change.”

She takes another sip of her wine and Zachary wonders if she’s thinking of someone in particular but he doesn’t ask.

“It’s not what it was,” Mirabel continues. “Please don’t feel bad about missing the heyday, the heyday was over and the tide was out long before I was born.”

“But the book…” Zachary begins not knowing quite what he’s going to say and then Mirabel cuts him off.

“A book is an interpretation,” she says. “You want a place to be like it was in the book but it’s not a place in a book it’s just words. The place in your imagination is where you want to go and that place is imaginary. This is real,” she places her hand on the wall in front of them. The stone is cracked near her fingers, a fissure running down the side and disappearing into a column. “You could write endless pages but the words will never be the place. Besides, that’s what it was. Not what it is.”

“It could be that again, couldn’t it?” Zachary asks. “If we fixed the doors, people would come.”

“I appreciate that we, Ezra,” Mirabel says. “But I’ve been doing this for years. People come
but they don’t stay. The only one who ever stayed is Rhyme.”

“The Keeper said all of the old residents left or died.” “Or disappeared.”

“Disappeared?” Zachary repeats and the cavern around them echoes his echo, breaking the word into fragments and picking its favorite. *Appear appear appear.*

“Do me a favor, Ezra,” Mirabel says. “Don’t wander too far down.”

She turns and kisses him on the cheek and walks up the stairs.

Zachary takes one last look over the darkness and then he follows her.

He knows their conversation is over before he reaches the top, but she gives him a little parting tip of her empty glass when he walks past and continues across the expansive ballroom.

He can feel her watching as he goes and he doesn’t turn around. He does a little pirouette in the middle of the empty dance floor and he hears her laugh as he continues on.

Everything feels okay, suddenly, even in the ballroom emptiness and the crackling of one fire that should be a dozen.

Maybe everything is burning, has burned, will burn.

Maybe he shouldn’t drink things down here, as a general rule.

Maybe, he thinks as he ascends the stairs at the far end of the ballroom, there are more mysteries and more puzzles down here than he can ever hope to solve.

As Zachary reaches the top of the stairs a shadow passes by the end of the hall and he can tell by the hair that it’s Rhyme. He tries to catch up but she manages to stay ahead of him.

He watches as she dims some lamps and ignores others.

Curious both in general and about where Rhyme goes when she’s not floating through the halls lighting candles, Zachary continues to follow her from a good distance.
He follows her down a hall filled with delicate carvings and large statues as she lights candles held out for her by marble hands.

Rhyme stops abruptly and Zachary steps back into a shadowed alcove, tucked behind a life-sized statue of a satyr and a nymph frozen in an impressively acrobatic embrace. He can see Rhyme through a window of thigh and arm. She’s stopped in front of a carved stone wall. She reaches up and presses something against it and the wall slides open.

Rhyme steps inside and the wall slides back into place behind her, like the wall behind the candle painting.

Zachary goes to look at the wall but he can’t see the door now that it is closed. The carved pattern in the stone is all vines and flowers and bees.

*Bees.*

Most of the carving is raised but the bees are reversed, highly detailed bee-shaped vacancies in the stone.

He tries to remember where Rhyme had pressed the door and finds a single bee.

She must have had a bee to place in it. Like a key.

Maybe this is the acolyte-access-only archive Mirabel mentioned.

The wall moves again and Zachary ducks behind the statue.

Rhyme comes out from the wall and touches the door again. She does have something in her hand, something small and metallic that Zachary guesses is bee-shaped.

In her other hand is a book.

Rhyme waits for the door to close and then she turns around. She looks over at the statue of the nymph and her satyr and she holds up the book. She puts it down on one of the tables.

Rhyme looks at the statue again, pointedly, then walks away.
Zachary goes to pick up the book. He can’t decide if this turn of events makes him better or worse at following people.

This book is small and gilded. It looks like *Sweet Sorrows* but bound in dark blue. There are no markings on the cover or the back or any indication which is which.

The text inside is handwritten. Zachary thinks at first that it might be a diary but then the first page has a title.

*TThe Ballad of Simon & Eleanor*
They cannot stay in this room forever. They know that, but they do not discuss it, distracted by tangled naked limbs and untangling and finding new ways to tangle them again. They find a bottle of wine tucked behind a stack of books but there is no door to the Kitchen here and eventually one of them will have to leave.

The practical worries tug at the buoyancy Simon feels but he pushes them back in his mind as long as he can. He presses his face into Eleanor’s neck and focuses on her, on her skin, the way she smells, the way she laughs, the way she feels beneath him and above him.

They lose track of relative time.

But untracked time leads to problems of hydration and starvation.

“What if we could leave together through one of the other doors?” Eleanor suggests as she pulls on her strangely striped stockings, looking around at the bee and the key and the sword and the crown.

The bee door refuses to budge. The sword door doesn’t have a knob, something Simon had not noticed before. The crown door opens onto a pile of solid stone, the hall beyond it has collapsed. A few stray pebbles roll into the room before Simon closes the door again.

Which leaves only the door with the key.

It is locked but Eleanor uses the metal pieces on her necklace to coerce it open.

Beyond it is a curving hall filled with bookshelves.

“Do you recognize it?” Simon asks.

“I’d have to look around more,” Eleanor says. “A lot of the halls look the same.”
She puts a hand out and nothing stops its passage forward.

“You try,” she suggests and Simon repeats the gesture. Again, nothing prevents his hand from moving from room to hall.

They look at each other. There is nothing else to do. There are no other options.

Simon offers his hand and Eleanor links her fingers in his.

Together they step into the hall.

Eleanor’s fingers vanish within Simon’s own like mist.

The door swings shut behind him with a slam.

“Lenore?” Simon calls but he knows she is gone. He tries the door, a matching key inlaid on this side, and finds it is locked. He knocks but receives no response.

His mind races with options and settles on nothing satisfactory. He decides to try to find his own door, his door with the heart, because that door is unlocked.

Simon traverses maze-like halls and sees nothing familiar for some time. He finds a table laid out with fruit and cheese and biscuits and stops to eat as much as he can and stuffs several biscuits and a plum into the pockets of his coat.

Soon he finds himself back in the Heart.

He knows how to reach the heart-marked door from here and he rushes there only to find that its doorknob has been removed. A plug of wood occupies the vacancy its removal has left. The keyhole is similarly filled.

Simon goes back to the Heart.

The door to the Keeper’s office is closed but opens as soon as Simon knocks.

“How may I be of assistance, Mister Keating?” the Keeper asks.

“I need to get into a room,” Simon explains. He sounds out of breath, as though he has been
running. Perhaps he was, he does not remember.

“There are a great many rooms here, Mister Keating,” the Keeper says. “I must request that you be more specific.”

Simon explains the location of the door, describes the flaming heart upon it.


“That door wasn’t locked before,” Simon protests. “I need to get back to Lenore.”

“Who?” the Keeper asks, and now Simon senses that the Keeper understands perfectly well what is going on. He has mentioned Lenore before, when he took *Sweet Sorrows* home. He doubts the Keeper’s memory is so poor.

“Lenore,” Simon repeats. “She lives down here, she is my height, she has dark hair and brown skin and she wears silver rabbit ears. You must know who I mean. There is no one like her, not anywhere.”

“We have no resident by that name,” the Keeper says, coolly. “I’m afraid you must be confused, young man.”

“I am not confused,” Simon insists, his voice louder than he intended. A cat on a chair in the corner wakes from its nap and glares at him before stretching and jumping down and exiting the office.

The Keeper’s glare is worse than the cat’s.

“Mister Keating, what do you know about time?” he asks.

“Pardon?”

The Keeper adjusts his spectacles and continues.

“I will assume what you know of time is based on how it works above, where it is measurable and relatively uniform. Here, in this office and the places nearest to the anchor in the
center of the Heart, time works much the same as it does up there. There are… places…

farther and deeper from this location that are less reliable.”

“What does that mean?” Simon asks.

“It means if you encountered someone whom I have no record of if is because they have not

been here yet,” the Keeper explains. “In time,” he adds, to clarify.

“That’s absurd.”

“The absurdity of the matter does not make it less true.”

“Let me back in that room, please, sir,” Simon pleads. He does not know what to make of

all this talk of time, he wishes only to return to Lenore. “I am begging you.”

“I cannot. I am sorry, Mr. Keating, but I cannot. That door has been

closed.” “Unlock it, then.”

“You misunderstand me,” the Keeper says. “It has not been locked, it has been closed. It will

no longer open, not for any key. It was a necessary precaution.”

“Then how do I find her again?” Simon asks

“You may wait,” the Keeper suggests. “It may be a period beyond waiting, I cannot say.”

Simon says nothing. The Keeper sits at his desk and straightens a pile of books. He brushes a

layer of blotting powder from his open ledger.

“You may not believe me, Mister Keating, but I understand how you feel,” the Keeper says.

Simon continues to protest and argue with the Keeper but it is the most infuriating type of

argument as nothing he says, nothing he does including kicking chairs and throwing books, has any effect on the Keeper’s impervious calm.

“Nothing can be done,” the Keeper says, repeatedly. He looks as though he dearly wants a cup

of tea but does not want to leave Simon to his own devices. “It must have been a rift in time
that you stumbled upon. Such things are volatile and must be sealed.”

“I was going into the future?” Simon asks, trying to understand. A clandestine underground library is one thing, traveling through time is another.

“Possibly,” the Keeper answers. “More likely you were both passing through a space that had loosened itself from the bounds of time. A place where time did not exist.”

“I don’t understand.”

The Keeper sighs.

“Think of time as a river,” he says, drawing a line in the air with his finger. He wears several rings and they glint in the light. “The river flows in one direction. If there is an inlet along that river the water within it does not flow the same way as the rest of the river. The inlet does not follow the same rules. You found an inlet. Sometime, months or perhaps years from now, this girl you speak of finds the same inlet. You both stepped out of the river of time and into another space. A space in which neither of you belonged.”

“Are there other spaces like that? Other inlets, down here?” “Your line of thinking is not wise. Not in the least.”

“So there is a way to find her, it is possible.”

“I suggest you go home, Mister Keating,” the Keeper says. “Whatever you are seeking here you will not find it.”

Simon scowls. He looks around at the office, at the wooden drawers with their brass handles and the leather chairs with their fancy pillows. There are several compasses on their chains in a dish on the desk. His broom, his mother’s broom, rests against the wall by the door. On one pillow a cat is curled up as though it is asleep but it has one eye half-open and fixed on him.

“I appreciate the advice, sir,” Simon tells the Keeper. “But I will not be taking it.”
Simon takes one of the compasses from the dish on the desk and turns on his heel, walking briskly but not running, walking deeper into the depths toward the Starless Sea and looking back only once to be certain that the Keeper has not followed him. There is nothing behind him but books and shadows.

Simon consults the compass and continues on, always making certain the needle points away from the Heart and out into the unknown.

Out where time is less reliable.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins sits on a faded leather sofa far below the surface of the earth, at a time that might be very late at night, next to a crackling fireplace, reading.

The book that Rhyme left for him is entirely handwritten. Zachary has only managed a few pages so far. It’s slow, reading a handwritten book. Additionally, he’s not certain what language it is written in. If he unfocuses his eyes the letters jumble into something he doesn’t recognize as a language, which is headache inducing and frustrating. He puts the book down and moves a lamp so he can see better.

He tries to sort through how this book connects to everything else. He’s certain that the girl who is also a rabbit is the same one that fell through the memory of a door in Sweet Sorrows, and the narrative has just moved out of the Harbor on the Starless Sea to introduce a Keating.

Zachary yawns. If he’s going to read the whole book he’s going to need caffeine.

His normal Kitchen-writing pen has wandered off likely due to cat interference so he looks for another one. There are usually a few on the mantel beneath the bunny pirates. He moves a candle and a paper star and something falls to the ground.

He reaches to pick up the plastic hotel keycard and his hand freezes, mid-air. Took you long enough, the voice in his head remarks.

Zachary hesitates, deciding between all the mysteries in need of investigation.

He puts the key in his pocket and leaves the room.

The halls are dim, it must be later than he’d thought. He takes a wrong turn, trying to
remember how to reach his destination.

He finds himself in a familiar tiled hall. He stops at a door that practically disappears into the darkness. He stands indecisively in front of it. There is a line of light visible underneath.

Zachary knocks on Dorian’s door once and then again and is about to leave when the door swings open.

Dorian looks at him—no, through him—eyes wide yet tired and Zachary thinks maybe he was asleep but then realizes that he’s fully dressed but badly buttoned and barefoot and there’s a glass of scotch in his hand.

“You have come to kill me,” Dorian says.

“I—what?” Zachary answers but Dorian continues without pausing, narrating.

“…the Owl King said. ‘I have?’ the sword smith’s daughter asked.”

“Are you really, really drunk right now?” Zachary asks, looking past Dorian at the nearly empty decanter on the desk.

“‘They find a way to kill me, always. They have found me here, even in dreams.’” Dorian turns back to the room on the word here, the scotch in his glass following a half-second behind and splashing out the side.

“You are really, really drunk right now.”

Zachary follows Dorian as he continues telling the story, partly to him and partly to the room in general. Fortunes & Fables sits open on the desk next to the scotch. Zachary glances at it and sees that it is open to the story about the three swords, the illustration of an owl atop a pile of books on a tree stump covered in candles, the illustrator having ignored the part about the beehive.

“A new king will come to take my place,” Dorian says behind him. “‘Go ahead, it is your
He holds out the glass and Zachary takes the opportunity to remove it from his hand, placing it down on the desk out of harm’s way.

Zachary had secretly wanted another story time with Dorian but this is not what he’d had in mind. He stands and watches and listens, through the decapitation of the owl and the disintegrating crown and despite the peculiarities of the telling and state of the storyteller it feels real, realer now than when he read the same words on the page. Like it all actually happened once upon a time.

“Then she woke, still in the chair by the fire in her library.”

Dorian punctuates the sentence by collapsing into his own chair by the fire. His head lolls against the back of the armchair and his eyes close and stay closed.

Zachary moves to check on him but as soon as he reaches the chair Dorian leans forward and continues as though the story had not paused at all.

“Oh the shelf where the sword had been there was a white-and-brown owl perched on the empty case.” Dorian points to a bookshelf behind Zachary and Zachary turns, expecting to see the owl and he does. Amongst the books there is a small painting of an owl with a golden crown hovering above its head.

“The owl remained with her for the rest of her days,” Dorian whispers into Zachary’s ear before he slumps back into the chair.

Even this intoxicated he’s a very good storyteller.

“Who is the Owl King, really?” Zachary asks after the post-story silence.

“Shh…” Dorian replies, lifting a hand to Zachary’s mouth to shush him. “We can’t know that yet. When we know it will mean we’re at the end of the story.”
His fingers hang on Zachary’s lips for a moment before his hand falls, a moment that tastes of scotch and sweat and turning pages.

Dorian’s head rests on the tall back of the armchair and late night drunken story time is over.

Zachary takes his cue to leave, pausing at the desk to pick up the almost-empty glass of scotch. He drinks what remains, partially so Dorian won’t finish it himself if he wakes since he’s probably had enough but mostly because Zachary wants to taste what Dorian has been tasting. Smooth and smoky and little bit melancholy.

Zachary closes the door as softly as he can, leaving Dorian mostly-asleep and possibly dreaming in his chair by the fire in his personal corner of this not-quite-library, wishing there was a cat around to keep a watchful eye.

Zachary isn’t sure where he’s going even though his destination is set in his mind, or at least it had been when he’d left his room originally, how long ago was that? Storytime has confused his sense of actualtime. Maybe he wanted company.

When he reaches the Heart it is darker than he’s seen it before, only a few bulbs on the various chandeliers are lit.

The door to the Keeper’s office rests ajar. A slice of light falls into the darkened Heart. Zachary can hear the voices from inside and it strikes him that he has never overheard a conversation in this place before, or thought that anyone could hear his own conversations for that matter, despite the endless corners and hallways and perfectly placed locations for eavesdropping.

He moves closer because it is the direction he was headed anyway, wondering if unintentional eavesdropping counts as eavesdropping.

“This isn’t going to work.” The Keeper’s voice is low and something is different about it. It
has lost the formal edge that it has carried in all of Zachary’s conversations with him.

“You don’t know that.” Mirabel’s voice replies.

“Do you know differently?” the Keeper asks her.

“He has the book,” Mirabel says in response and the Keeper says something else but Zachary cannot hear the reply.

Zachary steps closer to the office, hidden in the shadows, actively eavesdropping now. He can see only a sliver of the office, a fragment of shelves and parts of books, the corner of the desk, the tail of the ginger cat. Shadows interrupt the light from the lamps, moving parts of the space from dark to light to dark again. He can make out the Keeper’s voice again.

“You should not have gone there,” he says. “You should not have gotten Allegra involved—”

“Allegra was already involved,” Mirabel interrupts. “Allegra’s been involved ever since she started closing off doors and possibilities along with them. We’re so close—”

“All the more reason not to provoke her.”

“There wasn’t another way. We needed him, we needed that”—Zachary can see part of Mirabel’s arm move as she indicates something across the room but he cannot see what—

“and the book has been returned. You’ve given up, haven’t you?”

The pause goes on so long that Zachary wonders if the office has another door that Mirabel might have left through but then the Keeper’s voice breaks the silence, his tone changed, his voice lower.

“I don’t want to lose you again.”

Surprised, Zachary moves and his sliver of visible room fragment shifts.

The curve of Mirabel’s back as she sits on the corner of the desk, facing away from him. The Keeper standing, his hand reaching out and sliding over her neck and her shoulder, slipping the
sleeve of her dress down as he moves closer, brushing his lips against the newly bared skin.

“Maybe this time will be different,” Mirabel says softly.

The ginger cat meows in the direction of the door and Zachary turns away and walks quickly down the closest hall, continuing until he’s certain no one has followed, wondering at how easy it is to miss things even when they’re happening right in front of you.

He turns and looks over his shoulder and there in the middle of the hallway is his squish-faced Persian friend.

“Do you want to keep me company?” Zachary asks and the request sounds sad. Part of him wants to go back to his own bed and part of him wants to go curl up in a chair next to Dorian and another part of him doesn’t know what he wants.

The Persian cat stretches and approaches and stops by Zachary’s feet. It looks up at him expectantly.

“Ok then,” Zachary says and with the cat by his side he winds his way through halls and rooms filled with other people’s stories until they reach the garden filled with sculptures.

“I think I figured it out,” Zachary tells the cat. The cat does not reply, preoccupied with the inspection of a statue of a fox about its own size frozen mid-leap, its multiple tails sweeping down along the ground.

Zachary turns his attention to a different statue.

He stands in front of the seated woman with her multitude of bees and wonders who sculpted her. Wonders how many corners of this place her bees have wandered off to, placed in pockets or assisted in their journeys by cats.

He wonders if anyone ever looked at her and thought she wanted something other than a book in her open palms.
Wonders if she ever had a crown.

Wonders who left her that glass of wine.

Zachary places the golden key from Mirabel’s necklace in the statue’s right hand.

He puts his plastic hotel key card in her left hand.

Nothing happens.

Zachary sighs.

He is about to ask the cat if it is hungry and is questioning how firm the ‘don’t feed the cats’ rule might be when the buzzing starts.

It comes from within the statue. A buzzing, humming sound.

The woman’s stone fingers begin to move, curling closed over the keys. A single bee tumbles from her arm and onto the floor.

There is a scraping sound, followed by a heavy mechanical thunk.

But the statue, keys clasped in her hands, does not move again.

Zachary reaches out and touches her hand. It is closed around the key as though it had been carved that way.

Nothing else has changed, but there was the noise.

Zachary walks around the statue.

The back of the stone chair has slid down into the floor.

The statue is hollow.

There’s a staircase below her.

At the bottom of the staircase there is a light.

Zachary looks back at the cat sitting beneath the feet of the hovering marble fox, curled in a multitude of tails. The only tail that twitches is the cat’s.
The cat meows at him.

Maybe all moments have meaning.

Somewhere.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins steps inside the Queen of the Bees and descends further into the depths.
Eleanor does not know what to do with the baby.

The baby cries and eats and cries some more and sometimes sleeps. The order or duration of these activities has no logical progression.

She expected the Keeper to be more helpful but he is not. He does not like the baby. He refers to it as the child and not by name, though Eleanor herself is at fault for that because she has not yet given the baby a name.

(Eleanor used to be the child herself. She does not know when that stopped or what she is now if she is something else.)

The baby does not require a name. There are no other babies to confuse it with. It is the only one. It is special. Unique. It is the baby. Sometimes the child, but it is very much a baby.

Before the baby was born Eleanor read all the books she could find about babies but books did not prepare her for the actual baby. Books do not scream and wail and fuss and stare.

She asks the Keeper questions but he does not answer them. He keeps the door to his office closed. She asks the painter and the poets and they help for hours at a time, the painter more than the poets, allowing her to slip into too-short dreamless sleeps but eventually it is always her and it, alone together.

She writes notes to the Kitchen.

She is not certain the Kitchen will reply. She sometimes wrote it tiny notes when she was younger, it would not always respond. If she wrote Hello, it would write Hello in return and it would answer questions but once Eleanor asked who it was down there cooking and preparing
and fixing things but that note went unanswered.

She sends her first baby-related inquiry with trepidation, relieved when the light turns on.

The Kitchen provides excellent responses to her questions. Detailed lists of things to try. Politely worded encouragements and suggestions.

The Kitchen sends up bottles of warm milk for the baby and cupcakes for Eleanor.

The Kitchen suggests she read to the baby and Eleanor feels stupid for not trying that before. She misses *Sweet Sorrows* and regrets giving it away. She feels sorry for pulling pages out, all the bits she didn’t like when she first read it. She wonders if she would like those parts better now if she could read them again but they are lost, folded into stars and thrown in dark corners like her old nightmares. She tries to remember why it was she did not like them. There was the part about the stag in the snow that made her heart hurt, and the bit about the rising sea and someone lost an eye but she does not recall who. She thinks now it is silly to be upset by the fates of characters who do not exist to the point of ripping out pages and hiding them away but it made sense to her at the time. This place made more sense when she was a rabbit, sneaking through the darkness like she owned it, like the world was hers. She can’t remember when that changed.

Perhaps she herself is a page that was torn from a story and folded up into a star and thrown into the shadows to be forgotten.

Perhaps she should not steal books from hidden archives only to rip out their pages and then give them away, but it is too late to change any of that now and a beloved book is still beloved even if it was stolen to begin with and imperfect and then lost.

Eleanor remembers most of *Sweet Sorrows* well enough to repeat parts of it to the baby, the stories about the pirate, the dollhouse, the bit about the girl who fell through a door that seems so
familiar she sometimes thinks she lived it, though she read it so many times it almost feels as though she did.

The Kitchen sends a stuffed rabbit with soft brown fur and floppy ears.

The baby likes the bunny more than it likes most things.

Between the bunny and the reading Eleanor manages to find some calm, even if it is often temporary.

She misses Simon. She is done crying, though she spent plenty of nights and days sobbing once she had been convinced there was no getting back into the room and that even if she did she would never see Simon again.

She knows she will never see him again because the Keeper told her as much. She will never see him again because he never saw her again. The Keeper knows because he was there. Has always been here. He mumbled something about time and waved her away.

Eleanor thinks the Keeper understands the past better than he understands the future.

She never felt she belonged here and now she feels it doubly so.

She looks for Simon in the baby’s face but finds only hints of him. The baby has her dark hair though it is pale when not screaming. She wanted so badly for the baby to have Simon’s blondish hair but none of the books suggest that a baby’s hair color changes from black to something else after a certain time. Eye color might, but right now they stay squeezed shut so much Eleanor isn’t certain what color they are.

She should give it a name.

It feels like too much responsibility, to give someone else a name.

“What should I name it?” she writes to the Kitchen.

When the light comes on and Eleanor opens the door there is not a tray or a card but a scrap
of paper that looks as though it was torn from a book with a single word written on it.

_Mirabel._
Vermont, 2 weeks ago

The bar is dimly lit with vintage bulbs that cast a candle-like glow over its glassware and its occupants. Additional light filters in from the windows despite the late hour, the street lamps illuminating the snow to day-like brightness.

A man whose name is not Dorian sits alone at a table in a corner, his back to the wall. The wall sports a pair of deer antlers, a taxidermied pheasant and a portrait of a young man hung as a traitor in a war no one living now remembers. The still-living man in front of the painting faces out toward the rest of the bar in a way that suggests he is watching the entire space and not one other table in particular.

One person in particular.

The drink he is nursing was suggested by the waitress when he requested something scotch-forward and he forgets its clever name but there is maple involved.

He has an open book but he is not reading (he has already read it). It merely allows him to keep his gaze focused in the direction of a table of three across the way, the view only partially obscured by the occasional patron lingering near the bar, a massive piece of marble that looks as though it was rescued from a much older building.

Two young women (one he has seen already, in the morning in the snow) and a marginally older man. He had questioned the nature of the relationship earlier but the more he follows and the more he watches the more he sees and the more he wants to know.

The two women are the couple, if he is reading body language and eye contact correctly. He
catches a hand placed on a thigh that confirms his suspicions and he is pleased with himself despite the fact that he has done this before, many times, in many bars, and he is long past the point of being proud of a well-developed skill. He is good at this. Has always been good at this, reading people like books from across dimly lit rooms.

The women he can read. The one with the very short hair talks quickly, emphasizes her points with her hands, looks around at the rest of the bar more than the other two. The other woman is more subdued, comfortable and relaxed, she’s slipped her feet from her boots under the table and Dorian is momentarily envious. She’s at home in this space, with these people, though she listens in a particularly attentive way. She knows the other two but not as well as she would like to.

Then there’s the man.

He’s facing almost-away, the light catching his profile when he lifts his cocktail glass, his expression lost entirely when he turns, a shadow of snow-damp curls.

Dorian had expected a boy. A student. A handful of collegiate cliches. This is a man. A young man, but a man. An intriguing man. A man who studies video games of all things.

Looking at him now he can’t see it. He cannot read the handful of facts on the man in front of him. He had thought social anxiety and hermit earlier but that’s not what he’s looking at. The shyness is a minor discomfort that vanished halfway through the first round of drinks. He listens more than he talks but when he does talk there is nothing awkward about his manner. He occasionally pushes his glasses up the bridge of his nose and appears to be drinking a sidecar though he must have asked for it to be served without a sugared rim.

A man he can’t read. It is as vexing as having a book he cannot touch. An all too familiar frustration.
“How’s the book?”

Dorian looks up to find the waitress at his shoulder, refilling his water. She probably swooped by to check the level of his drink: half-full, or half-empty, depending on optimism. He glances at the book in his hands. *The Secret History*. He has quietly longed for relationships with the type of intensity of those within its pages, regardless of the bacchanalian murderousness, but never found it and has now reached an age where he expects he never will. He has read the book seven times already but he does not tell the waitress that.

“It’s very good,” he says.

“I started that bird one but I couldn’t get into it.”

“This one’s better,” Dorian assures her, coolly enough to shut down the flirtation. Some but not all of the warmth fades from her smile.

“Good to know,” she says. “Let me know if I can get you anything.”

Dorian nods and returns his attention to just above the top of his book. He thinks the group he is looking at does not have the level of camaraderie as the characters in his hand but there’s something there. Like each of them individually is capable of the intensity if not the murder but this is not the right grouping. Not quite. He watches their table, watches the hand gestures and the arriving food and watches something make all three of them laugh and he smiles despite himself and then hides his smile in his drink.

Every few minutes he performs a cursory perusal of the room. Pretty good crowd, probably because there are only a handful of bars in this town. He glances at the Tenniel illustration of a gryphon over the bar and wonders if anyone ever names bars after the Mock Turtle.

Below the sign, amongst a knot of other patrons, a girl who looks a touch familiar lifts her arm in a gesture meant to attract the bartender’s attention but as her arm moves over a tray of
glasses waiting to be delivered to a table Dorian sees the purpose of the motion. The almost-invisible trail of powder that settles into the sidecar with no sugar below and dissolves into the liquid.

   The girl leaves without getting the bartender’s attention at all, slipping first into an anonymous cluster of drinkers and then out the door. Don’t stay to watch. He knows that one. He used to break that particular rule occasionally, to be certain. These newer recruits don’t take the time to see the nuances around the guidelines. Certainty is worth bending rules for.

   He could let it go.

   He has performed similar actions himself, many times. And worse. He thinks of the last time—the last time—and his hands start to shake. For a moment he is in a different city in a dark hotel room and nothing is going according to plan and everything he thought he knew is wrong and his world tilts and then he collects himself again. He puts down his book.

   He wonders if the powder in this particular glass is the low-grade amnesia version or the serious stuff. Either would be undetectable, leave its recipient woozy in an hour or two, followed by passing out and waking up terribly hungover or not waking up at all.

   Dorian rises from his chair as a waitress picks up the tray and by the time he reaches it he has decided both that it probably is the serious stuff and that it doesn’t matter.

   It is simple to knock into the waitress, to send the tray and its contents crashing to the floor, simple to apologize for fabricated clumsiness, to offer to assist and be waved away, to return to his table as though that was always his destination and not his point of origin.

   How did everything lead to this? One book, one man. Years of mystery and tedium and now things insist on happening all at once.

   He’s too interested already. He knows that.
Why did he have to be interesting?

The unexpectedly interesting young man gets up from his table, leaving the two women chatting. He turns and walks to the back of the bar, something in his face changes as soon as he’s out of sight of the table. Not a drunkenness but a dreaminess, a not-quite-there, lost-in-thought fog, maybe with a bit of worry thrown in. Curiouser and curiouseer.

Dorian glances back at the table and one of the women is looking right at him. She breaks eye contact immediately and continues talking, writing something down on a cocktail napkin. But she saw him. Watched him watching.

Time to go.

He puts his book away and slides more than enough cash for his single cocktail and a good tip under his empty glass. He’s outside in the snow avoiding the puddles of light from the street lamps by the time Zachary Ezra Rawlins returns to his table.

Dorian can see the table from here, a hazy shadow through a frosted pane of glass but distinct from the other shadows moving through the space.

He knows better than this. He shouldn’t be here. He should have walked away a year ago, after a different night in a different city when nothing went according to plan.

*How many dramas are unfolding around us right at this very moment?* Again

his hands start to shake and he shoves them in the pockets of his coat.

Something broke then but he’s here now. He doesn’t know where else to go. What else to do. He could leave. He could run. Keep running. Continue hiding. He could forget all this. This book, his book, the Starless Sea, all of it.

He could.

But he won’t.
As Dorian stands in the snow with shaking, near-frozen fingers and scotch-warmed thoughts, watching Zachary through the glass he isn’t thinking about everything that’s inevitably about to happen.

He’s thinking *Let me tell you a story.*
Book IV

Written in the Stars
There is a stag in the snow.

Blink and he will vanish.

Was he a stag at all or was he something else?

Was he a sentiment hanging unspoken or a path not taken or a closed door left unopened?

Or was he a deer, glimpsed amongst the trees and then gone, disturbing not a single branch in his departure?

The stag is a shot left untaken. An opportunity lost.

Stolen like a kiss.

In these new forgetful times with their changed ways sometimes the stag will pause a moment longer.

He waits though once he never waited, would never dream to wait or wait to dream.

He waits now.

For someone to take the shot. For someone to pierce his heart.

To know he is remembered.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins descends a narrow staircase beneath a statue, a Persian cat following at his heels. The stairs below his feet are ragged and irregular, one crumbles as he steps on it and he slips down three more, reaching out to the sides to catch his balance.

Behind him the cat mews and gracefully navigates its way over the remains of the broken stair, stopping again when it reaches him.

“Show off,” Zachary says to the cat. The cat says nothing.

*Show off*, a voice repeats from somewhere below. An echo, Zachary thinks. A clear, delayed echo. That’s all.

He almost believes it, too, but the cat’s ears fold back and it hisses at the shadows and Zachary goes back to not knowing what to believe.

He descends the remaining stairs carefully, relieved when the cat continues with him.

On a ledge at the bottom is a lamp, the handled kind that might once have contained a genie but is currently occupied only by burning oil. Strings and pulleys surround it along with a mechanism that looks like a flint near the flame. It must have been lit automatically when the door opened.

The lamp is the only light in the space so Zachary picks it up by its curved handle. As he lifts it a golden disc beneath raises and the strings and pulleys move. Muffled clanking comes from within the walls and then there is a spark in the shadows. Another lamp lit at the far end of a dark hall, a bright spot like a firefly guiding the way forward.
Zachary walks down the hall with the lamp, the cat following.

Halfway down the hall the light catches on a key on a ring hanging from a hook on the wall.

Zachary reaches out and takes the key.

“Meoowrrr,” the cat remarks, in approval or dissent or indifference.

Zachary takes the key and the lamp farther down the hall and the cat and the darkness follow.

Near the end of the hall is an alcove with a lamp that matches the one in his hand.

Beyond the lamp is an arched door of smooth stone, unmarked save for a keyhole.

Zachary slides the key on its ring into the keyhole and it clicks and turns. Zachary pushes on the stone and opens the door.

His lamp and the one on the wall flicker.

The cat hisses at the space beyond the door and bolts back down the hallway.

Zachary listens as the cat flies back up the stairs, hears the crumbling stone of the broken steps crumbling further, and then nothing.

He takes a deep breath and steps into the room.

It smells like dirt and sugar, like Mirabel’s perfume.

The lamp light falls on pieces of stone columns and carved walls.

In front of him is a pedestal, a podium, with a golden disc on it.

Zachary places the lamp on the disc and it lowers with the weight. A clanking sound follows.

Around the room lamps hanging from the columns spark to life. A few remain unlit, their lanterns missing or perhaps just out of oil.

Beyond the columns the room is lined with long horizontal alcoves. Zachary wonders why the space seems familiar, and then he sees a single skeletal hand at the edge of one of the shadowed spaces.
It is a crypt.

For a moment Zachary wants to flee, to follow the cat up the stairs.

But he doesn’t.

Someone wanted him to see this.

Someone—or something—thinks he should be here.

Zachary closes his eyes and collects himself and then he investigates the room.

He starts with its occupants.

At first he thinks they might be mummified but as he moves closer he can see that the strips of cloth wrapped loosely around the bodies are covered in text. Most have dried and decayed along with their wearers but some of them are legible.

sings to herself when she thinks no one is listening
reads the same books over and over again until each page is intimately familiar walks barefoot through the halls, quiet as a cat
laughs so easy and so often as though the whole universe delights him

They’re wrapped in memories. Memories of who they were when they were alive.

Zachary reads what he can without disturbing them. The unraveling sentences and the sentiments that catch the light.

he did not wish to be here any longer

one strip of text reads, wrapped around a wrist that is now no more than bone, and Zachary
wonders if it means what he thinks it likely means.

In one alcove there is an urn. It has no memories with it.

The rest are empty.

Zachary turns his attention to the rest of the room. Some of the columns have carved indentations, sloped surfaces like podiums beneath their lamps.

One podium holds a book. It looks extremely old. It has no cover, only loosely bound pages.

Zachary picks up the book as carefully as he can.

The parchment breaks into pieces in his hands, crumbling into fragments over the podium.

Zachary sighs and the sigh carries more of the fragments from the podium to the stone at his feet.

He tries not to feel too badly about it. Maybe the book, like the people around it, was already gone.

He looks down at the former book fallen around his feet and attempts to read but there are only bits and pieces.

He makes out a single word.

*Hello.*

Zachary blinks and glances at another fragment of paper.

*Son-* , it reads.

He reaches for another piece, large enough to pick up.

*of the fortune*

The paper turns to dust in his fingers but the words remain burned into his eyes.

Zachary looks at another broken piece of ancient paper, though he knows what it will say before he reads it.
Tell

Zachary closes his eyes, listening for the *this is not happening* voice in his head but the voice in his head remains silent. The voice knows that this is happening and so does he.

Zachary opens his eyes. He bends down and sifts through the broken book on the ground, focusing on the first fragment with text that he finds and then another and another.

*there are three*

*things lost*

*in time*

Zachary continues to search as the book continues to deteriorate. The only pieces he can discern are single words.

*sword*

*book*

*man*

The words vanish almost as soon as they are found until only two remain in the dust.

*find*

*man*

Zachary searches through the pile of crumbling paper for additional clarification but the bibliomancy session is over. This book that is no longer book-shaped has nothing more to say.

Zachary brushes the dust of prophetic paper from his hands. Find man. He thinks about the man lost in time from *Sweet Sorrows*. He has no idea how to go about finding someone who has been lost in time at the behest of the ghosts of former books. He stares at corpses who do not bother staring back at him, their staring days long passed.
Zachary takes the lamp from its pedestal and the rest of the lights extinguish themselves.

He walks out the door pausing to pull the key from its lock.

The door swings shut.

The hallway outside feels longer.

Zachary hangs the key on its hook and replaces the lamp on its shelf. It sinks into place and the light at the other end of the hall vanishes.

Zachary glances down the hallway. It disappears into darkness but the farthest reach of the lamp light finds a shape in the shadows, someone standing in the center of the hall, staring at him.

Zachary blinks and the figure is gone.

He runs up the crumbling stairs, not daring to look back and nearly tripping over the Persian cat who has been patiently waiting for him at the top.
nightmare number 113:

I am sitting in a very big chair and I cannot get out of it. My arms are tied to the chair arms but my hands are gone. There are people without faces standing around me feeding me pieces of paper that have all the things I am supposed to be written on them but they never ask me what I am.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins is halfway to the elevator, halfway to returning to Vermont and his university and his thesis and his normal, halfway to forgetting any of this ever happened, and hey, maybe he’ll take the cat with him and someday he’ll convince himself that the whole underground library wonderland was an elaborate fantasy backstory about where the cat came from that he told himself so many times he started to believe it when the cat was only ever a squish-faced stray who followed him home, wherever home is.

Then he remembers the door he entered through last time in the basement of the Collector’s Club was burned and likely rendered useless.

So halfway to the elevator with the cat still following, Zachary turns and heads back to his room instead.

In the center of his door is a Post-it note. The paper is a muted blue rather than the traditional yellow.

In small, neat letters it reads: all you need to know has been given to you.

Zachary takes the note from the door. He reads it four times and turns it over, finding nothing on the reverse. He reads it again not believing its statement as he enters the room, the fireplace crackling and waiting for him.

The cat follows him inside. Zachary locks the door behind the cat.

He sticks the Post-it note to the frame of the bunny pirate painting.

He looks down at his wrists.
He did not wish to be here any longer.

He tries to remember the last time he talked to someone who wasn’t a cat. Was drunken Dorian story time a few hours ago? Did that even happen? He doesn’t know anymore.

Maybe he is tired. What’s the difference between tired and sleepy? He puts on pajamas and sits in front of the fireplace. The Persian cat curls up at the foot of the bed, quietly making him feel a little better. All this comfort shouldn’t feel so uncomfortable.

Zachary stares at the flames, remembering the shadowed figure in the hallway, staring at him in a space filled with nothing but corpses.

Maybe your mind is playing tricks on you, the voice in his head suggests.

“I thought you were my mind,” Zachary says aloud and on the bed the cat stirs and stretches and settles again.

The voice in his head does not respond.

Zachary suddenly desperately wants someone to talk to but also doesn’t want to leave the room. He thinks of texting Kat because Kat is usually up at all hours though he doesn’t know what he would write. Hey K, stuck in an underground library dungeon, how’s the snow?

He finds his phone and it has a partial charge, not as high as it should be given the length of time its been plugged in but enough to turn it on.

The picture from the party at the Algonquin he had saved is still there and now it is obvious that the masked woman in the photograph is Mirabel, and even more clear to him that the man speaking with her is Dorian. He wonders what they were whispering about a year ago and can’t decide whether or not he wants to know.

There are no missed calls and three text messages. A photo of his finished scarf from Kat, a reminder from his mother that Mercury is going into retrograde soon and a four-word message
from an unknown number:

*Tread carefully, Mister Rawlins.*

Zachary turns his phone off. There isn’t any service down here anyway.

He goes to the desk and picks up a pen and inscribes two words on a card.

*Hello Kitchen.*

He places it in the dumbwaiter and sends it on its way and he has almost convinced himself that the Kitchen and the story-covered corpses and the place itself and Mirabel and Dorian and the room he’s standing in and his pajamas are all figments of his imagination when the bell dings.

*Hello Mister Rawlins, how may we help you?*

Zachary thinks for a long time before he inscribes a reply.

*Is this real?*

He writes. It sounds too vague but he sends it anyway.

The dumbwaiter dings a moment later and inside along with another card there is a mug with a curl of steam rising from it and a plate covered with a silver dome.

Zachary reads the note.

*Of course it is real, Mister Rawlins. We hope you feel better soon.*

The mug is filled with warm coconut milk with turmeric and black pepper and honey.

Beneath the silver dome there are six small, perfectly frosted cupcakes.

*Thank you, Kitchen.*

Zachary writes.

He takes his mug and his cupcakes and sits in front of the fire again.

The cat stretches and comes to sit with him, sniffing at the cupcakes and licking frosting
from his fingertips.

Zachary doesn’t remember falling asleep. He wakes curled up in front of the dying fire on a pile of pillows, the Persian cat nestled into his arm. He doesn’t know what time it is. What is time, anyway?

“What is time, anyway?” Zachary asks the cat.

The cat yawns.

The dumbwaiter dings, the light on the wall glowing and Zachary can’t remember it dinging on its own before.

_Good morning, Mister Rawlins._

The note inside reads.

_We hope you slept well._

There is a pot of coffee and a rolled omelet and two toasted slices of sourdough bread and a ceramic jar of butter drizzled with honey and dusted with salt and a basket filled with mandarin oranges.

Zachary starts to write a thank you but inscribes a different sentiment instead.

_I love you, Kitchen._

He doesn’t expect a reply but there is another chime.

_Thank you, Mister Rawlins. We are quite fond of you as well._

Zachary eats his breakfast (he shares the omelet with the cat, forgetting the rule about feeding the cats and having already broken it with buttercream the night before) and thinks, his head clearer than it had been.

“If you were a man lost in time where would you be?” Zachary asks the cat.

The cat stares at him.
All that you need to know has been given to you.

“Oh, right,” Zachary says as the realization dawns. He sorts through the books near the fireplace to find the one that Rhyme gave him and he flips to the page where he left off. He takes the book to the desk and moves a lamp so he can see better and the cat sits in his lap, purring. Zachary peels and eats a mandarin orange in small segments of sunshine as he reads.

He reads and frowns and reads more and then he turns a page and there is nothing else. The rest of the pages are blank. The story, history, whatever it is, stops mid-book.

Zachary remembers the man lost in time wandering cities of honey and bone in _Sweet Sorrows_ and the mention of the Starless Sea in _Fortunes & Fables_ and wonders if all of these stories are somehow the same story. Wonders where Simon could be now and how to go about finding him. Wonders about the burnt place and the broom in the Keeper’s office. Wonders what, precisely, happens to the son of the fortune teller.

On the corner of the desk is an origami star that he had pocketed. He picks it up and looks closer. There is writing on it.

Zachary unfolds the star. It stretches out into a long strip of paper.

It contains words so tiny they seem whispered:

*nightmare number 83: I am walking in a dark dark place and something big and slithery is slithering in the dark so close I could reach and touch it but if I touch the slithery thing it will know I am here and it will eat me very slowly.*

Zachary lets the nightmare flutter onto the desk and picks up the book again. He turns to the last written page and re-reads it, pausing at the last word, the final word in the unfinished book.
Zachary gently removes the cat from his lap. He puts the cat on the floor and the book in his bag along with a cigarette lighter so he doesn’t end up stuck in the dark again and he slips on his shoes. He pulls a maroon sweater on over his pajamas and goes to look for Mirabel.
Once in a long while an acolyte chooses to give up something other than their tongue as they take their vows.

Such acolytes are rare. One will not remember the last exception that came before. They will not serve long enough to meet the one who follows.

The painter has lost her way.

She thinks (she is wrong) that choosing this path (a path, any path) will bring her closer to this place she once loved, this place that has changed around her as time changes all things.

She wishes to rekindle flames long extinguished.

To find something she has lost that she cannot name but feels the absence of within her like a hunger.

The painter makes her decision without telling anyone. Only her single student notices her absence but thinks little of it having learned long before that sometimes people disappear like rabbits into hats and sometimes they return and other times they do not.

The acolytes allow for this rare concession, as their numbers are dwindling.

The painter spends her time in solitude and contemplation categorizing losses and regrets trying to determine if there was ever anything she could have done to prevent any of them or if they simply passed through her life and out again like waves upon a shore.

She thinks if she has an idea for a new painting at any point during her time locked away she will refuse this path and return to her paints and let the bees find someone else to serve them.

But there are no new ideas. Only old ones, turned over and over again in her mind. Only the safe and the familiar, things she has captured and recaptured in brushstrokes so many times that
she finds nothing but emptiness within them.

She considers trying to write but has always felt more comfortable with images than with words.

When the door opens long before the painter expects it to she accepts her bee without hesitation

The acolyte and the painter walk down empty halls toward an unmarked door. Only a single cat notices them in this moment and though the cat recognizes this mistake for what it is he does not interfere. It is not the way of cats to interfere with fate.

The painter expects to sacrifice both eyes but only one is taken.

One will be more than enough.

As the images flood the painter’s sight, as she is bombarded by so many pictures unfolding in such detail that she cannot separate one from the other, cannot dream of capturing even fractions of them in oils on canvas even as her fingers itch for her brushes, she realizes this path was not meant for her.

But it is too late now to choose another.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins walks the halls of the Harbor, realizing that he doesn’t actually know where Mirabel’s room is, he had not thought to ask. He loops down through the cavernous ballroom to where he last saw her but the wine cellar is unoccupied. The painting of the lady with her bee-covered face looms over the racks of wine and before Zachary leaves again he picks an interesting-looking bottle to put in his bag, a unnamed red marked with a lantern and crossed keys.

Zachary takes a different flight of stairs up from the ballroom and doesn’t know where he is. He has wandered from familiar to un- again.

He pauses, trying to get his bearings, by a reading nook lined with books with a single armchair and a small table formed from a broken column. There’s a teacup on it, with a lit candle burning where the tea should be.

Between the bookshelves is a small brass plate with a button, like an old-fashioned light switch. Zachary presses it.

The bookshelf slides back, opening into a hidden room.

*It would take an eternity to find all the secrets here*, the voice in his head observes. *To solve a fraction of the mysteries*. Zachary doesn’t argue with it.

The room beyond looks like something from an old manor house, or a period piece murder mystery. Dark wood panels and green-glass lamps. Leather sofas and overlapping oriental rugs and walls covered in bookshelves, one of which has opened to allow Zachary inside. In between
the shelves there are framed paintings lit with gallery lights and a proper door, open and leading out to a hall.

An enormous painting is displayed on the wall opposite. A nighttime forest scene, a crescent moon visible between the branches, but within the forest there is an immense bird cage, so large that on the perch inside where a bird might be there is a man, turned away from the viewer, sitting forlornly in his prison.

The trees surrounding the cage are covered with keys and stars, hanging by ribbons from branches and tucked into nests and fallen onto the ground below. It makes Zachary think of his bunny pirates. It might have been painted by the same artist. The wine cellar bee lady might have been, too, for that matter.

Dorian stands in front of the painting, staring at it. He wears a long felted wool coat, midnight blue and collarless and perfectly tailored to fit him with polished buttons that might be wood or bone shaped like stars so he matches the painting. The coat has coordinating trousers but he’s barefoot.

He turns as the bookshelf closes behind Zachary.

“You’re here,” Dorian says, and it sounds more like an observation about the place in general than appearing out of a bookshelf in particular.

“Yes I am.”

“I thought I’d dreamed you.”

Zachary has no idea how to respond to that particular comment and is relieved when Dorian turns his attention back to the painting. He probably thinks that drunken story time was also a dream and maybe that’s for the best. Zachary walks over and stands next to Dorian and side-by-side they observe the man in his cage.
“I feel like I’ve seen this before,” Dorian remarks.

“It reminds me of the key collector’s garden, from your book,” Zachary says and Dorian turns to him, surprised. “I read it. I’m sorry.” The apology is automatic though he’s not actually sorry.

“Don’t be,” Dorian says. He turns back to the painting.

“How are you feeling?” Zachary asks.

“Like I’m losing my mind, but in a slow, achingly beautiful sort of way.”

“Yeah, I get that. So better, then.”

Dorian smiles and Zachary wonders how you can miss someone’s smile when you’ve only seen it once before.

“Yes, better. Thank you.”

“You’re not wearing shoes.”

“I hate shoes.”

“Hate is a strong emotion for footwear,” Zachary observes.

“Most of my emotions are strong,” Dorian responds and again Zachary doesn’t know how to respond and Dorian saves him from having to.

Dorian takes a step toward Zachary, suddenly and unexpectedly close, and reaches out his hand, placing it on Zachary’s chest above his heart. It takes Zachary a moment to realize what he’s doing: confirming his solidity. He wonders how easy it is to feel a heartbeat through a sweater.

“You’re really here,” Dorian says quietly. “We’re both really here.”

Zachary doesn’t know what to say so he just nods as they stare at each other. There is a warmth to the brown of Dorian’s eyes that he had not been able to see before. There is a scar
above his left eyebrow. There are so many pieces to a person. So many small stories and so few opportunities to read them. *I would like to look at you* seems such an awkward request.

Zachary watches Dorian’s eyes move across his skin in a similar fashion, wondering how many of their thoughts are shared ones.

Dorian looks down at his hand and sighs.

“Are you wearing pajamas?” he asks.

“Yes,” Zachary says, realizing that he is indeed still wearing his blue striped pajamas and then he starts to laugh at the absurdity of it all and after a brief hesitation Dorian joins him.

Something changes in the laughter, something is lost and something else is found and though Zachary does not have words for what has happened there is an ease between them that wasn’t there before.

“What were you doing in the bookshelf?” Dorian asks.

“I was trying to figure out what to do next,” Zachary says. “I was looking for Mirabel but I couldn’t find her and then I got lost so I started looking for something familiar and I found you.” “Am I familiar?” Dorian says and Zachary wants to say *yes, yes you are the most familiar and I don’t understand how* but that is too much truth right now so instead he says:

“If you were a man lost in time where would you be?”

“Don’t you mean *when* would I be?”

“That, too,” Zachary says, smiling despite the realization that the whole locating-a-man-lost-in-time quest might be far more difficult than he’d thought. He looks back at the painting.

“How are *you* feeling?” Dorian asks him in response to whatever grumpy frustration his face is betraying.

“Like I’ve lost my mind already and post-mind life is one puzzle after another.” Zachary
looks at the man in the cage. The cage looks real, the lock heavy and looped through the bars on a chain. It looks real enough to touch. To fool the eye.

For a moment he feels like that boy he was again, standing in front of a painted door he won’t dare to open. What’s the difference between a door and a cage? Between not yet and too late?

“What kind of puzzles?” Dorian asks.

“Ever since I got here it’s been all notes and clues and mysteries. First there was the Queen of the Bees but she just led me to a hidden crypt filled with memory-wrapped dead people where my cat abandoned me and a book told me there were three things lost in time. Please don’t look at me like that.”

“A book told you?”

“It fell apart in little instructional pieces but I don’t know what it means and I was surrounded by corpses so I didn’t particularly want to stick around to figure it out and the book was gone anyway. Also there was a ghost in the hall after that. I think. Maybe.”

“Are you certain you didn’t imagin—”

Zachary cuts him off before he can say the word.

“You think I’m making it up?” Zachary asks. “We’re in an underground library, you’ve seen painted doors open on solid walls and you think I’m imagining bibliomancy and maybe-ghosts?”

“I don’t know,” Dorian says. “I don’t know what to believe right now.”

The two of them stare at each other in a silence laced with multiple types of tension until Zachary can’t take it any longer.

“Sit,” he says, pointing at one of the leather sofas. There is a reading lamp with a green glass shade poised over it. He expects Dorian to argue but he doesn’t, he sits as directed and says
nothing, compliant though his expression betrays his annoyance. “Finish reading this,” Zachary says, taking *Sweet Sorrows* from his bag and handing it to Dorian. “When you’re done, read this one.” He puts *The Ballad of Simon & Eleanor* on a table nearby. “Do you have your book with you?”

Dorian takes *Fortunes & Fables* from the pocket of his coat. “You won’t be able to read—” He pauses as Zachary takes the book from him. “You said you already read it.”

“My did,” Zachary says. “I thought re-reading might be helpful. What is it?” he asks, watching the question forming on Dorian’s face.

“How is that possible?” Dorian asks.

“How is any of this possible? I don’t even understand the physics of the bookshelves.”

“I asked you that in Mandarin.”

“You speak Mandarin?”

“I speak a lot of languages,” Dorian says and Zachary pays close attention to his lips. They don’t quite match the words that reach his ears, like when the book translations blur before they settle again. Zachary wonders if he even would have noticed the difference if he wasn’t looking for it.

“Did you say that in Mandarin, too?” he asks.
“I said that in Urdu.”

“You do speak a lot of languages.”

Dorian sighs and looks down at the book in his hands and then at the man in the cage on the wall and then back at Zachary.

“You look like you want to leave,” Zachary says and Dorian’s expression immediately shifts to one of surprise.

“I don’t have anywhere to go,” he says, and he holds Zachary’s gaze for a moment before turning his attention to Sweet Sorrows.

Zachary is midway through Fortunes & Fables wondering if there is more than one Owl King when Dorian suddenly looks up at him.

“This… this boy in the library, with the woman in the green scarf. This is me,” he says. “You are having a much calmer reaction to being in the book than I did.”

“How…” Dorian starts and trails off, still reading. A minute later he adds “It’s only that part at the beginning, I never did any of these tests.”

“But you were a guardian.”

“No, I was a member in high standing of the Collector’s Club,” Dorian corrects without looking up from the page. “Though I would gather that the club is an evolution of this. There are… similarities.” Dorian looks up from the book and around the room, at the bookshelves and the painting and the door out to the hall. A cat passes by without so much as glancing inside.

“Allegra always said we had to wait until it was safe and secured. She told me that for years and I believed her. ‘Safe and secured’ was a constantly moving goal. Always more doors to close and more problematic individuals to eliminate. Always soon and never now.”

“Is that what the whole Collector’s Club believes?”
“That if they do what Allegra tells them for long enough they will earn their place in paradise which is—as Borges supposed—a kind of library? Yes, they do believe that.”

“That sounds like a cult,” Zachary observes.

To his surprise Dorian laughs.

“It does indeed,” he admits.

“Did you believe all that?” Zachary asks. Dorian considers the question before he responds.

“Yes I did. I believed. Steadfastly. I accepted a lot of things on faith and there came a night that made me question everything and I ran away. I disappeared. That did not go over well. They froze my cards under all my aliases, made some versions of me no longer exist and put others on watch lists and no-fly lists and all sorts of lists. But I had a great deal of cash and I was in Manhattan. It’s easy to stay lost in Manhattan. I could walk around midtown in a suit with a briefcase and I’d vanish into the crowd though I was usually going to the library.”

“What changed your mind?” Zachary asks.

“Not what. Who. Mirabel changed my mind,” Dorian says and before Zachary can inquire further Dorian returns his attention back to the book, the conversation pointedly and clearly halted.

They read in silence for some time. Zachary sneaks occasional glances at Dorian, trying to guess where he is in the book based on eyebrow reaction.

Eventually Dorian closes *Sweet Sorrows* and puts it down on the table. He frowns and holds out a hand and Zachary gives him *The Ballad of Simon & Eleanor* without a word and they return to reading.

Zachary is lost in a fairy tale (wondering what kind of box the story sculptor hid what he’s guessing was Fate’s heart inside) when Dorian closes the book.
Slowly they attempt to sort through a thousand questions. For every connection they make between one book and another there are more that don’t fit. Some stories seem completely separate and distant and others feel explicitly connected to the story they have found themselves in together now.

“There was—” Dorian starts but then pauses and when he continues he addresses the man on the wall instead of the man sitting across from him. “There was an organization that was referred to as the Keating Foundation. Never publicly, it was an in-house term. I never knew its origin, no one was ever named Keating but it can’t be a coincidence.”

“The library had this marked as a gift from the Keating Foundation,” Zachary says, holding up *Sweet Sorrows*. “How were they related to the Collector’s Club?”

“They worked in opposition. They were… targets to be eliminated,” Dorian pauses. He stands and paces the room and Zachary has a sudden sense of the cage in the painting not being restricted to the wall.

“What did your crypt book tell you again?” Dorian asks, pausing to pick up *The Ballad of Simon & Eleanor* and flipping through it while he paces.

“There are three things lost in time. A book, a sword and a man. *Sweet Sorrows* must be the book, since Eleanor gave it to Simon and then it spent, what, a hundred years on the surface? The instructions said ‘find man’ and not ‘find man and sword’ so maybe the sword has already been returned, too. There’s a sword in the Keeper’s office, hanging all conspicuous in plain sight.”

“Simon’s the man lost in time,” Dorian says.

“He must be. The man lost in time from *Sweet Sorrows* even has the coat with the buttons.”

Dorian picks up *Sweet Sorrows*, flipping back and forth between both books.

“Who do you think is the pirate?” he asks.
“I think the pirate is a metaphor.”

“A metaphor for what?”

“I don’t know,” Zachary says. He sighs and looks back at the man in his painted cage surrounded by so many keys.

“Who is the painter, do you think?” Dorian asks at the same time that the voice in Zachary’s head poses the same question.

“I don’t know,” Zachary says. “I’ve seen a bunch that are probably by the same artist. There’s one with bunny pirates in my room.”

“May I see it?”

“Sure.”

Zachary puts *Sweet Sorrows* and *The Ballad of Simon & Eleanor* in his bag and Dorian replaces *Fortunes & Fables* in his pocket and they set off down the hall, one that Zachary sort of recognizes, a tunnel-shaped one where the bookshelves curve with each turn.

“How much have you seen?” Zachary asks as they walk, watching Dorian slow and stare at their surroundings.

“Just a few rooms,” he responds, looking down past his bare feet. The floor in this hall is glass, revealing a room below filled with moveable panel screens with stories printed on them, though from this perspective it is a story about a cat in a maze. “The only people I’ve seen are you and that fluffy-haired angel girl in the white robes who doesn’t speak.”

“That’s Rhyme,” Zachary says. “She’s an acolyte.” “Does she have a tongue?”

“I didn’t ask, I figured it would be rude.”

Dorian pauses at an ornate telescope set next to an armchair. It is aimed at a window set into
the stone wall next to it. He undoes the latch and opens the window. The view beyond it is mostly darkness with a soft light in the distance.

Dorian returns to the telescope and looks out the window through it. Zachary watches as a smile tugs at the corner of his lips. After a moment he steps aside and gestures for Zachary to look.

Once Zachary’s eyes have adjusted to eyeglasses-plus-telescope-lenses he can see into the distance, through a cavernous space. There are windows into other rooms, in some other part of the Harbor, carved into a wall of jagged rock that descends into the shadows, but on the expanse of illuminated stone there rests the remains of a large ship. Its hull is cracked in two, its sea stolen from beneath it. A tattered flag hangs limply from its mast. Piles of books are stacked on the sloping deck.

“Were there sirens here, do you think?” Dorian asks, his voice very close to Zachary’s ear. “Singing sailors to shipwreck?”

Zachary closes his eyes, trying to imagine this ship on a sea.

He turns from the telescope, expecting Dorian to be next to him but Dorian has already moved further down the hall.

“Can I ask you a question?” Zachary says when he catches up with him.

“Of course.”

“Why did you help me, back in New York?” It is something Zachary has not been able to figure out, thinking that there must be more to it than simply getting his own book back.

“Because I wanted to,” Dorian says. “I’ve spent a great deal of my life doing what other people wanted for me and not what I wanted myself and I’m trying to change. Impulse decisions. No shoes. It’s refreshing in a terrifying sort of way.”
A few turns and a hall filled with stained glass stories later they reach Zachary’s door. Zachary goes to open it but it is locked. He had forgotten that he locked it and retrieves his keys from beneath his sweater.

“You’re still wearing it,” Dorian remarks, looking at the silver sword and Zachary doesn’t know how to respond to that beyond the terribly obvious affirmation that yes he is still wearing it and rarely takes it off but as he opens the door he is immediately distracted by the indignant howling of the Persian cat that he has accidentally locked inside.

“Oh, I’m sorry,” Zachary says to the cat. The cat says nothing, only weaves its way through his legs before heading off down the hallway.

“How long was he in here?” Dorian asks.

“A couple of hours?” Zachary guesses.

“Well at least he was comfortable,” Dorian says, looking around the room. He turns his attention to the painting over the mantel. It looks like a classic tall-ship seascape, with ominous clouds and choppy waves, completely realistic save for the leporine pirates. “Do you think it’s a coincidence?” he asks. “A girl who pretends to be a rabbi who knows a painter, and then the paintings with the rabbits?”

“You think the painter painted them for Eleanor.”

“I think it’s a possibility,” Dorian says. “I think there is a story here.”

“I think there are a lot of stories here,” Zachary says. He puts his bag down and the bottle of wine clanks against the stone. Zachary takes it out and brushes dust from the lantern and the keys on it, wondering who bottled it and how long it had been in the cellar, waiting for someone to open it. Why not now?

Zachary looks at the corked bottle and frowns.
“Don’t judge me,” he says to Dorian as he picks up a pen from the desk and uses it to push the cork all the way into the bottle, a trick he used many, many times as an undergraduate lacking proper bar tools.

“We could have found a corkscrew somewhere,” Dorian remarks as he observes the inelegant process.

“You used to be mildly impressed by my improvisational skills,” Zachary responds, holding up the successfully opened bottle.

Dorian laughs as Zachary takes a swig of the wine. It probably would benefit from decanting and maybe glasses but it is rich and lush and bright. Luminous, somehow, like the lantern on it. It doesn’t whisper verses or stories around his tongue and into his head, thankfully, but it tastes older than stories. It tastes like myth.

Zachary offers the bottle up to Dorian and he takes it, letting his fingers rest over Zachary’s as he does so.

“You went back for me, didn’t you?” Dorian asks suddenly. “I’m sorry I didn’t mention it earlier, everything’s still cloudy.”

“It was mostly Mirabel,” Zachary says. “I sidekicked and then I got tied to a chair and poisoned.” It all feels distant now, even though it was so recent. “I got better,” he adds.

“Thank you,” Dorian says. “You didn’t have to do that. You owed me nothing and I… thank you. I thought I might not wake up at all and instead I woke up here.”

“You’re welcome,” Zachary says, though he feels he should say more.

“How long ago was that?” Dorian asks. “Four days? Five? A week? It feels longer.” Zachary looks at him wordlessly, without a proper answer. He thinks it might be a week, or a lifetime, or a moment. He thinks I feel like I have known you forever but he doesn’t say it and so
they only hold each other’s eyes, not needing to say anything.

“Where did you get this?” Dorian asks after he takes a sip from the bottle.

“In the wine cellar. It’s at the far end of the ballroom, past where the Starless Sea used to be.”

Dorian looks at him with that thousand-question look in his eyes but instead of asking any of them he takes another swig of wine and hands the bottle back to Zachary.

“It must have been something extraordinary, back in its time,” he says.

“Why do you think people came here?” Zachary says, taking another myth-tinged sip before handing the bottle to Dorian, unable to tell if the rush in his head and his pulse is from the wine or the way Dorian’s fingers move over his own.

“I think people came here for the same reason we came here,” Dorian says. “In search of something. Even if we didn’t know what it was. Something more. Something to wonder at. Someplace to belong. We’re here to wander through other people’s stories, searching for our own. To Seeking,” Dorian says, tilting the bottle toward Zachary.


“You’re welcome.”

“Strange, isn’t it? To love a book. When the words on the pages become so precious that they feel like part of your own history because they are. It’s nice to finally have someone read stories I know so intimately. Which was your favorite?”

Zachary considers the question while also considering the particular use of the word *intimately*. He thinks over the stories, snippets of images coming back to him as he lets himself think about them as stories instead of trying to break them apart searching for their secrets. He
looks at the bottle in his hands, the keys and the lantern, thinking of seers in taverns and shared bottles in snow-covered inns.

“I don’t know. I liked the one with the swords. So many of them were kind of sad. I think the innkeeper and the Moon were my favorite, but I wanted…” Zachary stops, not certain what he wanted from it. More, maybe. He hands the bottle back to Dorian.

“You wanted a happier ending?”

“No… not necessarily happier. I wanted more story. I wanted to know what happened afterward, I wanted the Moon to figure out a way to come back even if she couldn’t stay. All those stories are like that, they feel like pieces of bigger stories. Like there’s more that happens beyond the pages.”

Dorian nods, thoughtfully. “Is that a wardrobe?” he asks, gesturing at the piece of furniture on the other side of the room.

“Yes,” Zachary says, distracted into stating the obvious.

“Have you checked it?”

“For what?” Zachary asks but realizes as Dorian’s disbelieving eyebrow rises. “Oh. Oh, no, I haven’t.”

It is, he thinks, the only proper wardrobe he has ever had and after the considerable amount of time he has spent sitting in closets literally and figuratively he cannot believe he has not yet checked this one for a door to Narnia.

Dorian hands the bottle of wine to Zachary and walks over to the wardrobe.

“I have never been particularly fond of Narnia myself,” Dorian says as he runs his fingers over the carved wooden doors. “Too much direct allegory for my tastes. Though it does have a certain romance to it. The snow. The gentlemanly satyr.”
He opens the doors and smiles, though Zachary cannot tell what it is he’s smiling at.

He reaches out an arm and parts the hanging rows of linen and cashmere, slowly, carefully. Drawing the motion out rather than reaching immediately to touch the back of the wardrobe. Taking his time.

*He doesn’t even need words to tell a story*, a voice somewhere in Zachary’s head observes and he suddenly desperately wishes that he was currently occupying the sweater that Dorian has his hand on and he is so distracted by this thought that it takes him a moment to realize that Dorian has stepped into the wardrobe and vanished.
a paper star that has been so mangled by circumstance and time that its shape is only vaguely recognizable as a star

A man momentarily found in time storms down a hall, finding his way out of time again.

A fallen candelabra is not an unusual thing. The acolytes anticipate them, they have a way of knowing when a flame might tumble. There are methods for avoiding accidents.

Acolytes cannot predict the actions of a man who has been lost in time. They cannot know when he will appear. They are not there when and where he does.

There are not as many acolytes as there once were and they are all, at this moment, tending to other matters.

The fire creeps at first and then catches, pulling books from their shelves in curling paper and reducing candles to pools of molten wax.

It tears though the halls, moving like the sea over everything in its path.

It finds the room with the dollhouse and it claims it for its own, an entire universe lost in flame.

The dolls see only brightness and then nothing.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins stares into a wardrobe that contains only a great deal of sweaters and linen shirts and trousers and questions his sanity again.

“Dorian?” he says. He must be hiding in the shadows, curled up beneath hanging garments the way Zachary has sat so many times himself, in a world alone, compact and forgotten.

Zachary reaches a hand through sweaters and shirts, wondering why he would accept shadows as shadows in a place where so much is more than what it seems and where his fingers should touch solid wood they touch nothing instead.

He laughs but it catches in his throat. He steps into the wardrobe, reaching further and there is emptiness where the back should be, beyond where the wall would have met his fingers.

He takes one step and then another, cashmere brushing against his back. The light from his room fades quickly. He puts a hand out to his side and hits slightly curving solid stone. A tunnel, maybe.

Zachary walks forward. He reaches into the darkness in front of him and a hand grabs his own.

“Let’s see where this goes, shall we?” Dorian whispers in his ear.

Zachary grasps Dorian’s hand and thus entwined they proceed through the tunnel as it turns leading them into another room.

This room is lit by a single candle, placed in front of a mirror so its flame is doubled.

“I don’t think this is Narnia,” Dorian says.
Zachary lets his eyes adjust to the light. Dorian is correct, it is not Narnia. It is a room filled with doors.

Each door is carved with images. Zachary walks toward the closest one, losing his grip on Dorian’s hand in the process and regretting it but too curious.

On the door there is a girl holding a lantern aloft against a dark sky teaming with winged creatures, screaming and clawing and hissing at her.

“Let’s not open that one,” Zachary says.

“Agreed,” Dorian says, looking over his shoulder.

They move from door to door. Here is a carved city spiked with curving towers. There an island under a moonlit sky.

One door depicts a figure behind bars reaching out to another in a separate cage and it reminds Zachary of the pirate in his basement. He goes to open it but Dorian pulls his attention to another.

This door holds a celebration. Dozens of faceless figures dancing under banners and lanterns. One banner has a string of moons carved upon it, a full moon surrounded by waxing and waning crescents.

Dorian opens the door. The space beyond is dark. He steps inside.

Zachary follows but as soon as he enters the room Dorian is gone.

“Dorian?” Zachary says, turning back to the room with its multitude of doors but that too has vanished.

He turns again and he is standing in a well-lit hallway lined with books.

A pair of women in long gowns brush by, clearly more interested in each other than him, laughing as they pass.
“Hello?” Zachary calls after them but they do not turn.

He looks behind him. There is no door, only books. Tall shelves messily stacked and piled, a well-used collection, some sitting open. A few shelves down there is a handsome young man with ginger hair so bright it borders on a proper red browsing through one of the volumes.

“Excuse me,” Zachary says but the man does not look up from his book. Zachary puts a hand out to touch him on the shoulder and the fabric feels strange beneath his fingers, there but not there. The idea of touching a man’s shoulder in a suit jacket and not the actual feeling. The touch version of a movie that has not been dubbed properly. Zachary pulls his hand back in surprise.

The ginger-haired man looks up, not quite at him.

“Are you here for the party?” he asks.

“What party?” Zachary responds but before the man can answer they are interrupted.

“Winston!” a male voice calls from around the next bend in the hallway, in the direction that the girls in their gowns had been heading. The ginger-haired man puts down his book and gives Zachary a little bow before going to follow the voice.

“I think I saw a ghost,” Zachary hears him remark casually to his companion before they disappear down the hall.

Zachary looks down at his hands. They look the same as usual. He picks up the book the man had replaced on the shelf and it feels solid-but-not-quite in his hands, like his brain is telling him he’s holding a book without there actually being a book there.

But there is a book there. He opens it and to his surprise he recognizes the fragments of poetry on the page. Sappho.

someone will remember us
I say
even in another time

Zachary closes the book and puts it back on the shelf, the weight of it not quite transferring at the same time as the action but he finds himself anticipating the tactile discrepancies already.

Laughter bubbles from another hall. Music plays in the distance. Zachary is undoubtedly within his familiar Harbor on the Starless Sea but everything is vibrant and alive. There are so many people.

He walks by something he thinks is a golden statue of a naked woman until she moves and he realizes the gold is meticulously painted onto an actual naked woman. She reaches out and touches his arm as he passes, leaving streaks of golden powder on his sleeve.

As he continues few others acknowledge him but people seem to know he is there. They move out of the way as he passes. The frequency of people increases as he walks and then he realizes where they are going.

Another turn brings him to the wide stair that leads down to the ballroom. The stairs are festooned with lanterns and garlands of paper dipped in gold. Confetti cascades in gilded waves over the stone steps. It clings to the hems of gowns and cuffs of trousers, drifting and swirling as the crowd descends.

Zachary follows, swept up in the tide of partygoers. The ballroom they enter is both familiar and completely unexpected.

The space he knows as hollow and empty is teeming with people. All of the chandeliers are lit, casting dancing light over the hall. The ceiling is littered with metallic balloons. Long glimmering ribbons hang from them and as Zachary gets closer he sees they are weighted with
pearls. Everything is undulating, shimmering and golden. It smells like honey and incense, musk and sweat and wine.

_Virtual reality isn’t all that real if it doesn’t smell like anything_, a voice remarks in his head.

The curtains of balloons are maze-like, the enormous space divided and fragmented by almost-transparent walls. One space becomes many: improvised rooms, alcoves, small vignettes of chairs, carpets in rich jewel tones covering the stone floor and tables draped in silks of darkest night sky blue dotted with stars, covered in brass bowls and vases, piled with wine and fruit and cheese.

Beside him is a woman with her hair tied up in a scarf wearing acolyte robes holding a large bowl filled with golden liquid. As he watches, guests dip their hands into the bowl, removing them again covered in shimmering gold. It drips down arms and up sleeves and Zachary spies golden fingerprints behind ears and down the backs of necks, suggestive traces over necklines and below waists.

Closer to the center of the ballroom the ribbon curtains open, allowing the room to expand into its full scope. A dance floor occupies most of the space, stretching out to the archways on the far side.

Zachary moves around the edge. Dancers twirl so close that gowns brush against his legs. He reaches the looming fireplace and finds it covered in candles, piled in the hearth and lined along the mantel, dripping wax into pools along the stone. In between the candles there are bottles filled with gold sand and water containing small white fish with fanned tails glowing like flames in the light. Above the flames and the fish there are painted sigils. A full moon flanked by crescents, waxing and waning.

A motion near Zachary’s hand draws his attention and when he looks down he finds that
someone has pressed a folded piece of paper into his palm. He glances around at the partygoers around him but they are all absorbed in their own world.

He unfolds the paper. It is covered in handwritten text scrawled in gold ink.

*The Moon had never asked a boon of Death or Time but there was something that she wished, that she wanted, that she desired more than she had ever desired anything before.*

*A place had become precious to her, and a person within it moreso.*

*The Moon returned to this place as often as she could, in stolen moments of borrowed time.*

*She had found an impossible love.*

*She resolved to find a way to keep it.*

Zachary looks up at the sea of people surrounding him, dancing and drinking and laughing. He cannot see Dorian anywhere but he must have written it so he must be nearby. Zachary refolds the paper and tucks the fragment of story in his pocket and continues through the ballroom.

Beyond the fireplace there are tables covered in bottles. A woman wearing a suit stands behind them, pouring and mixing liquids and handing them out to passersby in delicate glasses. Zachary watches as she works, combining liquids that smoke and foam and change color from clear to gold to red to black to clear again.

He hears the mixologist wish someone a blessed lunar new year as she hands them a coupe glass covered in a layer of gold leaf that would have to be broken in order for the drink to be consumed. Zachary walks on before the surface is disturbed.

In a quiet corner a man pours sand on the floor in tones of black and grey and gold and ivory
in intricate patterns, mandala-like circles depicting dancing figures and balloons and a large fire, with an outer circle of cats and a far outer circle of bees. He carves the details into the sand with the edge of a feather. Zachary moves closer to get a better view but as soon as it is complete the man brushes it all away and begins again.

Nearby, a woman lounges on a settee dressed in ribbons and nothing else. The ribbons have poems on them, circling her throat and her waist and curling down between her legs. She has many admirers reading her but she reminds Zachary too much of the bodies in the crypt and he starts to turn away but then one of the lines of text catches his eye.

First the Moon went to speak with Death.

Zachary moves closer to read the story as it continues down the woman’s arm and around her wrist.

She asked if Death might spare a single soul.

Death would have granted the Moon any wish within her power for Death is nothing if not generous. This was a simple gift, easily given.

The ribbon ends there, curling around the woman’s ring finger. Zachary reads other ribbons but there is nothing more about the Moon.

Zachary walks on to find another part of the ballroom with hundreds of books suspended from the ceiling, spines flung open and hovering. He reaches up to touch one of the books just above his head and its pages flutter in response. The entire flock of books rearranges itself,
changing formation like geese.

He thinks he sees Dorian on the other side of the dance floor and tries to make his way in that direction. He moves with the crowd. There are so many people. No one does more than glance at him though he feels less like a ghost, the space and the people around him seem more solid. He almost feels the fingers that graze his own.

“There you are,” a voice says next to him but it is not Dorian, it is the ginger-haired young man from before. He has lost his jacket and his arms are covered in gold down to his fingertips. Zachary thinks he has misheard and the man is addressing someone else but he is looking directly at him. “When are you?” the man asks.

“What?” Zachary asks, still not certain the man is talking to him.

“You’re not now,” the ginger-haired man remarks, lifting a golden hand to Zachary’s face and gently brushing his cheek with his fingers and Zachary feels it, really feels it this time and he is so surprised he cannot answer. The ginger-haired man moves to draw him onto the dance floor but the crowd shifts around them, pulling them apart and then the man is gone again.

Zachary tries to find the edge of the room, away from the crowd. He’d thought the musicians were behind him but now the flute is in front of him and there are drums somewhere to his left. The lights are lower, maybe the balloons are sinking, the space getting smaller as he moves toward the periphery. He passes a golden dress abandoned on an armchair, shed like a snakeskin.

When Zachary reaches the wall he finds it covered in text, written in brushstrokes of gold on the dark stone. The words are difficult to read, the metallic pigment catching too much or too little of the light. Zachary follows the story as it unfolds along the wall.

*The Moon spoke with Time.*
(They had not spoken in a great while.)

The Moon asked Time to leave a space and a soul untouched.

Time made the Moon wait for an answer. When she received it there was a condition. Time agreed to help the Moon only if the Moon in turn aided Time in finding a way to hold on to Fate.

The Moon made this promise, though she did not yet know how to unbreak that which had been broken.

And so Time consented to keep a place hidden away, far from the stars.

Now in this space the days and nights pass differently. Strangely, slowly. Languid and luscious.

Here the words upon the wall cease. Zachary looks out at the party, watching balloons drift past the chandeliers and dancers spinning and a girl nearby painting lines of prose onto another girl’s bare skin in gold paint likely borrowed previously to inscribe the wall. A man passes by with a tray full of small cakes, frosted with poems. Someone hands him a glass of wine and then it is gone and he does not recall where it went.

Zachary scans the crowd, searching for Dorian, wondering if somehow he’s managed to get himself lost in time that is currently passing strangely and slowly and how he should go about getting unlost and then his gaze falls on a man across the room, also leaning against the wall, a man with elaborate pale braids that have been dipped in gold but otherwise the Keeper looks exactly the same. Not a day younger or older. He is watching someone in the crowd but Zachary cannot see who. He looks for clues as to what year this might be but the fashions are so varied it is difficult to guess. Twenties? Thirties? He wonders if the Keeper would be able to see him,
wonders how old the Keeper is, anyway, and who he is staring at so intently.

He tries to follow the direction of the Keeper’s stare, walking through an archway that leads to a stairway covered in candles and lanterns that cast shimmering, shifting golden light over the waves that stretch out into darkness.

Zachary stops and stares at the glistening surf of the Starless Sea. He takes a step toward it and then another and then someone pulls him backwards. An arm reaches around his chest and a hand closes over his eyes, calming the swirling movement and dimming the golden firelight.

A voice he would know anywhere whispers in his ear.

“And so the Moon found a way to keep her love.”

Dorian leads him backwards, onto the dance floor. Zachary can feel the sea of revelers around them even though he cannot see them, truly feel them with no delays of sensation though at the moment his senses are completely attuned to the voice in his ear and the breath against his neck, letting Dorian take him and the story wherever he wishes to go.

“And so the Moon found a way to keep her love.”

Dorian removes his hand from Zachary’s eyes and turns him now, almost a spin, so they stand face to face, dancing in the center of the crowd. Dorian’s hair is streaked with gold that trails down his neck and the shoulder of his coat.

“It is there, still,” he says and pauses for so long that Zachary thinks perhaps the story has concluded but then he leans closer. “This is where the moon goes when she cannot be seen in the sky,” Dorian slowly breathes each word against Zachary’s lips.

Zachary moves to close the fraction of distance left between them but before he can there is a cracking noise like thunder. The floor beneath their feet shakes. Dorian loses his balance and
Zachary grabs his arm to steady him, to prevent him from crashing into any of the other dancers but there are no other dancers. There is no one. No balloons, no party, no ballroom.

They stand together in an empty room with a carved door that has fallen from its hinges, the celebration depicted upon it frozen and broken.

Before Zachary can ask what happened another explosion follows the first, sending a shower of rock over their heads.
The Starless Sea is rising.

The owls watch as the tides shift, slowly at first.

They fly over waves that break upon long-abandoned shores.

They call out warnings and exaltations.

The time has come. They have waited so long.

They screech and celebrate until the sea is so high that they too must seek shelter.

The Starless Sea continues to rise.

Now it floods the Harbor, pulling the books from their shelves and claiming the Heart for itself.

The end has come.

Here now is the Owl King bringing the future on his wings.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins tumbles through a curtain of cashmere and linen, pulling down sweaters and shirts as he and Dorian crash back through the wardrobe, the tunnel behind them collapsing, sending up a cloud of dust.

In Zachary’s chamber most of the books have toppled from their shelves. The abandoned bottle of wine has fallen, spilling its contents over the side of the desk. The bunny pirates are shipwrecked on the floor by the fireplace.

Another tremor brings the wardrobe crashing down and Zachary runs for the door with Dorian at his heels. Zachary grabs his bag and slings it over his shoulder.

Zachary heads for the Heart, not knowing where else to go, wondering where exactly one is supposed to go during an earthquake when one is underneath the earth.

The tremors cease but the damage is evident. They trip over fallen shelves and furniture, pausing to free a tabby cat from under a collapsed table. The tabby flees without thanking them. “I didn’t think she’d actually do it,” Dorian says, watching the cat jump over a fallen candelabra pooling beeswax over the stone before disappearing into the shadows.

“Do what?” Zachary asks but then there is a crash ahead of them and they continue on, in the opposite direction as the cat which Zachary silently notes as a bad sign.

Just before they reach the Heart, where someone is shouting but Zachary cannot make out the words because of a clanking metallic noise, Dorian pulls him back and puts his arm out against the wall, blocking Zachary’s path forward.
“I need you to know something,” Dorian says. From the Heart there is another crashing sound and Zachary looks off in the direction it came from but Dorian reaches up and turns Zachary’s face to his own, tangling his fingers in Zachary’s hair.

So quietly Zachary can barely hear him against the continuing clamor, Dorian says: “I need you to know that what I feel for you is real. Because I think you feel the same. I have lost a lot of things and I don’t want to lose this, too.”

“What?” Zachary asks, not certain he’s heard correctly and wanting way more information about what kind of feelings he’s referring to and also curious as to why, exactly, Dorian has chosen a particularly inopportune time to have this conversation but it turns out it is not a conversation at all, because Dorian holds his gaze for only a moment more before releasing him and walking away.

Zachary remains against the wall, dazed. More books tumble from shelves nearby as the floor trembles again.

“What is happening right now?” he asks aloud and no one, not even the voice in his head, has an answer.

Zachary adjusts his bag on his shoulder and follows after Dorian.

As they reach the Heart the cause of the clanking sound is clear: the clockwork universe has collapsed, its pendulum swinging freely and tangling around large loops of metal, something above futilely attempting to move them and they rise and fall at irregular intervals, hammering against the floor, smashing already cracked tiles into dust. The golden hands are intact but one now tilts toward the cracking tile below and the other points accusingly at the pile of rock where the door to the elevator used to be.

The shouting grows louder, coming from the Keeper’s office. Behind him Dorian stares up at
the collapsing clockwork and Zachary realizes Dorian never got to see the Heart the way it was
and everything unfolding around them feels acutely unfair and upsetting and for a moment—
just a moment—he wishes they had never come here.

The Keeper’s voice is the first one that becomes distinguishable.

“I did not allow anything,” he says—no, yells—at someone Zachary cannot see. “I
understand—”

“You don’t understand,” a voice interrupts and Zachary recognizes it more because Dorian
freezes beside him than he actually recalls what Allegra sounds like. “I understand because I
have seen where this will lead and I will not let it happen,” Allegra says and then she appears
in the office doorway in her fur coat, facing them with her red lipstick twisted into a grimace.
The Keeper follows her, his robes covered in dust.

“I see you are still alive, Mister Rawlins,” Allegra remarks calmly, casually, as though she
were not yelling a moment before, as though they are not standing amongst broken, clanking
metal and fluttering pages liberated from their bindings. “I know someone who would be
pleased about that.”

“What?” Zachary says even though he means who and the question is muffled by the din
behind him and Allegra doesn’t answer.

For a second her eyes flick back and forth between him and Dorian, the one blue eye
brighter than Zachary remembered, and he has an impression of being looked at, being truly
seen for the first time, and then it is gone.

“You don’t even know,” she says and Zachary cannot tell if she’s speaking to him or to
Dorian. “You have no idea why you’re here.” Or both, Zachary thinks, as she turns her attention
squarely on Dorian. “You and I have unfinished business.”
“I have nothing to say to you,” Dorian tells her. The universe punctuates his statement with a clanging thud on the tiled floor.

“What makes you think I want to talk?” Allegra asks. She walks toward Dorian and only when they are almost face-to-face does Zachary see the gun in her hand, partially obscured by the fur cuff of her coat.

The Keeper reacts before Zachary can process what’s happening. He grabs Allegra’s wrist and pulls her arm back, taking the revolver from her hand but not before she pulls the trigger. The bullet travels upward instead of where it had been aimed, directly at Dorian’s heart.

The shot ricochets off one of the golden hands hanging above them, sending it swinging, twisting backwards and smashing into the gears.

The bullet comes to rest in the tiled wall, in the center of a mural that was once a depiction of a prison cell with a girl on one side of the bars and a pirate on the other but it has cracked and faded and the damage added by the small piece of metal is indistinguishable from the damage done by time.

Above, the mechanism swinging the planets strikes down again and this time the tiled floor succumbs to its pressure, cracking the stone below the tiles in a fissure that opens not into another book-filled hall as Zachary expects but into a cave, a gaping cavern of rock that stretches farther down, much, much farther down into shadows and darkness.

You forget that we are underground, the voice in his head remarks. You forget what that means, it continues and Zachary is no longer certain the voice is in his head after all.

The pendulum breaks free from the tangled metal and plummets.

Zachary listens for it to hit the bottom, remembering Mirabel’s Champagne bottle, but hears nothing.
The fissure moves from crack to rift to chasm quickly, pulling stone and tiles and planets and broken chandeliers and books with it, approaching the spot where they stand like a wave.

Zachary takes a step back, into the office doorway. The Keeper puts a hand on his arm to steady him and it feels like everything that follows happens slowly though in truth it takes only a moment.

Allegra slips, the floor crumbling beneath her heels as the edge of the opening finds her feet and she reaches out for something, anything, to grasp as she falls.

Her fingers settle on the midnight blue wool of Dorian’s star-buttoned coat and she pulls both the coat and the man within it backwards and they tumble together into the chasm.

For a split second as they fall Zachary’s eyes meet Dorian’s and he remembers what Dorian said minutes, seconds, moments before.

_I don’t want to lose this._

Then Dorian is gone and the Keeper is holding Zachary back from the edge as he screams into the darkness below.
a paper star that has been unfolded and re-folded into a tiny unicorn but the unicorn
remembers the time when it was a star and an earlier time when it was part of a book and
sometimes the unicorn dreams of the time before it was a book when it was a tree and the
time even longer before that when it was a different sort of star

The son of the fortune teller walks through the snow.

He carries a sword that was crafted by the finest of sword smiths, long before he was born.

(The sword’s sisters are both lost, one destroyed in fire in order to become something new
and the other sunken in the seas and forgotten.)

The sword now rests in a scabbard once worn by an adventurer who perished in an attempt
to protect one she loved. Both her sword and her love were lost along with the rest of her story.

(For a time songs were sung about this adventurer, but little truth remained within the
verses.)

So clothed in history and myth the son of the fortune teller looks toward a light in
the distance.

He thinks he is almost there but he has so far to go.
It is a Tuesday when the painter packs her bags and leaves, intending never to return. No one remembers afterwards that it was a Tuesday, and few remember the departure at all. It is one of many that occur in the years surrounding that Tuesday. They begin to blend together long before anyone dares use the term *exodus*.

The painter herself is only vaguely aware of the day or the month or the year. For her this day is marked by its meaning and not its details, the culmination of months (years) of watching and painting and trying to understand and now that she understands she can no longer simply watch and paint.

No one looks up as she passes by in her coat with her bag. She makes a single stop at a particular door where she leaves her paints and brushes. She places the case down quietly. She does not knock upon the door. A small grey cat watches.

“Make sure that she gets that,” the painter says to the cat and the cat obediently sits on the case in a protective yet nap-like manner.

The painter will regret this action later, but it is not one of the things she has foreseen. The painter takes a winding route to the Heart. She knows shorter ones, she would know them blindfolded. She could find her way around this space by touch or scent or something deeper that guides her feet. She takes final walks through favored rooms. She straightens skewed picture frames and neatens piles of books. She finds a box of matches laid out next to candelabra and puts the matches in her pocket. She takes a last turn through the whispering hallway and it
tells her a story about two sisters on separate quests and a lost ring and a found love and it
does not resolve itself completely but whispered hallway stories rarely do.

When the painter reaches the Heart she can see the Keeper at his desk in his office but his
attention remains on his writing. She considers asking him to find an appropriate place to hang
the painting she has left in her studio, recently completed, but she does not. She knows
someone will find it and hang it. She can see it already, on a wall surrounded by books.

She does not know who the figures in the painting are, though she has seen them many
times in fractured images and half-formed visions. There is a part of her that hopes they do not
exist, and another part that knows they do or they will. They are there in the story of the place,
for now.

The painter glances up at the gently shifting clockwork universe. Through one eye she sees
it shimmering and perfect, each piece moving as it should. Through the other eye it is burning
and broken.

A golden hand points her toward the exit.

If she is going to change the story, this is where she starts.

(The Keeper will look up at the sound of the door as it closes behind her but he will
not realize who has departed until much later.)

The painter passes the spot in the antechamber where she rolled her dice when she
first arrived. All swords and crowns.

She sees more swords and crowns now. A golden crown in a crowded room. An old sword
on a dark shore wet with blood. She has the urge to return to her paints but she cannot paint all
of the things that she sees. She could never paint all of them. She has tried. There is not enough
time and not enough paint.
The painter presses the button for the elevator and it opens immediately, as though it has been waiting for her. She lets it take her away.

Already her eye with its sight is clouding. The pictures are fading. It is a great relief and it is terrifying.

By the time the elevator deposits her in a familiar cave lit by a single lantern, there is only haze. The images and events and faces that have haunted her for years are gone.

Now she can barely see the door outlined in the rock in front of her.

She has never seen herself leave. She once swore she would never leave. She made a vow yet here she is, breaking it beyond repair. The achieving of this impossible thing emboldens her.

If she can change this part of the story she can change more of it.

She can change the fate of this place.

She turns the doorknob and pushes.

The door opens onto a beach, a stretch of moonlit sand. The door is wooden, and if it was painted once the sand and the wind have conspired to wear the wood bare. It is hidden in a cliffside, obscured by rock. It has been mistaken for driftwood by everyone who has glimpsed it for years, ever since the last time the painter was here, before she was ever called the painter, when she was just Allegra, a then-young woman who found a door and went through it and didn’t come back. Until now.

Allegra looks up and down the empty beach. There is too much sky. The repetitive beating of the waves along the shore is the only sound. The scent is overwhelming, the salt and the sea and the air crashing into her in an aggressive assault of nostalgia and regret.

She closes the door behind her, letting her hand rest on the weather-worn surface, smooth and soft and cool.
Allegra drops her bag on the sand. The fur coat follows, the night air heavy and too warm for fur.

She takes a step back. She lifts the heel of her boot and kicks. A solid kick, enough to crack the old wood.

She kicks it again.

When she can do no more damage with her boots she finds a rock to smash against it, the wood cracking and splintering, slicing her hands, fragments stinging beneath her skin. Eventually it is a pile of wood and not a door. Nothing behind it but solid rock.

Only the doorknob remains, fallen into the sand, grasping onto ragged bits of wood that were once a door and before that were a tree and are no longer either.

Allegra takes the matches from her coat and ignites the former door and watches it burn. If she can prevent anyone from entering she can prevent the things that she has seen from happening. The object within the jar in her bag (an object she saw and painted before she understood what it was and long before it became an object within a jar) will be insurance.

Without doors she can prevent the return of the book and everything that would follow.

She knows how many doors there are.

She knows that any door can be closed.

Allegra turns the doorknob over in her hands. She considers throwing it into the sea but places it in her bag with the jar instead, wanting to hold on to any part of the place that she can.

Then Allegra Cavallo sinks to her knees on an empty beach by a star-covered sea and sobs.
Book V

The Owl King
Zachary Ezra Rawlins is being dragged backwards, away from the rift that has torn open the Heart of this Harbor and into the Keeper’s office where the floor has remained intact, his feet slipping on the broken tiles.

“Sit,” the Keeper says, forcing Zachary into the chair behind the desk. Zachary tries to stand again but the Keeper holds him down. “Breathe,” the Keeper advises but Zachary can’t remember how. “Breathe,” the Keeper repeats and Zachary takes one slow, gasping breath after another. He doesn’t understand how the Keeper is so calm. He doesn’t understand anything that’s happening right now but he keeps breathing and once his breath is steady the Keeper lets him go and he remains in the chair.

The Keeper takes a bottle from a bookshelf. He fills a glass with clear liquid and places it in front of Zachary.

“Drink this,” he says, leaving the bottle and walking away. He doesn’t add “it will make you feel better” and Zachary doesn’t believe, not right now in this chair, that he will ever feel better but he drinks it anyway and coughs.

It doesn’t make him feel better.

It makes everything sharper and clearer and worse.

Zachary puts the glass down next to the Keeper’s notebook and tries to focus on something, anything, that isn’t the last awful moments replaying themselves over and over in his head. He looks at the open notebook and reads, one page and then another.
“These are love letters,” he says, to himself in surprise as much as to the Keeper who does not respond.

Zachary keeps reading. Some are poems and others are prose but every line is passionate and explicit and clearly written to or about Mirabel.

He glances up at the Keeper who stands in the doorway, looking out at a chasm into which the universe has fallen save for a single star that dangles defiantly from the ceiling.

The Keeper hits the doorframe so hard that it cracks and Zachary realizes the apparent calm is barely contained rage.

He watches as the Keeper sighs and places his hand against the frame. The crack repairs itself, slowly mending until only a line remains.

The stones in the Heart begin to rumble and shift. Broken rock moves over the void in the floor, rebuilding the surface piece by piece.

The Keeper returns to the desk and picks up the bottle.

“Mirabel was in the antechamber,” the Keeper says, answering the question Zachary had not dared asked as he pours a glass for himself. “I will not be able to retrieve her body or what is left of it until the wreckage is cleared. The repairs will take some time.”

Zachary tries to say something, anything, but he cannot and instead he puts his head down on the desk, trying to understand.

Why only the two of them are here in a room filled with loss and books. Why everything that was crumbling before is broken now and why only the floor seems to be repairable. Where the ginger cat has gone.

“Where’s Rhyme?” Zachary asks when he finds his voice again.

“Likely somewhere safe,” the Keeper says. “She must have heard this coming. I think she
tried to warn me but I did not understand at the time.”

Zachary doesn’t ask the Keeper to refill his glass but he does it anyway.

Zachary reaches for the glass but his hand closes over an object next to it, a single die, an older one than the dice from the entrance exam but with the same symbols carved into its sides. He picks it up instead.

He rolls it onto the desk.

It lands, as he expects it to, on the single carved heart.

*Knights who break hearts and hearts that break knights.*

“What do hearts mean?” Zachary asks.

“Historically the dice have been rolled to see what kismet has to say about a new arrival to this place,” the Keeper says. “For a time the results were used to gauge potential for paths. Hearts were for poets, those who wore their hearts open and aflame. Long before that they were used by storytellers and rolled to nudge a story toward romance or tragedy or mystery. Their purpose has changed over time but there were bees before there were acolytes and swords before there were guardians and all of those symbols were here before they were ever carved upon dice.”

“There are more than three paths, then.”

“Each of us has our own path, Mister Rawlins. Symbols are for interpretation, not definition.”

Zachary thinks through bees and keys and doors and books and elevators, reviewing the path that brought him to this room and this chair. The more he traces moments back the more he thinks maybe it was all too late even before it started.

“You tried to save him,” Zachary says to the Keeper. “When Allegra was going to shoot
Dorian you stopped her.”

“I did not wish you to suffer as I suffer, Mister Rawlins. I thought I might prevent the
moment we have found ourselves in now. I am sorry I was not successful. I have felt what
you are feeling myriad times. It does not get any easier. It simply becomes familiar.”

“You’ve lost her before,” Zachary says. He is beginning to understand even if he is not
yet certain if he believes.

“Many, many times,” the Keeper confirms. “I lose her, through circumstance or Death or my
own stupidity and years pass and she returns again. This time she was convinced something had
changed, she never told me why.”

“But…” Zachary starts and then stops, distracted by the memory of Dorian’s voice in his
ear. *(Occasionally Fate can pull itself together again and Time is always waiting.)*

“The person you knew as Mirabel,” the Keeper continues, “no, I’m sorry, you called her
Max, didn’t you? She has lived in different vessels over the centuries. Sometimes she remembers
and others… The incarnation before this one was named Sivía. She was soaking wet when she
came out of the elevator, you reminded me of her when you first arrived dripping with paint. It
must have been raining near Reykjavík that night, I never asked. I didn’t recognize her at first. I
rarely do and I wonder after how I could be so blind, every time. And it always ends in loss.
Sivía believed that could change as well.”

He pauses, staring into his glass. Zachary waits a moment before asking:

“What happened to her?”

“She died,” the Keeper answers. “There was a fire. It was the first such incident in this space
and there she was, right in the center of it. I gathered what I could to bring to the crypt but it was
difficult to separate what was once a woman from pieces of former books and cats. Afterward I
thought perhaps she had been the last. After the fire everything did change. Slowly at first, but then the doors closed one after another until I was certain she could not return even if she wished to and then one day I looked up she was already here.”

“How long have you been here?” Zachary asks, staring at the man in front of him, thinking about metaphorical pirates in basement cages and Time and Fate and burned places, remembering how the Keeper looked from across the gilded ballroom. He looks exactly the same now. There are more pearls in his hair.

“I have always been here, Mister Rawlins,” the Keeper answers. He puts his glass down on the desk. He picks up the die and holds it in his palm. “I was here before there was a here to be in.” He rolls the die on the desk and does not watch it fall. “Come, I would like to show you something.”

The Keeper stands and walks towards the back of the office, to a door Zachary hadn’t noticed, tucked back between two tall bookshelves.

Zachary looks down at the desk.

Face up on the die is a single key but Zachary doesn’t know what it is meant to lock or unlock. He gets to his feet, finding them more steady than he expects. He glances out at the Heart where the floor is still slowly reassembling its broken pieces. He follows the Keeper, pausing at a bookshelf that contains a familiar-looking jar with a hand floating inside, waving hello or goodbye or some other sentiment in his direction. He recalls the heavy object in Mirabel’s bag after they escaped the Collector’s Club and wonders briefly who the hand belonged to before it was jarred and then he moves into the room beyond the office.

The Keeper lights a lamp, illuminating a chamber smaller than Zachary’s own, or maybe so filled with books and art that it seems smaller. The bed in the corner is also covered in books.
Books are stacked two rows deep on shelves and piled on all available surfaces and most of the floor. Zachary looks around for the ginger cat but does not find it.

He pauses at a shelf occupied by notebooks identical to the one on the desk. They have names along their spines. *Lin, Grace, Asha, Étienne.* Many names have more than one notebook. Several *Sívías* are followed by rows of echoing *Mirabels.*

Zachary turns to the Keeper who is lighting the other lamps to ask about them but the question dies on his lips.

Beyond the Keeper there is a large painting on the wall.

Zachary’s first thought is that it’s a mirror, because he is in it, but as he moves closer the Zachary in the painting remains motionless, though he is painted with such realistic detail it looks like he should be breathing.

It is a life-sized portrait. The painted Zachary stands toe-to-toe with the actual one, in the same suede shoes, the same blue pajama pants that somehow manage to look elegant and classical in oil paint. But painting Zachary is shirtless, holding a sword in one hand, hanging lightly by his side, and a feather in the other, held aloft.

Dorian stands behind him. Leaning in toward painting Zachary and whispering in his ear. One of Dorian’s arms is wrapped around him, palm tilted upward and covered in honeybees that dance on his fingertips and swarm up his wrist. Dorian’s other hand, held out to the side, is draped in chains with dozens of keys dangling from them.

Above their heads floats a golden crown. Beyond it is a vast night sky filled with stars.

It is all achingly realistic, except for the fact that this Zachary’s chest is cracked open, his heart exposed, the star-filled sky visible behind it. Or maybe it’s Dorian’s heart. Maybe it’s both. Either way it is anatomically correct down to its arteries and aorta but painted in metallic gold
and covered in flames, glowing like a lantern, casting perfectly painted flecks of light over the bees and the keys and the sword and both of their faces.

“What is this?” Zachary asks the Keeper.

“This is the last piece Allegra painted here,” the Keeper answers.

“Allegra’s the painter.” Zachary remembers the basement room filled with paintings of the Harbor in the Collector’s Club. “When did she paint this?”

“Twenty years ago.”

“How is that possible?”

“I would think the child of a fortune teller would not need to ask.”

“But…” Zachary stops, his head more drowning than swimming. “My mom doesn’t…” he stops again. Maybe his mother does see this clearly but doesn’t paint. He’s never asked.

This is stranger than reading about himself in *Sweet Sorrows*. Maybe because he can only assume that he is the boy in the book when he is absolutely, unquestionably the man in the painting.

“You knew who we were,” he says, looking again at the painting version of Dorian, remembering the way the Keeper had scrutinized him when they brought him down.

“I knew your faces,” the Keeper says. “I have looked at that painting every day for years. I knew you might arrive someday but I did not know if someday was months or decades or centuries away.”

“You would have been here even if it was centuries, right?” Zachary asks.

“I may only depart when this place is gone, Mister Rawlins,” he says. “May we both outlive it.”

“What happens now?”
“I wish I could say, Mister Rawlins. I do not know.”

Zachary looks back at the painting, at the bees and the sword and the keys and the golden heart, his gaze first avoiding and then inevitably finding its way back to Dorian.

“He tried to kill me once,” Zachary says, remembering Mirabel on a snow-covered sidewalk a lifetime ago and what she’d said later when he’d asked about it.

_It didn’t work._

“I’m afraid I don’t follow, Mister Rawlins,” the Keeper says.

“I think something changed,” Zachary says, trying to tie his bubbling thoughts together. There is a sound in the doorway and the Keeper looks up. His eyes widen. A wordless gasp escapes his lips and his ring-covered hand rises to cover it.

Zachary turns, expecting what he sees but Mirabel is still a surprise, standing in the doorway covered in dust and holding the ginger cat in her arms.

“Change is what a story is, Ezra,” Mirabel says. “I thought I already told you that.”
Dorian is falling.

He has been falling for some time, long past the duration suitable for any calculable distance. He has lost sight of Allegra. She was a weight on his coat and then a blur of white and then gone in a shower of stone and tile and gilded metal. A passing ring that might have been lost by a planet hit his shoulder with such force he is certain it is broken but after that there was only darkness and rushing air and now he is alone and somehow still falling.

Dorian doesn’t recall exactly what happened. He remembers the floor cracking and then there was no floor, only crashing chaos.

He remembers the look on Zachary’s face which was likely mirrored on his own. A mixture of surprise and confusion and horror. Then it was gone, in an instant. Less.

Dorian thinks this would all feel stranger were it not an almost-familiar feeling, as he has been falling for over a year now and it only just became literal.

Or maybe he has always been falling.

He does not know which direction is up any longer. The free-fall is dizzying and his chest feels as though it might burst if he does not remember how to breathe but breathing feels so complicated. *Must be getting somewhere near the center of the earth*, he Alice-thinks.

Then there is light in a direction that is likely below. It is dim but there is definitely a light, approaching at a faster rate than he thought possible.

Thoughts clutter his mind, too many to focus on one, as though they are all vying to be final.
He thinks that if he is about to die he should have begun collecting his final thoughts earlier. He thinks about Zachary and regrets a lot of things he didn’t say and didn’t do. Books he didn’t read. Stories he didn’t tell. Decisions he didn’t make.

He thinks about the night with Mirabel that changed everything but he’s not certain he regrets that, even now.

He thought he would have figured out what he believes before it all came to an end but he has not.


The last thought that crosses Dorian’s mind before he reaches the illuminated ground below, as he tries to move so that he might hit it bare-feet-first, the thought that wins its place as the final thought of a long, thoughtful fall is *maybe the Starless Sea isn’t just a children’s bedtime story.*

Maybe, *maybe* beneath him there will be water.

But as the fall reaches its end and Dorian crashes into the Starless Sea he realizes no, it is not water.

It is honey.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins stares at Mirabel as she stands impossibly in the doorway. She is covered in dust, powdered stone that blankets her clothes and her hair. Her jacket has a rip along one sleeve. Blood blooms red over her knuckles and in a line down her neck but she seems otherwise unharmed.

Mirabel puts the ginger cat down. It rubs against her legs and then walks back to its preferred chair.

The Keeper murmurs something under his breath and then he walks toward her, navigating his way through the piles of books without taking his eyes off of Mirabel.

Watching them look at each other Zachary feels suddenly that he is trespassing in someone else’s love story.

When the Keeper reaches Mirabel he pulls her into such a passionate embrace that Zachary turns away but turning away puts him face-to-face with the painting again and so he closes his eyes instead. For a moment he can feel, sharply and strongly, within the air in his lungs, precisely what it is to lose and find and lose again, over and over and over.

“We don’t have time for this.”

Zachary opens his eyes at the sound of Mirabel’s voice to see her turn and walk back through the door to the office. The Keeper follows.

Zachary hesitates but then follows after them. He hovers in the doorway, watching Mirabel kick the desk chair toward the fireplace. One of the jars on the mantel topples, scattering its keys.
“You didn’t think I had a plan,” Mirabel says, climbing up on the chair. “There has always been a plan, people have worked on this plan for centuries. There have simply been some… complications in its execution. Are you coming, Ezra?” she asks without looking over at Zachary.

“Am I what?” Zachary says at the same time that the Keeper asks “Where are you going?” and the questions overlap into What are you? which Zachary thinks is also a very good question.

“We have to rescue Ezra’s boyfriend because apparently that’s what we do,” Mirabel says to the Keeper. She yanks the sword down from its display over the fireplace. Another container of keys shatters and spills.

“Mirabel—” the Keeper starts to protest but she lifts the sword and points it at him. It is obvious from the way she holds it that she knows how to use it.

“Stop, please,” she says. A warning and a wish. “I love you but I will not sit here and wait for this story to change. I am going to make it change.” She holds his gaze over the length of the sword and after a long wordless conversation she lowers the sword again and hands it to Zachary. “Take this.”

“It’s dangerous to go alone,”” Zachary quotes in response as he takes it, even though the completed quote is out of order, addressing it partly to her and partly to himself and partly to the sword in his hand. It is a thin, double-edged straight sword that looks like it belongs in a museum though he supposes that’s where it’s been, in a way. The hilt has elaborate scrollwork and the leather on the grip is worn and Zachary can tell that it has been held many times before by many other hands. It’s still sharp.

It is the same sword he is holding in the painting, though the painting version has been polished. It is heavier than it looks.
“I need something else to wear,” Mirabel says, climbing down from the chair and brushing dust off her sleeves, frowning at the torn one. “Give me a minute and meet me at the elevator, Ezra.”

She doesn’t wait for Zachary to respond before she leaves. She doesn’t say another word to the Keeper.

The Keeper stares out the door after Mirabel even though she’s moved out of sight. Zachary watches him watching the space where she had been.

“You’re the pirate,” Zachary says. All of the stories are the same story. “In the basement. From the book.” The Keeper turns to look at him. “Mirabel’s the girl who rescued you.”

“That was a very long time ago,” the Keeper says. “In an older Harbor. And pirate is not a proper translation. Rogue might be closer. They used to call me the Harbormaster until they decided Harbors should not have masters.”

“What happened?” Zachary asks. He has been wondering ever since he read Sweet Sorrows for the first time. This is not where their story ends. Clearly.

“We did not make it far. They executed her in my place. They drowned her in the Starless Sea. They made me watch.”

The Keeper reaches out and rests a ring-covered hand on Zachary’s forehead and the touch is that of someone—something—much more ancient than Zachary could possibly have imagined. The sensation moves like waves from his head down to his toes, rippling and buzzing over his skin.

“May the gods bless and keep you, Mister Rawlins,” the Keeper says after he takes his hand away.

Zachary nods wordlessly and takes his bag and the sword and walks out of the office.
He avoids the parts of the floor that are still diligently repairing themselves, keeping to the edge of the Heart, not looking back, not looking down, only looking ahead at the broken door that leads out to the elevator.

Mirabel stands in the middle of the antechamber, shaking out her tangled hair, the pinks returning to more vibrant hues. She’s wiped most of the dust from her face and changed into the same fuzzy sweater she was wearing the first time Zachary met her dressed as herself.

“He blessed you, didn’t he?” she asks.

“Yes,” Zachary answers. He can still feel the buzzing against his skin.

“That should help,” Mirabel says. “We’re going to need all the help we can get.”

“What happened?” Zachary asks, looking around at the chaos. The glowing amber walls are cracked, some of them shattered completely. They were panels of glass, layered over the stone, he hadn’t realized. The elevator is smoking.

Mirabel looks down at the rubble and pushes something with the toe of her boot. The dice at her feet roll but do not settle. They fall into a crack in the floor and disappear.

“Allegra got desperate enough to try to close the door from the other side,” she explains.

“Do you like this place, Ezra?”

“Yes,” Zachary answers, confused, but even as he says the word he realizes he does not mean this place now the way it is with its empty halls and broken universe. He means the place it was before, when it was alive. He means a crowded ballroom. A multitude of seekers looking for things they do not have names for and finding them in stories written and unwritten and in each other.

“Not as much as Allegra does,” Mirabel says. “My mother vanished from this place when I was five and after she disappeared Allegra raised me. She taught me to paint. She left when I was
“fourteen and commenced her attempts to seal all of this away. When I started painting doors hoping to let someone, anyone in again she tried to have me killed, many times, because she saw me as a danger.”

She pauses and Zachary doesn’t know what to say. His head is still reeling with too many stories and too many complicated feelings.

There is a moment here. A moment when Zachary could say that he’s sorry because he is, but the sentiment feels too small, or he could take her hand and say nothing and let the gesture speak for him but her hand is too far away.

So Zachary does nothing and then the moment is gone.

“We have to go now, we have things to do,” Mirabel says. “What is it your mom calls points like these? Moments with meaning? I met her once, she gave me coffee.”

“You what?” Zachary asks but Mirabel doesn’t answer, she walks to the elevator. The doors part for her. The elevator sits several inches below the floor and moves an inch lower as Mirabel steps into it.

“You did say you trusted me, Ezra,” she says, watching him hesitate.

“I did,” Zachary admits as he steps carefully into the elevator next to her, the floor unsteady beneath his feet, the sword heavy in his hand. The buzzing feeling has ceased. He feels oddly calm. He can handle being a sidekick for whatever comes next. “Where are we going, Max?” he asks.

“We’re going down,” Mirabel says. She takes a step back and then lifts her boot and kicks the side of the elevator, hard.

The elevator shakes and sinks a few more inches and then the calm drops out of Zachary’s stomach as they abruptly plummet downward.
Dorian sinks into a sea of honey, a slow-moving current pulling him downward. It is too thick to swim through, pulling at his clothes and weighing him down. Drowning him in sweetness.

This is not even in the top one hundred ways he expected to die. Not even close.

He cannot see the surface but he reaches out, stretching his fingers as far in the direction he believes is up as he can manage but he cannot feel if there is air around them, if he is even anywhere near the surface.

*What a stupid, poetic way to die,* he thinks, and then someone grabs ahold of his hand.

He is pulled from the sea and over something that feels like a wall, and someone settles him onto a smooth, hard surface that does not feel steady.

Dorian tries to articulate his gratitude but he opens his mouth and chokes on sticky sweetness.

“Stay down,” a voice says near his ear, the words muffled and far away. He still can’t open his eyes but the owner of the voice pushes him down, his back against a wall. Every breath is a sugary gasp and the surface he is on is moving. The sounds beyond his clogged ears are irregular and screeching. Something hits his shoulder, grasping and claw-like. He covers his head with his arms but that makes it too difficult to breathe. He tries to wipe at his face and removes some but not all of the honey and his breath loosens. There is something above him, hovering.

The surface he sits on tilts suddenly and he slips sideways. When it settles the screeching
noise has subsided. Dorian coughs and someone puts a piece of cloth in his hand. He wipes his face with it, enough to open his eyes and start to put together what, exactly, he is looking at.

He is on a boat. A ship. No, a boat. A boat with aspirations of being a ship, with dozens of tiny lanterns strung along its multitude of dark sails. Maybe it is a proper ship. Someone is helping him remove his honey-soaked coat.

“They’re gone for now, but they’ll be back,” a voice says, clearer now. Dorian turns to get a better look at his rescuer as she shakes his star-buttoned coat over the rail of the ship, letting the drops of honey return to the sea.

Her hair is a complicated tangle of dark waves and braids tied back in a scrap of red silk. Her skin is light brown with a distinctive pattern of freckles over the bridge of her nose. Her eyes are dark and ringed with lines of black and shimmering gold that look more war paint than makeup. She wears strips of brown leather tied like a vest over what might once have been a sweater but it is now more a looping neckline and cuffs strung together by loose stitches and stray yarn, leaving most of her shoulders and the tops of her arms exposed, a large scar visible as it curves around her left tricep. Beneath the vest her skirt is voluminous and tied up in fluffy loops like a parachute, pale and almost colorless, like a cloud over her dark boots.

She hangs the coat over the rail to continue its dripping unaided, making certain it is secure enough that it won’t fall.

“Who’s gone?” Dorian starts to ask but only gets out the who before choking on honey again. The woman hands him a flask and when he puts it to his lips the water is better than anything he has ever tasted.

The woman looks at him in a pitying way and hands him another towel.

“Thank you,” he says, trading the flask for the cloth, the thanks sticky-sweet on his lips.
“The owls are gone,” the woman says. “They came to investigate the commotion. They like to know when things change.”

She walks away across the deck, leaving Dorian to collect himself. Strings of glowing lanterns loop around and up around the mast, over sails the color of red wine. The lights continue along the railing like fireflies, going up to a higher level by the bow, where there is a carved figurehead of a rabbit, its ears running back along the sides of the ship.

Dorian takes long, deep breaths. Each one less sweet than the last. So, not dead yet. Though his shoulder doesn’t hurt anymore. He looks down at his bare chest and arms, certain he should have some residual injuries, some scrapes and scratches at least, but there is nothing.

Well, not quite nothing.

On his chest, over his breastbone, is a tattoo of a sword. A scimitar-style sword with a curved blade. Its hilt is impossibly gold, metallic ink shimmering beneath his skin.

Breathing is suddenly difficult again and Dorian pulls himself to his feet. He steadies himself against the ship rail and looks out at the Starless Sea. Pieces of model universe sink slowly into the honey. A single golden hand points desperately upwards, disappearing as he watches. The cavern extends into the shadows, the sea softly glowing. In the distance shadows are moving, fluttering like wings.

The honey drips from his hair and his trousers, pooling around his bare feet. He steps out of it, the deck warm beneath his toes.

He walks toward the bow of the ship, following where the woman he assumes is its captain has gone.

He finds her sitting beside something covered in silk that matches the sails laid out on the deck.
“Oh,” he says when he realizes what it is.

It is difficult for him to process everything he feels, looking at Allegra’s body.

“Did you know her?” the captain asks.

“Yes,” Dorian answers. He does not add that he has known this woman for half of his life, that she was the closest thing to a mother he ever had, that he loved her and hated her in equal measures, that moments ago he would have killed her with his own hands and yet standing here now he feels a loss the depths of which he cannot explain. He feels untethered. He feels lost. He feels free.

“What was her name?” the captain asks.

“Her name was Allegra,” Dorian says, realizing now that he doesn’t know if it was her real name.

“We called her the painter,” the captain says. “Her hair was different then,” she adds, gently touching one of Allegra’s silver locks.

“You knew her?”

“She let me play with her paints sometimes when I was a rabbit. I was never very good.” “When you were what?”

“I used to be a rabbit. I’m not anymore. I don’t need to be. It’s never too late to change what you are, it took me a long time to figure that out.”

“What’s your name?” Dorian asks her, though he knows already. There cannot be many former rabbits in such places.

The captain frowns at him. It is clearly not a question she has been asked in some time and she pauses, considering it.

“They used to call me Eleanor, up there,” she says. “It’s not my name.”
Dorian stares at her. She’s not old enough to be Mirabel’s mother. Not nearly, she might even be younger than Mirabel. But she looks like her, the eyes and the shape of her face. He wonders how time works down here.

“What’s your name?” Eleanor asks.

“Dorian,” he says. It feels truer than any other name he’s used. He’s starting to like it.

Eleanor looks at him and nods, then she turns back to Allegra.

Allegra’s eyes are closed. A long gash of a wound covers part of her head, cutting across her neck, though there isn’t much blood. Most of her body is covered in honey, sticking to the silk, her fur coat lost somewhere in the sea. It strikes Dorian how lucky he was to survive the fall. He wonders if he believes in luck. The neck of Allegra’s blouse has come undone enough that Dorian looks for the sword tattooed on her chest, but there is no sword. There is only a delicate scar in the shape of a bee.

Eleanor kisses Allegra on the forehead and then pulls the silk cloth up to cover her face.

She stands and looks at Dorian.

“I can take you there, if that’s where you’re going,” Eleanor says, pointing at him. “I know where it is.”

“Take me where?” Dorian asks.

“The place on your back.”

Dorian puts a hand up to his shoulder, touching the topmost edge of the very elaborate, very real tattoo that covers his back. The branches of a tree, the canopy of a forest of cherry blossoms, star-sparkling with lanterns and lights though all of that is background for the centerpiece: a tree stump covered in books dripping with honey under a beehive with an owl sitting atop it, wearing a crown.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins is dancing. The ballroom is crowded, the music too loud, but there is an ease here, a constant perfect movement. His dance partners keep changing, all of them masked.

Everything is shimmering and gold and beautiful.

“Ezra,” he hears Mirabel’s voice, too soft and distant with her face so close. “Ezra come back to me,” she says.

He doesn’t want to go back. The party just started. The secrets are here. The answers are here. He will understand everything after one more dance, please, one more.

A gust of wind separates him from his current partner and he cannot grab ahold of another. Gold-covered fingers slip through his. The music falters.

The party fades, blown away with a breath, and in front of his eyes Mirabel comes into almost-focus, her face inches in front of his own. He blinks at her, trying to remember where they are but then he realizes he has absolutely no idea where they are right now.

“What happened?” Zachary asks. The world is blurry and spinning, as though he is still dancing though he can tell now that in reality he is laying down on a hard floor.

“You were unconscious,” Mirabel says. “It was probably the impact, knocking the wind out of you. We didn’t have the most graceful of landings.” She indicates a pile of metal nearby. The remains of the elevator. “Here,” she adds, “I took these off for ease of respiratory assistance but
they did remain intact."

She hands him his eyeglasses.

Zachary sits up and puts them on.

The elevator has collapsed in such a way that Zachary is astonished that they—well, that he—survived the fall. Maybe the Keeper’s blessing helped and the gods were looking out, because there is no elevator shaft above it, only a large open cavern.

Mirabel helps Zachary get to his feet.

They are in a courtyard surrounded by six large freestanding stone arches, most of them broken but the ones still standing have symbols carved into their keystones. Zachary can only make out a key and a crown but he can guess the rest. Beyond the arches is a ruin that was once a city.

The only word that comes to mind as Zachary looks at the structures surrounding them is ancient but it is a non-specific ancient, like an architectural fever dream in stone and ivory and gold. Columns and obelisks and pagoda-like roofs. Everything shimmers, as though the whole city and the cavern that contains it has been covered in a layer of crystal. Mosaics stretch over walls and are laid into the ground beneath his feet, though most of the ground is covered in books. Piles of them, heaped and strewn over the space, abandoned by whoever had once been here to read them.

The cavern is massive, enclosing the city easily. On the far walls there are cliffs, carved with stairways and roads and towers lit up like lighthouses. Though they are only isolated beacons everything glows. It all feels too big to be underground. Too vast and too complex and too forgotten.

A fire burns next to the elevator in a structure that looks like a fountain but it is flowing with
flame, dripping bowls of it draped like crystals over a chandelier, though only some of them are lit. There are others like it around the courtyard but the rest are dark.

Zachary picks up a book and it is solid and heavy in his hands, its pages sealed together with something sticky that turns out to be honey.

“Lost cities of honey and bone,” he remarks.

“Technically it’s a Harbor, though most Harbors are city-like,” Mirabel clarifies as Zachary returns the unreadable tome to its resting spot. “I remember this courtyard, it was the Heart of this Harbor. They would hang lanterns from the arches during the parties.”

“You remember this?” Zachary asks, looking out over the empty city. No one has been in this place for a very long time.

“I remembered a thousand lifetimes before I could talk,” Mirabel says. “Some have faded with time and most of them seem more like half-forgotten dreams but I recognize places I’ve been before when I’m in them. I suppose it’s like being haunted by your own ghost.”

Zachary watches her as she stares out over the broken buildings. He tries to decide if she looks more or less real here than she did waiting in line for coffee in the middle of Manhattan but he cannot. She looks the same, only bruised and dust-covered and tired. The firelight plays with her hair, pulling it through tones of red and violet and refusing to let it settle on a single color.

“What happened here?” Zachary asks, trying to wrap his thoughts around everything, part of his mind still swirling around a golden ballroom. He prods another book with his toe. It refuses to open, its pages sealed shut.

“The tides came up,” Mirabel says. “That’s how it goes, historically. One Harbor sinks and a new one opens somewhere higher. They change themselves to suit the Sea. It never receded before but I suppose even a Sea can feel neglected. No one was paying attention anymore so it
wandered back to the depths where it came from. Look, you can see where the canals were, there.” She points at a spot where bridges cross over a stretch of nothing.

“But… where’s the sea now?” Zachary asks, wondering how far down the nothing goes. “It must be farther down. It’s lower than I thought it would be. This is one of the lowest Harbors. I don’t know what we’ll find if we have to go deeper.”

Zachary looks around at the book-covered remains of a once-sunken city. He tries to imagine it filled with people and for a moment he can picture it: the streets teeming with people, the lights stretching out into the distance and then it is a lifeless ruin again.

He was never at the beginning of this story. This story is much, much older than he is.

“I lived three lifetimes in this Harbor,” Mirabel says. “In the first I died when I was nine. All I wanted was to go to the parties to see the dancing but my parents told me I had to wait until I was ten and then I never got to be ten, not in that life. The following lifetime I reached seventy-eight and I did more than my share of dancing but I was always going to be mortal until I was conceived outside of time. People who believed in the old myths tried to construct a place for that to happen. They attempted it in Harbor after Harbor. They passed down theories and advice to their successors. They toiled down here and on the surface and they had a lot of names over the years even as their numbers dwindled. Most recently they were named after my grandmother.”


“Almost all of them died before I could thank them. And in all that time no one ever considered what would happen afterward. No one thought about consequences or repercussions.”

Mirabel picks up the sword from where it rests on the ground. She gives it a practiced twirl. In her hands it appears feather-light. She continues to spin it as she speaks.
“I—well, a previous me—smuggled this out of a museum concealed down the back of a very uncomfortable gown. It was before metal detectors and guards don’t check down the backs of ladies’ gowns as a general rule. Thank you for returning the book, it had been lost for a very long time.”

“Is that what we’re doing here?” Zachary asks. “Returning lost things?”

“I told you, we’re rescuing your boyfriend. Again.”

“Why do I feel like that’s not—wait,” Zachary says. “You’d seen the painting.”

“Of course I had. I’ve spent a lot of time in a bed that faces it. It’s one of Allegra’s best. I did a charcoal study of it once but I could never get your face right.”

“That’s why you wanted us both down here. Because we’re in the painting.” “Well…”

Mirabel starts but then she gives him a half-shrug that suggests he might be correct.

“That’s not fate, that’s… art history,” Zachary protests.

“Who said anything about fate?” Mirabel says but she smiles as she says it, the glamorous old-movie-star smile that looks frightening in the firelight.

“Aren’t you…” Zachary pauses because Aren’t you Fate? sounds too absurd a question to ask even casually discussing past lives and despite the fact that he already almost believes that the woman in front of him is somehow, crazily, Fate. He stares at her. She looks like a regular person. Or maybe she’s like her painted doors: an imitation so precise as to fool the eye. The shifting firelight falls on different pieces of her, allowing the rest to disappear into shadow. She looks at him with dark, unblinking eyes and smudged mascara and he doesn’t know what to think anymore. Or what to ask.

“What are you?” Zachary settles on and immediately wishes he hadn’t.
Mirabel’s smile vanishes. She takes a step toward him, standing too close. Something changes in her face, as though she was wearing an invisible mask that has been removed, a personality conjured from pink hair and snark as false as a tail and a crown from a far-away party. Zachary tries to remember if he has ever felt the same nameless ancient presence from her that he felt with the Keeper and somehow he knows it was always there and that the vanished smile is older than the oldest of movie stars. She leans in close enough to kiss him and her voice is low and calm when she speaks.

“I’m a lot of things, Ezra. But I am not the reason you didn’t open that door.”

“What?” Zachary asks even though he is certain he already knows what she means.

“It is your own damned fault that you didn’t open that door when you were however old, no one else’s,” Mirabel tells him. “Not mine and not whoever painted over it, either. Yours. You decided not to open it. So don’t stand there and invent mythology that allows you to blame me for your problems. I have my own.”

“We’re not even here to find Dorian, we’re here to find Simon, aren’t we?” Zachary asks. “He’s the last thing lost in time.”

“You’re here because I need you to do something that I can’t,” Mirabel corrects him. She shoves the sword at him, hilt upward, forcing him to take it. It’s even heavier than he remembers. “And you’re here because you followed me, you didn’t have to.”

“I didn’t have to?”

“No, you didn’t,” Mirabel says. “You want to think you did or that you were supposed to but you always had a choice. You don’t like choosing, do you? You don’t do anything until someone or something else says that you can. You didn’t even decide to come here until a book gave you permission. You’d be sitting in the Keeper’s office wallowing if I hadn’t dragged you out of
there.”

“I would not—” Zachary protests, infuriated by the sentiments and the truths behind them but Mirabel interrupts.

“Shut up,” she says, holding up a hand and looking off behind him.

“Don’t tell me to—” Zachary starts but then he turns to see what she is looking at and stops.

A shadow like a storm cloud is moving in their direction, accompanied by a sound like wind. The flames on the fire fountain waver.

The cloud grows larger and louder and Zachary realizes what he is looking at.

The sound is not wind but wings.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins has seen an owl that wasn’t of the taxidermy variety only once before, not far from his mother’s farmhouse, on a spring evening just before dusk, perched by the side of the road on a telephone wire. He had slowed as he drove by because there were no other cars and because he wanted to make sure that it was, in fact, an owl and not some other bird of prey and the owl had stared at him with undeniably owl-y eyes and Zachary had stared back until another car came by behind him and he continued driving and the owl remained, staring after him.

Now there are many, many owls staring at him with dozens and dozens of eyes and they are getting closer. A shadow made of wings and claws, descending on them. Owls swooping down from above and soaring down streets, disturbing the bones and the dust.

The fire falters in the changing air, sputtering and dimming, darkening the shadows so the cloud of owls consumes first one street and then another as it moves closer.

Zachary feels Mirabel put a hand on his arm but he cannot look away from the dozens—no, hundreds—of eyes staring down at them.

“Ezra,” Mirabel says, squeezing his arm. “Run.”
For a second Zachary stands frozen but then something in his brain manages to react to Mirabel’s voice and follow her instruction, grabbing his bag from the ground and bolting in the opposite direction, away from the darkness and the eyes.

Zachary runs through the archways and toward the buildings and down the first street he reaches, tripping over books and faltering, trying to keep his grip on his bag and the sword. He can hear Mirabel behind him, her boots hitting the ground a fraction of second after his own, but he doesn’t dare look back.

When the street splits he hesitates but Mirabel’s hand on his back nudges him to the left and Zachary runs down another street, another dark path where he cannot see more than two steps in front of him at a time.

He takes another turn and the echo on his footsteps has vanished. He glances back and Mirabel is gone.

Zachary freezes, torn between retracing his steps to find Mirabel and continuing forward. Then the shadows around him move. Deep hollows of windows and doorways on either side of him are filled with wings and eyes.

Zachary stumbles backwards, dropping the sword. The stone path beneath him scrapes his palms as he tries to steady himself.

The owls are above him, he cannot see how many in the shadows. One grabs at his hand, claws biting into his skin.

Zachary retrieves the fallen sword and swings it blindly, its blade catching on claws and feathers, cleaving into blood and bone. The screeching that follows is deafening but the owls back away long enough for Zachary to get back on his feet, slipping on blood-splattered stone.

He runs as fast as he can, not looking back. He has no sense of direction in this labyrinthine
city so he settles for following his ears, moving away from the sound of wings.

He takes turn after turn. This alley turns onto a road that takes him across a bridge, the nothingness beneath it deep with something golden far below but Zachary does not pause to look. He reaches the other side and there is no road, no path, only a gap followed by the remains of a staircase that commences above his head and continues upward, missing the rest of its steps.

Zachary turns back and the city seems empty but then the owls appear, one and then another and another until they are an indistinguishable mass of wings and eyes and talons.

There are more of them than he’d thought possible, moving so quickly that he cannot imagine they could ever be outrun. Why they even dared to try.

Zachary looks at the stairs above him. They seem solid, carved into the rock. They’re not that high. The gap in front of them is not that wide. He could reach them. He tosses the sword onto the lowest step and it stays there, steady.

Zachary takes a breath and leaps upward, one hand finding its grip on the stone stair and the other settling on the sword and then the sword slips, taking his grip with it.

And so the sword pulls Zachary Ezra Rawlins away from this broken stairway in a forgotten city and instead sends him sliding down into the darkness below.
Dorian has not spent much of his life covered in honey so he had never before realized how it can get absolutely everywhere and insist on staying there. He fills another bucket with cold water from the barrels stored in the ship’s hull and pours it over his head, shivering as it cascades over his skin.

If he thought he was dreaming such shocking cold might wake him up but Dorian knows he isn’t dreaming. Knows it down to his toes.

After he removes as much honey as he can he puts his clothes back on, leaving his star-buttoned coat hanging open. *Fortunes & Fables* rests in the inside pocket, having somehow survived its travels unharmed and unhonied.

Dorian runs a hand through his still-sticky, greying hair, feeling too old for all of these marvels and wondering when he went from young and faithful and obedient to confused and adrift and middle-aged but he knows exactly when it was because that moment haunts him, still.

Dorian returns to the deck. The boat has sailed into a different system of caverns now, the stone threaded with crystal that looks like quartz or citrine. The stalactites above have been carved with patterns: vines and stars and diamonds. The whole space is lit by the lights from the boat and the soft luminescence of the sea.

As the ship drifts along he can see through to other caverns, glimpses of connected spaces. Stairways and tall crumbling arches. Broken statues and elaborate sculptures. Underground ruins
gently illuminated by honey. In the distance a waterfall (honeyfall) foams and spills over
the rocks. There is a world beneath the world beneath the world. Or at least there used to be.

Eleanor is on the quarterdeck, adjusting a series of instruments that Dorian doesn’t
recognize but navigating such a vessel likely takes some creativity. One looks like a string of
hourglasses. Another a compass shaped like a globe, indicating up and down as well as the
standard directions.

“Better?” she asks as he approaches, glancing up at his wet hair.

“Much, thank you,” Dorian answers. “May I ask you a question?”

“You may, but I might not have an answer, or if I have an answer it might not be the
right one or a good one. Questions and answers don’t always fit together like puzzle pieces.”

“I didn’t have this, up there,” Dorian says, indicating the sword tattooed on his chest.

“That’s not a question.”

“How do I have it now?”

“Did you think that you did?” Eleanor asks. “Those things can get confused down here.
You probably believed it should be there so now it’s there. You must be a good storyteller,
usually it takes awhile. But you did spend a fair amount of time in the sea, that will do it, too.”

“It was only an idea,” Dorian says, remembering how he felt reading Zachary’s book,
reading about what guardians once were, trying to guess what his sword would have looked
like if he were a real guardian and not a poor imitation of one.

“It’s a story you told yourself,” Eleanor says. “The sea heard you telling it so now it’s there.
That’s how it works. It usually has to be personal, a story you wear against your skin but I can
manage it with the ship, now. It took a lot of practice.”

“You willed this ship into existence?”
“I found parts of it and told myself the story of the rest of it and eventually they were the same, the found parts and the story parts. It can steer itself but I have to tell it where to go and nudge it back in the right direction sometimes. I can change the sails but they like being this color. Do you like them?”

Dorian looks up at the deep red sails and for a moment they brighten and then settle back into burgundy.

“I do like them,” Dorian says.

“Thank you. Did you have the tattoo on your back up there?”

“Yes.”

“Did it hurt?”

“Very much,” Dorian says, recalling session after session spent in a tattoo parlor that smelled of coffee and nag champa incense and played classic rock at volumes high enough to cover the buzzing of needles. He had copied the single page illustration on a photocopier years earlier to hang it on a wall, never thinking that he would lose the book and during the time when it was all he had left of *Fortunes & Fables* he wanted it closer than the wall, where no one could take it from him.

“It’s important to you, isn’t it?” Eleanor asks.

“Yes it is.”

“Important things hurt sometimes.”

Dorian smiles at the statement, despite the truth of it or because of it.

“It’ll take us awhile to get there,” Eleanor says, adjusting the compass globe and looping a rope over the ship’s wheel.

“I don’t think I understand where we’re going,” Dorian admits.
“Oh,” Eleanor says. “I can show you.”

She checks the compass again and then leads him down to the captain’s cabin. There is a long table in the center covered in beeswax candles. Leather armchairs are tucked into the corners next to a pot-bellied stove with a pipe that leads up and out through the deck. Along the back there are multi-colored stained glass windows. Ropes and ribbons and a large hammock covered in blankets hang from the beams in the ceiling. A stuffed bunny with an eye patch and a sword sits on a shelf, along with various other objects. An antlered skull. Clay mugs filled with pens and pencils, jars of ink and paintbrushes. Strings of feathers hang along the walls, drifting as the air changes around them.

Eleanor walks to the far end of the table. In between the candles there is a pile of paper, all different textures and sizes and shapes. Some of it is transparent. Most pieces have lines and annotations.

“It’s hard to map a place that changes,” she explains. “The map has to change along with it.” She picks up one corner of the pile of paper on the table and attaches it to a hook hung from a rope on the ceiling. She does the same with the other corners and turns a pulley on the wall and the map pieces lift up, attached to each other with ribbons and string. It rises in layers, fluffing up like a multi-tiered paper cake. The topmost levels are filled with books, Dorian finds the ballroom and then the Heart (a small red jewel of a heart hangs there along with the remains of a watch) and a tall empty space below, cutting through multiple layers. Below there are caverns and roads and tunnels. Looking closer he can see paper cutouts of tall statues, stray buildings and trees. Gold silk snakes in and out of the lower layers, a tiny boat pinned onto one near the center. The silk trails all the way down to the surface of the table where it pools in waves surrounded by paper castles and towers.
“This is the sea?” Dorian asks, touching the golden silk.

“Sea is easier to say than ‘complicated series of rivers and lakes’, isn’t it?” Eleanor answers. “It’s all connected but there are different pockets. We’re in one of the higher ones. It goes down here,” she points to the lower levels that are not as detailed as the rest of the map. “But it’s not safe down there if you’re not an owl, it changes too much. This is only what I’ve seen for myself.”

“How far does it go?” Dorian asks.

Eleanor shrugs. “I haven’t found out yet,” she says. “We’re here,” she points at one of the golden waves in the center. “We’ll follow along here and turn here,” she indicates two swirls of silk that move upwards, “and then I can leave you here.” She points at a series of paper trees.

“How do I get back here?” Dorian asks, pointing up to the Heart.

Eleanor considers the map and then moves to the other side of the table. She points at the opposite side of the forest.

“If you come out here and then go this way,” she points to a path that leads up from the trees, “you should be able to find the inn.” Here a building with a tiny lantern. “From the inn you should be able to change roads to get up here.” She brings him around the corner of the map and points to the paths closest to the Harbor. “Once you’re there your compass should work again and that always points you back here.” She points at the Heart.

Dorian looks at the chain around his neck that holds the key to his room and the locket-sized compass. He opens it and a small amount of honey drips out but the needle spins wildly, unable to find its way.

“Is that what this does?” he asks. No one had explained it to him before.
“It won’t be the same when you get back,” Eleanor says. “Sometimes you can’t go back to the same old place, you have to go to the new ones.”

“I’m not trying to get back to the place,” Dorian says. “I’m trying to get back to a person.” Admitting it aloud feels like an affirmation.

“People change, too, you know.”

“I do know,” Dorian says, nodding. He doesn’t want to think about it. He had always wanted to be in the place but he didn’t understand until he was finally there that the place was merely a way to get to the person and now he has lost them both.

“You might have been gone for a long time already,” Eleanor says. “Time is different down here. It passes slower. Sometimes it doesn’t stop to pass at all and it just skips around.”

“Are we lost in time?”

“You might be. I’m not lost.”

“What are you doing down here?” Dorian asks. Eleanor considers the question, looking at the layers of map.

“For awhile I was looking for a person but I didn’t find them and after that I was looking for myself. Now that I’ve found me I’m back to exploring, which is what I was doing in the first place before I was doing anything else and I think I was supposed to be exploring all along. Does that sound silly?”

“That sounds like a great adventure.”

Eleanor smiles to herself. She and Mirabel have the same smile. Dorian wonders what happened to Simon, now that he understands how much space and time there is to be lost in down here. He tries not to think about how much time might have passed above already as Eleanor collapses the map again, folding the Heart down into the Starless Sea.
“We’re near a good place for the goodbye,” she says. “If you’re ready.”

Dorian nods and together they return to the deck. They have traveled into another cavern, this one carved with massive alcoves, each alcove containing a towering statue of a person. There are six of them, each holding an object though many of them are broken and all of them are covered in crystalized honey.

“What is this place?” Dorian asks as they walk toward the bow.

“Part of one of the old Harbors,” Eleanor answers. “The sea level was higher the last time I passed through. I should update my map. I thought she’d like it here. She told me once that people who died down here were supposed to be returned to the Starless Sea because the sea is where the stories come from and all endings are beginnings. Then I asked her what happens to people who are born down here and she said she didn’t know. If all endings are beginnings, are all beginnings also endings?”

“Maybe,” Dorian says. He looks down at Allegra’s body, draped in silk and tied with ropes to a wooden door.

“It was all I had that was the right size,” Eleanor explains.

“It’s appropriate,” Dorian assures her.

Together they lift the door and lower it over the rail and down to the surface of the Starless Sea. The edges dip into the honey but the door stays afloat.

Once the door has moved a distance from the ship Eleanor stands up on the rail and tosses one of the paper lanterns onto the door. It lands over Allegra’s feet and tips, the candle inside catching first on its paper shell and then on the silk, working its way over the ropes.

The door and its occupant, both aflame, drift farther from the ship.

Dorian and Eleanor stand side by side at the rail, watching.
“Do you want to say something nice?” Eleanor asks.

Dorian stares at the burning corpse of the woman who took his name and his life and made him a thousand promises that were never kept. The woman who found him when he was young and lost and alone and gave him a purpose and set him on a path that has proved to be more surprising and strange than he was lead to believe. A woman he had trusted beyond all others until a year ago and a woman who would have shot him in the heart very recently had time and fate not intervened.

“No, I don’t want to say anything,” he tells Eleanor and she turns and looks at him thoughtfully but then she nods and returns her attention starboard, considering the now-distant flames for a long time before she speaks.

“Thank you for seeing me when other people looked through me like I was a ghost,” Eleanor says and an unexpected sob catches in Dorian’s throat.

Eleanor puts a hand over Dorian’s own on the ship rail and they stay like that in silence, watching long after the flame fades out of sight and the ship continues to steer itself to its destination.

The burning door illuminates the faces of the ancient statues as it passes.

They are only stone likenesses of those who dwelt in this space long before but they recognize one of their own and pay their silent respects as Allegra Cavallo is returned to the Starless Sea.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins stares upward toward a dim light that shines (not brightly) at a distance he had already thought of as deep from a spot very, very far below it.

What’s the opposite of a fear of heights? Fear of depths?

There is a cliff, a shadow that stretches up to the dim light from the city. He can sort of see the bridge. There’s only the barest amount of light where he’s landed, like warm-toned moonlight.

He does not remember landing, only slipping and continuing to slip and then having already landed.

He has landed on a pile of rocks. His leg hurts but nothing seems broken, not even his indestructible glasses.

Zachary reaches out to pull himself up and his fingers close over a hand.

He yanks his arm back.

He reaches out again, tentatively and the hand is still there, frozen, reaching out from the pile of rocks that is not a pile of rocks at all. Next to the hand is a leg and a round shape like half a head. As Zachary pulls himself up he rests his hand on a disembodied hip.

He stands in a sea of broken statues.

An arm nearby is holding up an unlit torch, a real one, from the looks of it, not one carved from stone. Zachary moves slowly toward it and takes it from the statue’s hand.

He puts the sword down by his feet and fumbles around in his bag for the cigarette lighter,
grateful for past Zachary for including it in the inventory.

It takes a few tries but he manages to light the torch. It gives him light enough to navigate, though he doesn’t know which way to go. He lets gravity dictate his way forward, following the sloping surface in whichever direction is easiest to step. The statues shift beneath his feet. He uses the sword to balance himself.

It is difficult to manage both sword and torch over the uneven surface but he dares not leave either behind. He needs the torch for light and the sword feels… important. The broken statues shift, creating miniature avalanches of body parts. He drops the sword and puts his hand out to steady himself and he hits something softer than stone.

The skull beneath his fingers is not carved from ivory or marble. It is bone, clinging to the last of the flesh that once surrounded it. Zachary’s fingers tangle in what is left of its hair. He pulls his hand back quickly, stray hairs chasing after his fingers.

Zachary rests the torch in the awaiting hand of a nearby statue so he can get a closer look that he’s not certain he wants.

The corpse that is almost a skeleton is concealed amongst the broken statues. Had Zachary been walking a few paces to either side he never would have noticed it, though now he can smell the decay.

This body is not wrapped in memories. It wears scraps of unidentifiable once-clothing. Whoever it once contained is gone, and they have taken their stories with them leaving their bones and their boots and a leather scabbard wrapped around their torso, fit for a sword it does not contain.

Zachary pauses, torn between the obvious usefulness of the scabbard and the amount of corpse contact it will take to obtain it and after an internal debate he holds his breath and
clumsily unhooks the belt from its former owner, collapsing bones and rot and
unidentifiable liquids in the process.

He has a sudden thought that this is what will become of him down here and he pushes
it from his mind as forcefully as he can, focusing on the bits of leather and metal.

When he frees the scabbard and its leather straps it does fit the sword, not perfectly but
well enough that he will not have to carry it. It takes him a minute to figure out how to wear it
over his sweater but eventually the sword stays in place on his back.

“Thank you,” Zachary says to the corpse.

The corpse says nothing, silently grateful to be of assistance.

Zachary keeps moving, stumbling over statues. It is easier now. He switches the torch
from one hand to the other to rest his arm.

The pieces of broken statues grow smaller, eventually there is only gravel beneath his feet.

The expanse of marble resolves into something that might be a path.

The path turns into a tunnel.

Zachary thinks the torch might be getting dimmer.

He does not know how long he has been walking. He wonders if it is still January,
if somewhere far above it is still snowing.

He can hear only his footsteps, his breath, his heartbeat and the crackling flame of the
torch which is definitely getting dimmer which is disappointing because he had hoped it would
be a magic endless light torch and not a regular extinguishable one.

There is a sound nearby that he is not causing. A movement along the ground.

The sound continues, growing louder. Something large is moving nearby. Behind him and
now beside him.
Zachary turns and looks up as the torchlight illuminates a single large, dark eye surrounded by light fur. The eye stares at him placidly and then blinks.

Zachary reaches out and touches softest fur. He can feel each breath beneath his hand, the thunder of a massive heartbeat and then the creature blinks again and turns away, allowing the torch to catch the length of its long ears and the fluff of its tail before it disappears.

Zachary stares into the darkness after the giant white rabbit.

Did this all begin with a book?

Or is it older than that? Is everything that brought him here and now much, much older?

He tries to pinpoint the moments, tries to sort out their meanings.

There are no meanings. Not anymore.

The voice is like a whisper made of wind.

“What?” Zachary asks aloud.

“What?” his echo answers him over and over and over.

You are too late. It is foolish to continue.

Zachary reaches back and pulls the sword from its scabbard, holding it out against the darkness.

You are already dead, you know.

Zachary pauses and listens though he does not want to.

You took a walk too early in the morning and collapsed from fatigue and stress and then hypothermia followed but your body has been buried in snow. No one will find you until spring melts it away. There is so much snow. Your friends think you’re missing when in truth you are beneath their feet.

“That’s not true,” Zachary says. He does not sound as certain as he would like to.
You’re right, it isn’t. You have no friends. And all of this is a fabrication. Your brain’s feeble attempt to preserve itself. Telling itself a story with love and adventure and mystery. All of those things you wanted in your life that you were too busy playing your games and reading your books to go out and find. Your wasted life is ending, that is why you are here.

“Shut up,” Zachary says to the darkness. He intended to shout it but his words are weak, not even strong enough to echo.

You know this is true. You believe it because it is more believable than this nonsense. You are pretending. You have imagined these people and these places. You tell yourself a fairy tale because you are too afraid of the truth.

The torchlight is fading. Cold like snow creeps over his skin.

Let go. You will never find your way out. There is no way out. You are at the end now.

Game Over.

Zachary forces himself to keep walking. He can no longer see where the path goes. He concentrates on one step and then another. He shivers.

Give up. Giving up is easier. Giving up will be warmer.

The torch goes out.

You don’t have to be afraid of dying because you are already dead.

Zachary tries to move forward but he cannot see.

You are dead. You perished. There is no extra life. You had your chance. You played your game. You lost.

Zachary falls to his knees. He had thought he had a sword, why would he have a sword? That’s so stupid.

It is stupid. It’s nonsense. It is time you stopped fantasizing about swords and time travel and
men who don’t lie to you and owl royalty and the Starless Sea. None of those things exist. You made them up. All of this is in your head. You can stop walking. There is nowhere to go. You’re tired of walking.

He is tired of walking. Tired of trying. He doesn’t even know what he wants, what it is that he’s looking for.

*You don’t know what you want. You never did and you never will. It is over and done with. You have reached the end.*

There is a hand on Zachary’s arm. He thinks there is a hand on his arm. Maybe. “Don’t listen,” a different voice says near his ear. He doesn’t recognize the voice or its accent. Maybe British or Irish or Scottish or something. He is bad at accent identification like he is bad at everything else. “It lies,” this voice continues. “Don’t listen.”

Zachary doesn’t know which voice to believe even though British-Irish-Scottish accents tend to sound official and important and the other voice didn’t have an accent but maybe there aren’t any voices at all maybe he should rest awhile. He tries to lay down but someone pulls at his arm.

“We cannot stay here,” one of the voices insists. The British one.

*You imagined help for yourself, you are so desperate to believe. That’s pathetic.*

The hand releases his arm. There was never a hand there, there was nothing.

A light flares, a sudden brightness sweeping over the space. For a second there is a tunnel and a path and huge wooden doors in the distance and then darkness again.

*You are a small, sad, unimportant man. None of this matters. Nothing you can do will have any impact on anything. You have already been forgotten. Stay here. Rest.*

“Get up,” the other voice says and the hand is there again, dragging Zachary forward.

Zachary pulls himself awkwardly to his feet. The sword in his hand hits his leg.
He does have a sword.

No.

The voice in the darkness changes. Before it was calm.

Now it is angry.

No, the darkness repeats as Zachary tries to move and someone—something—grabs ahold of his ankles, wrapping around his legs and trying to pull him down again.

“This way,” the other voice says, more urgently now, leading him forward. Zachary follows, each step meeting with increased resistance from the ground. He tries to run but he can barely walk.

He tightens his grip on the hilt of the sword. He focuses on the hand on his arm and not the other things that are sliding up his legs and around his neck though they feel just as real.

He is not alone. This is happening.

He has a sword and he is in a cavern beneath a lost city somewhere in the vicinity of the Starless Sea and he has lost track of Fate and he cannot see but he still believes, dammit.

His feet move faster now, one step and then another and another though the thing in the darkness follows, keeping pace as they continue down a path that ends at something that feels like a wall.

“Wait,” the voice that is not the darkness says and the hand leaves Zachary’s arm, replaced by something that is not a hand, heavy and cold and curling around his shoulder.

In front of him there is a sliver of light from an open door.

The darkness makes a horrible sound that is not a scream but that is the closest word Zachary has for the screeching terror in his head and around it.

It is so loud that Zachary stumbles and the darkness grabs at him, tearing at his shoes, curling
around his legs, pulling him back. He loses his balance and falls, sliding backwards, trying to hold on to the sword.

Someone reaches an arm around his chest and pulls him toward the light and the door. Zachary cannot tell if the man or the darkness is stronger but with one arm he holds tight to his rescuer and with the other he stabs at the darkness with his sword.

The darkness hisses at him.

*You don’t even know why you are here,* it calls as Zachary is pulled into the light, the voices in his ears and in his head. *They are using you—*

The doors close, muffling the voices, but they continue to shudder and shake, something on the other side trying to get in.

“Help me with this,” the man says as he pushes against the doors, attempting to keep them closed. Zachary blinks, his eyes adjusting, but he can see the large wooden bar the man is struggling with and he gets to his feet, taking the other end of the heavy bar and sliding it into the metal braces set along the doors.

The bar slips into place, securing the doors shut.

Zachary leans his forehead against the doors and tries to steady his breathing. The doors are massive and carved and feel more real and solid beneath his skin with every passing second. He is alive. He is here. This is happening.

Zachary sighs and looks up and around at the space that he has entered, and then at the man standing next to him.

This space is a temple. The doors are one set of four that lead to an open atrium. It continues up and up and up in tiers surrounded by wooden stairs and balconies. Fires burn in hanging bowls, their moving light accentuated by the candles placed on every surface in lieu of offerings,
dripping wax on carved altars and upon the shoulders and open palms of statues. Long
banners of book pages strung from thread are draped over the balconies like flags, fluttering
and freed from their bindings.

Within this sanctuary of light, Zachary Ezra Rawlins and Simon Jonathan Keating stare
at each other in bewildered silence.
It was easier than he anticipated, identifying her amongst the masked guests at the party. Initiating a conversation. Escalating it. Inviting her up to his hotel room, booked under a fictional name.

He expected her to be more wary.

He expected a lot of things from this evening that have not come to pass.

Getting to this point was so easy that it nags at him, louder now that they are away from the party chatter and the music. This was too easy. Too easy to identify her with the bee and key and sword draped obviously and gaudily around her neck. Too easy to get her talking. Too easy to bring her upstairs, to a location without witnesses save for the city outside the window too filled with its own concerns to notice or care.

It was all too easy and the ease of it all bothers him.

But it is also now too late.

Now she stands by the window though there is not much of a view. Part of the hotel across the street, a corner of night sky with no visible stars.

“Do you ever think about how many stories are out there?” she asks, placing a finger on the glass. “How many dramas are unfolding around us right at this very moment? I wonder how long a book you would need to record them. You’d probably need an entire library to hold a single evening in Manhattan. An hour. A minute.”
He thinks then that she knows why he is here and that’s why it was so easy and he can’t afford to hesitate any longer.

There is a part of him that wants to remain in the charade, continue playing this part and wearing this mask.

He finds he wants to keep talking with her. He is distracted by her question, thinking of all the other people in this city, all the stories filling this street, this block, this hotel. This room.

But he has a job to do.

He takes his weapon from his pocket as he approaches her.

She turns and looks at him, wearing an expression he cannot read. She lifts her hand and rests her palm against the side of his face.

He can tell where her heart is before he strikes. He doesn’t even have to look away from her eyes, the motion is so well-practiced it is almost automatic, a skill so honed he doesn’t have to think about it though here and now the not thinking bothers him.

Then it is done, one of his hands pressed against the neckline of her gown and the other against her back to keep her from falling or pulling away. From a distance, viewed through the window, it would appear romantic, the long thin needle piercing her heart a detail lost in an embrace.

He waits for her breath to catch, for her heart to stop.

It does not.

Her heart continues to beat. He can feel it beneath his fingers, stubborn and insistent.

She continues to look up at him, though the expression in her eyes has changed and now he understands. Before she had been weighing him. Now he has been weighed and left wanting and her disappointment is as obvious and evident as the blood running down her back and through
his fingers and the still-beating heart beneath his hand.

She sighs.

She leans forward, leans into him, pressing her drumming heart against his fingers and her breath, her skin, all of her is so impossibly alive in his arms that he is terrified.

She reaches up, casual and calm, and removes his mask. She lets it fall to the ground as she stares in his eyes.

“I am so very tired of the romance of the dead girl,” she says. “Aren’t you?” Dorian wakes with a start.

He is in an armchair in the captain’s quarters of a pirate ship upon a sea of honey. He tries to convince his mind that the Manhattan hotel room was the dream.

“Did you have a nightmare?” Eleanor asks from across the room. She is adjusting her maps. “I used to have nightmares and I would write them down and fold them up into stars and throw them away to be rid of them. Sometimes it worked.”

“I will never be rid of this one,” Dorian tells her.

“Sometimes they stay,” Eleanor says, nodding. She makes a change to the gold silk and collapses the maps again. “We’re almost there,” she says, and she goes out to the deck.

Dorian spends another breath in a remembered hotel room before he follows her. He takes the knapsack she has given him containing a few potentially useful items, including a flask full of water though Eleanor claims he spent enough time in the honey that he shouldn’t be hungry or thirsty for awhile. There is a pocketknife and a length of rope and a box of matches.

She somehow found a pair of boots that fit him, tall and cuffed and quite piratey. They are almost comfortable. Along with his star-buttoned coat he looks like he walked out of a fairy tale. Maybe he did.
He goes out to the deck and freezes in his boots at the sight set in front of him.

A dense forest of cherry trees in full bloom fills the cavern, all the way up to the edge of the river. Twisting tree roots disappear below the surface of the honey while stray blossoms fall and float downstream.

“It’s pretty, isn’t it?” Eleanor says.

“It’s beautiful,” Dorian agrees, though the single word cannot capture the way the sight of this long-beloved place is tearing at his heart.

“I won’t be able to stop long with this current,” Eleanor explains. “Are you ready to go?” “I think so,” Dorian says.

“When you find the inn tell the innkeeper I said hello, please,” Eleanor says.

“I shall,” Dorian tells her. And because he knows he might not have another chance he adds:

“I know your daughter.”

“You know Mirabel?” Eleanor asks.

“Yes.”

“She’s not my daughter.”

“She’s not?”

“Only because she’s not a person,” Eleanor clarifies. “She’s something else dressed up like a person, the way the Keeper is. You know that, don’t you?”

“I do,” Dorian admits, though he would not have been able to explain it so simply. The dream that was all memory replays in his mind again, following through the rest of that night they spent together in a hotel bar as his world fractured and fell apart and Mirabel caught the pieces in the bottom of a martini glass. He wonders sometimes what might have happened, what he might have done, had she not stayed with him.
“I think it’s probably hard to be not a person when you’re stuck inside a person,” Eleanor muses. “She always seemed very mad about everything. What is she like now?”

Dorian doesn’t know how to answer the question. He feels a heartbeat in his fingers that is not there. For a moment, remembering, conjuring the idea of the person who is not a person, he feels the way he felt that night again, and underneath all the terror and confusion and wonder there is a perfect calm.

“I don’t think she’s mad anymore,” he tells Eleanor. Though even as he says it he thinks perhaps that calm is more akin to the calm within a storm.

Eleanor tilts her head, considering, and then she nods, seemingly pleased.

Dorian wishes he could give Eleanor something for her kindness, in payment for the transportation. For saving his life, something that seems to run in the family.

He has but one thing to give and he realizes now it was the fact that the book was not being read that bothered him more than the fact that it was not in his possession. Besides, he carries it with him always, in ink on his back and constantly unfolding in his head.

Dorian takes *Fortunes & Fables* from the pocket of his coat.

“I’d like you to have this,” he says, handing it to Eleanor.

“It’s important to you,” she says. A statement and not a question.

“Yes.”

Eleanor turns the book over in her hands, frowning at it.

“I gave a book that was important to me to someone a long time ago,” she says. “I never got it back. I’m going to get this back to you someday, is that alright?”

“As long as you read it first,” Dorian says.

“I will, I promise,” Eleanor says. “I hope you find your person.”
“Thank you, my Captain,” Dorian says. “I wish you a great many future adventures.” He bows at her and she laughs and here and now they separate to further their respective stories.

Dorian’s disembarking is a complicated feat of ropes and a carefully managed jump and then he is standing on the shore watching the ship become smaller and smaller as it continues down the coast.

From here he can read the text carved into its side:

*To Seek & To Find*

The ship becomes a glowing light in the distance and then it is gone and Dorian is alone.

He turns to face the forest.

They are larger cherry trees than he has ever seen, looming and gnarled, branches twisting in all directions, some high enough to skim the rock walls of the cavern high above and others low enough to touch, all weighted with thousands of pink blossoms. Roots and trunks grow through solid stone ground that cracks open around them.

Paper lanterns are strung from branches, some from impossible heights, dotting the canopy like stars. They sway though there is no breeze.

As Dorian walks into the forest there are occasional stumps between the trees. Some are covered in burning candles, dripping over the sides and onto the ground. Others are stacked with books and Dorian reaches to pick one up only to find that the books themselves are solid wood, part of the former tree, carved and painted.

Blossoms drift down around him. A trail has been cleared and defined by markers on the trees, flat stones set into their roots with single candles burning on them. Dorian follows this path, quickly losing sight of the Starless Sea. Before long he can no longer hear the sound of the waves against the shore.
A single petal flutters and falls on his hand and dissolves like a snowflake on his skin.

As Dorian walks on the blossoms continue to fall, a few petals at a time but then they begin to accumulate, drifting over the path.

He cannot pinpoint the moment when they turn from cherry blossoms to snow.

His boots leave prints as he walks farther. There are fewer lights marking the path. The blossom snow falls heavier, taking the candle flames away. It is colder now, each blossom that strikes Dorian’s exposed skin feels like ice.

The darkness comes quick and heavy. Dorian cannot see.

He takes one step forward and then another, his boots sinking deep into the snow. There is a sound. At first he thinks it is wind but it is steadier, like breathing. There is something moving beside him, then in front of him. He cannot see anything, the darkness is absolute.

He stops. Carefully he feels his way into his knapsack, his hands closing over the box of matches.

Blindly, Dorian attempts to light a match. The first falls from his shivering fingers. He takes a breath and steadies himself and tries another.

The match catches, casting a single trembling flame’s worth of light.

A man stands in the snow in front of Dorian. Taller than him, thinner but with broader shoulders. Atop the broad shoulders is the head of an owl, staring down at him with large, round eyes.

The owl head tilts, considering him.

The large round eyes blink.

The flame reaches the end of the match. The light flickers and fades.
The darkness envelops Dorian again.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins has pictured many a character from a book before never dreaming he would end up face-to-face with one of them and even though he knew that Simon Keating was an actual person and not a book character he’d had a character pictured in his head anyway who was not at all the person he is currently looking at.

This man is older than the eighteen-year-old that Zachary had imagined, though what is age for someone lost in time? He looks thirty-ish, with dark eyes and long dirty blond hair pulled back into a ponytail with several feathers tied into it. A ruffled shirt that might once have been white is now grey but his waistcoat has fared better, missing several buttons that have been replaced by knotted strings. He wears a strip of leather looped twice around his waist like a doubled belt, from it hang several items including a knife and a coil of rope. More strips of leather and cloth are wrapped around his knees and elbows and his right hand.

His left hand is missing, cut off above the wrist. The end of this arm is also wrapped and protected, and both the skin visible above it and part of his neck have clearly been very badly burned at some point in the past.

“Can you still hear them?” Simon asks.

Zachary shakes his head, as much to get the memory of the voices out as to answer the question. He dropped his torch at some point though now he doesn’t remember if he actually had a torch at all. He tries to remember and recalls statues and darkness and a giant bunny.
He looks up at effigies who for centuries stared out at festivals and worshippers and then at emptiness and after the emptiness their sight was claimed by the honied sea and when the tides receded and the light returned they stared first at a single man and now at two.

“They told you lies,” Simon assures Zachary, nodding back at the door. “It is fortunate that I heard you.”

“Thank you,” Zachary says.

“Move through this,” Simon advises him. “Let it move through you and then let it go.”

Simon turns away, leaving Zachary to collect himself. He is shaking but starting to calm, trying to take in everything in front of him and around him and above him.

There are dozens of giant statues. Some figures have animal heads and others have lost their heads entirely. They are posed throughout the space in a way that looks so organic that Zachary would not be surprised if they moved, or perhaps they are moving, very, very slowly.

Hung between the outstretched limbs and crowns and antlers there are ropes and ribbons and threads, tying the statues to the balconies and the doors and strung with book pages and keys and feathers and bones. A long sequence of brass moons hangs down the center of the atrium. Some of the ropes are strung on gears and pulleys.

Two of the statues are so large that the balconies are built around them, one on either side. They face each other, over all the other dramas unfolding in stone and on paper and in person.

The nearest one has such detail in its form and likeness that Zachary recognizes the Keeper even though part of his face is obscured by fluttering paper and the curve of a crescent moon. His hands are held out in a familiar-looking gesture, raised as though he is expecting a very large book to be placed in his open palms but instead there are red ribbons, long strips of blood-colored silk, draped across his fingers and around his wrists and then stretching outward, binding
him to the balconies and the doors and to the other statue that he faces.

The figure opposite doesn’t look like Mirabel but it’s clearly meant to be her, or someone who she used to be. Red ribbons are tied around her wrists and looped around her neck, trailing down to the ground and pooling around her feet like blood. *Hey, Max*, Zachary thinks, and the statue turns its head ever so slightly to stare at him with empty stone eyes.

“Are you injured?” Simon asks as Zachary stumbles backwards, catching his balance on an altar behind him. Its surface is soft beneath his hand, the stone covered in layers upon layers of dripped wax. Zachary shakes his head in response to the question, though he isn’t certain. He can still feel the heaviness of the darkness in his lungs and in his shoes. Maybe he should sit down. He tries to remember how. The ribbons fluttering nearby have words written on them that Zachary cannot read, prayers or pleas or myths. Wishes or warnings.

“I’m…” Zachary starts but he does not know how to complete the statement. He does not know what he is. Not right now.

“Which one are you?” Simon asks, scrutinizing him. “The heart or the feather? You carry the sword but you do not wear the stars. This is confusing. You should not be here. You were meant to be somewhere else.”

Zachary opens his mouth to ask what Simon is talking about, exactly, but instead he says the only thing that his thoughts keep returning to:

“I saw a bunny.”

“You saw…?” Simon looks at him quizzically and Zachary is unsure he spoke properly, his thoughts feel so separate from his body.

“A bunny,” he repeats, slowly enough that the word sounds wrong again. “A big one. Like an elephant only… bunny.”
“The celestial hare is not a bunny,” Simon corrects him before turning his attention upward to the ropes and gears above their heads. “If you saw the hare that means the moon is here,” he says. “It is later than I had thought. The Owl King is coming.”

“Wait…” Zachary starts, grounding himself unsteadily with a question he has asked before. “Who is the Owl King?”

“The crown passes one to another,” Simon answers, preoccupied with adjusting ropes with well-practiced single-handed motions. “The crown passes from story to story. There have been many owl kings with their crowns and their claws.”

“Who’s the Owl King now?” Zachary asks.

“The Owl King is not a who. Not always. Not in this story. You confuse what was with what is.” Simon sighs, pausing his tinkering and returning his attention to Zachary. He explains haltingly, searching for the right words. “The Owl King is a… phenomenon. The future crashing into the present like a wave. Its wings beat in the spaces between choices and before decisions, heralding change… change of the long-awaited sort, the change foretold by prophecies and warned of by omens, written in the stars.”

“Who are the stars?” It is a question Zachary has thought before but not yet asked aloud, though he remains confused as to whether the Owl King is a person or a bird or a type of weather.

Simon stares at him and blinks.

“We are the stars,” he answers, as though it is the most obvious of facts afloat in a sea of metaphors and misdirections. “We are all stardust and stories.”

Simon turns away and unties a rope from one of the hooks near the wall. He tugs it and far above the gears and pulleys swing into motion. A crescent shape turns in on itself and
“This is not right,” he says, pulling a different rope that shifts the fluttering pages. “Doors are closing, taking possibilities with them. The story is recorded even when she is unsure of how it goes and now someone else follows after her, reading. Looking for the ending.”

“What?” Zachary asks though maybe he means who and he can’t remember the difference. “The story,” Simon repeats as though it answers the question instead of creating new ones. “I was in the story and then wandered outside of it and I found this place where I could listen instead of being read. Everything whispers the story here, the sea and the bees all whisper and I listen and I try to find the shape of it all. Where it has been and where it is going. New stories wrap themselves around the old ones. The ancient stories that flames whisper to moths. This one wears thin in the places it has been told and retold. There are holes to fall into. I have tried to record it and I have failed.”

Simon gestures up at the statues, at the ribbons and ropes and papers and keys.

“This is…” Zachary begins.

“This is the story,” Simon finishes his thought for him. “If you remain down here long enough you will hear it buzzing. I capture as much as I can. It eases the sound.”

Zachary looks closer. Within the ribbons and ropes and gears and keys there is more, shifting and glimmering and changing in the firelight:

A sword and a crown surrounded by a swarm of paper bees.


The keys and the ribbons shift and the images within them grow clearer, too clear to be woven from paper and thread.
Vines climb through windows to curl around a ginger cat asleep in the Keeper’s office. Two women sit on a picnic table beneath the stars, drinking and talking. Behind them a boy stands in front of a painted door that will never open.

Zachary looks from another angle and for a moment the entire ephemeral structure appears to be an enormous owl encompassing the room and then in a fluttering of pages it fragments into bits of story again. The changed viewpoint brings both more and less. Figures that were entwined are now separate. Somewhere it is snowing. There is an inn at a crossroads and someone is walking toward it.

There is a door in the moon.

“The story is changing.” Simon’s voice comes as a surprise beside him, Zachary is so absorbed in the shifting images, though when he looks again there is only a tangle of paper and metal and cloth. “It moves too quickly. Events are overlapping.”

“I thought time wasn’t…” Zachary starts but stops again, unsure of what time wasn’t or won’t be or is. “I thought time was different here.”

“We proceed at different rates but we are all moving into the future,” Simon tells him. “She was holding it in like a breath and now she is gone. I did not think that would happen.”


Above them a series of keys fall, clattering against each other like chimes.

“So soon the dragon will come to eat the world.” Simon turns back to Zachary. “You should not be here. The story followed you here. This is where they want you to be.”

“Who?” Zachary asks again and this time it seems like Simon hears the question. He leans in and whispers, as though he fears someone else might hear.
“They are gods with lost myths, writing themselves new ones. Can you hear the buzzing yet?”

At his words the air changes. A curling breeze moves through the room, sending book pages and ribbons fluttering and extinguishing a number of candles. Simon moves quickly to relight them as the space sinks into shadow.

Zachary takes a few steps to stay out of Simon’s way and backs into a statue of a helmeted warrior mounted on a gryphon, frozen mid-pounce on an unseen enemy, sword drawn and wings spread.

Perched on the statue’s sword is a small owl, staring down at him.

Zachary jumps back in surprise and reaches to draw his own sword but he has left it on the ground some distance away. The owl continues to stare. It is very small, mostly fluff and eyes. There is an object clutched in its talons.

“Why would you fear that which guides you?” Simon asks calmly without turning to look at him, preoccupied with candle lighting. The room grows brighter. “The owls have only ever propelled the story forward. It is their purpose. This one has been waiting for someone to arrive. I should have known.” He moves off, muttering to himself.

The small owl drops the object it carries at Zachary’s feet.

Zachary looks down.

On the stone by his shoe is a folded paper star.

The owl flies upward and perches on a balcony rail, continuing to stare down at Zachary. When Zachary does nothing the owl gives an impatient hoot of encouragement.

Zachary picks up the paper star. There is text printed upon it. It looks familiar. He wonders how far the cats batted it through hallways before it fell all the way down here to wherever the
owl fetched it from. Before it found its way to here and now.

Zachary unfolds the star and reads.
The son of the fortune teller stands before six doorways
Zachary Ezra Rawlins looks down at words he has been longing to read, near delirious to have finally found another sentence that starts with the son of the fortune teller in a familiar seriffed typeface on a piece of paper removed from a book before being turned into a star and then gifted to him by a small owl and then he stops.

The owl hoots at him from the balcony.

He is not ready. He doesn’t want to know.

Not yet.

He folds the page back into a star and puts it in his pocket without reading more than the first few words.

Three things lost in time. All right here. Sweet Sorrows in his bag, the sword at his feet and Simon across the room.

Zachary feels something should happen now that all of them are together but nothing has. Not here, at least. Maybe they’re all still lost and now he’s just lost along with them.

Find man.

Found him. Now what?

Zachary turns his attention back to Simon who is still lighting candles on altars and staircases. The ground is covered in beeswax. Stretches of it look like honeycomb, though any perfect hexagons have been undone by footsteps and time.
As the light increases Zachary can see the other layers that have been built over this temple. An alcove for offerings now holds a pile of blankets. There are stacks of jars placed on the floor, removed from a less wax-covered place and brought here. This is where the man lost in time has been, hidden away for weeks or months or centuries.

Zachary walks over to Simon, following in his steps as he lights his candles.

“You are words on paper,” Simon whispers, to himself or to Zachary or to the words above them clinging to their respective papers. “Be careful what stories you tell yourself.”

“What do you mean?” Zachary asks, recalling the voices in the dark and wondering if they were such a story. Simon starts at the sound of his voice, turning toward him in surprise.

“Hello,” Simon greets him anew. “Are you here to read? I believed once that I was here to read and not be read but the story has changed.”

“Changed how?” Zachary says. Simon looks at him blankly. “How has the story changed?” he clarifies, gesturing upward at the pages and the statues, worried by Simon’s behavior and even more concerned about the way everything keeps repeating and becoming more confusing when it should be getting clearer.

“It is broken,” Simon answers, without elaborating as to how one goes about breaking a story. Perhaps it is like breaking a promise. “Its edges are sharp.”

“How do I fix it?” Zachary asks.

“There is no fixing. There is only moving forward in the brokenness. Look, there,” Simon indicates something within the story that Zachary cannot see. “You with your beloved and your blade. The tides will rise. There is a cat looking for you.”

“A cat?” Zachary looks up at the owl and if owls could shrug the owl would shrug but they cannot, not distinctly, and so the owl ruffles its feathers instead.
“So many symbols when at the end and in the beginning there are only ever bees,” Simon remarks.

Zachary sighs and picks up the sword. So many symbols. *Symbols are for interpretation, not definition,* he reminds himself. The sword feels lighter now, or perhaps he is growing accustomed to the weight of it. He puts it back in the scabbard.

“I have to find Mirabel,” he tells Simon.

Simon stares at him blankly.

“Her,” Zachary says, pointing up at the statue. “Your…” he stops himself, worried that if Simon doesn’t already know Mirabel is his daughter that the revelation might be too much so he starts again. “Mirabel… Fate, whoever she is. This incarnation has pink hair and she’s usually up in the higher Harbor. I don’t know if you can see her in the story but she’s my friend and she’s down here somewhere and I have to find her.”

Zachary thinks that now he has more than one person to find but does not want to get into that. Doesn’t want to think about it. About him. Even though the name that is probably not his real name repeats like a mantra in the back of his mind. *Dorian Dorian Dorian.*

“She is not your friend,” Simon says, disrupting Zachary’s thoughts, disrupting his entire being. “The mistress of the house of books. If she left you she meant to do so.”

“What?” Zachary says but Simon continues on, pacing around statues and pulling at more ropes and ribbons, the pages and objects strung above swirling into a storm. The owl cries from the balcony and flies downward, perching itself on Zachary’s shoulder.

“You should not have brought the story here,” Simon admonishes Zachary. “I stay away from where the story is, I am not supposed to be in it any longer. When I tried to return before it brought only pain.”
Simon looks at the empty space where his left hand should be.

“Once I went back into the story and it ended in flames,” he says. “The last time I moved closer a woman with one sky-bright eye took my hand and warned me never to return.”

“Allegra.” Zachary remembers the hand in the jar. Maybe it was insurance, to keep part of Simon lost forever, or just her standard intimidation technique carried out beyond intimidating.

“She is gone now.”

“Wait, gone-gone or lost gone?” Zachary asks, but Simon does not clarify.

“You should come with me,” he says. “We must leave before the sea claims us for its own.” “Does that say I go with you?” Zachary asks, pointing up at the ribbons and gears and keys, using his right arm as not to jostle the owl on his left. Following instructions woven into a giant moving story sculpture doesn’t seem much better than taking them from book pages.

He isn’t about to go back into the darkness but there is more than one way to go from here.

Simon stares up at the story, gazing at it like he is searching for a particular star in a vast sky.

“I do not know which one you are,” he says to Zachary.

“I’m Zachary. I’m the son of the fortune teller. I need to know what to do next, Simon, please,” Zachary says. Simon turns and looks at him quizzically. No, not quizzically. Blankly.

“Who is Simon?” he asks, returning his attention to the gears and the statues, as though the answer to his question is there in the starless expanse and not within himself.

“Oh,” Zachary says. “Oh.”

This is what it is to be a man lost in time. To have lost one’s self to the ages. To see but in the seeing to not remember, not even one’s own name.

Not without being reminded.

“Here,” Zachary says, fumbling around in his bag. “You should have this.”
He holds out *The Ballad of Simon & Eleanor*.

Simon stares at the book, hesitating, as though a story still neatly fitted in its binding is an unusual object to encounter, but then he accepts the offering.

“We are words on paper,” he says softly, turning the book over in his hands. “We are coming to the end.”

“Reading it might help you remember,” Zachary suggests.

Simon opens the book and quickly closes it again.

“We do not have time for this. I am going up, it will be safer to be higher once it starts.” Simon moves to one of the other looming doors and pulls it open. The path beyond is lit but Simon returns to take a torch from the hand of a statue anyway. “Will you come with me?” he asks, turning back to Zachary.

The owl digs its tiny talons into Zachary’s shoulder and Zachary cannot tell if the gesture is meant to encourage or discourage.

Zachary looks up at the story he has found himself in with the moon missing at its center. He looks at the statues of Mirabel and the Keeper and at many other figures that he does not have names for that must have played their roles in this tale at some point or another. He wonders how many people have passed through this space before, how many people breathed in this air that smells of smoke and honey and if any of them felt the way he feels now: unsure and afraid and unable to know which decision is the right one, if there is a right decision at all.

Zachary turns back to Simon.

The only answer he has is a question of his own.

“Which way is the Starless Sea?”
Dorian stands in the darkness in the snow, shivering due to more than the cold.

He has dropped his matches.

He can see nothing and he can still see the owl eyes looking at him. He did not know it was possible to feel so naked when fully dressed in the dark.

Dorian takes a breath and closes his eyes and holds out his empty trembling hand, palm up. An offering. An introduction.

He waits, listening to the steady breathing sound. He keeps his hand extended.

A hand takes his in the darkness. Long fingers curl over his own gripping him gently but firmly.

The hand leads him onward.

They walk for some time, Dorian taking each snow-slowed step one after another, following where the owl-headed man leads, trusting that this is the way forward. The darkness seems endless.

Then there is a light.

It is so soft that Dorian thinks he might be imagining it, but as he walks on the light grows brighter.

The steady sound of breathing near him stops, taken by the wind.
The fingers clutched in his own vanish. One moment there is a hand holding his own and then nothing.

Dorian tries to articulate his gratitude but his lips refuse to form words in the cold. He thinks it, as loudly as he can, and hopes that someone will hear.

He walks toward the light. As he gets closer he can tell there are two.

Lanterns glowing on either side of a door.

He cannot see the rest of the building but there is a door knocker in the shape of a crescent moon in the center of the night-blue door. Dorian lifts it with a near-frozen hand and knocks.

The wind pushes him inside as the door opens.

The space Dorian enters is the antithesis of what he has left, warm brightness erasing the dark cold. A large open hall filled with firelight and books, dark wood beams and windows covered in frost. It smells of spiced wine and baking bread. It is comforting in a way that defies words. It feels like a hug, if a hug were a place.

“Welcome, traveler,” a deep voice says.

Behind him a heavyset man with an impressive beard bolts the door against the wind. If the place were a person it would be this man, comfort made flesh, and it is all Dorian can do not to sink into his arms and sigh.

He attempts to return the greeting and finds he is too cold to speak.

“Terrible weather for traveling,” the innkeeper remarks and whisks Dorian over to an enormous stone fireplace that covers almost the entire far wall of the grand hall.

The innkeeper settles Dorian into a chair and takes his knapsack from him, placing it on the floor within sight. He looks like he might try to take his coat but thinks better of it and settles on removing Dorian’s snow-covered boots and leaving them to dry by the fire. The innkeeper
disappears, returning with a blanket that he lays over Dorian’s lap and a contraption filled with glowing coals that he places under the chair. He drapes a warmed cloth around Dorian’s neck like a scarf and hands him a steaming cup.

“Thank you,” Dorian manages to say, taking the cup with shivering hands. He takes a sip and cannot taste the liquid but it is warming and that is all that matters.

“We’ll have you thawed soon, not to worry,” the innkeeper says, and it is true, the warmth of the drink and fire and the place soak into Dorian. The chill begins to lift.

Dorian listens to the wind howl, wondering what it is howling about, wondering if it is a warning or a wish. The flames dance merrily in the fireplace.

It is strange, Dorian thinks, to sit in a place you imagined a thousand times. To have it be all that you thought it might be and more. More details. More sensations. It is stranger still that this place is filled with things he never imagined, as though the inn has been pulled from his mind and embellished by another unseen storyteller.

He is becoming accustomed to strangeness.

The innkeeper brings another cup and another warmed cloth to replace the first.

Dorian unbuttons the stars on his coat to better keep the warmth close to his skin.

The innkeeper glances down and notices the sword on Dorian’s chest and steps back in surprise.

“Oh,” he says. “It’s you.” His eyes flick back to Dorian’s and then back to the sword. “I have something for you.”

“What?” Dorian asks.

“My wife left something for me to give to you,” the innkeeper says. “She gave me instructions in case you arrived during one of her absences.”
“How do you know it’s meant for me?” Dorian asks, each word heavy on his tongue, still defrosting.

“She told me someday a man would arrive bearing a sword and dressed in the stars. She gave me something and asked me to keep it locked away until you got here, and now here you are. She mentioned you might not know you were looking for it.”

“I don’t understand,” Dorian says and the innkeeper laughs.

“I don’t always understand, either,” he says. “But I believe. I admit I did think you would have an actual sword and not a picture of one.”

The innkeeper pulls a chain from beneath his shirt. A key hangs from it.

He moves one of the stones from the hearth in front of the fire, revealing a well-hidden compartment with an elaborate lock. He opens it with the key and reaches inside.

The innkeeper takes out a square box. He blows a layer of dust and ash from it and polishes it with a cloth taken from his pocket before he hands it to Dorian.

Dorian accepts the box, bewildered.

The box is beautiful, carved in bone with gold inlayed into elaborate designs. Crossed keys cover the top surrounded by stars. The sides are decorated with bees and swords and feathers and a single golden crown.

“How long have you had this?” Dorian asks the innkeeper.

The innkeeper smiles.

“A very long time. Please don’t ask me to attempt to calculate it. I no longer keep any clocks.”

Dorian looks down at the box. It is heavy and solid in his hands.

“You said your wife gave this to you to give to me,” Dorian says and the innkeeper nods.
Dorian runs his fingers over a sequence of golden moons running along the edge of the box. Full and then waning and then vanished and then returned, waxing and then full again. He wonders if there is any difference between story and reality down here. “Is your wife the moon?”

“The moon is a rock in the sky,” the innkeeper says, chuckling. “My wife is my wife. I’m sorry she’s not here right now, she would have liked to meet you.”

“I would have liked that, too,” Dorian says. He looks back at the box in his hands.

There does not seem to be a lid. The gold motifs repeat and encircle every side and he cannot find a hinge or a seam. The moon waxes and wanes along its edges, over and over again. Dorian trails his chilled fingertips over each one, wondering how long it will be before the moon is new and dark and the innkeeper’s wife is here again and then he pauses.

One of the full moons on what he assumes is the top of the box has an indentation, a six-sided impression concealed in its roundness, something he can feel more than see.

It is not a keyhole, but something could fit there.

He wishes Zachary were there with him, because Zachary might be better at such puzzles and for a multitude of other reasons.

What’s missing? he thinks, looking over the box. There are owls and cats hidden in the negative space between the gold designs. There are stars and shapes that could be doors. Dorian thinks over all of his stories. What isn’t here that should be?

It strikes him, sudden and simple.

“Do you have a mouse?” he asks the innkeeper.

The innkeeper looks at him quizzically for a moment and then he laughs.

“Can you come with me?” he asks.

Dorian, substantially warmer than he was when he arrived, nods and gets to his feet, placing
the box down on a table next to the chair.

The innkeeper leads him across the hall.

“This inn was once somewhere else,” the innkeeper explains. “Little has changed within its walls but I once mentioned to my wife that I sometimes miss the mice. They used to chew through sacks of flour and secret seeds away in my teacups, it was infuriating but I was accustomed to it and I found I missed them once they were gone. So she brings them to me.”

He stops at a cabinet tucked in between a pair of bookshelves and opens its door. The shelves inside are covered with silver mice, some dancing and others sleeping or nibbling on minuscule pieces of golden cheese. One wields a small golden sword. A tiny knight.

Dorian reaches into the cabinet and picks up the mouse with the sword. It stands on a six-sided base.

“May I?” he asks the innkeeper.

“Of course,” the innkeeper replies.

Dorian brings the mouse knight back to the chair by the fireplace and places it into the indentation in the moon on the box. It fits perfectly.

He turns the mouse and the hidden lid clicks loose.

“Ha!” the innkeeper exclaims delightedly.

Dorian places the silver mouse with its sword down next to the box.

He lifts the lid.

Inside is a beating human heart.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins, when he was very young, would play with crystals from his mother’s expansive collection: staring into them, holding them up to lights and gazing at inclusions and cracks and wounds fractured and healed by time, imagining worlds within the stones: entire kingdoms and universes held in his palms.

The spaces he envisioned then are nothing compared to what he walks through now, with a torch held aloft to light his way and an owl perched upon his shoulder, digging its talons into his sweater.

When he hesitates at intersections the owl flies ahead, scouting. It reports back with indiscernible signals relayed through blinks or ruffling of feathers or hoots and Zachary pretends to understand even though he does not and thus together they continue forward. Simon warned him that the sea was a far distance but failed to mention that the path was this dark and winding.

Now this man who is not quite lost in time and his feathered companion come to a campfire, well-built and burning, waiting for them. Next to the fire is a large cloth tent that appears to have sheltered many previous travelers in spaces with more weather. The inside is bright and inviting.

The tent is massive, tall enough for Zachary to stand up and walk around in. There are pillows and blankets that seem stolen from other places and other times and arranged here to provide respite for the passing weary traveller, too much color for such a monochrome space. There is even a post outside waiting for his torch to rest in, and something else hanging below it.
A coat. A very old coat with a great many buttons.

Zachary discards his travel-damaged sweater and carefully puts on Simon’s long-lost coat. The buttons are emblazoned with a crest, though in the light he cannot make out more than a smattering of stars.

The coat is warmer than his sweater. It is loose in the shoulders but Zachary does not care. He hangs his sweater on the post.

As Zachary buttons his new ancient coat the owl re-settles itself on his shoulder and together they go to investigate the tent.

Inside the tent is a table set with a small feast.

A bowl stacked with fruit: apples and grapes and figs and pomegranates. A round, crusty loaf of bread. A roasted Cornish game hen.

There are bottles of wine and bottles of mystery. Tarnished silver cups waiting to be filled. Jars of marmalade and honeycomb. A small object carefully wrapped in paper that turns out to be a dead mouse.

“I think this is for you,” Zachary says but the owl has already swooped down to claim its treat. It looks up at him with the tail dangling from its beak.

On the other side of the tent is a table covered with inedible objects, neatly laid out on a gold-embroidered cloth.


Some, but not all, of it will fit in his bag.
“Inventory management,” Zachary mutters to himself.

In the center of the table of supplies there is a folded paper note. Zachary picks it up and flips it open.

\[ \text{when you're ready} \]
\[ \text{choose a door} \]

Zachary looks around the tent. There are no doors, only the flaps he entered through, tied open with cords.

He takes the torch from its resting place and walks out into the cavern, following the path beyond the tent.

Here the path stops abruptly at a crystalline wall.

In the wall where the path should continue there are doors.

One door is marked with a bee. Another with a key. And a sword and a crown and a heart and a feather though the doors are not in the order he has become accustomed to. The crown is at the end. The bee is in the center next to the heart.

The son of the fortune teller stands in front of six doors, not knowing which one to choose.

Zachary sighs and returns to the tent. He puts down the torch and picks up a thankfully already open bottle of wine and pours himself a cup. He has been given a place to pause before he proceeds and he is going to take it, despite its resemblance to similar virtual respites he has taken before. Nothing like too many health potions placed just before a door to signify something dangerous to come.

He considers the table filled with objects trying to decide what to take and pauses to catalog
what he already has:

One sword with scabbard.

One small owl companion currently tearing apart a silk cushion with its talons.

A chain around his neck with a compass, its needle currently spinning in circles. Two keys: his room key and the narrow key that had fallen out of *Fortunes & Fables* that he somehow managed to never ask Dorian about, and a small silver sword. Zachary moves on to examining the contents of his bag to think about someone, something, *anything* else.

There is *Sweet Sorrows*, comforting in its familiarity. A cigarette lighter. A fountain pen he doesn’t remember putting in the bag at all, and a very squished gluten-free lemon poppy seed muffin wrapped in a cloth napkin.

Zachary discards the muffin on the table with the rest of the food. He pulls apart the Cornish game hen that is somehow still hot. Why didn’t Mirabel stick around if she was here so recently? Maybe he has found himself in a pocket outside of time where food stays perpetually warm. He puts more of it on a silver plate and pulls a cushion closer to the fire and sits. The owl hops over and perches nearby.

Zachary looks at the choices set before him, chewing thoughtfully on the wing of a roasted hen, wondering idly if it rude to eat a bird in the presence of another bird and then remembering a story Kat told him once about witnessing a seagull murder a pigeon and coming to the conclusion that it probably isn’t.

He drinks his wine while he weighs his options and his future and his past and his story. How far he’s come. The unknowable distance left to go.

Zachary takes the folded paper star from his pocket. He turns it over in his hand, letting it dance over his fingers.
He hasn’t read it.

Not yet.

The owl hoots at him.

The son of the fortune teller tosses the paper star with his future inscribed upon it into the campfire.

The flames consume it, charring and curling the paper until it is no longer a star, the words it once contained lost and gone forever.

Zachary stands and picks up the rolled parchment from the inventory table. It is a map, a roughly drawn one containing a circle of trees and two squares that might be buildings. A path is marked moving from the building to a spot in the surrounding forest. It doesn’t seem helpful.

Zachary puts it back and instead takes the pen knife, the cigarette lighter to have a spare, the rope and the gloves and puts them in his bag. After considering the rest of the objects he takes the twine as well.

“Are you ready?” he asks his owl.

The owl responds by flying out past the campfire and into the shadows.

Zachary takes the torch and follows it to the wall of doors.

The doors are large and carved from a darker stone than the crystal surrounding them. The symbols upon them are painted in gold.

There are so many doors.

Zachary is sick of doors.

He takes his torch and explores the shadows, away from the doors and the tent, among jagged crystal and forgotten architecture. He carries the light into places long unfamiliar with illumination that accept it like a half-remembered dream.
After a moment he finds what he is looking for.

On the wall there is the faintest trace of a line. An arm’s reach away there is another.

Someone has scratched the idea of a door upon the face of the cavern.

Zachary brings the torch closer. The crystal drinks in the light, enough for him to see the shape of the etched doorknob.

The son of the fortune teller stands in front of another door drawn on another wall.

A man this far into a story has his path to follow. There were many paths, once, in a time that has past, lost many miles and pages ago. Now there is only one path for Zachary Ezra Rawlins to choose.

The path that leads to the end.
another place, another time: Interlude V

Hudson Valley, New York, 2 years from now

The car looks older than it is, painted and repainted in less than professional manners, currently sky blue and wearing a number of bumper stickers (a rainbow flag, an equal sign, a fish with legs, the word resist). It approaches the winding drive tentatively, unsure if it has found the right address as its GPS has been confusing its driver, unable to locate satellites and losing signals and being the target of a great many creative profanities.

The car pulls up to the house and stops. It waits, observing the white farmhouse and the barn behind it wearing a rich indigo shade rather than the more traditional red.

The driver’s side door opens and a young woman steps out. She wears a bright orange trench coat, too heavy for the almost-summer weather. Her hair is cut pixie short and bleached a colorless shade that has not fully committed to being blonde. She removes her round sunglasses and looks around, not entirely certain she has reached her destination.

The sky is car-matching blue, dotted by puffy clouds. Flowers bloom along the drive and the front walkway, splotches of yellow and pink marking the path from the car to the porch which is festooned with chimes and prisms dangling from strings, casting rainbows over the monochrome house.

The front door is open but the screen door is closed and latched. A sign hangs next to the door, a fading, hand-painted sign with stars and letters formed from steam rising in curls from a tiny coffee cup: Spiritual Advisor. There is no doorbell. The young woman knocks on the doorframe.
“Hello?” she calls. “Hello? Mrs. Rawlins? It’s Kat Hawkins, you said I could come by today?”

Kat takes a step back and looks around. It must be the right house. There can’t be many Spiritual Advisor farms. She looks out toward the barn and spots a rabbit’s tail as it hops away through the flowers. She is wondering if she should try around the back when the door opens.

“Hello, Miss Kitty Kat,” the woman at the door says. Kat has pictured Zachary’s mother a number of times but never properly conjured the woman standing in the doorway: a small curvy woman in overalls, her hair an inordinate amount of tight curls tied up in a paisley scarf. Her face is wrinkled yet young and round with large eyes lined with glittering green eyeliner. A tattoo of a sun is partially visible on one forearm, a triple moon on the other.

She swoops Kat into a bigger hug than she expected from such a small person.

“It’s nice to finally meet you, Mrs. Rawlins,” Kat says but Madame Love Rawlins shakes her head.

“That’s Ms, and not to you, honeychild,” she corrects. “You call me Love or Madame or Momma or whatever else you please.”

“I brought cookies,” Kat says, holding up a box and Madame Love Rawlins laughs and leads her into the house. The front hall is lined with art and photographs and Kat pauses at a photo of a young boy with dark curls wearing a serious expression and too-big eyeglasses. The following rooms are painted in Technicolor and stuffed with mismatched furniture. Crystals of every color are arranged in patterns on tables and walls. They pass under a sign that reads as above, so below and through a beaded curtain into a kitchen with an antique stove and a sleeping borzoi who is introduced as Horatio.

Madame Love Rawlins settles Kat at the kitchen table with a cup of coffee and transfers the
honeybee-shaped lemon cookies from their box to a floral patterned china plate.

“Aren’t you…” Kat stops, not certain whether the question is appropriate or not but since she’s already started she might as well say it. “Aren’t you worried?”

Madame Love Rawlins takes a sip of her coffee and looks at Kat over the rim of her mug. It is a pointed look, a look that means more than the words that she says after. Kat can read it. It’s a warning. Apparently it’s still not safe to talk about, not really. Kat wonders if anyone told Madame Love Rawlins that it was all over and if it sounded like a lie when she heard it, too.

“What ever happens will happen whether I worry about it or not,” Madame Love Rawlins says once she puts her mug down again. “It will happen whether or not you worry about it, too.”

Kat does worry, though. Of course she worries. She wears her worry like a coat she never takes off. She worries about Zachary and she worries about other things that clearly cannot be discussed even here, tucked away in the hills amongst the trees surrounded by protection spells and crystals and an inattentive guard dog. Kat picks up a honeybee cookie from the plate and looks at it, wondering if Madame Love Rawlins knows about the bees as she chews on a honey-lemon wing. Then she tells her something she has not yet admitted to anyone.

“I wrote a game for him,” Kat says. “For my thesis. You know how sometimes authors say they write a book for a single reader? It was like I wrote a game for a single player. A lot of people have played it now but I don’t think anyone gets it, not like he would.” She takes a sip of her coffee. “I started writing it like a choose-your-own-adventure thing in a notebook, all these mini-myths and stories within stories with multiple endings. Then I turned it into a text game, so it’s a more complicated and has more options, that’s where it is now but the company that hired me wants me to maybe develop it further, do a full-blown version of it.”

Kat stops, gazing into the depths of her coffee cup and thinking about choices and movement...
and fate.

“You don’t think he’s ever going to get to play it,” Madame Love Rawlins says.

Kat shrugs.

“He’ll want to play it when he comes back.”

“I was going to ask how you know he’ll be back but then I remembered what your job is,” Kat says, and Madame Love Rawlins laughs.

“I don’t know,” she says. “I feel. It’s not the same. I could be wrong, but we’ll have to wait and see. Last time I talked to Zachary I could tell he was going somewhere to clear his head. It’s been longer than I thought it would be.” She looks out the window, thoughtful, for so long Kat wonders if she’s forgotten that she has company, but then she continues. “A long time ago I had my cards read by a very good reader. I didn’t think much of it at first, I was young and more concerned with the immediate future than the long-term, but as time went on I realized she was spot-on. Everything she told me that day has come to pass except one thing, and I have no reason to believe there would be one thing she was wrong about when she was right about everything else.”

“What was the thing?” Kat asks.

“She said I’d have two sons. I had Zachary and for years afterward I thought maybe she was just bad at math, or maybe he was twins for a moment before he was born and then not, but then I figured it out and I should have figured it out sooner. I know he’ll be back because I haven’t met my son-in-law yet.”

Kat grins. The sentiment makes her happy, so matter-of-fact and simple, so accepting when everything with her own parents is a constant struggle. But she’s not sure she believes it.

It would be nice to believe.
Madame Love Rawlins asks about her plans and Kat tells her about the job she’s accepted in Canada, how she’s going to drive to Toronto to visit friends for a few days before continuing on. The friends are a fiction invented to sound less like the truth of exploring an unfamiliar city solo but Madame Love Rawlins withholds comment. Kat mentions virtual reality and once she gets to the subject of scent Madame Love Rawlins brings out her collection of hand-blended perfume oils and they sniff bottles while discussing memory and aromatherapy.

They unload Zachary’s belongings from the sky blue car together, taking several trips up to one of the spare bedrooms.

Alone in the room after one trip up, Kat takes a folded striped scarf from her bag. In the time since she knit this particular scarf her feelings have changed regarding the sorting of personalities into overly simplified, color-coded house categories but she is still fond of stripes. Next to the scarf she leaves a keychain flash drive with <3 k. written on it in metallic silver Sharpie.

Kat takes a bright teal notebook from her bag. She puts it down on the desk but then picks it up again. She looks back toward the stairs, listening to Madame Love Rawlins move from room to room, the rain-like sound of the beaded curtain.

Kat puts the notebook back in her bag. She is not ready to part with it. Not yet. Downstairs on the porch Madame Love Rawlins gives Kat a vial of citrusy oil (for mental clarity) and another hug.

Kat turns to leave but Madame Love Rawlins takes Kat’s face in her hands and looks her in the eyes.

“Be brave,” she says. “Be bold. Be loud. Never change for anyone but yourself. Any soul worth their star-stuff will take the whole package as-is and however it grows. Don’t waste your
time on anyone who doesn’t believe you when you tell them how you feel. On that Tuesday in September when you think you have no one to talk to you call me, okay? I’ll be waiting by the phone. And drive the speed limit around Buffalo.”

Kat nods and Madame Love Rawlins stands on tiptoes to kiss her on her forehead and Kat tries very hard not to cry and succeeds until she is informed that she is welcome for Thanksgiving or Canadian Thanksgiving and whatever her winter holidays of choice are because there is always, always a winter solstice party.

“You think you don’t have a house to go home to but you do now, understand?”

Kat can’t stop the few tears that manage to escape but she coughs and inhales the bright spring air and nods wordlessly and she feels different than she did when she arrived. For a moment as she walks back to her car Kat believes, truly believes that this woman sees more than most, sees far and sees deep and if she believes Zachary is alive then Kat believes that, too.

Kat puts her sunglasses on and starts the car.

Madame Love Rawlins waves from the front porch as the car drives away. She goes back inside, kissing her fingertips and pressing them against the photo of the curly-haired boy before returning to the kitchen to pour herself another cup of coffee. The borzoi yawns.

The sky blue car heads out the winding drive and into its future.
Book VI

The Secret Diary of Katrina Hawkins
Okay, we’re going to do this longhand because I don’t trust the internet anymore.

Not that I ever trusted the internet.

But this has gotten weird.

Not that it wasn’t weird before.

But whatever.

I’m going to put all the stuff I’ve learned so far in here so I don’t lose it again. I took my notes off my laptop, I deleted the files but I’ll transcribe them here before I shred the printed copies.

They wiped my phone somehow, so those notes are lost and gone and probably partially forgotten. I’ll try to recreate what I remember here, in as close to chronological order as I can.

I got a burner phone for emergencies.

I want to keep as much as I can all in one portable place that I can keep with me at all times. Just you and me now, notebook.

I hope I can read my handwriting later.

I hope wherever this all leads it’s worth it.

Whenever that happens.

Funny thing: when grown-ass people up and vanish and there’s no obvious evidence of foul play no one goes all full-blown detective step-retracing or anything.

So I did.

Partially because I was annoyed at how “people disappear all the time” it got and partially
because I think I saw Z more than anyone those last few days.

The police wanted to know why Z was in NYC and I knew it was that costume party (I told the police that, they said they'd look into it but I don't know if they did, they looked at me like I was making things up when I said Z borrowed my mask) but it all seemed last minute & unplanned so I tried to do some extra step retracing from the couple of days before.

He seemed… I don't know. Like himself but more extreme. Like he was more and less there. I keep thinking of that conversation we had out in the snow when I asked him to co-teach and how it felt… something. He was distracted by something and I meant to ask him what but then when we went out after that Lexi was there the whole time and I know he doesn't know L well enough for that sort of convo and then he was gone.

The police don't like “he seemed distracted” when you don't know what it was that was distracting.

It sounds so empty. Isn't everyone distracted, like, all the time?

They also didn't like that my answer to “What were you texting him about?” was “The Harry Potter scarf I knit for him.”

“Aren’t you a little old for that?” one of them asked me in that *You are far too old for that you entitled millennial overgrown child* tone.

I shrugged.

I hate that I shrugged.

“How well do you know him?” they asked me, over lukewarm police station tea in an environmentally unfriendly disposable cup with the teabag in it, trying to be more than leaf-
flavored water and failing.

How well does anyone know anyone? We had a handful of overlapping classes and all the game people know each other more or less. We hung out sometimes at bars or by the crappy coffee machine in the media building lounge. We talked about games and cocktails and books and being only children and not minding being only children even though people seemed to think we should.

I wanted to tell them that I knew Z well enough to ask him for a favor and to return it. I knew which cocktails on a bar menu he would order and how if there wasn’t anything interesting he’d get a sidecar. I knew we had similar views on how games can be so much more than just shooting things, that games can be just about anything including shooting things. Sometimes he would go dancing with me on Tuesday nights because we both liked it better when the clubs weren’t so crowded and I knew he was a really good dancer but he had to have at least two drinks before you could get him out on the floor. I knew he read a lot of novels and he was a feminist and that if I saw him around campus before 8am it was probably because he hadn’t slept yet. I knew I felt like we were right at that place where you go from being regular friends to help-you-move-dead-bodies friends but we weren’t quite there yet, like we needed to do one more side quest together and earn a few more mutual approval points and then it would be something a little more comfortable, but we hadn’t figured out our friendship dynamic entirely.

“We were friends” I told them and it sounded wrong and right.

They asked me if he was seeing anyone and I said I didn’t think so and then they seemed like they didn’t believe me about the friends thing anymore, because a friend would know. I almost told them I knew he had a lousy breakup with that MIT guy (he had a noun name, Bell or Bay or something) but I didn’t, because it was ages ago and I’m pretty sure it was mostly because of
long distance issues and it didn’t seem super relevant.

They asked if I thought he would have done something—like jumped off a bridge something—and I said I didn’t think so, but I also think most of us are two steps away from jumping off something most of the time and you never know if the next day is going to push you in one direction or another.

They asked me for my number but they never called.

I called and left messages a couple of times to see if they’d found out anything.

No one ever called me back.
The son of the fortune teller stands in a snow-covered field. More snow is lightly falling around him, clinging to his eyeglasses and his hair. Surrounding the field there are trees, holding a dusting of flakes in their branches. The night sky is clouded but softly glowing as it hides the stars and the moon.

Zachary turns and there is a door behind him, a rectangle standing freely in the middle of the field, opening into a crystal cavern. Firelight flickers far beyond it, reaching out toward the snow, but the torch that was in Zachary’s hand a moment ago has vanished along with his owl.

The air in his lungs is crisp and bright and difficult to breathe.

Everything feels too much. Too wide and too open. Too cold and too strange.

In the distance there is a light and as Zachary walks toward it through the lightly falling snow it becomes many small lights strung along the facade of a very familiar building. A plume of smoke curls up from the chimney, winding its way through the snow and toward the stars.

He was just here. Was it only weeks ago? Maybe. Maybe not. It looks the same, year after year.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins walks past the indigo barn that looks black in the light and up the snow-covered stairs of his mother’s farmhouse. He stands on the back porch, cold and confused.
There is a sword strapped to his back in an ancient leather scabbard. He is wearing an antique coat that has been lost in time and found again.

He can’t believe Mirabel sent him home.

But he’s here. He can feel the snow on his skin, the worn boards beneath his feet. There are twinkling lights strung around the railing and hung from the eaves. The porch is strewn with holly branches wrapped in silver ribbons and bowls left out for the faeries.

Beneath the scent of the snow there is the fire burning in the fireplace and cinnamon from the cookies that have likely just emerged from the oven.

The lights are on inside. The house is filled with people. Laughter. The clinking of glasses. Music that is unmistakably Vince Guaraldi.

The windows are frosted over. The party is a haze of light and color broken into rectangles.

Zachary looks out over the barn and the gardens. Cars are parked all along the driveway, some he recognizes and others he doesn’t.

At the edge of the woods beyond the barn there is a stag, staring at him through the snow.

“There you are,” a voice says behind him and Zachary goes warm and cold at the same time. “I’ve been looking for you.”

The stag disappears into the woods. Zachary turns toward the voice.

Dorian stands behind him on the porch. His hair has been cut shorter. He looks less tired. He’s wearing a sweater patterned with reindeer and snowflakes that manages to be both ironically festive and incredibly flattering. On his feet are striped wool socks and no shoes.

There is a glass of scotch with star-shaped ice cubes in his hand.

“What happened to your sweater?” Dorian asks him. “I thought keeping them on even after the winner of the ugly sweater contest was crowned was a rule?”
Zachary stares at him mutely. His brain cannot comprehend the appearance of this familiar person in this very separate, equally familiar context.

“Are you feeling alright?” Dorian asks.

“How are you here?” Zachary asks when he finds his voice.

“I was invited,” Dorian answers. “The invitation has arrived addressed to both of us for several years now, you know that.”

Zachary looks back toward the door in the field and he cannot see it through the snow. It seems as though it was never there. As if all of it was a dream. An adventure he imagined for himself.

He wonders if he’s dreaming now but he doesn’t remember falling asleep.

“Where did we meet?” Zachary asks the man standing beside him. Dorian looks askance at the question but after a short pause he indulges him.

“In Manhattan. At a party at the Algonquin Hotel. We took a walk in the snow afterward and ended up at one of those dimly lit speakeasy bars where we talked until dawn and then I walked you back to your hotel like a gentleman. Is this a test?”

“When was that?”

“Almost four years ago. Do you want to go back? We can do an anniversary thing if you’d like.”

“What…what do you do for a living?”

Dorian’s expression turns briefly from skeptical to concerned but then he replies.

“Last time I checked I was a book editor, though now I’m regretting admitting that because if you’d forgotten I might have been able to trick you into finally showing me the project you’ve been toying with that you’re not sure if it’s a book or a game, the one with the pirate. Have I
passed the test yet? It’s cold out here.”

“This can’t be real.” Zachary reaches for the porch rail, too afraid to touch the person beside him. The rail is solid beneath his fingers, the snow melting against his skin, gently numbing.

Everything here feels gently numbing.

“Did you drink too much of that punch Kat made? She did hang a warning sign on it, that’s why I stuck to this.” Dorian lifts the glass in his hand.

“What happened to Mirabel?” Zachary asks.

“Who’s Mirabel?” Dorian takes a sip of his scotch.

“I don’t know,” Zachary says and it’s true. He doesn’t know. Not entirely. Maybe he made her up. Conjured her from myth and hair dye. She would be here if she were real, his mom would like her.

The concern returns to Dorian’s face, mostly in the eyebrows.

“Are you having another episode?” he asks.

“Am I what?”

Dorian looks down into his glass and takes a too-long pause before he says anything. When he does every word is calm, his tone even and well-practiced.

“In the past you’ve had some difficulty separating fantasy from reality,” he says.

“Sometimes you have episodes where you don’t remember things, or you remember other things that never happened. You haven’t had one in awhile. I’d thought your new meds were helping but maybe— ”

“I don’t have episodes,” Zachary protests but he can barely get the statement out. It’s getting harder to breathe, every breath is confusion and ice. His hands are shaking.

“It’s always worse in the winter,” Dorian says. “We’ll get through it.”
“I—” Zachary starts but cannot finish. He cannot steady himself. The ground no longer feels solid beneath his feet. He is having some difficulty separating reality from fantasy. “I don’t—”

“Come back inside, love.” Dorian leans in to kiss him. The gesture is casual, comfortable. As though he has done this a thousand times before.

“This is a story,” Zachary whispers against Dorian’s lips before they reach his own. “This is a story that I’m telling myself.”

He raises a still-trembling hand to Dorian’s lips and pushes him gently away. He feels real. Real and solid and comfortable and familiar. This would be easier if he didn’t feel so real.

The chatter and the music from the house fade, as though someone or something has turned down the background volume.

“Are you wearing pajamas?” the idea of Dorian asks.

Zachary looks up at the sky again. The clouds have parted. The snow has stopped.

The moon looks down at him.

“You’re not supposed to be here right now,” Zachary calls up to the moon. “I’m not supposed to be here right now,” he says to himself.

Zachary turns back to this idea of Dorian dressed up as his date to his mother’s annual winter solstice extravaganza that delights him almost as much as it scares him and says: “I’m afraid I must be going.”

“What are you talking about?” Dorian asks.

“I’d like to be here,” Zachary says, and he means it. “Or maybe in a different version of here. And I think I might be in love with you but this isn’t actually happening right now so I have to leave.”

Zachary turns and walks away, back the way he came.
“ Might be?” Dorian calls after him.

Zachary resists the urge to look back. That’s not really Dorian, he reminds himself.

He keeps walking, even though part of him wants to stay. He continues through the moonlit snow, moving away from the house even though it feels like moving backwards. Maybe it was a test. Go-backwards-to-go-forwards.

He walks toward the door in the field but as he gets closer he can see there is no door. Not anymore.

There is only snow. Drifts of it that continue off into the woods.

Zachary remembers the map he opted not to include in his inventory. Two buildings surrounded by woods. But he cannot see the farmhouse anymore, he only knows the direction it should be in, if it is there at all. He tries to remember which way the arrow pointed on the map, which part of the woods it indicated, or even where the stag had been, but he cannot and he decides he doesn’t care.

If this is a story he is telling himself he can tell himself to go forward.

Away from here.

He looks up into a star-filled sky. The moon stares down at him.

Zachary stares back.

“We’re not supposed to be here,” Zachary yells up at the moon again.

The moon says nothing.

She only watches.

Waiting to see what happens next.
I gave the IT department a sob story about my missing friend and non-existent email I “accidentally” deleted and I had to resort to actual tears but they checked Z’s university email for me, since the police didn’t bother. Nothing after the day he disappeared but like, nothing before that either. Nothing in January at all, which is super weird. I was positive I played email tag with him over something or other the first week and I forwarded him my J-term class schedule so he’d have it.

I checked my own email and there’s nothing from Z at all, not for months, and I *know* there should be.

I checked his room. I waited til no one was on his floor and his lock was easy to pick, all the interior locks on campus are crap.

His laptop was there and I booted it up but someone reset it to factory default settings. It wasn’t even password protected. His files are gone, his games are gone, that excellent Blade Runner wallpaper he had, poof. Standard-issue hi-def naturescape.

That doesn’t seem normal.

I looked for library books but didn’t find any, maybe he took them to NY. He always had a pile of library books.

The one weird-ish thing I found was a little piece of paper under the bed. It was under a sock so it was easy to miss (Z must have done his laundry like every other day, even the floor clothes were clean) but it matched the notepad on the desk.

It was covered in random scribbles, like he was taking notes while doing something else. Most of it is illegible but there’s a drawing in the middle. Well, three drawings.
A bee, a key, and a sword.

In a line down the middle.

They’re in a rectangle that looks like it might be a door or it might be a rectangle, Z’s not the greatest artist. The bee looks more like a fly but it has stripes so I’m guessing it’s supposed to be a bee.

It seemed like it might be important so I pocketed it.

Then I stole his PS4.

Bet they weren’t smart enough to wipe that.

Z was apparently not clever enough to leave clues hidden in game saves on his PS4. Or he didn’t have the time or forethought or whatnot but still. Disappointed detective face.

Nothing on PSN or anything.

Maybe he had his own secret notebook somewhere. He probably has it if he did.

I feel like fictional mysteries have more clues than this. Or like, clues that actually lead to more clues. I wanted a trail and what I have is miscellaneous weird stuff that is not trail-shaped.

I don’t know what I was expecting to find, maybe someone he’d messaged and told about his plans or something. If he had a plan. Maybe he didn’t.

I found the charity that threw the party that Z went to—I’m working on the assumption that he did go to the party, I know he checked into the hotel because the police checked on that, so they’re not completely useless—but this charity is weird.

They give/raise tons of money for all these literary things and a lot of them sound cool but when I tried to trace them to a source or even a person—a CEO or anything—it loops around
again, one charity is part of another and that’s listed as a subsidiary of one of the others but they’re Möbius strip charities that never end on a person. It sounds like a money laundering front but I called a few places and they all confirmed receiving donations but couldn’t give me any other info.

So I kept digging. I found a bunch of addresses and tried a few phone numbers. One left me in recorded message purgatory and another was disconnected.

The closest address that was buried in a subpage of a subpage on one of the websites (one of the ones that wasn’t search engineable, btw, so buried that it seemed like it wasn’t supposed to be findable) was in Manhattan.

I looked it up.

It burned down like, two days after that party.

That can’t be a coincidence.

I’m in Manhattan.

I took pictures of that building, it’s all blocked off. The shell of the building looks okay except the windows are toast and there’s a lot of smoke damage. It’s kind of a shame, it’s a pretty building.

It has a sign that says Collector’s Club. A lady came out of one of the buildings across the street to walk her dog and I asked about it, she said it was an electrical fire and complained about electrical systems in old buildings while her pug (Balthazar) investigated my boots. I asked what kind of club it was and she said she thought it was one of those private member clubs but wasn’t sure what type. Said she saw people going in and out but not very often. Said they got a lot of deliveries, but then seemed like she thought she shouldn’t have said that which makes sense.
because it is a spying-on-the-neighbors-out-the-window thing to say. Either that or she decided I was weird for asking so many (two!) questions about a burned building but she and her pug took off. Maybe she thought I was an arsonist in training.

I looked up “Collector’s Club” but it’s too generic to be helpful. There’s a club for stamp collectors with the same name that’s only a few blocks away. Nothing online connects that name with that address, not that I can tell.

I scoped out the alley behind the building and all its access points and managed to walk through it without looking lost. I kept my hood up and kept walking because there were cameras back there but I got a good long glance at the back of the building. It wasn’t as deep as the rest on the block, with a fence and a snow-piled garden that looked pristine even though the back of the building had the same broken windows and the back doors were bordered up.

The gate was a fancy iron thing and in the middle where the two gate halves came together in the middle of all the decorative swirls was a sword.

I don’t think that’s a coincidence, either.

I’m not sure I believe in coincidences anymore.

I took a long walk afterward. I meandered down from midtown and ended up at the Strand. I weirdly kept thinking that I’d run into Z there. Like he’d lost track of time browsing through the stacks and hadn’t realized how many days had gone by already.

I was in that musty-smelling basement level for a long time and I kept feeling like someone was watching me, or that something was close by that I was missing. This is dumb but I felt like the right book was there, somewhere, and if I closed my eyes and reached out to a shelf it would be there, right beneath my fingers.
I tried it a couple of times but it didn’t work.

All the books were just books.

I went to Lantern’s Keep and after being a cocktail geek at my waiter (he asked if I was a bartender so I had to admit I just drink a lot) I used the not-my-hotel WiFi to do a dark net deep-dive and found this conspiracy theory site that actually had some level-headed people on it (they debunked most of the stuff people posted about on their message board within like twenty minutes).

I registered with a fake email and joined and posted this:

Looking for info:

Bee

Key

Sword

I forgot to screen cap, bad me. But I got three replies within ten minutes, one calling me a troll, one that was just seven question marks and the third was a shrug emoji.

Five minutes later the post was removed and I had two messages in my board inbox. The first was from one of the admins and just said “Don’t”

I replied and said it wasn’t spam, just a question.

The admin replied again and said: “I know. Don’t. You don’t want to get into that.”

The second message, from an account with no posts and an alphanumeric nonsense username was this:
Crown

Heart

Feather

The Owl King is coming.
The son of the fortune teller walks through the snow, talking to the moon.

He asks her to show him which way to go or to give him a sign or to let him know, somehow, that everything will be fine even if it is a lie but the moon says nothing and Zachary trudges on, the snow clinging to the legs of his pajamas and falling into his shoes.

He complains that she should be doing something instead of just glowing there and then apologizes, for who is he to question the actions or inactions of the moon?

The woods do not seem to be getting any closer no matter how far he walks. He should have reached them by now.

Zachary knows, despite the presence of the stars and the moon, that he is still far below the surface of the earth. He can feel the heaviness looming above him.

After what seems like a very long time with no progress Zachary pauses to sort through his bag for anything that might be useful. His fingers close around a book and he stops searching.

He takes out _Sweet Sorrows_. He doesn’t open it, he only holds it for a moment and then places it in the pocket of his coat, to keep it closer.

The bag free of its books suddenly feels heavy. The remainder of its contents seem unnecessary.
None of these objects are going to help him. Not here.

Zachary drops the bag on the ground, abandoning it to the snow.

He loops his fingers through the chains around his neck, with their key and sword and a compass currently incapable of pointing him in any direction.

He holds on to them as he continues walking. Lighter now with only his book and his sword to carry.

He wishes Dorian were actually here. He wishes it almost more than he wishes he knew what to do next.

“If Dorian is down here somewhere I want to see him,” Zachary says to the moon. “Right now.”

The moon does not reply.

(She has not replied to any of his requests.)

As Zachary walks his thoughts keep returning to the place he left behind and the imaginary party within it and the way it felt to see this story he has found himself in seep into his normal life and fill the empty spaces.

There are footsteps approaching. Someone running, the sound muffled by the snow.

Zachary freezes. A hand grabs his arm.

Zachary rounds on the person behind him, pulling the sword from the scabbard to keep this new delusion at bay.

“Zachary, it’s me,” Dorian says, holding his hands up defensively. He looks just as Zachary remembers, from the longer hair to the star-buttoned coat, except moonlit and covered in snow.

“How does the moon go when she’s not in the sky?” Zachary asks without lowering the sword and he knows from the smile that he gets in response that this is not a fantasy, this is the
real person. Here but not here. Standing with him in the moonlit snow and also somewhere else but actually Dorian. He knows it down to his near-frozen toes.

“An inn that once rested at one crossroads that is now down here with the rest of whatever this is,” Dorian says, waving a hand around at the snow and the stars. “I’m there now. I think I might be asleep. I was looking out the window at the snow thinking about you and then I saw you and then I was out here. I don’t recall leaving the building.”

Zachary lowers the sword.

“I thought I’d lost you,” he says.

Dorian takes his arm again, pulling him closer, leaning his forehead against Zachary’s own. He feels warm yet cold and real yet not real, all at once.

This person is a place Zachary could lose himself in, and never wish to be found.

It starts to snow again.

“You’re down here too now, aren’t you?” Dorian asks. “The world beneath the world beneath the world?”

“I took the elevator with Max—Mirabel, I mean—after you fell. I’m farther down than that now, somewhere past a lost city of honey and bone. I went through a door. I should stop doing that. I lost my owl.”

“Do you think you could find the inn from where you are?”

“I don’t know,” Zachary says. “I must be getting close to the Starless Sea. You and I might not even be in the same time anymore. If... if anything happens—”

“Don’t you dare,” Dorian interrupts him. “Don’t you dare make this goodbye. I am going to find you. We are going to find each other and we are going to figure this out together. You may be by yourself but you are not alone.”
“It’s dangerous to go alone,” Zachary says, almost automatically and at least partly to stop the tears that are stinging his eyes along with the snow. He replaces the sword in its scabbard and removes it from his back. “Take this,” he says, offering the sword to Dorian. It feels like the thing to do. Dorian probably knows how to use it.

Dorian accepts the sword and starts to say something else but then he vanishes, quicker than a blink. He is there and then he is not. There aren’t even footprints left in the snow. No indication that he was ever there.

Except the sword is gone. Along with the moon who has vanished behind the clouds.

The snow is lighter now, the flakes almost floating. Snow globe snow.

Zachary reaches out just to be certain there is nothing to touch. The snow wraps around his outstretched hand and slips under the cuff of his inherited coat.

Dorian was here, he thinks to himself in an affirmation. He’s down here somewhere and he’s alive and I am not alone.

Zachary takes a deep breath. The air is not so cold anymore.

There is a soft noise nearby. Zachary turns and here is the stag, staring at him. Close enough to see its breath clouding in the air.

The stag’s antlers are gold and covered with candles, twisting and burning like a crown of flame and wax.

Zachary stares at the stag and the stag stares back, its eyes like dark glass.

For a moment neither of them move.

Then the stag turns and walks toward the trees.

Zachary follows.

They reach the edge of the woods sooner than he expects. Moonlight or starlight or
imaginary artificial light filters in through the trees though most of the space stays in shadow. The snow looks more blue than white and the trees themselves are gold. Zachary pauses to inspect the trunk of one more closely and finds its bark covered in delicate gold leaf.

Zachary follows the stag through the trees as closely as he can though sometimes it is no more than a light guiding him onward. He loses sight of the field quickly, consumed by this gilded forest that is both deep and dark.

The trees grow larger and taller. The ground feels uneven and Zachary brushes the snow away with his shoe to find it is not earth but keys, piles of them shifting beneath his feet.

The stag guides Zachary to a clearing. The trees here part, revealing a stretch of star-filled sky above. The moon is gone and when Zachary returns his attention to the ground the stag has abandoned him as well.

The trees surrounding the clearing are draped with ribbons. Black and white and gold, wound around branches and trunks and tangled in the snow.

The ribbons are strung with keys. Small keys and long keys and large heavy keys. Ornate keys and plain keys and broken keys. They rest in piles in boughs and swing freely from branches, their ribbons crossing and tangling together, binding them to each other.

In the center of the clearing is a figure seated in a chair, facing away from him. Looking off into the woods. It is difficult to see in the light but Zachary catches the barest hint of pink.

“Max,” Zachary calls but she does not turn. He moves toward her but the snow slows his progress, allowing only single steps at a time. It seems like an eternity before he reaches her.

“Max,” he calls again but still the figure in the chair does not turn. She does not even move as he gets closer. The hope he had not realized he was clinging to so tightly dissolves beneath his
fingers along with her shoulder as he reaches to touch her.

The figure in the chair is carved from snow and ice.

As her gown cascades down around the chair the ripples in the fabric become waves, and within the waves there are ships and sailors and sea monsters and then the sea within her gown is lost in the drifting snow.

Her face is empty and icy but it is not merely a resemblance like the statues from before, this is as precise a likeness as could be captured in frozen water, as though it has been molded from the flesh-and-blood version. It is Mirabel down to its snow-flecked eyelashes, perfect save for the now broken shoulder.

Within her chest there is a light. It glows red underneath the snow, creating a soft illusion of pink that he had seen from afar.

Her hands rest in her lap. He expects them to be held out and waiting for a book like the statue of the queen of the bees but instead they hold a length of torn ribbon, like the ribbons in the trees, only if this one once had a key strung upon it the key has been removed.

Zachary can see now that she is not looking out into the trees. She is looking at the other chair in front of her.

This chair is empty.

It is as though she has been here, always, waiting for him.

The keys hanging from the trees sway and clatter against each other, chiming like bells.

Zachary sits down in the chair.

He looks at the figure facing him.

He listens to the keys as they dance on their ribbons, striking against one another around them.
He closes his eyes.

He takes a deep breath. The air is cool and crisp and star-bright.

Zachary opens his eyes again and looks at the figure of Mirabel in front of him. Frozen and waiting, her gown weighed down by old tales and former lifetimes.

He can almost hear her voice.

_Tell me a story_, she says.

It is what she has been waiting for.

Zachary obliges her.
Dorian wakes in an unfamiliar room. He can still feel the snow against his skin and the sword in his hand but no snow could survive here in this warmth and his fingers are clutched around the blankets piled upon the bed and nothing more.

Outside the inn the wind howls, confused by this turn of events.

(The wind does not like to be confused. Confusion ruins its sense of direction and direction is everything to the wind.)

Dorian pulls on his boots and his coat and abandons the comfort of his room. As he fastens the star-shaped buttons the carved bone against his fingertips feels no more or less real than the sword had felt in his hand moments before, or the memory of Zachary’s chilled skin against his own.

The lanterns in the main hall have been dimmed but the fire still burns in the expansive stone fireplace. Candles increase the spread of the light over the tables and chairs.

“Did the wind wake you?” the innkeeper asks, rising from one of the chairs by the fire, an open book in his hand. “I can get you something to help you sleep if you’d like.”

“No, thank you,” Dorian says, staring at this man who has been plucked from his head, in a hall he has longed to visit a thousand times. If Dorian could conjure a place to forget where he
“I have to leave,” he says to the innkeeper.

Dorian goes to the door of the inn and opens it. He expects the snow and the forest but he looks instead at a shadowed, snowless cavern. In the distance there is a shape like a mountain that could be a castle. It is very, very far away.

“Close it,” the innkeeper says behind him. “Please.”

Dorian hesitates but then he closes the door.

“The inn can only send you where you are meant to go,” the innkeeper tells him. “But that,” he points at the door, “is a depth where only the owls dare to fly, waiting for their king. You cannot go there unprepared.”

He crosses back to the fire and Dorian follows him.

“What do I need?” Dorian asks.

Before the innkeeper can answer the door opens, its hinges flung wide. The wind enters first, bringing a gust of snow along with it, and after the snow comes a traveler wearing a long hooded cloak the color of the night sky embroidered with constellations in silver thread. Even after the traveler pulls back her hood snowflakes continue to cling to her dark hair and remain sparkling over her skin.

The door slams itself shut behind her.

The moon goes directly to Dorian, taking a long parcel wrapped in midnight-blue silk from her cloak as she approaches.

“This is yours,” she says as she hands it to him, forgoing the unnecessary introductions.

“Are you ready? There is not much time.”

Dorian knows what the parcel contains before he unwraps the silk, the weight of it familiar in
his hand though he has held it only once before in a dream.

(If the sword could sigh with relief as it is taken from its scabbard it would, for it has been lost and found so many times before and it knows this time will be the last.)

“We cannot send him out there,” the innkeeper says to his wife. “It’s…” He cannot bring himself to articulate what it is and danger beyond articulation is worse than anything Dorian can imagine.

“It is where he wishes to go,” the moon insists.

“I’ll find Zachary there, won’t I?” Dorian asks.

The moon nods.

“Then that is where I’m going.”

(There is a pause here, filled only by the wind and the crackling of the fire and the hum of the story impatient to continue, purring like a cat.)

“I’ll get his bag,” the innkeeper says, leaving Dorian alone with the moon.

“This inn is a tethered space,” she tells him. “It remains the same no matter how the tides change. Once you leave here you will be untethered again and you will not be able to trust anything you encounter. There are things in the shadows, whether they were god or mortal or story once they are something else now. They will tailor themselves to suit you so they might pull you from your path.”

“To suit me?”

“To frighten or confuse or seduce. They will use your thoughts to ensnare you. We exist at the edges here, of what you might call story or myth. It can be difficult to navigate. Hold tightly to what you believe.”

“What if I don’t know what I believe?” Dorian asks.
The moon looks at him with night-dark eyes and for a moment it seems as though she might give him something, perhaps a warning or a wish, but instead she takes Dorian’s hand in hers and lifts it to her lips and then she lets him go. The gesture is simple and profound and within it he finds the answer to his question.

The innkeeper returns with Dorian’s bag. It is heavier now, Dorian can feel the weight of the heart-filled box that has been placed inside. He should probably return the heart to Fate but he decides to concern himself with finishing one story at time.

Dorian opens the door of the inn, revealing the same dark vista as before. It looks more like a castle than a mountain now. There might even be a light in one of the windows, but it is too far away to be certain.

“May the gods bless and keep you,” the innkeeper says. He places the lightest of kisses on Dorian’s lips.

Armed with a sword and a heart, Dorian steps out into the unknown and leaves the inn behind.

The wind howls after him as he leaves in fear of what is to come, but a mortal cannot understand the wishes of the wind no matter how loud it cries and so these final warnings go unheeded.
I feel like I’ve heard of the Owl King before but I don’t know where.

I asked Elena what she’d wanted to talk to Z about after class that night and she said he’d been in the library checking out some weird book that wasn’t in the system and then he came back after to track down other books from the same donation, total library detective mode (her words) but she didn’t know why and he hadn’t said. She did mention a couple of the books (including the first one) were still missing, so maybe he has them.

She gave me the name she gave him from the book donation. J.S. Keating, so I did some digging. A lot of digging.

Jocelyn Simone Keating, born 1812. Not a lot on her, no marriage records or subsequent kids or anything. Sounds like she was disowned. Other Keatings: brother-married, no kids, just a “ward” without a name recorded dead as a teen. Brother’s wife died, he remarried, wife number two died and later the brother died ancient and alone I guess. There were two other Keating cousins who didn’t make it out of their twenties. Then that’s like, the end of the Keatings, or at least that branch since it’s a common enough name.

No death record for Jocelyn. Not that I can find.

But the books were donated in her name like, less than thirty years ago? Elena let me dig through the library files when her supervisor was on his lunch break and I found the full record, though it wasn’t digital at the time because they were still transferring and it’s a low-res scan of a handwritten paper and half of it is illegible.
But there’s something about a foundation and instructions for donations and how does a lady leave her library to a bunch of different universities in different countries when some of them didn’t even exist when she died? I mean, seriously, even if she lived to be 100 this school was founded like… longhand math, boo… something like 40-50 years after that?

Elena helped me find some of the other donated books and some of them are like, way too modern to belong to a lady in 18whatever. There’s jazz age stuff in there. Maybe it wasn’t *her* library, maybe it was a library named after her? Or it’s just the foundation and the name is carryover from something earlier. I can’t find info about the Keating Foundation anywhere, it’s like it’s not a thing.

One of those books had that bee drawing in it again. Bee-Key-Sword in faded ink along the back cover underneath the barcode sticker.

This is all so weird. And not like, good weird. I love a good weird.

I shut down my twitch account because someone keeps spamming my chat with bee emotes.

I got a text on my phone from Unknown that says *Stop snooping, Miss Hawkins* I didn’t reply.

All my texts to or from Z are gone.
The son of the fortune teller sits in a chair surrounded by keys in the middle of a starlit forest talking to a woman made of snow.

At first he does not know what to say.

He does not think of himself as a storyteller. He never has.

He thinks of all the tales he grew up feasting on, myths and fairy tales and cartoons.

He remembers *Sweet Sorrows* and its test for keepers, the storytelling surrounded by keys and how they could tell any story but their own, but he does not have a story.

He has nothing practiced. Nothing prepared. But the request is so open-ended.

Tell me a story.

The request comes with no specifications or requirements.

So Zachary begins to speak, haltingly at first but gradually becoming more comfortable, as though he is talking to an old friend in a dimly lit bar over well-crafted cocktails instead of sitting in a snow-covered fairy tale wood addressing a silent effigy.

He starts with an eleven-year-old boy finding a painted door in an alleyway. He describes the door in great detail, down to its painted keyhole. He tells her how the boy did not open it. How afterward he wished that he had and how at odd moments over the following years he would think about it, how the door haunted him and how it haunts him, still.
He tells her about moving from place to place to place and never feeling like he ever belonged in any of them, how wherever he was he would almost always rather be someplace else, preferably somewhere fictional.

He tells her how he worries that none of it means anything. That none of it is important. That who he is, or who he thinks he is, is just a collection of references to other people’s art and he is so focused on story and meaning and structure that he wants his world to have all of it neatly laid out and it never, ever does and he fears it never will.

He tells her things he has never told anyone.

About the man who broke his heart in such a long, drawn out process that he couldn’t discern hurt from love and how whenever he tries to sort out how he feels now long after the end of it the feeling is just a void.

He tells her how the university library became a touchstone for him after that, how when he felt himself falling he would go and find a new book and fall into it instead and be someone somewhere else for awhile. He describes the library down to its unreliable light bulbs and finding *Sweet Sorrows* and how that moment unexpectedly changed all the moments that followed.

He reads *Sweet Sorrows* to her, relying on memory when the starlight is not enough to illuminate the words. He tells her Dorian’s fairy tales about castles and swords and owls, about lost hearts and lost keys and the moon.

He tells her how he always felt like he was searching for something, always thinking about that unopened door and how disappointed he felt once he went through another painted door and that feeling still didn’t go away but how for just a moment in a gilded ballroom preserved in time it did. He found what he had been seeking, a person not a place, a particular person in this particular place, and then the moment and the place and the person were gone.
He recounts everything that followed, from the elevator crash to the voices in the darkness to finding Simon in his sanctuary attempting to record the story and out through the snow and past the phantasmagoric holiday party and into the maze in the woods with the stag until he brings his story into the clearing that they currently inhabit, describing it down to the details of the ships carved into her gown.

Then, with nothing left to tell that he has carried with him, Zachary makes things up.

He wonders aloud where one of the frozen ships in her gown is heading and as he speaks the ship moves, sailing out over the icy waves, away from Mirabel and across the snow.

The forest changes around it, the trees fading away as the ship sails through them but Zachary remains in his chair and the ice version of Mirabel stays with him, listening, as he finds his way forward, slow and stumbling when the words won’t come but he waits and he does not chase it, he follows the ship and the story where they wish to go.

As the ship sails the snow melts around it, waves swirling and crashing against its hull. He pictures himself on this ship as it crosses the sea. Dorian is there and so is his lost owl companion. He adds his Persian cat for good measure.

Zachary imagines a place where the ship is going, not to take its inhabitants home but to bring them somewhere undiscovered. He sails the ship and the story to places it has not yet traveled.

Through time and fate and past the moon and the sun and the stars.

Somewhere there is a door marked with a crown and a heart and a feather that has not been opened.

He can see it, right in front of him, shimmering in the shadows. Someone holds a key that will open it. Beyond the door there is another Harbor on the Starless Sea, alive with books and
boats and waves washing against stories of what was and what will be.

Zachary follows the stories and the ship as far as he can and then he brings them back. To right here and right now. To this snow-covered moment that is once again surrounded by a forest covered in keys.

Here he stops.

The ship anchors itself back in the frozen gown with its monsters.

Zachary sits with Mirabel, together in the post-story silence.

He has no idea how much time has passed, if any time has passed at all.

After the silence he stands and walks over to his audience. He takes a small bow, leaning in toward her.

“Where does it end, Max?” he whispers in her ear.

Her head turns swiftly toward him, staring at him with blank ice eyes.

Zachary freezes, too surprised to move as she lifts her hand and reaches not for him but for the key dangling from his neck.

She takes the long thin key that was hidden in *Fortunes & Fables*, separating it from the compass and the sword and holds it on her palm. A layer of frost forms over the key.

She rises from her chair, pulling Zachary upright with the motion. Her gown crumbles, sending the ships and the sailors and the sea monsters within its tides down into their icy graves.

Then she pushes her palm and the key upon it against Zachary’s chest, between the open buttons of his coat.

Her hand is so cold that it burns, pressing the white-hot metal into his skin.

With her other hand she reaches out and pulls him closer, winding her icy fingers through his hair and drawing his lips to hers.
Everything is too hot and too cold and Zachary’s entire world is an imagined kiss in brightest darkness that tastes like honey and snow and flame.

There is a tightness in his chest that grows and burns and he can no longer tell where the ice ends and he begins and just when he thinks he can tolerate no more it shatters and stops.

Zachary opens his eyes and tries to catch his breath.

The ice likeness of Mirabel is gone.

The key is missing, leaving the sword and compass abandoned on the chain. The burned impression of the key is marked on Zachary’s chest and will remain there always.

The rest of the keys have vanished as well, along with their trees.

Zachary is no longer in the woods.

He stands now in a snow-covered alleyway that never, if it still existed in its true form, would contain such snow.

There is a new figure carved from ice with him now. A smaller one, bespectacled and curly-haired, wearing a hooded sweatshirt and carrying a backpack, facing a brick wall that is not ice but genuine brick, most of it whitewashed and pale, blending in with the snow.

Upon the wall there is an intricately painted door.

The colors are rich, some of the pigments metallic. In the center, at the level where a peephole might be and stylized with lines that match the rest of the painted carving, there is a bee.

Beneath the bee there is a key. Beneath the key there is a sword.

Zachary reaches out to touch the door, his fingertips meeting the door between the bee and the key and they come to rest on smooth paint covering cool brick, a slight unevenness to the surface betraying the texture below.
It is a wall. A wall with a pretty picture on it.

A picture so perfect as to fool the eye.

Zachary turns back to the ghost of his younger self but the figure is gone. The snow is gone. He is alone in an alleyway standing in front of a painted door.

The light has changed. A pre-dawn glow chases away the stars.

Zachary reaches for the painted doorknob and his hand closes over cold metal, round and three-dimensional.

He opens the door and steps through it.

And so the son of the fortune teller finds his way to the Starless Sea.
Dorian navigates the depths with Fate’s heart in its box carefully wrapped and contained in a pack strapped to his back and a sword that is much more ancient than him but not nearly as ancient as the things staring at him from the shadows and all of them are still sharp.

A sword does not forget how to find its mark when it is held by a hand that knows how to use it.

Its blade and the sleeves of Dorian’s star-buttoned coat are covered in blood.

There are… things that have followed him since he left the inn and more that have joined them as he walks on.

Things that want his life and his flesh and his dreams.

Things that would crawl under his skin and wear him like a coat.

They have not had a mortal come so close to tempt them so in countless years.

They change their shapes around him. They use his own stories against him.

It is not what Dorian had expected, even with the moon’s warnings.

It all feels too real.

One moment he is in a cavern, his gaze trained on a distant light and the next he is walking on a familiar city street. He can feel the sunlight on his skin and smell the exhaust from the passing cars.
He trusts nothing that he sees.

Dorian continues down a crowded city sidewalk in what would pass for midtown Manhattan if it were not looked at too closely. He dodges pedestrians with practiced skill. Businessmen and tourists and small children turn and stare as he passes.

Dorian avoids making eye contact with anyone or anything but then he reaches a familiar landmark flanked by two large cats.

He never realized before just how big Patience and Fortitude are. The two larger-than-life-sized lions track him with glossy black eyes that do not belong to them.

Dorian pauses in front of the library stairs, tightening his grip on his sword, wondering if stone lions will bleed the way everything else this place puts in his way has bled.

He braces himself, waiting for the lions to pounce but instead something grabs him from behind, wrapping around his neck and pulling him into the street.

It slams Dorian into the side of a taxi, the screeching of horns throwing off his equilibrium, but he maintains his grip on his sword and when he recovers his balance he swings and the sword meets its target, swift and certain.

The thing that he cuts down looks first like a briefcase-wielding businessman and then like an amorphous, many-limbed shadow and then a small child, screaming, and then nothing.

The street and the taxis and the library and the lions fade along with it, leaving Dorian alone in an expansive cavern.

Above him the starless darkness is so vast he could almost believe it is sky though he knows it is not.

There is a castle in the distance. A light glows in the window of its highest tower. Dorian can see it and the softly glowing shore it rests above. He keeps his sights set on it, as the castle does
not shift and change the way the rest of the world down here does and he uses it like a
lighthouse to guide his way.

Blood that is not his own pools in his boots, seeping in through each footstep.

Beneath his feet the ground changes, shifting from stone to wood. Then it begins to
tilt, swaying over waves that are not really there.

He is on a ship. Sailing over open ocean beneath a bright night sky.

Standing on the deck in front of him there is a figure in a fur coat that appears to be
Allegra but he knows it is not Allegra.

They are trying to disarm him.

Dorian tightens his grip on the sword.
They’re watching me now. Literally right now as I’m writing this.

I’m at the Noodle Bar and while I was in line to order my ramen this random guy behind me starts chatting me up, like, asked about my “a well-read woman is a dangerous creature” t-shirt and if I’ve tried some other ramen place nearby and then while I was ordering he dropped something in my bag, I don’t know if it’s a bug or something, I’m waiting until he leaves and then I’ll dump everything out and check. The guy is currently sitting on the other side of the restaurant at what’s probably a “respectable” distance. He has his nose in a book, I recognize the cover but can’t see the title. Some new release front table thing. But he’s not reading. He has it opened to somewhere near the end but the dust jacket’s like, too pristine for mostly finished reading and it’s that type of jacket that totally gets fingerprints on it, especially if you read & eat at the same time.

I might be getting too good at this.

But he’s hardly looking at the book and barely eating his noodles. He sucks at subtlety. He’s watching me write. Eyeing up my journal like he’s trying to figure out how he’s going to try to snag it when I’m not looking.

I’m always looking now.

You will pry this *Adventure Time* notebook from my cold dead hands, ya ding dong.

It kind of reminds me of that guy who was watching Z at the Gryphon that night but this guy is younger and not as silver-fox-in-training cute.

(Tried to track *that* guy down, too, awhile ago. Asked the waitresses and the bartenders but
only one waitress remembered him—said she tried to flirt with him and he shot her down but was nice about it—but she hadn’t seen him before or since.)

This guy has now figured out that I am not leaving before he does. No way. I will find some back door through the kitchen spy movie escape route nonsense if he tries to out sit me.

Later now. I won the ramen place stand-off, the guy eventually left, super slow and reluctant like he wanted to linger over the remains of his noodle bowl.

Never turned more than two pages of that book in over half an hour.

I took a long looping route in the wrong direction when I left and now I’ve stopped in the park to dump out my bag.

There’s a tiny little button transmitter, like, watch battery size and kinda sticky, so it stayed on the inside of the bag even after I dumped it and I never would have found it if I hadn’t noticed him drop it in there. I don’t know if it’s a GPS or a microphone or what.

This is all really weird.

Home now.

I bought an extra chain for my door and a motion detector on my way home.

Then I baked cinnamon sour cream cookies and mixed myself a Clover Club since I had the eggs out already and started a comfort replay of Dark Souls and now I feel a little better about life and myself and existence.

Every time the screen says You Died I feel better.

You Died.

You Died and the world keep going.
You Died and it wasn’t so bad, was it? Have a cookie.

I just sat and cried for half an hour but I kind of feel better.

I think Z’s dead. There, I said it. I wrote it down, anyway.

I think at some point I stopped looking for him and started looking for why and now the why is messing with me.

I stuck that possibly tracking device thing on a cat in the park.
The son of the fortune teller walks through a door and into a wide open cavern, far, far below the surface of the earth. Below the harbors, below the cities, below the books.

(The single book he carries is the first to be brought so deep. The stories here have never been bound in such a fashion, they are left loose and wild.)

Zachary wonders if he has been here in this cavern the entire time, walking through it while he saw what looked and felt like snow and trees and starlight. If he has now traveled through his stories and come out the other side.

Something hits his ankle, soft yet insistent, and he looks down to find the familiar, squished face of his Persian cat.

“Hey,” he says. “How’d you get down here?”

The cat does not reply.

“I heard you were looking for me.”

The cat neither confirms nor denies this statement.

Zachary glances behind him, unsurprised to find the door he stepped through has vanished. There is a cliff where it had been, a tall cliff that might have a structure atop it, it is difficult to tell from the angle.

The cat pushes its head against Zachary’s leg again, nudging him in the other direction.
This way there is stone expanse that terminates in a ridge. There is a glow beyond it.

He can hear the waves.

“Are you coming?” Zachary asks the cat.

The cat does not reply, but it also does not move. It sits and calmly licks a paw.

Zachary takes a few steps forward, moving closer to the ridge. The cat does not follow. “You’re not coming?”

The cat stares at him.

“Fine,” Zachary says, though it is not what he means. “You can talk, can’t you?” he asks. “No,” says the cat. It bows its head and turns, walking off into the shadows, leaving Zachary staring dumbly after it.

He watches until he can no longer see the cat which is not long and then he walks toward the ridge. When he is high enough to see what waits beyond it he realizes where he is.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins stands on the shore of the Starless Sea.

The sea glows, like candlelight behind amber. An ocean caught in perpetual sunset.

Zachary takes a deep breath expecting sea-salt sharpness but the air here is rich and sweet.

He walks down to the edge, watching the waves coat the rocks as they approach and retreat.

Listening to the sound they make: a gentle, lulling hum.

Zachary takes off his shoes. He places them out of reach of the waves and steps into the gently rolling surf and laughs as the sea clings to his toes.

He reaches down and runs a hand over the surface of the honied sea. He lifts a finger to his lips and tentatively licks it. He has been given sweetness when he expected salt. He is not certain he would want to swim in this sea, even though it is delicious.

He would think it impossible had he not succumbed to believing impossible things much
earlier.

*What happens now?* he thinks but almost immediately the question leaves his mind.

It doesn’t matter. Not right now. Not here in the depths where time is fragile.

For right now this is his entire world. Starless and sacred.

In front of him the Starless Sea stretches into the distance. There is the ghost of a city across the sea, empty and dark.

There is an object on the ground by his feet, where the sea touches the shore. Zachary picks it up.

A broken Champagne bottle. It looks as though it has been there for years. Its label has worn away. Its broken edges are jagged and sharp and dripping with honey.

Zachary looks up at the cavernous darkness. The structure looming above him almost looks like a castle.

Beyond it, Zachary can almost see the layers and the levels spiraling upward. Shadows that are deeper than others. Spaces that curve and move outward, speckled with lights that are not stars.

He marvels for a moment at how far he has come, turning the broken bottle over in his hands and picturing the stairs and the ballroom so very high above.

He hears footsteps approaching. Appropriate, he thinks, to have found Fate again now that he’s finally reached the Starless Sea. Now that *not yet* is just now.

“Hi, Max,” Zachary greets her. “I found your—”

There is a strange swift motion as he turns. For a moment his vision is a shadowed blur and when it focuses, it is not Mirabel standing in front of him.

It is Dorian.
Zachary tries to say Dorian’s name but he can’t and Dorian stares at him in eyebrow-raised shock and Zachary can’t breathe and he’s never met anyone who literally took his breath away before and maybe he is actually in love but wait, he seriously can’t breathe right now. He feels lightheaded. The glow from the sea is fading. The broken Champagne bottle falls from his fingers and shatters.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins glances down at his chest where Dorian’s hand is wrapped around the hilt of the sword and just as he begins to understand what is happening everything goes black.
I was at the Gryphon sitting in a booth in the back so I wasn’t in anyone’s line of sight drinking and reading and this older woman in a white fur coat sat herself down across from me like I’d been waiting for her. She had one blue eye and one brown eye and a crystal clear martini in her hand with two (matching) olives in it. The glass was still frosty, she must have just picked it up at the bar.

“You’re a difficult woman to locate, Miss Hawkins,” she said with a fake pleasant smile that looked almost real.

“I’m not,” I said. “It’s not that big a city. There are like, two bars that I go to. You probably have my class schedule, too, right? Don’t really need the tracking devices.”

She stopped smiling. Definitely one of them but now I’ve earned the big guns, this lady’s a pro. No obvious spying from across the room this time.

She didn’t say anything so I asked “What did that used to be?” nodding at the gigantic fur coat. She wasn’t going for inconspicuous at all and I kind of admired that.

“It’s faux,” she said, which was disappointing. “How’s the book?” She tipped her martini at my copy of The Kick-Ass Writer.

“It’s for class,” I said, which is true. The chattiness threw me off. I didn’t think any of these people were actually going to talk to me, ever.

“You miss him, don’t you?” She directed this remark at my drink. Sidecar. I’d ordered it because I couldn’t think of anything else, I just wanted to sit somewhere that wasn’t my apartment. I forgot to tell them to hold the sugar and it was making the stem of the glass sticky.

“Do you know where he is?” I asked.
She didn’t say anything but she had this weird look in her eye—the brown one, I thought the blue one was a cloudy cataract situation. I couldn’t tell what the look was, I know it sounds like it should have been an *a-ha you DO know where he is* moment but it wasn’t. She looked at me and sipped her martini and when she put it back down she said:

“You must be sad about your break-up.”

I haven’t told anyone that Lexi and I broke up. I got all mad at me when I started trying to figure out what happened to Z and said he probably just took off and said I was just mad that he didn’t tell me and then I accused her of setting up the bee-key-sword thing as one of her theatrical scavenger hunts and then she called me a ‘waste of her time’ which seemed overly harsh and I’m not sure I am sad. I feel okay about it. I’m not sure I want to be in a relationship right now anyway. Things change. Things are changing particularly fast right now, like a week ago everything was different. It’s still snowing, though. That hasn’t changed.

“Not really,” I said.

“But you don’t have anyone anymore,” the lady said. “Not *really*.”

I was pissed because she was kind of right but I wasn’t about to tell her that. I have my notebook and my projects and I was sitting there alone with my drink because there was no one else I wanted to be drinking with. I don’t have people. She said it in a way that kind of implied she knew my family isn’t all that fond of me either.

I didn’t say anything.

“You’re on your own. Wouldn’t you prefer to belong somewhere?” “I belong here,” I said. I didn’t understand what she was getting at.

“For how long?” the lady asked. “You’ll stay for a two-year graduate program because you don’t know what else to do and then you’ll have to leave. Wouldn’t you like to be a part of
something bigger than you are?”

“I’m not religious,” I told her.

“It is not a religious organization,” she said.

“What is it, then?”

“I’m afraid I can’t tell you that. Not unless you agree to join us.”

“Is this a cult or something?”

“Or something.”

“I’m going to need more information,” I told her, and I took a sip of my sidecar because it seemed like something to do but it made my fingers sticky. Sugar on cocktail rims is stupid.

“Or is this an ‘I know too much already’ situation?”

“You do, but I’m not particularly concerned about that. If you were to tell anyone what you know, or what you think you know, no one would believe you.”

“Because it’s too weird?”

“Because you’re a woman,” she said. “That makes you easier to write off as crazy. Hysterical. If you were a man it might be an issue.”

I didn’t say anything. I was waiting for my more information. She stared at me for a long time. Definitely not a natural blue on the eye.

“I like you, Miss Hawkins,” she said. “You’re tenacious and I admire tenacity when it is not misplaced. Currently yours is misplaced but I think I might make good use of it. You’re clever and determined and passionate and those are all qualities I look for. And you’re a storyteller.”

“What does that have to do with anything?”

“It means you have an affinity for our area of interest.”

“Literary charity, right? I didn’t think literary charities had this much of a secret society
vibe.”

“The charitable organization is a front and you knew that,” the lady said. “Do you believe in magic, Miss Hawkins?”

“In an Arthur C. Clarke sufficiently-advanced-technology-is-indistinguishable-from-magic type magic or actual magic-magic?”

“Do you believe in the mystical, the fantastical, the improbable or the impossible? Do you believe that things others dismiss as dreams and imagination actually exist? Do you believe in fairy tales?”

I think my stomach fell into my feet because I have literally always been the kid who believes in fairy tales but I didn’t know what to do because I wasn’t a kid, I was a twenty-something in a cocktail bar who never feels old enough to drink so I said “I don’t know.”

“You do,” the lady said, sipping her martini again. “You just don’t know how to admit it.” I probably made a face at her but I don’t remember.

I asked what she wanted from me.

“I want you to leave this place with me and not return. You will leave your life and your name behind. You will aid me in protecting a place most people would not believe exists. You will have a purpose. And someday I will take you to that place.”

“I’m not really a someday baby, sorry.”

“Aren’t you? Hiding in your academic temples avoiding the real world.”

That, I thought, was a pretty low blow even if it was accurate but at that point she was pissing me off so I said: “Dude, if you have some fairy tale place to be in why are you in the back of a bar talking to me?”

She gave me this weird look and I don’t know if it was because I called her dude or if it was
something else and she stopped and thought about that more than most of the things I said, but then she just took a business card out of her pocket and slid it across the table at me.

It said *Collector’s Club*.

There was a phone number on it.

And a little sword at the bottom.

True confession: I was kind of tempted. I mean, how often does some old lady offer you a fairy tale law enforcement job like she’s the wonderland police? But something felt off and I like my name and the fact that she dodged the question about Z rubbed me the wrong way.

“Did Zachary accept your job offer or is he the one who burned down your clubhouse?” I asked, figuring it would be one or the other. From the look on her face it was the latter. The fake smile was back.

“I can tell you a great many things that you would like to know, but first you would have to agree to my terms. There is nothing for you here. Aren’t you curious?”

I was. I was super duper curious. I was beyond curious. I thought about telling her I’d think about it if she let me talk to Z or if she could prove he was alive but I didn’t get the sense she was the bargaining type. If I didn’t follow her now I was never going to see this lady again.

“I don’t think so,” I told her. She looked legit disappointed and then composed herself again.

“Is there anything I can say that might change your mind?” she asked.

“What happened to your eye?” I asked, even though I knew whatever she said wasn’t going to change anything.

The smile I got for that question was real.

“Once upon a time I sacrificed an eye in exchange for the ability to see,” she said. “I’m sure you know magic requires sacrifices. For years I could see the whole story. It doesn’t work
anymore, not here, because I made a decision and it left me with hazy versions of the
now. Sometimes I miss the clarity, but again, sacrifices.”

I almost believed her. I stared at her and that cloudy blue eye stared back at me and caught
the light from one of those vintage bulbs above us and it wasn’t a cataract at all, it was a
swirling stormy sky, clear as anything. A crack of lightning flashed across it.

I downed the rest of my sidecar, grabbed my book and my bag and my coat with my
stupid, sticky hands and stood up and lifted the book to my forehead and saluted her.

I left the business card on the table.

And I got the heck out of there.

“I’m disappointed, Miss Hawkins,” she said as I walked away. I didn’t turn around and
I couldn’t hear what she said next but I knew what it was.

“We’ll be keeping an eye on you.”
The son of the fortune teller is dead.

His world is an impossibly quiet darkness, empty and formless.

Somewhere in the formless darkness there is a voice.

*Hello Mister Rawlins*

The voice sounds very, very far away.

*Hello hello hello.*

Zachary cannot feel anything, not even the ground beneath his feet. Not even his feet, for that matter. There is only nothingness and a very far away voice and nothing else.

Then it changes.

It is like waking having not remembered falling asleep but it is not gradual, his consciousness returns suddenly and shockingly, his existence suspended in surprise.

He is back in his body. Or a version of his body. He is lying on the ground wearing pajama pants and no shoes and a coat he still thinks of as Simon’s though both the coat and this death-worn version of it know they belong to the one who wears them.

On his chest is the mark of a freshly burned key but no wound, no blood.

He also has no heartbeat.
But the thing that convinces him beyond any doubt that he is truly dead is the fact that his glasses are gone and still, everything before his eyes is clear.

Zachary’s ideas about any possible afterlife have always varied, from nothingness to reincarnation to self-created infinite universes but always came back to the futility of guessing and assuming he would find out when he died.

Now he is dead and lying on a shore much like the one he died upon, only different, but he is too angry to notice the differences just yet.

He tries to recall what happened and the memory is painfully clear.

He had Dorian back. Right there in front of him. Just for a moment he’d found what he’d been seeking but then the story didn’t go the way it was supposed to.

He thought he’d finally (finally) get that kiss and more than that and he replays those last moments over in his head wishing he’d known they were the last moments and even if he had known he doesn’t know now what he would have done, if he even would have had time to react.

It was definitely Dorian, there on the shore of the Starless Sea. Maybe Dorian didn’t think it was him. He hadn’t thought Dorian was himself at first either, back in the snow. He’d raised the same sword then but this time Dorian did, in fact, know how to use it.

It feels as though all of the pieces were put in place to lead to this moment and he put half of them there himself.

He is mad at himself for so many things he did and didn’t do and how much time he wasted waiting for his life to begin and now it is over and then he has another thought and is suddenly, distinctly livid at someone else.

Zachary pulls himself to his feet and screams at Fate but Fate does not answer.

Fate does not live here.
Nothing lives here.

_You’re here because I need you to do something that I can’t_

That’s what Mirabel had said, post-elevator crash and pre-everything else.

She needed him to die.

She knew.

She knew the entire time that this would happen.

Zachary tries to scream again but he doesn’t have the heart.

He sighs instead.

This isn’t fair. He’d barely gotten started. He was supposed to be in the middle of his story, not at the end or in whatever post-death epilogue this is.

He hasn’t even done anything. Accomplished anything. Has he? He doesn’t know. He located a man lost in time or maybe he became one. He made his way to the Starless Sea. He found what he sought and he lost it again, all in a single breath.

He tries to decide if he’s changed since this all started because isn’t that the point and he feels different than he did but he can’t weigh feeling different versus having changed from inside himself with no heartbeat, standing on a shore with no shoes.

A shore.

Zachary looks out at the sea. This is not the shore he stood on before moments (was it moments?) before. It resembles it, including the cliffs behind him but there are differences.

On this shore there is a boat.

A small rowboat, its oars neatly placed against its seat, half in the sea and half on the shore.

Waiting for him.

The sea surrounding it is blue. A bright, unnatural blue.
Zachary dips a toe into the blue and it flutters.

It is confetti. Paper confetti in varying shades of blue and green and purple, with white along the edges for the surf. As it stretches farther out from the shore there are streamers mixed in with it, long curls of paper pretending to be waves.

Zachary looks up at the looming structure on the cliff behind him that is undoubtedly a castle, thought it is constructed from painted cardboard. He can tell from here that it is only a facade, two walls with windows lacking structure and dimension. The idea of a castle painted and propped up to fool the eye from a greater distance than this.

Beyond the castle there are stars: giant folded paper stars hanging from strings that vanish into darkness. Shooting stars suspended mid-shoot and planets at various heights with and without rings. An entire universe.

Zachary turns and looks out over the paper water.

There is a city across the sea.

This city is aglow with twinkling lights.

The storm of emotions he has been tumbling through ceases, replaced by an unexpected calm.

Zachary looks down at the boat. He picks up an oar. It is lightweight but solid in his hand. He pushes the boat out onto the paper sea and it stays afloat. It sends the confetti water shifting and swirling.

Zachary looks across the sea at the city again.

Apparently he isn’t finished with his quest.

Not yet.

Fate isn’t done with him, even in death.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins steps into the boat and starts to row.
Hi notebook, it’s been awhile.

Everything got sort of quiet. I didn’t know what to do after the lady in the bar and I got all paranoid for ages even about writing anything down or talking about anything so I put my head down and worked and time passed and nothing happened and now it’s summer.

Well, one thing did happen and I didn’t write it down at the time.

Someone gave me a key. It was in my campus mail box. It’s a heavy brass key but the top of it is shaped like a feather, so it looks like a quill pen that ends in key teeth instead of a nib. It had a tag tied to it with string, like an old-fashioned package tag and it said For Kat when the Time comes on it. I figured it was an invite to somebody’s thesis project but nothing ever followed up on it. I still have it. I put it on my keychain (the feather loops around at the top). Guess I’m still waiting for the Time to come.

I thought the bar lady would come back. Like it was the Refusal of the Call but I’m not on that kind of Hero’s Journey, I guess. It felt like the right decision at the time but you know, you wonder. What might have happened next?

That’s what I started working on, even though it was unplanned. I wasn’t working, at all, for awhile there and I didn’t know what I wanted to do, I didn’t know what I wanted at all so I kept thinking about what is it that I want and kept coming back to telling stories in game form. I got to thinking all of this might be a halfway decent game if it were a game. Part spy movie, part fairy tale, part choose-your-own-adventure. Epic branching story that doesn’t stick to a single genre or one set path and turns into different stories but it’s all the same story. I’m trying to play with all the things you can do in a game that you can’t do with a book. Trying to capture more
story. A book is made of paper but a story is a tree.

You meet someone in a bar. You follow them or you don’t.

You open a door. Or you don’t.

Either way the point is:

What happens next?

It’s taking an absurd amount of notebooks full of possibilities but it’s getting somewhere.

What happened next in Real Life (TM) is that I found Jocelyn Keating. Sort of.

I found Simone Keating.

Months ago I’d asked my friend Preeti in London to do some library detective work on the Keating Foundation for me if she could but then I didn’t hear anything so I’d figured she didn’t find anything but yesterday she texted me that she found some things and do I still want them.

She probably thinks I’m nuts because I gave her a brand new email address and had her text me the second she sent everything so I could print it all immediately and then delete the email. I told her to delete it after she sent it, too. Hopefully that’s enough. Told you: paranoid.

Apparently back in the day there was this British library society that wasn’t any “official” library society. Mostly people who weren’t allowed in to the standard societies. Lots of ladies, but not all.

They seem kind of badass, in a nerdy way.

It seems like it was an underground society, so there aren’t a lot of records.

But some private library in London had a couple of files, someone had found them and tried to find more information to see if there was enough for an article or a book or something but nothing substantial ever came out of it.

So there’s like, no proper record that it was an official group but there are fragments of
notebooks and a couple of photographs. Faded sepia images with people in amazing hats and ascots and all that taken in front of these beautiful bookshelves, the kind in cages where everything looks precious and fancy and possibly-disguising-secret-passages-y.

The notebook pieces aren’t all that legible, and I’m reading like, printouts of scans, but this is what I can make out:

...catalogued doors in three additional cities. A. has not yet reported back from Edo. Awaiting response. Missed contact with...

...suspects we are between incarnations. We exercise patience as our predecessors have before us and as we fear many of our successors will continue to. We shall do what we can to progress what has been put in motion.

...spent more time below. The room is complete and believed to be functional. All now rests on faith. There has been discussion of scattering the archives for safety, J. has moved many of the papers to the cottage...

That’s it. The rest is too faded to read or just partial numbers. I don’t know what it means. This would be easier if secret societies weren’t so secretive. There’s something else that’s all fragments about six doors and a place in some other place existing “out of time” and “the final incarnation” and I don’t know, it’s a little Gozer worshippy.

Then there are the photographs.

One photo has a blonde lady sitting at a desk, not looking at the camera. Head down, hair swept up, reading a book. She’s wearing a necklace that might be heart-shaped, I can’t tell. Can’t tell how old she is, either.

The back says Simone K. There’s a date but it’s so faded I can barely make out the 1 and the 8 that might be followed by a 6 or a 5, I can’t tell. Preeti said they didn’t have any other labels
but guessed they might be 1860s. The journal pieces can’t be much later than that or they would have called it Tokyo instead of Edo.

There’s a group shot, too. Thirteen people in front of the bookshelves, some standing and others sitting, all kind of looking like they’d rather be reading. It’s super blurry, I know people had to stand still for an absurdly long time for old school photos but this looks like a particularly restless bunch. One of the ladies is smoking a pipe. Nobody’s in focus, plus the photo has water damage, along the top and one side.

But one of the names handwritten on the back says J.S. Keating. Well, you can read the J & the S and it’s either a K or an H and an -ing.

If the names are in order she’s the blonde lady standing second in from the right, turned to say something or listen to the guy at the end who’s almost vanished with the water damage. Can’t make out his whole name on the back but it starts with an A. The lady is the same one from the Simone photo.

Below the list of names it says “meeting of the owls.”
The son of the fortune teller rows a boat across an ocean made of paper.

The structure on the shore behind him looks like a proper castle now. A light glows in an upper window. The shadow of a dragon curls around the highest tower.

The oars dip into confetti and streamers, stirring them up in aquatic shimmers of blue and green though there is no sky here to reflect such colors.

Zachary looks up at the space where the sky should be, wondering if somewhere up there someone is making changes to this universe.

Moving a small boat across an ocean. It must seem like nothing from such a distance. A tiny motion in a much larger tableau.

It feels a lot bigger from down here in the center of the ocean.

It takes a lot longer than he expects to reach the city across the sea.

There are many lights along the skyline but Zachary rows toward the brightest one.

As he gets closer he can see that it is a lighthouse.

As he gets closer still he can tell the lighthouse has been imagined from a wine bottle with a candle burning in its neck.

It is the opposite of the castle and its dragon, watching the shape of the city settle into buildings and towers surrounded by painted mountains and then resolve further into the objects
they have been constructed from.

   The paper confetti around the boat ushers him onto the shore.

   Zachary pulls the boat up on the beach so the sea cannot take it away again.

   This shore is covered in sand, each grain enormous. But there is only a dusting of it. Beneath
   it there is a solid surface. Zachary brushes the sand away from a section of it near the boat and
   uncovers the polished mahogany of the desk this part of the world rests upon, its varnish
   scratched by sand and time.

   He walks from the beach onto green paper grass. He knows now where he is, even if he
   does not understand why he is here. He walks further into the doll universe he had longed to
   see, though he never imagined viewing it from this perspective.

   Along the beach there are cliffs and caves and treasure chests and much more to explore
   but Zachary knows where he is going. He walks inland, the paper grass crunching beneath his
   bare feet.

   He walks past a toppled ruin of a temple and a snow-covered inn, the paper snowflakes
   scattered over the green of the grass.

   He crosses a bridge made of keys and a meadow filled with paper book page flowers.
   He does not stop to read them.

   Some parts of the world reveal their pieces for what they are: paper and buttons and wine
   bottles. Others are perfect imitations in miniature.

   From far away they looks like what they are meant to represent but as Zachary gets closer
   the textures are wrong. The artificiality bleeds through.

   A farmhouse is surrounded by balls of cotton pretending to be sheep.

   Above him folded paper birds flutter on strings. Hanging, not flying.
As Zachary continues walking the buildings grow more frequent. He loops through streets as the space becomes a city filled with tall cardboard buildings lined with unevenly spaced windows. He walks past a hotel and through an alleyway lined with lanterns and banners, decorated for a festival that is not occurring.

The city becomes a smaller town. Zachary walks down a main street lined with buildings. Stores and restaurants and cocktail bars. A post office and a tavern and a library.

Some of the buildings have toppled. Others have been reconstructed with tape and glue. Embellished and expanded and empty, even the ones that have figures posed within them, staring blankly out of windows or into wine glasses.

This is the idea of a world without anything breathing life into it.

The pieces without the story.

It’s not real.

The emptiness in Zachary’s chest aches for something real.

He walks past a lone doll in a tailored suit with too-big stitches resting face-down in the middle of the street.

Zachary tries to lift it but the porcelain cracks, breaking the doll’s arm, so he leaves it where it lies and continues on.

At the top of a hill, overlooking the town, there is a house.

It has a large front porch and a multitude of windows clouded over in amber. On its roof is a widow’s walk that would provide a view of the sea. Someone could have seen him coming from there, but the balcony is currently unoccupied.

It looks more real than the rest of the world.

The world that has been constructed around it with paper and glue and found objects.
He can see the hinges on the side of the dollhouse. The lock keeping its facade in place.

The lanterns on either side of the door are lit.

Zachary walks up the steps of the dollhouse to the front porch.

There is a humming sound. A buzz.

The door is open.

He has been expected.

A sign hanging above the door reads:

know thyself and learn to suffer

The buzzing grows louder. It multiplies and changes and chatters and then resolves itself into words.

HelloHellohellohellohelloHello

Hello Mister Rawlins you are here at last hellohello

Hello.
It’s been more than awhile this time, notebook. I re-read because I didn’t remember where I left off.

It’s weird, not being able to remember your own thoughts even when you wrote them down. Sometimes it’s like Kat from Before is just someone I passed on the street.

I never found out anything else about Jocelyn Keating, I still haven’t remembered where I’ve heard of The Owl King before, I still don’t know what that key is for, I occasionally see someone watching me at the library and freak out about it, which is so much fun.

I have trouble sleeping.

And Z’s still missing.

It’s been over a year.

I played a lot of phone tag with Z’s mom and I have all his stuff now, pulled out of university storage and sitting in boxes in my apartment. I keep telling his mom I can bring them to her but she insists I wait until after I graduate next May. Who am I to argue with a fortune teller?

Besides, Z has excellent taste in books so now I’m stocked up on reading material.

I don’t really talk to people anymore, I know I should but it’s hard. I was seeing this guy who bartends at The Adjective Noun for a while and he was nice but I kind of let it fizzle. I didn’t return a text once and never heard from him again and now he’s always generic bartender pleasant to me when I go in there and it’s weird, like I imagined the whole thing and it didn’t actually happen.

It’s like the photograph. I didn’t write about that here, but a few months ago I found a photograph online from that masquerade charity party. It was a gallery of images and one of
them was a woman in a long white gown wearing a crown with a guy in a suit and it looked like
they had either just stopped dancing or they were about to start. They looked like they knew
each other. Neither of them were looking at the camera. She had her hand over his heart.

I didn’t recognize the woman but the guy was Z. There was lens flare and she was in
sharper focus, but it was totally him. He was wearing my mask.

The photo didn’t have a caption.

When I tried to load a larger image to save the file it gave me a page not found error and
I went over and over the galleries again and it was gone.

I can see it, in my head. But lately I’m never sure I didn’t imagine it. I saw what I wanted to
see or something like that.

I deleted all of my social media not long after that. I shut down my blog. I stopped
baking, too, except for endless failed experiments in gluten-free puff pastry.

I’ve tried to keep myself busy, though.

My Notebooks of Endless Possibilities turned into my grad thesis and possibly more than that
so I came to Manhattan for a meeting (still here, back to Vermont tomorrow) and the second day
I was here I got a text from an unknown number.

_Hello, Kat. Northeast corner of Union Square, 1pm._

Beneath it was a bee emoji, a key emoji, and a sword emoji.

I went, because of course I did.

The farmer’s market was set up in Union Square so the place was a zoo and it took me awhile to
find somewhere to stand and I didn’t know what I was supposed to be looking for so I assumed
someone was looking for me. Sure, following anonymous text instructions was sketchy but the
middle of a crowded street corner seemed safe enough and, fine, whatever. I was curious.
I was there for about three minutes when my phone buzzed again with another text.

*Look up.*

I looked up. It took me a minute but then I spotted the girl standing in an upper window of the ginormous Barnes & Noble, looking down at me, holding up one hand like she was going to wave but she wasn’t waving. She had a phone in her other hand that she started typing on once she saw me see her.

I recognized her. She’d come to my classes a few times around when Z disappeared but then I didn’t see her after that January. She was a knitter. She’d helped perfect my golden snitch pattern. We’d had a cool conversation about overlapping narratives, too, and how no single story is ever the whole story. Sarah something.

She was there, *then*, and I hadn’t ever thought of her. Not once.

The pay phone next to me started ringing. Seriously. I didn’t even think those worked, I had them categorized in my mind as nostalgic street art objects.

Another text buzzed my phone. *Answer it.* I looked up again. She had two phones, one was up to her ear and she was texting on the other. Figures. Never enough phones.

People around me were starting to look at me funny, I was standing too close to the phone for anyone else to get it.

So I picked it up.

“I’m guessing your name isn’t Sarah,” I said once I had the receiver at my ear.

“It’s not,” she said. Her voice came through the phone a second after her lips moved up in the window. She paused for a long time but she stayed on her phone. We just stood there looking at each other. She had this weird sad almost-smile.

“Is there something you wanted to tell me?” I asked when I couldn’t take the silence
anymore.

“She asked you to join us and you said no, didn’t she?” I didn’t have to ask who or what she was talking about. “I decided to keep my options open,” I said.

“You were smart.”

She sounded bitter. I waited for her to say something else. Someone in one of the farmer’s market tents was selling Manhattan rooftop honey and I got distracted wondering about city bees versus country bees and worrying over whether or not Manhattan bees have enough flowers.

“I wanted to belong to something, you know?” not-Sarah said but she didn’t wait for me to answer. “Something important. I wanted to do something that had purpose to it, something…something special. Upper management dismantled the whole organization. We all got dismissed. No one knows what happened. I don’t know what to do now.”

I said “Sounds like that sucks for you,” which was kinda mean even though it did actually sound like it kinda sucked. She took it pretty well.

“I know this been hard for you,” she said. “I didn’t want you to be on edge all the time. I wanted to let you know that no one’s watching you anymore.”

“You were.”

She shrugged.

“What happened to the place you were supposed to be protecting?” I asked.

“I don’t know. I’ve never been there. Maybe it’s gone. I don’t even know if it exists.” “Why don’t you look for it?” I asked her.

“Because I signed an agreement that stated if I did that they could terminate me, literally. I was assured that clause was intact when they paid me off and gave me a new identity. They’d
kill me if they knew I was talking to you now.”

“Seriously?” I asked, because really now.

“All of it is serious,” she said. “They talked about eliminating you but decided it was too risky in case it resulted in more people looking into the Rawlins case.”

“Where’s Zachary?” I asked and then I kind of wished I hadn’t in case she was going to confirm that he was dead because no matter what I think I’ve gotten accustomed to that tiny piece of hope that sits in the middle of the not knowing.

“I don’t know” she said, quickly, more panicky. She looked over her shoulder. “I… I don’t know. I do know it’s all over now. I thought you should know.”

I think she wanted me to say thank you. I didn’t.

I said “Who’s the Owl King?”

And she hung up on me.

She turned from the window and walked away into the bookstore.

I knew I wouldn’t be able to find her. Really easy to disappear in a five-floor bookstore in the middle of Manhattan.

I texted the number again but it said delivery failure.

I don’t know how to start looking for a place that maybe doesn’t even exist.
The son of the fortune teller stands in the doorway of a life-sized dollhouse filled with larger-than-life-sized honeycomb and occupied by bees the size of cats. Bees crawl down the stairs and across the windows and the ceiling, over armchairs and sofas and chandeliers.

All around Zachary the bees are buzzing, elated by his arrival.

“Hello hello Mister Rawlins thank you for visiting no one has visited us in such a long long time we have been waiting.”

“Hello?” Zachary answers, not meaning it to sound quite so much like a question but it is a question, he is nothing but questions as he steps into the dollhouse. His feet sink into the honey that coats the floor as he steps into the entrance hall.

“Hello Mister Rawlins Hellohellohello.”

The giant bees move this way and that over the honeycomb-encased rooms, traveling up and down the stairs, flitting from room to room, going about their business whatever their business might be.

“How… how do you know my name?” Zachary asks.

“It has been told to us many times Mister Zachary Ezra Rawlins sir.”

“What is this?” he asks. He walks farther into the house, each step slow and sticky. “This is a dollhouse a house for dolls a house to keep the story in it doesn’t all fit in the house most stories don’t most stories are bigger this one is very big.”
“Why am I here?”

“You are here because you are dead so now you are here in between places also because you are the key she said she would send us a key when it was time to end a key to lock the story away when it was finished and here you are.”

Zachary looks down at the key-shaped scar on his chest.

“Who told you that?” he asks, though he knows.

“The story sculptor,” comes the buzzing answer, not the one that Zachary expected. “The one who sculpts the story sometimes she is in the story sometimes she is not sometimes she is pieces sometimes she is a person she told us you were coming very long ago we have waited for you a long long time Mister Rawlins.”

“For me?”

“Yes Mister Rawlins you have brought the story here thank you thank you the story has not been here in a very long time we cannot lock away a harbor story that has wandered so far away from us we usually go up up up and this time we came down down down we came down here to wait and now we are here together with the story would you like a cup of tea?”

“No, thank you,” Zachary says. He peers at a grandfather clock dripping with honey in the front hall, its decorative face depicting an owl and a cat in a small boat, its hands paused in wax a minute before midnight. “How do I get out of here?” he asks.

“There is no out there is only in.”

“Well then what happens next?”

“There is no next not here this is the end do you not know what end means?”

“I know what end means,” Zachary says. The calm he felt before is gone, replaced by a humming buzzing agitation and he cannot tell if it is coming from the bees themselves or from
somewhere else.

“Are you alright Mister Rawlins what is the matter you should be happy you like this story you like us you are our key you are our friend you love us you said you did.”

“I did not.”

“You did you did we gave you cupcakes.”

Zachary remembers writing his eternal devotion in fountain pen on paper sent down a dumbwaiter that feels long ago and far away.

“You’re the Kitchen,” he says, realizing that he has already had several conversations with bees before though they seem to be more articulate in writing.

“In that place we are the Kitchen but here we are ourselves.” “You’re bees.”

“We like bees. Would you care for a refreshment we can turn honey into anything anything anything you can imagine we are very good at it we have had a lot of practice we can give you the idea of a cupcake and it would taste very real exactly like real cake only smaller. Would you like a cupcake?”

“No.”

“Would you like two cupcakes?”

“No,” Zachary repeats, louder.

“We know we know you would like a cocktail and a cupcake yes yes that would be better.”

Before Zachary can reply a bee nudges him over to a small table upon which now sits a frosted coupe glass filled with lemon-bright liquid and a small cupcake decorated with a much smaller bee.

Out of curiosity Zachary picks up the glass and takes a tiny sip, expecting it to taste like
honey and it does but it also tastes familiarly of gin and lemon. A Bee’s Knees. Of course.

Zachary returns the glass to the table.

He sighs and walks farther into the house. Some of the bees follow him, muttering something about cake. Most of the furniture is honey-covered but some of it remains untouched. His bare feet sink into honey-drenched carpets as he walks.

Beyond the front hall there is a parlor and a study and a library.

On a table in the library there is a dollhouse. A different dollhouse than the Victorian structure Zachary currently occupies, a miniature building composed of tiny bricks and many windows. It looks like a school or maybe a library of the public sort. Zachary peers in one of the windows and there are no dolls and no furniture but there are pictures painted on the walls inside.

A pool of honey surrounds the building like a moat.

“Is this supposed to be the Starless Sea?” Zachary asks the bees.

“That is the next story this one is ending now. The key has come to lock it up and fold it and put it away to be read or told or to stay where it is tucked away we do not know what will happen after it ends but we are glad to have company we do not always have company for endings."

“I don’t understand.”

“You are the key you have brought the end it is time to lock it up and say goodbye goodnight farewell we have been waiting for you a very long time Mister Rawlins we did not know you would be the key we cannot always see keys for what they are when we meet them sometimes they are surprises hello surprise.”

Zachary continues walking through the house, into a formal dining room set for a non-existent dinner party. There is a cake on the sideboard with a single slice missing though the cakeless void has been filled with beeswax.
He wanders through a butler’s pantry that leads to the kitchen. It is a space meant for living that is currently occupied only by bees and a solitary dead man.

At the back of the house is a sunroom, its sprawling windows clouded with honey. Here he finds a single doll. A girl doll, painted and porcelain. Cracked, but not broken. She sits in a chair, her legs not quite bent properly, staring out a window as though she is waiting for someone to arrive, someone sneaking in through the back garden.

There is a book in her hand. Zachary takes it from her but it is not a real book. It is a piece of wood made to resemble a book. It cannot open.

Zachary looks out the honey-covered window. He wipes it as clear as he can with the palm of his hand and looks out over the garden over the city and the paper sea. So many stories within the story and here he is at the end of them all.

“This story can’t end yet,” Zachary says to the bees.

“*Why Mister Rawlins why not it is time for the end now the story is over the key is here it is time.*”

“Fate still owes me a dance.”

An indiscernible buzzing follows the statement before it settles into words.

“Oh oh oh hrmmm we do not know why she did that we do not always understand her ways would you like to speak with her Mister Rawlins sir we can build you a place to speak to the story sculptor a place in the story where you can talk to her and she can talk to you we cannot talk to her ourselves because she is not dead right now but we can build a place for talking or dancing we are good at building places for the story there is not a lot of time left it won’t last very long but we could do that if you would like would you like that?”

“Yes, I would like that, please,” Zachary says. He continues to stare out the window at the
world as he waits, with an unfinished idea of a book in his hands.

The bees begin to build the story of a space within this space. A new room inside the dollhouse.

They hum as they work.
I remembered where I’d heard of the Owl King before.

I don’t know why it took me so long.

I was at this party a couple of years ago, maybe a few months before Z disappeared. I don’t remember. I think it was summer. It must have been summer because I remember humidity and mosquitoes and that nighttime late night heat haze. One of those house parties at a friend of a friend and I wouldn’t have been able to pick the house or the friend’s friend out of a lineup afterward, because all the houses look blue-grey-brown in the light and on certain streets they all look the same, one blending into another, and sometimes the friends-of-friends do, too.

This house had those cool string lights out back. The hardcore ones with proper light bulbs that look like they’re on loan from some French café.

I was getting some air or something, I don’t remember why I was outside. I remember being in the yard looking up at the sky and trying to remember my constellations even though I can only ever pick out Orion.

I was alone out there. Maybe it was too humid or there were too many bugs or it was late enough that there weren’t that many people left and everyone was inside. I was sitting on a picnic table that was too big for the size of the yard, just kind of staring up at the universe.

Then this girl—no, woman. Lady. Whatever. This lady came out and offered me a drink. I figured she was a grad student or an assistant professor or somebody’s roommate or something but I couldn’t guess her age. Older than me. Not by a lot.

It’s funny how that works. How for so long a single year of difference matters and then after a certain point a year is nothing.
She gave me an opaque plastic cup identical to the one I’d abandoned inside but with better bourbon in it, on the rocks.

I accepted because mysterious ladies offering bourbon under the stars is very much my aesthetic.

She sat next to me and told me that we were the people that the narrative would have followed out from the party if we were in a movie or a novel or something. We were where the story was, the story you could follow like a string, not all the overlapping party stories in the house, tangled up with too many dramas soaked in cheap alcohol and stuffed into not enough rooms.

I remember we talked about stories, and how they work and how they don’t and how life can seem so slow and weird when you expect it to be more like a story, with all the boring bits and everyday stuff edited out.

We talked about fairy tales and she told me one I’d never heard before even though I know a lot of fairy tales.

It was about a hidden kingdom. Like a sanctuary place and no one knew where it was exactly but you found it when you needed it. It called out in dreams or sang siren songs and then you found a magic door or a portal or whatever. Not always but sometimes. You had to believe or need it or just be lucky, I guess.

It made me think of Rivendell, someplace Quiet and Away to finish writing a book in, but this hidden kingdom was underground and had a seaport, if I’m remembering it right. It probably did because it was on something called the Starless Sea and I know I’m not misremembering that part because it was definitely underground, thus the no stars. Unless that whole part was a metaphor. Whatever.
I remember the space more than the story that went with it but I think the story part had to do with this hidden kingdom being a temporary space. And how it was meant to end and vanish because vanishing fairy kingdoms are a thing, and the place had a beginning and a middle and was moving toward an end but then it got stuck. I think maybe it started over a bunch of times, too, but I don’t remember.

And some parts of the story got trapped outside of the story-space and other bits lost their way. Someone was trying to keep the story from ending, too, I think.

But the story wanted an ending.

Endings are what give stories meaning.

I don’t know if I believe that. I think the whole story has meaning but I also think to have a whole story-shaped story it needs some sort of resolution. Not even a resolution, some appropriate place to leave it. A goodbye.

I think the best stories feel like they’re still going, somewhere, out in story-space.

I remember wondering if this story was an analogy about people who stay in places or relationships or whatever situations longer than they should because they’re afraid of letting go or moving on or the unknown, or how people hold onto things because they miss what the thing was even if that isn’t what that same thing is now.

Or maybe that’s what I got out of it and someone else hearing the same story would see something different.

But anyway, this hidden kingdom was kept Alive in that magical fairy tale way and in the same way that it would sing to people who needed to find it for sanctuary purposes it started whispering for someone to come and destroy it. The space found its own loopholes and worked its own spells, so it could have an Ending.
“Did it work?” I remember asking, because she stopped the story there.

“Not yet,” she said. “But it will, someday.”

We talked about something else after that but there was more to the story. It had like, a whole cast of characters and felt like a proper fairy tale. There was a knight, maybe? I think he was sad? Or there were two of them, and one of them had a broken heart. And some Persephone-esque lady who kept leaving and coming back and there was a king and I remembered before that it was a bird king but I’d forgotten what kind of bird and now I swear it was an owl. Maybe. Probably.

But I forget what it means, what it meant in the story.

It’s weird, I can remember so much of it now. I remember the lights and the stars and the opaque plastic cup in my hand and the melting ice watering down my bourbon and that pot-mixed-with-incense scent coming from the house and I did find Orion and two different cars went by playing that song that was everywhere that summer but I don’t remember the whole story, not exactly, because the story didn’t seem as important as the teller or the stars in that moment when it was being told. It seemed like something else. Not something you could hold onto like an opaque plastic cup or someone else’s hand.

If I’m even remembering it right. I don’t know anymore. I’m pretty sure I remember her, at least.

I remember we laughed a lot and I remember I’d been upset or sad about something or other before we’d started talking and afterwards I wasn’t.

I remember I kind of wanted to kiss her but I also didn’t want to ruin it, and I didn’t want to be the drunk girl who kisses everyone at the party even though I’ve been that girl before.

I remember wishing that I’d gotten her number but I didn’t or if I did I lost it.
I do know I never saw her again. I would have remembered. She was hot.

She had pink hair.
The son of the fortune teller is guided by giant bees down a staircase within a dollhouse to where a basement would be though rather than a basement there is now an expansive ballroom made of honeycomb, shimmering and gold and beautiful.

“It is ready Mister Rawlins there is not much time left but here you go here is the place that you wanted the dancing talking place the story sculptor is waiting for you inside tell her we said hello please thank you.”

The buzzing quiets as Zachary descends down to the ballroom, drowned out by the music. Some jazz standard he recognizes but could not name.

The room is crowded with dancing ghosts. Transparent figures in timeless formal wear and masks conjured from glitter and honey, luminous and swirling over a polished wax floor patterned with hexagons.

It is the idea of a party constructed by bees. It doesn’t feel real, but it does feel familiar. The dancers part for Zachary as he walks and then he can see her across the room. Solid and substantial and here.

Mirabel looks exactly as she did the first time he saw her, dressed as the king of the wild things, though her hair is its proper pink beneath her crown and her gown has been embellished: the draping white cloth has been embroidered with barely-visible illustrations in white thread:
forests and cities and caverns laced together with honeycomb and snowflakes.

She looks like a fairy tale.

When he reaches her Mirabel offers him a hand and Zachary accepts it.

Here now in a ballroom made of wax and gold, Zachary Ezra Rawlins begins his last dance with fate.

“Is this all in my head?” Zachary asks as they dance amongst the golden crowd. “Am I making all of this up?”

“If you were, whatever answer I gave you would also be made up, wouldn’t it?” Mirabel answers.

Zachary doesn’t have a good response for that particular observation. “You knew that would happen,” he says. “You made all of this happen.”

“I did not. I gave you doors. You chose whether or not you opened them. I don’t write the story, I only nudge it in different directions.”

“Because you’re the story sculptor.”

“I’m just a girl looking for a key, Ezra.”

The music changes and she guides him into a turn. The incandescent ghosts around them spin.

“I don’t remember all of the times I died,” Mirabel continues. “I remember some with perfect clarity and other lifetimes fade one into the next. But I remember drowning in honey and for a moment, smothered in stories, I saw everything. I saw a thousand Harbors and I saw the stars and I saw you and me here and now at the end of it all but I didn’t know how we’d get here. You asked for me, didn’t you? I can’t really be here since I’m not dead.”

“But you’re… shouldn’t you be able to be wherever you want?”
“Not really. I’m in a vessel. An immortal one this time, but still a vessel. Maybe I am whatever I was before again. Maybe I’m something new now. Maybe I’m just myself. I don’t know. As soon as there’s an unquestionable truth there’s no longer a myth.”

They dance in silence for a moment while Zachary thinks about truth and myth and the other dancers circle around them.

“Thank you for finding Simon,” Mirabel says after the pause. “You set him back on his path.”

“I didn’t—”

“You did. He’d still be hiding in temples if you hadn’t brought him back into the story. Now he’s where he needs to be. It’s sort of like being found. That was all unforeseen, they did so much planning to have me conceived outside of time and no one ever stopped to think about what would happen to my parents after the fact and then everything got complicated. You can’t end a story when parts of it are still running around lost in time.”

“That’s why Allegra wanted to keep the book lost, isn’t it? And Simon and his hand.”

Zachary glimpses another couple out of the corner of his eye and for a moment it looks as though the glimmering man in the coat quite similar to his own dancing next to them is missing his left hand, but then it catches the light, transparent but there.

“Allegra saw the end,” Mirabel says. “She saw the future coming on its wings and she did everything she could think to do to prevent it, even things she didn’t want to do. She wished she could preserve the present and keep her beloved Harbor the way it was but everything got tangled and restricted. The story kept fading and the bees wandered back down to where they started. They followed the story up for a very long time through Harbor after Harbor but if things don’t change the bees stop paying as much attention. The story had to end closer to the Sea in
order to find the bees again. I had to trust that someday someone would follow the story all the way down. That there could be one story to tie all of the others together.”

“The bees said hello, by the way,” Zachary tells her. “What happens next?”

“I don’t know what happens next,” Mirabel answers. “Truly, I don’t,” she adds, in response to the look Zachary gives her. “I spent a very long time trying to get to this point and it seemed such an impossible goal I didn’t give much thought to what waited beyond it. This is a nice touch, back to the beginning and all. I didn’t think we’d get to finish our dance. Sometimes dances are left unfinished.”

Zachary has a thousand questions still to ask but instead he pulls Mirabel closer and rests his head against her neck. He can hear her heartbeat thrumming, slow and steady, in time with the music.

There is nothing in his world now save for this room and this woman and this story. He can feel the way the story spreads out from this point, through space and through time and so much further than he ever imagined but this is the beating, buzzing heart of it. Right here and right now.

He’s calm again. Relieved to have his Max back and even though he knows they both have other people they belong with there is still this room and this dance and this moment and it matters, maybe more than any of the others.

There is a humming noise all around them beyond the walls. The dancing ghosts fade one after another until only the two of them are left.

“I don’t know if you will ever understand how grateful I am, Ezra,” Mirabel says.

“For everything.”

The music falters and the ballroom begins to shake. One of the walls cracks. Honey begins to
seep up from the floor.

“There is not much time left Mister Rawlins sir you had your dance the story is over we really must be going.”

The buzzed warning comes from all around them.

“I missed it,” Zachary says. “I missed so much.” He is not really talking about the story.

“You’re here for the end,” Mirabel says. It doesn’t make him feel better.

“What happens now?” Zachary asks, as now seems suddenly more meaningful than next. “That’s not up to me, Ezra. Like I said, I don’t make things happen, I just provide opportunities and doors. Someone else has to open them.”

Mirabel reaches out and traces a line in the honeycomb wall with her finger and then another and another until they are roughly the shape of a door.

She draws a doorknob for it and pulls it open. There is a starlit wood beyond it, the tree branches heavy with leaves. The waves of honey around their feet lap at the grass but do not pass through the door.


She gives him a bow. The end of a dance.

“You’re welcome, Max.”

He bows at her in return, slow to rise again, expecting her to be gone by the time he looks up but instead she has come back and she is right in front of him and she kisses him, a brief, light brush of her lips against his cheek like a parting gift. A stolen moment before the end laced with honey and inevitability. It is not entirely sweet. Then Mirabel turns and walks through the door.

The door closes behind her and melts away into the wax wall, leaving Zachary alone in an empty, collapsing ballroom.
“It is time to go Mister Rawlins sir.”

“Go where?” Zachary asks but the buzzing has stopped. The honey swirling around Zachary’s feet is getting higher. He makes his way back to the stairs and up into the dollhouse. The honey follows him.

Back inside the dollhouse the bees are gone.

The porcelain doll has vanished from the sunroom.

Zachary tries to open the front door but it has been sealed closed with wax.

He climbs up the dollhouse stairs and passes unoccupied doll bedrooms and closets until he finds another flight of honey-sticky stairs that lead to an attic filled with forgotten memories and within the attic there is a ladder, leading up to a door in the ceiling.

Zachary pushes it open and climbs onto the top of the dollhouse. He stands on the widow’s walk, staring out at the sea. Honey bubbles up through the paper confetti, turning the blue sea golden.

The bees are swarming over the roof below him. They buzz at him as they begin to fly up and away.

“Goodbye Mister Rawlins thank you for being the key you were a good key and a nice person we wish you well in your future endeavors.”

“What future endeavors?” Zachary yells at the bees but the bees do not answer. They fly off into the darkness, past models of planets and stars, leaving Zachary alone with only the sound of the sea. He misses the buzzing as soon as it is gone.

And now the sea is rising.

The honey sweeps over the paper grass and mixes with the sea. The lighthouse falls, its light extinguished. The honey steals the shore away and pulls the buildings down, insistent and
impatient.

There is only one sea now, consuming the universe.

The sea has reached the house. The lock on the dollhouse breaks as the waves sweep through the open door and up the stairs. The facade falls, cracking open the honeycomb interior.

The rowboat is floating, not near enough to reach easily but Zachary is out of options.

The world is sinking.

Being dead should not feel this perilous.

The honey is up to his knees.

This is really the end, he thinks. There is no world beneath this world.

There is nothing that comes after this.

The reality of it all is sinking in as the dollhouse sinks below him.

The end is here and Zachary fights it.

He pulls himself up on the guardrail and dives for the boat. He slips, falling into the honey sea and the honey embraces him like a long lost love.

He grabs for the edge of the boat but his honey-coated hands are too slippery to hold on.

The boat capsizes.

This Starless Sea claims Zachary Ezra Rawlins for its own.

It pulls him under and will not let him surface.

He gasps for a breath his lungs do not require and around him the world breaks.

Open.

Like an egg.
Rhyme stands on the highest step on a flight of stairs that once led down to the ballroom and currently descend into an ocean of honey.

She knows this story. She knows it by heart. Every word, every character, every change. This tale has buzzed in her ears for years but it is one thing to hear and quite another to see the sinking.

She has pictured it in her mind a thousand and one times but this is different. The sea is darker, the surf rougher and foaming as it clings to the stone and pulls books and candles and furniture down in its wake, stray pages and bottles of wine finding their way to the surface again before succumbing to their fate.

The honey always moved more slowly in Rhyme’s imagination.

It is time to go. It is past time, but Rhyme remains standing and watching the tide ebb and rise until the honey reaches her feet and only then does she turn, the hem of her robes sticky and heavy as she walks away from the sea.

The Starless Sea follows Rhyme as she winds her way through rooms and halls, creeping at her heels as she takes these last steps, baring final witness to this place.

Rhyme hums to herself as she walks and the Sea listens. She pauses at a wall carved with vines and flowers and bees that does not appear to contain a door but Rhyme takes a coin-sized
disc of metal from her pocket and places the bee upon it into the bee-shaped carving and
the gateway into the Archive opens for her.

The honey follows at her feet, pooling into the room, stretching through the hidden
stacks and shelves.

Rhyme passes the empty spot on the shelf where *Sweet Sorrows* would have been were it not
stolen by a rabbit a long time ago and another vacancy where she pulled *The Ballad of Simon &
Eleanor* from its place in the archive herself, not so very long ago at all, comparatively.

Rhyme considers whether giving people pieces of their own stories is somehow cheating
fate or not and decides that Fate probably doesn’t mind one way or another.

Two volumes misplaced over so much time is not that bad, Rhyme thinks, looking up at the
shelves. There are thousands of them, the stories of this place. Translated and transcribed by
every acolyte who walked these halls before her. Bound together in volumes of single
contained narratives or combined in overlapping pieces.

The stories of a place are not easily contained.

It sounds strange and empty now, in her head. Rhyme can hear the hum of past stories
though they are low and quiet, the stories always calm once they have been written down
whether they are past stories or present stories or future stories.

It is the absence of the high-pitched stories of the future that is the most strange. There is the
thrum of what will pass in the next few minutes buzzing in her ears—so faint compared to the tales
layered upon tales that she once heard—and then nothing. Then this place will have no more tales to
tell. It took her so long to learn to decipher them and write them down so they bore any resemblance
to the way they unfolded in her ears and in her mind and now they’re almost gone. She hopes
whoever wrote these last moments did them justice, she did not write them
herself but she can tell from the way that they buzz in her ears they have already been recorded.

Rhyme takes one last walk around the Archive, saying her silent goodbyes and letting the stories hum around her before she continues upward.

She leaves the door to the Archive open, to let the Sea inside.

The Starless Sea follows Rhyme up stairways and through halls and gardens, claiming statues and memories and oh, so many books.

The electric lights flicker and die, plunging the space into darkness, but there are enough candles for Rhyme to see by. She lit her path earlier, knowing she would need the flames to guide her way.

The scent of burning hair greets Rhyme as she reaches the Heart. She does not knock on the door to the Keeper’s office as she enters, nor does she comment on his clipped-short hair or the tangle of braids burning in the fireplace, their strung pearls charring and falling into the ashes.

One pearl for each year he has spent in this space.

He never told her that, but he did not have to. Rhyme knows his story. The bees have whispered it to her.

The Keeper’s robes are folded neatly on a chair and he now wears a tweed suit that was already out of fashion the last time it was worn which was quite some time ago. He is sitting at his desk, writing by candlelight. This fact makes Rhyme feel better about having taken so long, but she always knew they would wait until the last moment to depart.

“Are all of the cats out?” the Keeper asks without looking up from his notebook.

Rhyme points at the ginger cat on the desk.

“He’s being stubborn,” the Keeper admits. “We shall have to take him with us.”

He continues to write while Rhyme watches. She could read his rushed inscriptions if she
cared to but she knows what they are. Invocations and supplications. Blessings and yearnings and wishes and warnings.

He is writing to Mirabel as he always has, as he has continued to write through the years she has been with Zachary in the depths, writing as though he is speaking to her, as though she can hear each word as it materializes on the paper like a whisper in her ear.

Rhyme wonders if he knows that Mirabel hears him, has always heard him, will always hear him through distance and lifetimes and a thousand turning pages.

This is not where our story ends, he writes.

This is only where it changes.

The Keeper puts his pen down and closes the notebook.

He looks up at Rhyme.

“You should change,” he says, looking at her robes and her honey-soaked shoes.

Rhyme unties her robes and takes them off. Beneath them she wears the same clothes she wore when she first arrived: her old school uniform with its plaid skirt and white button-down shirt. It did not seem right to wear anything else for the departure despite the fact that it feels like wearing a past life and the shirt is now too small. The honey-soaked shoes will have to suffice.

The Keeper, seeming not to notice the encroaching waves, stands and pours a glass of wine from a bottle on the desk. He offers to pour another for Rhyme but she declines.

“Don’t fret,” the Keeper says to Rhyme, watching her as she watches the Sea. “It is all here,” he says, placing a fingertip on Rhyme’s forehead. “Remember to let it out.”

The Keeper hands her his fountain pen. Rhyme smiles at the pen and places it in the pocket of her skirt.

“Ready?” he asks and Rhyme nods.
The Keeper looks around the office once more but takes nothing save the glass of wine as they move into the next room, the ginger cat following.

“Could you give me a hand with this, please?” the Keeper asks, placing his wine down on a shelf and together he and Rhyme move the large painting of Zachary and Dorian aside, revealing the door set into the stone wall beneath it.

“Where shall we go?” the Keeper asks.

Rhyme hesitates, looking at the door and then back over her shoulder. The Sea has reached the office, lapping at the desk and the candles and toppling the broom that had been resting in a corner.

“We are past the time for vows,” the Keeper adds and Rhyme turns back to him.

“I’d like to be there, if we can,” she says, each word careful and slow, sitting strangely on a tongue she has not used for speaking in years. “Wouldn’t you?”

The Keeper considers this suggestion. He takes a watch from the pocket of his suit and looks at it, turning the hands this way and that before he nods.

“I suppose we have the time,” he says. Rhyme picks up the ginger cat.

The Keeper places his hand on the door and the door listens to its instructions. It knows where it is meant to open, though it could open anywhere.

Waves of honey sweep into the room as the Keeper opens the door.

“Quickly now,” he says, ushering Rhyme and the cat through the door and out into the cloud-covered daylight.

The Keeper turns back and lifts the glass of wine from the shelf.

“To Seeking,” he says, raising his glass to the approaching Sea.

The Sea does not answer.
The Keeper drops the glass, letting it spill and shatter on the floor by his feet, and then
he steps out of this sinking Harbor and into the world above.

The door closes and the Starless Sea crashes into it, flooding the office and the room
beyond. It smothers the fire and the smoldering braids within it and slides over the painting,
pulling measures of time and depictions of fates under its surface.

This space that was once a Harbor is now part of the Starless Sea again.

All of its stories returned to their source.

Far above, on a gray city sidewalk, the Keeper pauses to glance in the window of a bookstore
while Rhyme stares up at the tall buildings and the ginger cat glares at nothing and everything.

They continue walking and when they reach the corner Rhyme looks up at the sign
informing her that they are leaving Bay Street and turning onto King.

Perched on the street sign there is an owl, staring down at her.

No one else seems to notice it.

For the first time in a long time, Rhyme doesn’t know what it means.

Or what will happen next.
Dorian sits on the stone shore next to Zachary’s body at the edge of the Starless Sea. He has sobbed himself numb and now he simply sits, not wanting to see the unchanging tableau in front of him and unable to look away.

He keeps thinking about the first thing he encountered in this place that looked like Zachary. He doesn’t know how long ago it was, he only remembers how unprepared he was, even after multiple Allegras and greater nightmares wearing the skin of his sister who died when he was seventeen.

It was snowing. Dorian only believed for a moment that it was really Zachary and that moment was enough. Enough for the thing that was not Zachary even though it wore his face to disarm him. To bring him to his knees in the snow and Dorian does not remember even not how he managed to dodge the claws that came for him in the blood-soaked snow quickly enough to retrieve the sword and get to his feet again.

The moon had warned him but Dorian does not believe anyone could truly be prepared for what it feels like to wield a sword in deepest darkness and cut through all that you ever cared for.

With all the Zacharies that followed he did not hesitate.

He had thought he would be able to tell the difference when he finally found the real one. He was wrong.

Dorian replays the moment over and over again in his mind, the moment when Zachary
remained while the previous creature-worn guises had vanished once they were struck only to be replaced by someone or something or someplace else, followed by the slow, terrible comprehension that this moment and everything held within it was all too real.

And now this moment stretches on and on, interminable and awful, when everything had been constant, dizzying change before, moving too fast for him to catch his breath. Now there are no false cities, no haunted memories, no snow. Only a cavernous emptiness and a seashore littered with the wreckage of ships and stories.

(The darkness-lurking things that hunted him have fled, in fear of such grief.)

(Only the Persian cat remains, curled by his side, purring.)

Dorian thinks that he deserves this pain. He wonders when it will end. If it will ever end. He doubts that it will.

This is his fate.

To have his story end here in this interminable anguish surrounded by broken glass and honey.

He considers falling on the sword himself but the presence of the cat prevents him. (All cats are guardians in their own right.)

Dorian has no way to mark the time that passes with dreadful slowness but now the edge of the Starless Sea is approaching, the luminous coastline moving closer. He thinks at first that it is only his imagination but soon it becomes clear that the tide is rising.

Dorian has resigned himself to slowly drowning in honey and sorrow when he sees the ship.
I thought about giving this notebook to Z’s mom but I didn’t. I feel like I’m not done with it, even though it’s a bunch of pieces and not a whole anything.

I hope there’s a missing piece, maybe even a small one, something that will make all the other pieces fit together but I have no clue what it is.

I told Z’s mom some things. Not all the things. I brought bee cookies because I figured she’d say something if it meant anything to her and also because they’re delicious because lemon honey icing but she didn’t say anything so I didn’t bring it up. I didn’t feel like talking about secret societies and places that may or may not exist and it was nice to talk to someone for once. To be somewhere else and sit and have coffee and cookies. Everything felt brighter there. The light, the attitude, everything.

She also just *knew* things. I think she broke me down a little bit. Or put a crack in my psychic armor that wasn’t there before. That’s how the light gets in and all that.

At one point I asked her if she believed if there was magic in the world and she told me “the world *is* magic, honeychild.”

Maybe it is. I don’t know.

She slipped a tarot card into my coat pocket when I was leaving, I didn’t notice until later. The Moon.

I had to look it up, I don’t know tarot stuff. It reminded me that Z had a deck and read for me once and kept insisting he wasn’t very good but everything he said was pretty much on point.

I found stuff that said the Moon card was about illusions and finding your way through the unknown and secret otherworlds and creative madness.
Madame Love knows what’s up, I think.

I put the card on my dashboard so I can see it while I drive.

I feel like something’s coming and I don’t know what.

I’m trying to let all of this go and something keeps holding on.

No, something keeps building. Keeps leading me to something new and something next. If this hadn’t happened I wouldn’t have started building my game, I wouldn’t have gotten this job, I wouldn’t be on my way to Canada right now.

It’s like I’m following a string Z left for me through a maze but he might not even be in this maze. Maybe it’s not my job to find him. Maybe it is my job to see where the string goes.

It felt weird to leave his scarf. I’ve had it for so long.

I hope he gets it someday.

I hope he has a really, really good story to tell me over dinner at his mom’s place and I hope he’s there with his husband and I’m there with someone or by myself and fine with that and I hope we stay up so late that late turns into early and I hope the stories and the wine go on and on and on and on.

Someday.
Afterward

Something New and Something Next
There is a ship upon the Starless Sea, sailing as the tides rise.

Below the deck a man whose name is now Dorian keeps his vigil over the corpse of Zachary Ezra Rawlins while the ship’s captain whose name is not and will never be Eleanor navigates the stormy seas.

There is a commotion above, a howling wind as the boat rocks, lilting to one side and then to the other. The flames on the candles falter and recover again.

“What’s going on?” Dorian asks when Eleanor returns to the cabin.

“There are owls perching along the sails,” Eleanor says. One of them has followed her, a small owl who swoops through the cabin and perches on a beam. “They’re making it difficult to steer. They’re trying to stay afloat, you can’t blame them with the sea rising this fast. It’s fine, I’ll need new maps now anyway.”

She makes this remark regarding the table with the maps where they have laid out Zachary’s body, blood seeping through paper and golden ribbons and obscuring both the known paths and the unmapped territories where the dragons be, all of it now lost beneath the sea.

Dorian starts to apologize but Eleanor stops him and they stand in shared silence.

“How high will it rise?” Dorian asks to break the silence though he finds he does not care. Let it continue to rise until they crash into the surface of the earth.

“There are many caverns to sail through,” Eleanor assures him to his dismay. “I know the ways no matter how high it rises. Can I get you anything?”

“No, thank you,” Dorian says.

“This is your person, isn’t it?” she asks, looking down at Zachary.
Dorian nods.

“I knew someone once who had a coat like that. What are you reading?” Eleanor asks, regarding the book in his hands though Dorian is holding it as a talisman more than he is actually reading it.

He hands *Sweet Sorrows* to her.

Eleanor frowns at the book and then the joyful recognition of an old lost friend spreads across her features.

“Where did you find this?” she asks.

“He found it,” Dorian explains. “In a library. On the surface. It’s yours, I believe.” The look on her face almost makes him smile.

“The book was never mine,” Eleanor says. “Only the stories in it. I stole the book from the Archive. I didn’t think I’d ever see it again.”

“You should have it back.”

“No, we should keep it for sharing. There is always room for more books.”

Only then does Dorian notice the sheer volume of books around the cabin, tucked into spaces between beams and on windowsills, piled on chairs and propping up table legs.

The ship tilts, a particularly rough wave tipping the cabin on an angle before it rights itself. A pencil rolls from a table and disappears beneath an armchair.

The Persian cat that has been napping in the armchair slides grumpily off and goes to investigate the case of the disappearing pencil, as though that was its intention all along.

“I should go back up,” Eleanor says, handing *Sweet Sorrows* back to Dorian. “I forgot to tell you, there’s someone up on one of the precipices. I saw him through my telescope. He’s just sitting there, *reading*. I’ll stop for him when the sea level reaches that point. I don’t know how
he’d get out otherwise, he only has one hand. If the waves get worse hold on to something,” Dorian thinks he should throw himself into the waves and let the Starless Sea take him but he suspects Eleanor would rescue him again if he did.

Eleanor gives Dorian’s shoulder a somewhat awkward pat and then she returns to the deck, leaving him alone with Zachary.

Dorian brushes a curl from Zachary’s forehead. He doesn’t look dead. Dorian doesn’t know if it would help if he did.

Dorian sits silently, listening to the crash of the waves against the ship, the howl of the wind and the beating of wings circling through the caverns, and his heart beating in his ears which sounds as though it has an echo because it does and then Dorian realizes where the echoed heartbeat is coming from.

He takes the box from his pack and holds it in his hands.

*What is the difference, Dorian asks himself, between Fate’s heart and a heart belonging to Fate?*

A heart kept by Fate until it is needed.

Dorian looks down at Zachary’s body and then back at the box.

He thinks about what he believes.

When Dorian opens the box the heart inside beats faster, its moment arrived at last.
Someone left a note on my car.

It’s parked in a shopping mall parking lot outside of Toronto and someone left a note on it. Literally fewer than ten people in the world even know I’m in this country right now and I’ve checked for tracking devices and I should absolutely not be findable or note-able. I didn’t plan on stopping at this mall, I don’t even know what city I’m in, Mississomething.

The note says “Come and See” with an address below it.

It’s written on a piece of stationary with “Regards from The Keating Foundation” embossed across the top.

The back has a little drawing of an owl wearing a crown.

I plugged the address into my GPS. It’s not that far away.

Dammit.

The address is a vacant building. It might have been a school or a library, maybe. Just enough broken windows to cement the whole “abandoned” look. There aren’t any signs. The front door is boarded up but there aren’t any for sales or no trespassings or beware of dogs. There aren’t even any signs to say what it was, only a number above the door so I know I’m in the right place.

I’ve been parked here for twenty minutes trying to figure out if I should try to go in or not. The grounds are all overgrown, like no one’s been here in years. No one’s even driven by.
There’s some graffiti but not a lot. Mostly initials and abstract swirls. Maybe Canadian graffiti is more polite.

If I’m going to go in I should do it before it gets too dark. I should probably bring a flashlight.

It feels like it’s looking at me, in that old building creepy way. That space that’s had so many people in it but now there’s no one so it feels extra empty.

I’m inside now and it was definitely a library once upon a time. There are empty shelves and card catalogues. No books, just random invoices and packing slips and a few stray cards, the old school kind you had to write your name on.

And everywhere, everywhere there are these paintings.

Like graffiti and Renaissance oil painting had mural babies. All abstract and fuzzy here and there and then hyper-realistic other places.

There are bees swarming down staircases and a cherry blossom snowstorm and the ceilings are painted to look like night sky, covered in stars with the moon moving across it from phase to phase.

There are murals that look like a city and others that look like a library-within-the-library and one room has a castle and there are people. Life-sized portraits that are so realistic at first I thought there were actual people in here and I nearly said hello.

One of them is Z and another is that guy from the bar (I knew that guy was important I knew it).

And one of them is me.
I’m on the goddamned wall.

I’m on the wall in the orange coat that I am currently wearing with this notebook in my hand. What the hell is going on here?

On this big wall there’s a huge owl. Not a barn owl, a barred owl maybe? I don’t know my owls. It’s gigantic and takes up most of the wall with its wings spread and there are all these keys in its talons hanging from ribbons and it has a crown above its head.

Under the owl there’s a door.

It has a crown and a heart and a feather on it, in a line down the center.

The door isn’t part of the painting.

It’s an actual door.

It’s in the middle of a wall but there’s no door on the other side, I checked. It’s solid wall on that side.

The door is locked but it has a keyhole and hey, I have a key.

Maybe the Time has Come.

I’m sitting in front of the door. There’s a little bit of light beneath it.

The sun is going down, but the light under the door hasn’t changed.

I don’t know what to do.

I don’t know what you’re supposed to do when you find what you didn’t know you were looking for and you weren’t even certain it existed anyway and then suddenly you’re sitting on
the floor of an abandoned Canadian library face-to-face with it.

I’ve been huffing that citrus oil that Z’s mom gave me but I don’t feel mentally clear.

I feel lemony and insane.

I went outside and sat on the hood of my car and watched the moon rise. There are so many stars. I found Orion.

I put my Moon tarot card in my pocket and I have my feather key. It still has the tag on it.

The handwriting is the same as the note.

*When the Time comes.*

*Come and See.*

I’m leaving this notebook here in my car just in case. I don’t know why. So someone knows.

So there’s a record, if something happens. If I don’t come back.

So someone maybe somewhere sometime will read it and know.

Hi, person reading this.

Katrina Hawkins was here.

These things happened.

Sometimes it might sound weird but sometimes life is like that.

Sometimes life gets weird.

You can try to ignore it or you can see where weird takes you.

You open a door.
What happens next?

I’m going to find out.
...fate fell in love with time.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins wakes, gasping, his new heart hammering in his chest.

The last thing he remembers is honey, so much honey filling his lungs and pulling him down to the bottom of the Starless Sea.

But he is not at the bottom of the Starless Sea.

He’s alive. He’s here.

Wherever here is.

Here seems to be moving. The surface he is on is hard but everything around him is oscillating. There are pieces of paper and bits of ribbon and something sticky that isn’t honey beneath his fingers.

The light is dim but there are candles, maybe. He doesn’t know where he is.

He tries to stand and instead he falls but someone catches him.

Zachary and Dorian stare at each other in bewildered disbelief.

Neither of them has the words for this moment in this story, not in any language. Zachary starts to laugh and Dorian leans in and takes the laugh from his lips with his own and there is nothing left between them now: no distance, no words, not even fate or time to complicate matters.

This is where we leave them, in a long-awaited kiss upon the Starless Sea, tangled in salvation and desire and obsolete cartography.

But this is not where their story ends.

Their story is only just beginning.

And no story ever truly ends as long as it is told.
Outside what was once a library there is a recently abandoned blue car.

A ginger cat sleeps on the still-warm hood.

A man in a tweed suit leans against the car, leafing through a teal notebook though there is only moonlight to read by.

By the side of the brick building a young woman in an outgrown school uniform stands on tiptoes, peering in a window.

Neither of them notices the woman walking toward them through the trees but the stars do, their light shining brightly on her crown.

She has always known this night would come.

Through centuries and lifetimes, she has always known.

The only question was how to get here.

The woman in the crown pauses in the quiet darkness, watching the man as he reads.

Then she turns her attention skyward.

She reaches her hand up toward the stars. Resting on her palm is a single card. She holds it out at the night sky, displaying it to the moon and the stars with a considerable amount of showmanship.

Upon the card there is an empty void. *The Ending.*

She flips the card over. A bright expanse. *The Beginning.*

She flips it again and it turns to golden dust in her fingers.

She takes a bow. The crown does not fall from her head but it slips and she straightens it and turns her attention back to the ground, back to her own story.
When she reaches the car she is shivering in her sleeveless gown.

“I didn’t change,” Mirabel tells the Keeper. “I didn’t think it would be this cold. Have you been waiting long?”

The Keeper takes off his tweed jacket and drapes it over her shoulders.

“No long,” he assures her, for a few hours are nothing compared to the time they have both waited for this moment.

“She hasn’t opened it yet, has she?” Mirabel asks, looking toward the brick building. “No, but she will soon. She’s already decided. She left this.” He holds up the bright teal notebook. He presses a red button on the cover and tiny lights flicker around a smiling face. “How is our Mister Rawlins faring?”

“Better now. He didn’t think I’d let him have a happy ending. I’m kind of offended.” “Perhaps he did not believe that he deserved one.”

“Is that what you thought?” Mirabel asks but the Keeper does not reply. “You don’t have to be there, you know,” she adds. “Not anymore.”

“Neither do you, and yet here we are.”

Mirabel smiles.

The Keeper lifts a hand and tucks a stray lock of pink hair behind her ear.

He pulls her closer to keep her warm, catching her lips with his.

Inside the brick building a door opens into a new Harbor upon the Starless Sea.

Far above the stars are watching, delighted.

* * *